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ON-.SITE CONSULTATION HEARINGS, OCCUP TIONAL
SAFETY AND -HEALTH ACT
tIIESDAY, VILY 22, 1975
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON MANPOWER,
COMPENSATION, AND HEALTH AND SAFETY
OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

sh 'ngton, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at . 0 a.m., in room
2175,, Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C., Hon.
Dominick V. Daniels, chairman of the subcommittee, presiding.
Members present: RARresentatiNes Daniels, Hawkins, Gaydos,
Risenhoover, Beard, and Mrs. Smith.
Staff present: Daniel Krivit., Counsel; Denniese Medlin, clerk;

and Susie Nelson, legislative associate.
Mr. DANIELS. 'T110 Subcommittee on Manpower, CompensatiOn,
and Health and Safety}- will come to order.
We meet this morning to consider legislation to amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to provide consultative services
to employers desiring to comply with OSHA standards. On-site
consultation was discussed on the House floor, June 25, during consideration of the LaborHEW appropriations bill for fiscal year 1976.
As chairman of the Manpower, Compensation;and Heatth'and Safety

subcommittee which has jurisdiction over OSHA, I pledged in the
course of this debate that I would quickly propose a consultation
bill and call hearings on this subject of great concern to my colleagues.
'Accordingly, on July 14, I introduced H.R. 8618, to provide for a
3-year program of consultation and education to employers requesting
these services from the Department of Labor. Four days of hearings
on consultation are scheduled to afford Members of Congress, the
Department of Labor and public witnesses an opportunity to bring
their views to the attention of this subcommittee.
My single purpose in proposing H.R. 8618 is to strengthen OSHA

by providing an additional program to encourage employers to
voluntarily comply with safety and health standards established
under the act. My amendment will not weaken or diminish the
vital enforcement provisions of OSHA, including first- instance
sanctions. I remain firmly committed to the first-instance sandtions
provision in section 9 as the fundamental incentive to employers'

voluntary compliance prior to inspection.
My proposal separates the functions and personnel responsible for
enforcement and consultative services. Further funding of consultative
manpower should not be at the expense of appropriations for compliance personnel. I therefore include a new authorization for consul(1)
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talon and education to insure that funds are not siphoned from enforcement programs to finance consultative services.

The current program of consultative services to employers'in States
without operational State plans was initiated through amendments to
the Labor-HEW appropriations bill of fiscal year 1975. I believe it is
incumbent on the authorizing subcommittee to investigate this program of grants on a 50-50 matching basis to preempted States. As of
this date, 15 of the 34 preempted jurisdictions eligible for sec. 7(c)(1)
grants are participating. The remaining 19 eligible jurisdictions have
no form of on-site consultation.
Twenty-two States currently have approved sec,. 1s8(b) plans. Of
these States, 20 offer onsite consultation; one State, Iowa, is planning

this service; and another State, Utah, has chosen not to offer

consultation.

This subcommittee has conducted 27 days of oversight hearings'
since passage of OSHA in 1970. We have heard extensive testimony

from Members of ,Congress and public witnesses concerning the
difficulties that many employersparticularly small businessmen and

womenexperience m coming into compliance with OSHA standards:
Many small business operators lack the financial resources to retain
private consultants to counsel applicability of OSHA standards to
their work sites.
I realize also that many States today are experiencing fiscal'constraints which preclude participation in the OSHA 50-50 contract
program for consultative services under sec. 7(c)(1). An employer,
however, should not be precluded from on-site consultation simply

because his State is unable to join in the matching grant program.
This subcommittee must therefore direct its attention to a program
that insures consultative services to employers in all 56 jurisdictions
covered by the Occupational Safety and Health Act.
This subcommittee cannot and must not deviate from its standing
commitment to millions of American workers to assure safe and
healthful working conditions through enforcement of standards devel-

oped under OSHA. I believe that we can further assist the working
man 'and Woman by encouraging employers to voluntarily comply
with the standards. That is the purpose of my amendment and of
these hearings.
[Text of H.R.

8618 follows:]
[H.R. 8018, 94th Cong., first semi

A Fit LL, To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to provide additional consultation and
education to employers, and for other purposes

Br it enacted by the Senate and
and, House of Representatives of the United States of
section 21 of the Occupational Safety and
America ire Congress assembled,

Health Act of 1970 is amended by addiog at the end thereof the following new

subsection:
"(d)(1) In order to further carry out his responsibilities under this section, the
Secretary may visitthe workplace of any employer for the/ purpose of Affording

consultation and advice to the employer. Such consultative visits may be conducted only upon a valid request by the employer for consultation and advice at
the workplace concerning the obligations of the employer under section 5. In
making consultative visits under this subsection, the Secretary shall give priority
to small businesses and to hazardous workplaces. The Secretary shall Make and
transmit to the employer a Written report, containing recommendations regarding
the (4imination of any hazards disclosed during any such consultative visit.
"(2) No consultative visit authorized by this subsection shall be, regarded as
an inspection or investigation under section 8 of the Act and no citations shall.be
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issued nor shall any civil penalty be Imposed by the Secretary upoti such visit,
except that: (A) where an employer fails to eliminate an imminent danger disclosed during a consultative visit, the Secretary shall takesany appropriate action
under section 13 to eliminate such condition; and (B) if there is substantial
probability that death or serious physical harm to employees could result from
conditions disclosed during a consultative visit, the Secretary shall Immediately
notify the employer of such conditions and afford the employer a reasonable-time
/ to eliminate such conditions. Where the Secretary is not satisfied through a
further consultative visit, documentary evidence, or otherwise that such elimination has taken place, the Secretary may take any appropriate action under this
Act.

"(3) Information regarding consultative visits shall not be transmitted to
representatives of the Secretary engaged in enforcement activities except where
necessary in order to carry out the provisions. of paragraph (2).
"(4) Except as otherwise provided, nothing herein shall affect the duties and
responsibilities of the Secretary under sections 8, 9, 10, and 13. Advice given
during a consultative visit shall not be binding on the Secretary in the event of
any inspection of the workplace. In the event of such inspection, a written report
of the consultation visit-may, with the consent of the employer, be consider0 by
the Secretary for the purpose of determining the employer's good faith in proposing penalties.

"(5) In prescribing rules and regulations pursuant to this subsection, the

Secretary shall provide for the separation of functions between officers, employees,
or agents who conduct consultative visits pursuant to this subsection..and officers,
employees, or agents who conduct inspections or investigations under section 8.
"(6) In order to further carry out his responsibilities under this section, the
Secretary shall 'establish programs for thp education and training of employers
and employees which, to the extent practicable, shall be conducted in local comities and shall deal with hazards in "particular industries.".
Sxc. 2. For the purpose of carrying out the amendment made by the first sec, ion of this Act, there is authorized to be appropriated the sum of $2,000,000 for
the peribd beginning July 1, 1975, an ending September 30, 1976, $7,000,000 for
the fiscal ,year ending September 30, 1977, and $8,000,000 fot fiscal year ending
Septem.ktI r 39, 1978.

Mr. DANIELS. Our first witness today is eon. Paul Findley,
Representative of the 20th District of the State of Illinois.
I extend to you, Paul, a sincere welcome to testify at these hearings.
STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL FINDLEY, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF TIJANOIS

Mr. FINDLEY. Thank you ye

much, Mr. ChA. rman.

First of all, I would like to hank you and the members of the subcommittee for granting me the op ortunity to appear before you today
to speak in support of amend' (HA to provide on-site consultation.
am impressed with the s) ed vith which the subcommittee has
begun consideration of the s
al bills pending before it and I am
especially impressed with the .hairman's bill, H.R. 8618.
Let me state at the outset th t though I see area where i might be
strengthened, I support it full I recognize it as an advance and I
urge you to get an on-site consultation bill before the Congress as
soon as possible.
Five years ago, the Occupation

Safety and Health Act was enacted

into law. The initiatives set for h by the act have gone a long way
toward insuring the safety and health of the Nation's workers. The
law, overall, is a good one. I voted for it. It has worked well. It has
been tremendously successful, I believe in reducing the number of,
work-related casualties, enhancing productivity by cutting down on
the number of man-hours lost through injury, and encouraging voluntary safety efforts on the part of employers. But, as in any complex

8
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'contains
piece of legislation affecting millions of , p
imperfections which need correction. erhaps the single most glaring
fault in the law is the lack of provisions or prior on-site consultation.
Almost from its enactment in 1970, many people recognized that
small businessmen were going to run into difficulty in attemPting to
interpret and comply with all 'the standards se fofth in OSHA.
Many small \employers simply do not possess either the technical or
physical resources required to comprehend or fully comply witir..all

.

the OSHA requirements. Many conscientious small employers
sincerely concerned about the safety of their employees cannot 1,...
eliminate violations simply because they do not know what violationS,

exist. As the distinguished Chairman has noted, the single most
important problem facing OSHA is the "inability of the small business, ,
man to learn what is expected of him."

Regrettably, the act presently prohibits Federal inspectors from

..offering nonpenal advice and consultation to an employer. Congress

and the Department of Labor have tried to provide prior on-site

consultation to small employers through the use of State personnel..
This approach has been woefully deficient, howeverdor, two reasons:
First, there wer problems of inconsistency between State consultants
and inspectors...The chairman's bill, unfortunately, will not completely.
eliminate this problem.
More importantly, not every*State provides such services. In fact,
at present 31 States still offer no comprehensive consultative program.
Currently 60 percent of the working population does not have access
to any form of consultative services.
.

The same day the chairman introduced his bill, I introduced a

,6

bill H.R. 8619, which would, I believe, remedy many of the problems
we are concerned about. It would perniit A businessman to request
that OSHA conduct an on-site consultatiVe visit for the purpose of
advising him as to existing violations and what must be done to clear

them up without penalty. It would allow an employer anxious to
bring his workplace into compliance to request that OSHA officials
visit the premises and render 'advice without fear of being cited or
penalized for his conscientiousness. Because my bill would amend the
basic law, it would extend coverage of on-site consultation to all small
employers with 25 or fewer employees in every State. I believe such
an amendment would treinkidously enhance voluntary compliance

on the part of small .employers. In addition, it would 'bring an im-

portant element of fairness into the enforcement of OSHA and it would,
I think, eliminate much of the objection to the ,act.

My bill would also allow an OSHA inspector to exercise his judgment in determining whetker or not to issue a citation in the course
of, a routine inspection. Each of us has heard the seemingly endless
accounts of employers who were cited for ridiculously minor or innocent violations. I don't think it is necessary to dredge up all of those
cases again. It is clear that they do occur and that therejo#re many
instances where citations should not be issued because the iolation is
minor, innocent, and Of no immediate danger to health or safety.
Under OSHA as it is presehtly written, an inspector must issue a

citation if he finds any 'Violation whatsoever--sio matter how minor or
innocent.

This is a startling anomaly in our American form of justice. In

every other form of safety regulation, for Example, mine safety and

9'
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inspection, the compliance officer may use his discretion
in issuing a
first-instance violation. He can hold a citation in abeyance for
period
time sufficient for the employer to abate the hazard. If athe
employer does successfully comply, no penalty
be levied. Even a
traffic cop has more discretion than an ,OSHA. may
inspector.
It is important here to note that my bill would not .prevent an
inspector from issuing a first-instance citation if for
deemed it warranted. But, by allowing, the inspector any reason he
flexibility,
we are encouraging an atmosphere of cooperation more
to
bring
about
compliance that is so vital to the effectiveness of OSHA.
I realize the primary difference between my bill and the chairman's
is that myibill would permit inspectors to provide
issue warnings without citations. I believe this is inconsultation- and
tradition of
American enforcement procedures. I am not aware ofthe
any other area
of our society in which there is a separate corps of consultants
separate
from those who issue citations. Perhaps there is, but.I
am
net
aware
of
it.
I think of the traffic- violationsi for example. The
Officer who
has the power to issue a traffic ticket, also has the same
power
warning. The same is true of safety inspectors for mines. to issue a
The corps of officers in the State of Illinois that enforce ICC regaledons, also have the right both to issue citations and to issue,
advice
and warnings.
.

So I thank you

much; Mr. Chairman, for giving me this
chance to present myvery
views.
Mr. DANIELS. Thank you, Paul., for your testimony..
I think we basically agree on the principle that is involved. I
your bill. In fact, I had my staff prepare for me an analysis andstudied
on the
main principles, we agree;
There are some differences; for example., yeu changed section
9 of
the act by_ striking the, word "shall" and inserting
"may". This deals with the first-instance violatiems. in lieu thereof,
Now, I recall the hearings and the discussions that were held in
committee and with many people interested in the enactment
'of health
and safety law. It was felt at that time that this bill would brink
about
compliance and the purpose was to encourage voluntary.
compliance.
'To hire a staff of enforcement officers to inspect the
4 million or more
workplaces in this country would require a substantial
amount of
money and with the present number of enforcement.officers
that are
engaged by the Dipartment of Labor,
it would' take on an average
of 100 years to reach each and every workplace. So theof.
an inspector going to a workplace once in 100 years gives possibility
the employer
a good spread and, while I believe most employers are anxious to
come into compliance and they want to' obey the law, I think thee
fear of the fact that he might be cited should an inspector walk in
would encourage him to come into compliance voluntarily.
ment of legislation we have before us today, whereby he By enaCtshow his
good faith by asking for Consultative services, it giyescan
him even a
better break, so to speak.
q So I disagree with section 4 of your bill, which modified section
of the ,basic law. I personally would like to see the basic law 9(a)
remain
as it is because I believe that particular section of your proposal
will
'Weaken OSHA.

6

Mr. FINDLEY. Could I inake two comments, Mr. Chairman?
First of all, there is a question of expense and it would seem to me
prudent to permit the same trtiined personnel wholiave the authority

to issue citations also to issue warnings and consultation both, for
both assignments they 'would need pretty much the same training,
understanding, and 'skill, so why not use the same rpg, and by that
means get more for our money.
The second comment I would make is ufider my ill every employer
would have' a pretty powerful incentive for vellgintary compliance

beca,use he would not lmow for sure that the iii pector on his first
visit to his.premises would find that he was making a conscientious
effort to comply; he wouldn't have the abolute 4-Ssurance that he

would just get a warning because if the inspector found flagrant violations' that in his judgment deemed a justification for a first-instance
violation, he would have authority to issue the citation.
Mr. DVIELS. Well, as to the first point about placing consultative
services in the hands of the enforcement officer, again we go to the
basic philosophy behind the act.
The idea is to bring employers into the voluntary compliance attitude, because of the lack of ability to make an immediate inspe
The feet that we permit now or would permit, under this legi ation,
an employer to ask for on-site consultation at his business si does
\ not give him a guarantee that an enforcement officer will not wa in.
-So, you see, he still has that threat over his head if he is in viola on
and he is still subject to penalty.
As I said before, the idea is to have him voluntarily comply wit the

act because we can't. afford to hire all of the offi rs necessary to
properly police every workplace in this country. You and I disagree

on that partiVar point.

May Igo tp_ he secondVoint where we disagree.
Your bill Wa'uld only apply to employers employing 25 or fewer
that I introduced,- .R. 8618, would.
employees, whereas, the
permit every employer, 'arge and small, to ,ask for consultative
services.
Mr. FINDLEY. i certsa nlc Nyoulckconcur inzithe broader application
of this.

Mr. DANIELS. But I go a step further than that. I give priority
consideration to small businesses and hazardous occupations beZause
I can visualize a situation arising in some 'areas of the country where
the regional office is going to be swamped with reqUests for consultative services. It may take a lon.yerlod.of time to provide these ervices
to each kind every employer up:in--request.
.Therefore, I give a priority to the small employer as well as those
industries that are considered by the Department of Labor as extrathazardous.
Do you have objection to that?
Mr. FINDLEY. I think that is very fine. That is in tht spirit of.my
own provision on 25 pr less.
Mr. DANIELS. With those two points in -mind., I think basically
the bills you and I have introduced, are substantially the same. I am
concerned about the first .point raised here today.
Mr. FINDLEY. Mr. Chairman, I know that any bill that proposes
a change in OSHA is bound to draw fire and become controversial

and I do commend you for introducing the bill and I -express my
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appreciation for the fact that you have scheduled hearings and I hopeit can move along promptly.
Mr. DANIELS. I want to thank you for coming- and being our first

witness.

,

,

Just -a moment, our distinguished colleague from Pennsylvania,
Mr. Gaydos: any questions for the witness?
Mr, GAYDOS. As usual, it is my pleasure to welcome you along
with my colleague who is most astute and vociferous on that matter.
I congratulate hint
'1
I would-like to ask you, Paul, if I may, what do .yon,envision
as
.

far as the numker of employees necessary to provide the contemplatednumber of consultative visits?

-

Mr.' FINDLEY. ' Well, I wish I had an informed answer to that:It is
my understanding that OSHA now has, under this new authorization,
in the realm of 1,800 inspectors. That obviously is, frankly, only a
fraction of those needed to assure that safety and health standards will
be obtaNe. Ain 1 correct?
.,
Mr. ICRIT. -There are 1,000 in the field.
,
Mr. GAYDOS. If I may add a little information, we have roughly
speaking, about 1,000 ,employees out iff the field, actually making
inspections, that is, give or take a few hun6red.
What do you envision, Paul, as to the,required number, that should
be availabid for the expected large amount of requests for consultative
services? Where are we goin
kg to get-these people?
Mr. FINDLEY. I don't
w. I realize, too, this point. Well, I
don't have a precise recomme ation as to numbers.
I heard it said during the debate on the recent appropriation bill
that the contemplated 'number of inspectors, with those authorized ).
by the bill as well as those already in service it would require about
50 years to make the complete rounds of all business places in the
country. Obviously, that is not nearly enough.
Now, maybe it is partly a question of tiining. M be with train - tg
ing they can do the )ob more speedily. I think that
aps would be .
true. But it is quite clear to me we have only a fraction
of those
required to do an efficient job of visitin
utinely, not once every
50 years, but surely at least once every
, visit the business
establishments of the country.
I believe in the act, and I think it ought to be enforced. We have
to have the trained skilled manpower to enforce it and we have only
begun; frankly.
Mr. GAYDOS. Would I be too far Off if I concluded as of this time,
based upod'our past experience, as far as enforcement officials and
I

number required, that we are talking about something in theory
rather than practicality, for the simple reason that I can't envision
hiring or training enough people in the next 20 years to even begin
to respond to those expected requests for consultative service'S. That
is how I feel aboutit. I don't know, I would like to have your opinion

on it becauseyou are advocating certain changes:
Mr. FINDLEY. Yes, sir. As I said before, I dontt have any number
to recommend, but I am sure that we "can train manpower for this.
assignment and I, for one, am ready to vote to provide funds to expand
the corps sufficiently to do the job right.
l really think safety-end health of employees is vital and it is high .
time we provided enough inspectorslo do the job properly.

-
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Mr. GAYDOS. Wall ld you be in a position rIto rethink. or reanalyze

the requirement in your legislation as distinguished from the cornmittee's.bill regarding the specific provision therein, Which says once
you applied fot consultative services, up until- the time the services
lire =Wed, you are not liable for any violatiohoincluding these small
insi

M .

cant violations?,
FINDLEY. Well, frankly, I realize that my bill represents my

. goal, my idealain the way of changes in the law.

'`'

I would rejoice if any stops were taken toward that goal. I realize
that I can't expect to see my bill become law, at least not in the, near i

,

future. So any step toward that I would certainly welcome.
One reason I put in the provision related do employers of 25 or loss

is out Of concern for the number of requests that would be made. I
great e

that the greatest number lies within that category. Yet the
needs lie there, too; so I thought it prudent to limit the ap-

plieatio of my provision just to tie smaller employers.

Mr. pAYDOS Paul, I am not trying to nail you down, but I do raise

. a point I think that is a valid pint, to this effect, if we adopted,your
theory, it would, of natural consequence occur, that.overvbody, how"
many are there 7-5,or 6 million workplaces we hayoeverybody would
make a simple request for consultative services, and have the benefit
then of immunity from aAy type of citation, big or small, dangrous,
hazardous, or what-huve-you. That is what I al*. aid of.

..

IVII'. FINDLEY.
/,

I see.

,

Frankly, I would be glad to consider metrification of that because
I recognize the problem it would pose.

,--

The other part of my bill I think is the vital part. That is changing
the word "shall" to "may."
Now, that keeps, ii} --a sense, a club over the head of every employer,

"large-or small, but it also introduces this elemdnt of fairness which
would permit an inspector to exercise his judgment us to whother,the
.
..,

sitUation wouldjustify a first-instance viola ion oc not.
Mr. GAYDOS..I respect your position a I do want to compliment
you ernd I know that you want, in all sin .ority, to cooperate with the
committee to get legislation passed, and we value ydir support on
and offjbe floor. I mean that most sincerely:

Along those lines, I presume you would then be in a position to

)
consult with us oil our consultation's?
Mr. FINDLEY. Yes, sir. As a result of th
the problem imposed by this immunity
ohange should be made in that.

colloquy, Joe, I can see

vision and I link some

:;,,,,- ,
.
Mr. GAYDOSJ appreciate your observation. .
I will conclude by asking you,on page 2, "Currently 60 percent of
the people 'do not have access to consultative service."
at do you mean 60 ercent of those working or workplaces?,
at applies to workplaces.
4r. FINDLEY. Ithin
ank you very much for your usually informed
Ir. GAYDOS. Fine..
and direct testimony.
"'
Mr. DANIELS. Paul, may I ask this question.
There is another difference basically 'between your bill and"iny bill,
and that is "after the eraplojter requests a, consultation onrsite, my bill

-,.

provides for the consultative officer to furnish the employer witt,..a
reported either gives him a clear bill of heath or says, "I find thin;
A

.
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that, and the other in violation," and asks him to correct it within a
period of time.
Your hill does not provide for a'writitti report. Would you support
a provision for a written report?
Mr. FINDLEY. I _think the provision of the writteb report is very
vital. I wish I had included it in my bill. I think my bill could bo implemented with a written report, but I think it is well to spell it out in

A

.

he bill.
Mr. DANIELS. I think it would be better. It would improve the act
because it would allow the employer, in case ho should Jae cited subsequently for a violation, to show that ho followed the instructions of

the consultative officer and it could be taken in mitigation of any
citation or penalty that the Secretary might seek to impose.
Mr. FINDLEY. I would prefer that your bill permit such a written
report to be used as a defense against the charge.
DANIELS. I won't go that far to say it does, but it could be considered in mitigation of the offense by the Secretary.
I now recognize the gentleman from California, any questions?
Mr. HAWKINS. All I want to say is, I, too, want to join my colleague,

Mr. Findley, in expressing our respect for the leadership you have
given in this particular field.
I think it has been most encouraging and outstanding.
With respect to the bill which you have introduced, there seems to
be general agreement between you c tht chairman of this subcommittee with respect to the issue of consu anon.
However, your bill, particularly sectio 4, gees much beyond that
issue and begins to get intb basic cunendm nta to the act itself.
Mr. FINDLEY. That is ght.

Mr. HAWKINS. And th tin a sense opens
reopens some of the
problems we have had i passing such eg:islat or
n as this.
I am wondering whet er or not, and this is purely from a matter of
strategy point of view vhother or not that may jeopardize what most
of us agree on, whic
think would be fairly simple to got passed at
this session, if we ere to open up the act for certain
changes, and
whether or not, rcrn a viewpoint of strategy that is desirable in
proposing it at t is particular time.
Mr. FINDLEY Well, Mr. Hawkins, I have not examined the--0,
manoness ques on.
My own fee ng is that the most important thing to do at this po t
is to change t o word "shall" to "may."
Of course, hat is in the basic act. Maybe that could be isolated in

the bill in uch a way as not to open up the rest of the act
to amend inen t.

I would 'certainly favor that, if
is possible, because I think
that is the most vital stop that needsthat
to bo taken.
It is, of course, desirable to provide consultation, but, as I mentioned
earlier, it seems to me a waste of resources tq establish' a separate
corps for consultative service from the enforcement
when both
sets of personnel would naturally be required tocorps,
have the same
knowledge, the same skills and same understanding of business
activities.
Why not just have the inspector corps authorized by changing the
one word shall to may offer to give advice on first call.

IQ

Mr. llama:is.. I certainly appreciate the answer and I think it is
well thought out. Certainly, I think it has great merit and I have no
further questions.
Thank you, Mr. Findley, and thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GAYDOS. Will you yield?
.

Mr. limy-Kum. I yield to my colleague.
Mr. ()Amos. One more question.
Talking about the complicated nature of this legislation, the desire

of most people to want to comply but because of the very difficult
interpretations that are present they Cannot comply, and I have boon

thinking about this and trying to analyze and compare this adiRittedly
' very difficult legislation. with other difficult existing Federal legislation
such as the IRS where you have just a myriad of complicated problems
and of changing court decisions; yet you hake a right to consultative

services involving IRS problems and they do have people thorn
available to consult.
As a practical matter, the way it works is that y ti are always liable
for a mistake, misinterpretationwhathave-you, ardles4 of your
intent, yet you vo these consultative services avails le to you, if and
when you need tlhiem, in the meantime though your li Wily is perma-

nent from the beginning of the act, the effective d to of it, until
ultimately you are checked or found guilty of some inf otion.

I am trying to draw this analogy here, because I don t think, or I
can't envision, or I can't see at this tima a practical sol tion to the
previous question I raised with you wKdi you agree is a problem;
that is, what do you do as far as the multitude of requests for consultative services wo can expect under this act.
Do you see any comparison in the problems?
Mr. FINDLEY. Yes, sir. As I said before, as a result of our discussion

I recognize this exemption provision must be changed. I favor a
change DIAL

You mentioned the consultative service provided by IRS, and I
believe I am correct in stating the same people who spend most of
their time prodding around for establishing a case for violation of
IRS regulations are the ones called in Jor .eonsultation.
For example, I don't know what your practice is, first, I call up
for IRS information, one of the agents to help me to prepare my income tax return, and it does not relieve mo of liability in case an
error is found,, but it is a consultative service I appreciate, but the same
man that comes in to help me prepare my:return spends most of the

year examining returns and going after violators of IRS.
I believe I am correct in stating they use the same personnel for
consultative, work and for investigative work.
Mr. GAynos. You make a point which I think requires further
consideration and analysis.
Mr. DANIELS. Thank you very much, Paul.

There is a quorum call on the House floor, so I wish to announce
we will take a brief recess and get back promptly, probably in about
10 minutes.
[Recessed.]
. DANIELS. The committee will come to order.

Our next witness is Mr. Richard B. Berman, Labor Relations

Director, Chamber of Commerce of the United States.
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[Prepared statement 3f Richard B. Berman follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF RICHARD IL BERMAN, DIRECTOR OF LABOR LAI
TILE CUAill11111 OF COMMERCE Or THE DNITEO STATER
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I am Richard B. Berman, Director of Labor Law for the Chamber of Commerce
of the United States.
The National Chamber Is the largest federation of business and pziesslonal
organisations in the United States and is the principal spokesman for the merican
business community. Our meinbersh(p consists of 1,700 trade and professional
associations, 2,500 local, state and regional chambers of commerce, and over
48,000 business firms. Our underlying Membership is more than Ave million
Individuals and firms.
As you know, we have appeared before this Subcommittee before, seeking the
type of changer in the Occupational Safety and Health Act that you are contemplating today, among others. We are pleased that the Subcommittee Chairman
and the other co-sponsors are on record in favor of enacting an on-site consultation
provision.
While we have supported the concept since it was first raised in the Congress,
we have als6 shared our views on how such
a program should be administered.
Our primary concern is that, if such an advisory system is established, it shou
be designed in such a way as to encourage
its maximum use. Therefore I
suggest several areas of concern that if properly addressed. will make the pito
workable and acceptable.
secrieis 21(D)(1)

U.R. 8018 suggests that a consultative Inspection shall be conduct d nly
upon -a valid request by the employer, without
defining the term "valid '
The 03d Congress debated this point several occasions,
with many g esting
that this was an intentional restrictionon
on
the
program's
use.
The the ry was to
require an employer to narrow his request down to items that would r viewed.
Only that area br operation which an employer specifically asked to h
o impeded
would be
td
While wo endorse the concept of keeping the

inspection visit sh rte( especially
If that is what will satisfy the employer, we also
encourage an interpretation
where the employer can lay his facility open and ask
for' a gone al audit of his
work place not unlike the walkaround inspection common
under section 8 of the
act.
RUMOR 21(D)(2)

This section provides an approzatib that is inconsistent with the true concept of
consultation. It is ono of the most s r
defects in the bill.
As the Subcommittee Chairman has, noted, a major reason for the bill's introduction is that many employers, partlaularly small
ones, lack sufficient financial
resources to retain private consultants to help them interpret OSHA standards.
The government consultant role, as we envision it, is not unlike that of an outside
paid consultant. This bill deviates dramatically from that concept. Section 21(d) (2)
suggests that, where the consultation officer personally feels there Is a substantial
probability that serious physical harm, as defined by the Secretary, will result
from certain conditions, a series of mandatory orders will be set in motion that

may result in liabilities not dreamed of 'when

the consultative visit was first
requested.
More specifically, an employer may acknowledge that a given condition violates
the Act but certainly not in the form of a serious violation, as may be alleged by
the consultant. What Is the employer's option at this point Does he comply with
the consultant's demand although it may be wrongly asked of him? Or does he
elect the alternative and wait for the Secretary to take "any appropriate aetio
under the Act"? In the last Congress, the "appropriate action" involved a seetio
8 inspection.
If that inspection is triggered and the employer is found to have been Corrert
regarding the non-serious nature of the violation, what relief will bo afforded hi
when he is faced with a penalty for a non-serious violation, a penalty he
not have received if (a) he had never elected to have a consultativo visit or (b ifd
In cons. Bee. 110, July 14,1970, 9.13
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the consultant had been correct in his assessment. Also, when the Section 8 itispection Is made regarding thb disputed violation, what else will be inspected? Will
the inspector look only at the disputed e ndition? I certainly 4oubt it. Arguments

regarding efficiency and manpowe vt
o advanced suggesting it would be
wasteful to send an inspector to a plant to look at only ono possible violation. P
What if the employer agrees that it is a serious violatjbn but fools that the
abatement period is too short? The language of the Act, plus the lack of relief in
this bill concerning that eventuality, suggest again that the employer must first
hold himself in contempt of the first order, be visited with an inspection, receive a
now abatement date for the violating condition and an.' other alleged violations

(the dato may be shorter than the original one), and then appeal the entire

decision to the OSHA Review Commission, seeking an bxtonsion of the abatement
date or dates as provided in Section 10 of this Act. ,
Obviously the employers most likely to benefit by this consultative service will

often be tho very ones who will be reluctant to use it because of the potential
open-ended liability.

SECTION 21(D) (09

We are also troubled by the provision in proposed Section 21(d) (4) 'to hold the
Secretary free from the results of his advice, regardless of its worth.
On introducing this legislation, Chairman Daniels stated that the consultant's

finding should not have any binding effect on the Department of Labor duo to
the constantly changing conditions in the work place. Although there is merit to
that argument where it applies, it by no means has universal application.
The only other reason advanced to date for this approach can be gleanc&from
the recent debate on the
use floor an.Labor Department appropriations. It
was stated that, while a con native offitier "should be an expert in his field and
should be knowledgeable of 1 safety deizices rules and regulations . . .," "such
Government officers are o hurhan a d even if they possess expertise, even they
at times make errors . . I 3
We do not disagree th this obser ation but find it curious that the employer,'
known in this bill only by his app rent itiftk of expertise in dealing with the
government's own regulations, is presumably still held to a higher degree of
expertise than the gbvernment.
Subjecting an employer to a monetary penalty for following the bad advice
given due to "human error" is (Wenn to justify.
Apparently, the expert government officer may unintentionally mislead the
employer into making unnecessary, modifications or may suggest a route of abate-

ment which an employer eagerly. pursues while another, less expensive and
perhaps more productive, course could be followed. Under H.R. 8618, the employer

takes this advice and follows it at his risk. But to give a clean bill of health to an
operation and later cite the exact sadlocircumstances for non-compliance and
assess a penalty is patently unfair,
And to suggest that the way out of this dilemma is to seek a decision from the

Review Commission is not responsive to the problem. To expect the Labor
Department to consider in its penalty assessment the employer's good faith and
expect the Commission to do the Same suggests that the Congress should provide
that relief without forcing the payment of legal fees to obtain it.
CONCLUSION

While we support on-site consultation, we feel the bill must be amended as

suggested to make the program workable and acceptable. This bill is not a cure-all
for the unjustified ills visited on employers by the Act, but it is a
thy
beginning.

STATEMENT .OF RIVARD B. BERMAN, DIRECTOR OF LABOR LAW
FOR THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE\UNITED STATES

Mr. BERMAN. Thank you, Congressman.

The gentleman,ssitting on. my left is Hal Coxson, labor relations
attorney with the V.S. Chamber of Commerce.
Mr. DANIELS. Spell his name.
8 121 Cong. Rec. 192, June 25, 1975, p. 116155.
8 121 Cong. Res. 102, June 25,.1975, p. 110157.
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Mr. BERMAN [spelling]. C'-o-x-s-o-n.

Congressman Daniels,- I know we are always it crested in time
during these hearino.s. Although I have a short : tatement, I will
enter it for the record and try to abbreviate my re larks.
Mr. DANIELS. Is there any objection to unanim us consent request
that Mr. Berman's statement be introduced in ti record in full?
Hearing none, it is ordered. You vv. proceed o surnmarizsit.
Mr. BERMAN. Congressman -Daniels, Congre plan Gaydos, Congressman Beard, as you very well know, we hav4 supported an on-site
consultation bill for quite some years.
As I suggested in my prepared remarks, A have in turn always
suggested that the bill, if passed, be design in such a, way that it
will actually be used.
_

'I support the bill; I support the conce t with sole, I believe,

sonic small changes, which, if properly imp ornented, would, I think,
make a' real worthwhile consultation hill ti at all businessmen would
support.
Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Berman, I noticed the first question that you
raise with iegard to section 21(d) (1) of I- .R. 8618.
You mentioned the word "valid" is n t defined whole a request is
made by an employer for inspection.
Do you recommend the word "valid' be eliminpted?
. Vb
Mr. BERMAN. I am not malt g a s cific suggestion, Congressman.
What I am suggesting is wh could appen once the Labor Department were to get a hold of is piece of legislation if passed as introduced, and promulgate regulations.
1

If yob remember, back in the 2d Congiess, when Bill Steiger
introduced several bills on on-site consultation, there was similar

language which suggested that the request, by-an employer must be
rather specific. We made the poin that, if-you were directing this at
small employers, at least.they veer:' the ones who were m most need of

consultation, they were often t e very ones who could not make
a specific request not knowing what was covered by the act, and
therefore .couldn't Say "Come 'n and inspect this machine or that
arett."...:We then suggested the term not be used as a restriction in
the pthgram.
.
If the employer only want d one point inspected that would be
fine, but, large' or small, it ou lit to be able to open up its doors and
suggest to the consultative offi erg to come in and make that inspection.
I am not suggesting this t ,rm would operate'in such a way always
to deny an employer that, b t it might be'so interpreted without further direction on your part.
I think it should be no d, in legislative histort or otherwise, the
Labor Department should not restrict the consultative visit because
the request is not drafte properly.
.
...

Mr. DANIELS. I go alon with.yon andwe can cover it by our report.

Mr. BERMAN. The ma, or portion of my testimony I will suggest,
with a not -so- self- serving. statement, is speculative as far as what the

bill would do in a give situation without any further indication of
the cominittee's.intenti ns or some additional language in the bill:
I hav laid out see rios in my prepared remarks, which suggests
that onc the consult tive.'officer comes on the scene and begins
an
inspecti n, if he has, alleged that a conditi( on '''Woul0 cause. erious
59-3 3S-79-2
,

,
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injury, and is incorrect: nd we have seen many review commission
decisions whore inspectio 'officers made mistakes, or he suggests an
abatement period which is co short, the employer may suffer.
The workings of this bi when plugged into the act, suggest a
scenario where the employer ould ha\e to stand in contempt of the
consultative officer's reconun J,idations, lind himself then thrust into
the enforcement procedures o the act where certain appellate procedures are available.
There is not any appellate pro duro in this bill. I am not suggesting

we need an extended' appellate p cedure in the consultative bill. But
wo do need ono, for getting a Ion r abatement period, if we are going
lotions in the consultation bill.
to have abaternetkt of serious
Also there is not any way to appei %that the alleged serious violation
may be a nonserious violation and erefore it 'does not even qualify
for any followup visit.
I cite to yowthe appropriations a endment on consultation, which
Congressman Steiger offered. and ' ich was accepted in the 93d
Congress. Congressman Steiger's legs ative history, which was accepted by the Congress, to my kno tOge was there would only be
followup visits in the case of imminenti;danger.
The Labor Department, unfortunatel, did not finalize their rules
along those lines and the Labor Depart ent has Auggestedl there are
followup visits for alleged serious violatic ns.
But the Congress did, the last time tli considered this particular

area of the law, suggest that there wot d only be followup of any

kind for imminent danger, which we still support.
followup for imminent
I am not suggesting there should not
danger. I suggest b1 the area of an alleged seribiis violation the con
sultative officer will treat them as he treats alleged nonserious violations and leaves the report with the employer.
Were that corrected, much Of our opposition would be dismissed.
Mr. DANIELS. What do you mean in case of a serious violation,
treat the employer in Oie same manner as a nonserious"?
In what way is he treated differently?
Mr. BERMAN. When the consultative officer comes into a plant and

sees that a machine is not, in his opinion, in compliance with the
standard and also makes a determination, that were this a 'section 8
inspection he would cite for a serious violation he should not do any
more than he will do for a nonserious violation; that is, tell the employer, "You have a hazardous situation here and, as a consultant I
suggest you clean it up."
Mr. DANIELS. Ten days or 12 days?

Mr. BERMAN. No; just as in the consultation bill, there is no set
abatement period for nonserious violations I suggest there should not
be a set abatement period for a serious violation or a violation that
ho alleges might cause substantiaj injury or harm.

You are not really talk* about serious violations here because
"serious violations" is a term of art under the act and there ire cer- tain characteristics of a serious violation not contemplated infte bill.
You talk about the injury' itself; whereas, under the act, there
has to be knowledge of the violation or the employer "should have
known." They don't operate synonymously. However, the consultant
should not have any followup responsibility for an alleged serious or
alleged nonserious.
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Mr. DANIELS. The employer has no responsibility? .
Mr. BERMAN. The employer would have no responsibility
under this
bill. I suggest the employer's responsibility stems fidm the act.
And, a you suggested, in introducing the bill, the main reason for
it was small employers and

also some large ones do
have the
capacity to hire outside consultants. Costs for outsidenot
consultants
given some of the standards, for instance, noise standards, call for
thousands and thousands of dollars.

.

I thought from reading yonr remarks in introducing the bill you
were trying to give free advice, the same type of advice one could
hire on the outside.
Mr. DANIELS. I don't comprehend tire point, what you are trying
to convey?
Mr. BERMAN. If the small employer had the money to hire an
outside consultant, he would suffer no further liability.
Once the consultant made his report and had given it to the employer.
Under your bill, when the consultant comes, there are certain araes
where section 8 enforcement
procedure would be triggered.
Mr. DANIELS. That is right.
Mr. BERMAN. I am suggesting the Labor Department

consultant
does not fill the void you are suggesting.
Mr. DANIELS. I don't expect
exculpation from liability
under the act. I regret to say toexclusive
you, as one member of this committee, I would be opposed to that.
Mr. BERMAN. I was very much aware of that when I read the
bill,
Congressman.
Na. DANIELS. We are not giving a first-instance violation
excuse
here. I do not believe quit we should go that far.
The basic theory and philosophy of the QSHA legislation is that
we impose a responsibility and if there is violation you are subject
to
a citation and penalty. We propose to modify it by the committee
bill I haye introduced by giving
the employer
opportunity to re-,
quest onisite consultation and advice, but thatandoes
not excuse or
exonerate him from any liability whatsoever, and oven if the con
sultative officer were to give him- the wrong advice, it does not excuse
him.
Mr. BERMAN. That is, of course, my second troubling point, but

before getting to it, I would like to suggest two things: Right now
and since 1970, the Labor Department has always maintained
that
inspection officers should sit off-site and listen to the most horrendous
stories-of what appeared to be serious violations and that there would
not be any danger of a follOwup inspection.
That hits always been the case. You could go in and suggest the
most horrendous scene in your work environment, and there would
not be a followup violation. They would only consult.
I sugge,st that concept be transmitted to the worksite.
Mr. DANIELS. I understand what you are driving at.
Mr. BERMAN. I might add,
Congressman Gaydos suggested,
the IRS does a lot of consulting as
and you can go to them and suggest.
one, of the more intricate tax evasion schemes without disclosing
your identity and get advice. There is no penalty as such. You can
avoid penalty because you can avoid followup.
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To give you an example, not necessarily on the nature of the violar

tion or of the hazard, that gets to be rather emotional, but talking

about the problem of the abatement period. If the consultative officer
comes in and sees what he believes ,to be a rather serious condition
and I stress believes to be, he may ref:pest that this could be cleaned
up immediately or within 30 days. Small employers, by their very
natige, I think as a rule of thumb, don't have till) cash flow of seine
largbr employers and will tend to need, in some cases, rather long
abatement periods, periods that may be anathema to the normal inspector when he sees the violation in the, shop.
There is no provision in the bill for extending this abatement period.

The only thing the employer can do is sit tight, wait, as' I say, to find
himself_ in contempt of the consultative officer's recommendations
and then be subject to, as you suggest in the bill, appropriate action
which heretofore has always been a followup inspection undersection 8.

What is one to do when he wants a longer abatement period?

I am not suggesting you have intentionally evaded the point, but I
think it is a gap in the legislation which must be bridged.
Mr. DANIELS. 1t is a matter of opinion. We disagree again.
Mr. BEAMAg. Perhaps you have felt tAien, under the,,acti_one should

be entitled4to appeals of the abatement period, which you had in your
or inal legislation, Congressman Darnels, but yOu are not givirig

a peals of abatement periods in the consultative phase.
Mr. pANIELS. If that employer should subsequently be cited for
violatio he has the consultative officer's report, which he can utilize
in the pr partition of his defense. It is not going to exonerate him if the
enforcem nt officer finds violation, but it may be used by him in.
mitigation of any penalty the Secretary may deem to impose.Mr. BERMAN. Again, let me suggest this.

Mr. DANIELS. Have you heard about the traffic cop reference that
Congressman Findley makes reference to? Traffic cops make mistakes,
too.
Mr. BEituAk. I am well aware of it, and so do employers.
M. DANIELS. So the, cited motorist, whether arrested .or given a

ticket,. appears in court before the judge. The cop tells his story and
_the defendant tells his story and somebody has to make a decision
somewhere along the line and whenever we deal with the human
element somewhere along the line there is going to be a mistake made.
Mr. BERMAN. I am suggesting,-some relief ought to .be given for a

very short abatement period. What is one to do?
Mr. DANIELS. That is a matter of judgment. The Secretary may
agree with the employer and he should have had .a longer period of
time.

Mr. GERMAN. What I suggest is the employer must agree there
must be a section 8 inspection unless you suggest otherwise. That
is the way things will work and the way the Labor Department's c)
regulations read under the 'present consultative regulations.
What happens is a section 8 inspection starts. And I might add,
which I am sure you would support, when the section 8 inspecting
officer comes into the plant, he will probably inspect the entire premises as opposed to perhaps just one machine which was the _subject of

the original consultative request. All of the arguthents about manpower, efficiency, et" cetera, will be made to-suggest, when a section 8

0-
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compliance officer conies into a plant to follow up a consultative offi-

cer's inspection, he ought to be able to inspect the entire promises.
Again, you have a disinVntive to use the act because of open ended
liability.
There ought to be some way to-appeal that abatement period. When

you speak about getting redress, you have to go all the way up through
the Review Commission, and, you have to spend legal fees. It is a
terrific example of "Catch 22," where you have .to spend more money
to save the money you are essesseefor.
And, demonstrated good-faith, which would be read by the unini-

tiated as perhaps a complete exoneration of penalty doesn't .work
that way. If you can show You had kconsultative officer come in and
he gave you his best advice, the gooll faith reduction in the Labor
Department's eyes is worth.20 percent off of a possible $1,000 penalty.
Now, that is all it is worth at best. It may not be worth 20 percent.
It is 1 to 20 percent and that can be substantiated by the compliance
manual.
Again, you may find a situa'ion where the employer is visited with
a vision of a liability greater than that which herwould have had had
he never called. the consultative officer., That becomes a disincentive
to use the program. That is what I am suggesting we not do, not give.
with one hand and take back with the other.
There are not that many situations percentagewise where serious
violations are found. Most of the violations percentagewise are nonsc.4-iis violations ,and therefore, we supposes that most of what I am
suggesting might occur would not happen at a percentage of all consultative activity.
Because of that, it (vould not be that much of an effort for the corn,
mittee to accept the fact that hi some situations a few serious violations or alleged serious violations will not be followed up on, so as
not to create this image of fear forthe employer that if he _uses this
program this open. ended followup inspection might occur.

It is going to _happen in only a small number of cases. Being it
won't happen that often, I suggest the provisions tile refer to it are
not that necessary.
The objection to $25 fines is ludicrous. It doesn't indicate a hick of
enforcement on the part of the Labor Department when you look
at what they are fining. I believe they would look ridiculous t6 fine
for much more money because the violations are simple 'which in
turn points up, if I may, another problem.
Mr. DANIELS. I don't know how many serious'violations there are,
but thb Labor Department will be in here.4'
Mr. BERMAN. I am sure they will suggest serious violations are a...
small part of the total enforcement pictSre.
Mr. DANIELs. Well, they Will give us tofigures and I can't argue 41c!
on that point.
Mr. BERMAN. Less than 10 percent and say that conservatively, it
maybe less than 5 looprcent, are serious violations; so you are addressing

a problem here which is not that great.
Mr. DANIELS. Will you specifically make your .recommendations.
We have several other witnesses and we are subject to a quorum call
callmr vote on the House floor; I. would likiyou to precisely enumerate
your recommendations to this committee for amendment of the
legislation under consideration.

-
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Mr. Enniu Arr. I will be happy to, Congregsman.
Mr. DANIELS. l'rocepd to do so.
Mr. BERMAN. EX611SO'IDO. I will be happy to.

J

.

In the first instance, I suggest' the term "valid" be dropped from
section 21(d) (1).

I also suggest that in section 21(d) subject to my talking with

committee counsel afterward, any reference to serious physic-al harm
or death be dropped from the bill. I think that would cover the problem.
If you drop the proviso found in 21(d) (2) (b), that would take care
of the possibility of following up on serious.
Mr. DANIELS. What page of that in the bill?
Mr. BERMAN. Cage 2, it starts at the middle a line 16.
That would take care both of the problem of abatement Wand the
followup on alleged serious?
I also note that in 21(d) (4), where you suggest t1iat an inspection
officer, with the Labor Department, shall not be held responsible for

the advice giVen by a consultative officer. Some relief might be
suggested, perhaps a directive by the Labor Department, that more
than 20 percent can be given to an employer off his penalty if he
followed the instructions in good faith of the consultative officer.
It seems patently ridiculous to me to pass a bill like this which
suggests an employer knows nothing and the expert, the man who
knows the rules and regulations, is sent to the employer, tells him
what is wrong and not wrong, the employer follows the directions

and then is visited by an inspection officer, who gives a penalty with
the employer getting a percentage reduction off of the fine for following
bad advice.
There should not be any penalty. You are suggesting continually

that the penalty is the incentive to comply. If this man did every-

thing trying to comply, what good is a penalty? He could get as much

as an $800 violation at the outside with a good faith effort, and I
don't think it is very fair.
If those problems were corrected, I would support the bill
unqiialifiedly.
Mr. DANIELS. Have you anything further to add?
Mr. BERMAN. No, sir.

Mr. DANIELS. The gentleman from Pennsylvania, Mr. Gaydos.
Mr. GAYDOS. I have no specific questions, but I would like to make

a couple of observations and maybe ask you a question.
Are you and I in full agreement that most, if not all, of the requests
for consultative services are by a small businessman. It could be some

big businessman, but primarily small businessmen, as it usually
involves financial inability to hire expert advice to interpret the
statute? Do you go along with that?
Mr. BERMAN.' I don't knob why most small businessmen would

use a Labor Department consultant as opposed to an outside
consultant.

I can only assume that lack of resources to hire a private consultant figures into a large number of cases; but I would only be
guessing.

GA-rnos. The reason I asked you is because I find it very diffi-

cult to reconcile your position, and may I stand corrected if I am

stating it improperly. In most - instances the chambers nationally, statewide and locally, usually take the laissez faire attitude of "hands off;"
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we will han

our own business and Nye will take care of our own
Hovreter, .when the situation is one of enforcement and 'possible
penalty is involved, the whole philosophy is twisted and it becomes a
ploy, and you start asking' for exculpatory provisions, "Give us
break; extend it; delay
.
I can't .reconcile your positimis myself and,maybe you can throw
some light on it:
complicated problems.

.

.

.

Mr. BERMAN. I certainly can.

Congressman Gaydos, our laissez faire attitude operated in 1970
when the suggestion was made not to pass the act.
Mr. AYDOS. That is obvious.
.
M
ERMAN. Now that you have done it, all we want to do is
understand it. Congressman Daniels is suggesting. that,. "We are
going to let you understand. 'In

some instances,it is for free and in
some instances we williye a penalty."
I don't think it is too much to ask-of the GoTernmenl, once they
ass. a rule to help comprehend it. I don't think it reflects on our
aissez faire attitude.
14r, GAYDOS. Let me respond.

In bringing up my celebrated example in comparison the IRS
statutes, they are very complicated, ten times-as complicated, and
you get no breaks. You are hable from the time the statute is passed
and the amendments thereto, period. There is no exculpat- period
and no exceptions and no' extension of ,time and no delay .c-'
When it becomes effective, January 1, 1976, that is it, and you

-know that is the case. How do you compare it? Where is one different
from the other?_ Particularly. this one it.seems to me to have more
importance because it deals with human life-.
Mr. BERMAN. The IRS has a great campaign to educate people
that they don't have to go to some of these commercial services for
help. The various commercial services that help in preparing tax
forms are not unlike a paid consultant in this situation.

I am only asking for the relief.from the Labor Department that
able to' do today to an area office tell the most horrendous story
and get a calm and collected answer, and go back home without
any fear of a followup.
IRS operates this way and people accept the system. The problem
-with OSHA is that a large minority of people never accepted the
system because they 'never had seen it as 'a fair system. This is an
attempt to change that and if you change it halfway, then you have
'bnly done half the job.
Mr.'0A-yrios. When you are discussing yoUr tax problems with
aninvestigatory agent or in a routine check or voluntary checks you
name it, any situation, if you tell them you have not paid your taxes,
people are ,ak)le to get from IRS. To be able to walk in, as they are

believe Mel you will have someone come along, a collection agenqor
you are going to find yourself being the subject of, some investigation
of sdine sort and possibly an indictment, you-know that.
Mr.' BERMAN. If you are talking to an agent who has made it his

intention to audit, you certainly are in a far different position than
if ou.go and ask for advice.
r. GAYDOS. I won' dispute that.
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Let me ask, Are you and I on the same wavelength and don't you
and I both understand in this-situation here as long as we provide
some type of consultative services of some nature, that you are de111113ing the effectiveness of this act?

Mr. BERMAN. I don't agree.

Mr. ,GAYDOS, Don't you and I,think along the same lines, that is
what the primary, ultimat6 endis, the delay in enforcement of this
act?

Mr. BERMAN. I don't think so at all, because you are admitting
that you are placing in effect a new progiam.
Now, perhaps you could make that argument.
Mr. GAYDOS. I think the act wa§ in existence before 1970.,
,

Mr. BERMAN. What I suggest-is if you put the consultative prop-ram

in effect and employer A makes no use of it, he has not d laye enforcement of the act and if employer B calls on a consultat ye officer,
he has not delayed it either," because you have the inspe don force

out there and I am sure organized labor will II t let y u transfer
funds from inspection to consultation.
Mr. GAYDOS. Don't you agree that as sure as you are s Ling there,
it is impossible for us in any way to legislate an, effeetive fo et whether
lireservices, or enforcement services, because w could be

Aere for the next 15 or 20 years and not have sufficient personnel
available to make visits and'we talk about once every 100 ars with
t' the existing1,000 inspectors in the field.
You and I know as a practical matter that if weAlon't 4 : ye the

threat of some type of financial loss or fine of some sort, you know that
practically we can't enforce the act, and you know it. Every bu inessman knows it.

'

Mr: BERMAN. I agree with you if you are going to go on a strict
enforcement approach, you will never accomplish the job.
IRS works because people accept the program and see it s one
where voluntary compliance is expected; you ought to be tr , g to

direct the acceptance of the act in this instance in the saw: way.

I believe in putting a program like this to effect fdr those I eople
with a problem. A person may, ot hteve a pr lem this year, b t may

build a plant ,a year from now and want to call in a consu tative

Officer. If he does not accept the act, and views it as a -questi nable,
piece of legislation you don't get that kind of cooperation..
Mr. DANIELS. Will you yield? There is a lot of talk about\ IRS,
andI don't know whether or not it is being used toconfuse the record
t

here; so let us get something straight. Let us assume that Nff. A

goes to IRS, asking for assistance in the filling
out of his tax return,
.
or advice, he receives that advice.
Does that make him immune from filling a false tax return, and
from prosecution?
1V,Ir. BEIIMAN. No, sir; it does not.

Mr. DANIELS. Well, why all of the talk about IRS add ,comparing
it with this act?
Mr. BERMAN. Well, we are only makin the compar&n of h0
. -,followup; at least, I am; no followup inspection by the MS. What if I
decide to claim a dog as'edependent?"
,, Mr. DANIELS. There is no guarantee that IRSwill not come-. .
Mr. BERMAN. Nothing that triggers it, but you have
a,

Mr. DANIELS: How?

:

a
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Mr. BERMAN: The. consultant says you hate a violation, and the
employer "SayEkhe doesn't. He stands pat. He gets afollowup.

o

If I go to IRS and say, "I want..to ,claim my dog as a dependent,"
and they say, "You ain't do it," I can declare the dog and if I put
"-down the name as "Jane," I have no greater chance of an inspection
or audit by IRS than had I played the game proorly.
Mr. DANIELS. You have a different situation and this act is intend0
Whelp the working man and woman to protect theirlralth and safeI)rand we are primarily concerned about that.-

k

Mr. BERMAN. But the ',consultative bill, is diffgent.., Congressman

Daniels,ou said in your reniarks, for instance, thlti we will not have
employees on walk-arounds. This is a small, a very, very smalftratui.
tous gift to employers Under the act. You are, at least' by your re..
marks, trying to do something for egiployers.
..s,

.

r

.

'Mr. DANIELS. Mr..Gaydos.

...1

° Mr. GADYOS. Mr. Berman, would you agree with me that the.
primary and probably exclusive.. .rpose of .provi4ing consultative
services is,to
the individua '-busitiessman fuVolve.d, and it is
not by any stretch of the imagifiation, directly of indirectly, to be
interpreted as, one, to give immunity or to give some.lype o elay?
Isn't that the reason why we provide .this eonsultativ ervice

,

?

here?

'

Mr. BERMAN. To give assistance. I have not suggested any imgiunity and have not suggested real delays. If you pass the bill and
nobody uses it, where are the delays?
If you pass the bill and everybody uses it, where are the. delays?
. You still have your own enforcement mechanism..
As 1.- understand it, somebody. could walk in the day after\the
cer is there, conduct a section 8-investigation, and do everything

he would have dgne had the employer never asked for.the consultation.
Mr. DANIELS. Walk in the same day?
MilBEnmAN. And it.wbuld not be affected by the fact that he had
a 'consultative visit. There is no. delay and I have not asked4*anything except to say when you suggest. good faithi.when-yo west ,.0
that an employer has followed the advice of the Consultative officer,.

and has done everything he requested, you should not on one hand
say, as you did in the record, that inspectors are human so they make
mistakes and on the other hand, say the employer who follows the
-miatake, should cough up 'the money. That does Vot seem fair to pie.
Whenever someone tries to do away with first-instance sanctions you
claim. you need it as an incentive tto comply. If the employer did
everything you wanted, why penalize .hiiii?-Becau-sp-he was human?
, Mr. DANIELS: I don't want to take from him because he is human..
-We obviously don't agree along those lines because I don't think
you should make an at el t to create some type of imintmity, as you
have suggested-. It is n t the case in most other statutes or enforcement laws.
Mr. BERMAN. Are you t'
g to collect penalties or trying -to- get
the workplace into shape? The immunity- I' suggest is immunity from
penalty, not immunity from compliance with the act.
.
Mr. GArpos. Well, let me respond on what we are trying ti-) accomplish. The chambers of commerce, nation.al,.statewider,And Ideal,
are not helping us attain those ends. Let me give it to yoA straight,
and. I will be frank with you; these are nothing but dilatory ta s
and they are dtbstructionist.
...

:.
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You asked and I responded.
ay so, sit, I don't believe 'that
Mr. BERMAN. If I may respectfu
aye been. trying to say.'
you have really undeistood wha

It may have been my inability to convey it properly.
We are not looking for exculpatory previsions; we are notlooldng
for anybody. to get out from underneath the act.,
In this piece of legislation, I'/am only suggesting you do what you
appear to be doing. When you say "good faith," that you say it as
everyone interprets it.

If someone has done everything they could; they .shouldn't be

penalized. That is. all I suggest in an' exculpatory provision.
.
Mr. GAYDOS. I yield back my time.

Mr. DANIELS. I. recognize the gentleman from California, Mr.
Hawkins; any questions?
Mr. HAWKINS I am sorry,-I didn't boar the presentation, and_I
apologize to the subcommittee and Mr. Nyman.
I thought certainly we were trying to help the businessman and
lobusinesswoman.

If we are not, I would hope we can get together on some changes

which would mak4 it acceptable.

I think that an of us are trying to do 1.4zat)voifeel is right in trying

to provide some consultation.
'ti

So I hope that we will do this in the spirit of trying to amend the'

bill, if necessary, to meet the objections.

.

As I say, I have not had opportunity to read what the objections
are, but I would hope that wvion't lqse communication so that we

can't at least work out some worthy compromise.
I have nothing else to say, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANIELS. The gentleman from Rhode. Island, Mr. Beard. Any
questions?
Mr. BEARD. Yes,
This bill basically kelps the small businessman and by helping the
Small businessman, t helps the worker and that is good enough for
me. It is going to woIk.
Mr. DANIELS. Mrs. Smith dd you have any questions?

Mrs. SMITH. I am sorry, I didn't get to hear the testimony, so
don't have any questions.
Mr. DANIELS. Thank you.

.Do I get your last point that wasileveloped in your discourse with.
Congressman Gaydos, that you are seeking a first-instance sanction?
Mr. BERMAN. No, sir. You already have first-instance sanctions..
All I am seeliang is what I requested earlier in the area of penalty
and I am resolving my response to your question to that.
When someone complies or attempts to comply with what a con-.
sultative officer lids suggested, on a followup mspectiOn, if there is
-one, and the working conditions have not changed, you are talking
about apples and apples; that there not be any penalty assessed'in
the first instance. He has done what the Labor Department told
him to do.

(I don4 think the Labor Department can take refuge in their

mistakes.
Mr. DANIELS. I just wanted tha4 point clear. Thank you.
Mr. BERMAN. Thank you Congressman.
Mr. DANIELS. Our next witness is Mr. James D. "Mike" McKevitt

of the National Federation of Independent Business.
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STATEMENT OF JAMES D. MOKEVITT, WASHINGTON COUNSEL TO
THE NATIONAL FEDERATION OF INDEPENDENT BUSINESS

Mr. Mo Km/Tr. Good morning, Mr.j6hairman and members of
I would like to respectfully request that the Chair as announced
incorjlorato my remarks in their entirety and 41 will address myself to
some brieFrem ks in the interest of the fact the Hops° is in session.
Dr. DANIELS.. I ask unanimous consent that the statement of
Mr.4111cKevitt li introduced in full in the record at this point.
An objection?
Hearing none, it is so ordered.
[Statement
. of James D. "Mike" McKevitt follows:]
the committee.

.

PREPARED STATEMENT OP JAMES D. "Mum" MOKEVITT, WASHINGTON COUNSEL
TO THE NATIONAL FEDERATION or INDEPENDENT BUSINEPS
..

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, it is n distinct pleasure for me to
appear efore you again today to dismiss the views
of. the National Federation

of Ind

ndent Business (NFIB) and its 427,000 member firms with respect
to on-si e consultation for small employers under the Occupational
Safety and
Health Act.

NFIB firmly believes that the goal of
the useless, jobrelated loss of health, limb and lifewill OSHApreventing
never be 'reached until the present
distrust and suspicion of the law by the small business community is eliminated.
We view the establishment of an offal:41v° and equitable on-site consultation
program as an important step in this direction and we stron_gly feel that this

program must be successful or OSHA will not be successful. To emphasize this
point, let me reiterate what I said in my last appearance before this Committee.
'If the consultation program is not effective, if consultation Is nqt sought by
employers, if consultation is not likely to lead to 00 identification and ' orrection
of the same hazards that an inspection would find, then the consults
rogram
will be a failure and, the small businessman will be vindicated i .ii- fa ng
that
the bureaucracy is picking on him. In essence, if consultation I' no ; cocssful,
neither is OSHA."
OSHA has been a point of controversy anti a method of measuring business
or labor loyalty for too long. It is time to bury the old antagonisms that surround
itit is time to take it out of this category and make it a workable program.
NFIB is committed to maleng OSHA more workable and more equitable.
We aro very concerned with safety in the workplace and we have been works
cicsely with organized labor, this Committee,
the Department of Labor f6r
some time toward this end. We have stressedand
Resitive points,, such as on-site
consultation, in our publications and testimony and we are now in the process
of distributing the Department of Labor's new ,f tandard Digest, a very valuable
document, to our entire membership: We arerals deeply aware of the constructive
attitude exhibited by the Chairman and members this Subcommittee and of the
hard work done by the staff.6You have done aof
great deal to create a climate
cobducive to reasoned discussion of the issue and we commend you for the sound,
positive steps you have taken.
.
The result of all this haft! work and cooperation became
clearly evident last
Tuesday when the Chairman and thd Ranking Minority Member
of this Subcommittee introduced H.R. 8618, a bill to set up a much needed on -site consultation program for small: employers. While we do have some reservationeab.out
H.R. 8618; NFIB feels it is a move in the right direCtion and will work for its
.
enactment.
4
.
When I appeared before the-Subcommittee last April to discuss on-site con'.
sultation, I inntunerated four major points that NFIB felt would be needed for
a successful consultation program. They were:
.
1. Adequate funding;
.
.
2. Qualified consultation personnel:
3. Department of Labor jurisdiction over both o consultation ,and compliance;
and
a

.

.
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4. Cooperative' attitude in the adininistratien of the program. Wd still belieVe
the incorporatifin of these crucial points will be essential. to any successful on-site

program and we urge that the Subcommittee cover them in' its report or in the
legislative history of the amendment.

Alta studying H.R. 8018, we have noted several other points that cause us

some concern. In the order of their importance they are:
1. The non-binding nature of the consultant's advice on the compliance officer;
2. The need for making the program available in all 50 states with 100 perelint
federal funding; and
3. The need to clarify an "imminent danger" situation vis-a-vis one in which
there is "substantial probability" of "death or serious physical harm."
Since this Is a matter of some importance, I would like to briefly amplify NFIB's
concern with each of these threeloints.
NF/B's greatest concern with .R. 8618 is the non -b' din nature of the OSHA
consultant's advice pn the OSHA compliance officer, Section (d)(Ostates, "advice
given during a consultative visit shall not be binding on the Secretary in the event
of any inspection of the workplace." In essence, this language will make it extremely

difficult to convince the small businessman that on-site consultation is nothing
more than a bureaucratic ploy or a "Catch 22" type of situation. Let me explain.

Under the present language it would be entirely-possible for a small businessman
to request a consultative visit, bring his workplace into compliance with the consultant's advice, and still be inspected, cited and fined the week after he complied
with the consultant's advice for a violation the consultant either missed or frilled
to mention. Now, we are not suggesting that the business be allowed to avoid
compliance with the law, but we strongly believe that it should not be cited and

fined after a sincere effort to comply with the law.
It would also be possible for the consultant to advise a firm to make major and
costly alterations in its equipment or physical facility. If the inspector is not bound

by this advice, he could reverse it or demand additional, new changes that could
needlessly double or triple the cost of compliance. On top of this the employer
could be cited and fined for changes or equipment suggested by the consultant.
This does not seem to be much of an incentive for the small businessmen to seek
advice and comply with the law.
We are fully aware that a consultant's advice cannot be binding in situations
where the workplace or working conditions are constantly changing and that just
because a consultation was requested it does not mean the employer complied
with the consultant's recommendations. But there are workplaces and types of

businesses, such as retail and service firms, that are relatively safe and these

should be given as much incentive as possible to come into complianco. Incentives

should also be given to employers who request' consultations to implement the
consultant's recommendations.
M. Chairman, I realize that this cannot be taken care of through broadly constructed, all inclusive language. It would have to be spelled out in detail in the
amendment, but spelling it out in detail may be the only answer and we strongly
urge you to consider doing it when you mark-up the on-site bill.
NFIB is also concerned that any on-site consultation program be equally available in all 50 states with 100 percent federal funding. We feel that this is essential
because of the present unsettled condition In many state capitols and the different
local pressures that could be brought to bear on the program. A federally run and

coordinated program would guarantsenensistency and availability to small businessmen across the country. The ifftent bf Congress to provide this type of program can be made clear on the Floor in the legislative history of the amendment.

IP

Our last concern is the controversy that has arisen over Section (d) (2) (B), which
relieves the consultant of his responsibility to maintain the integrity of his report
"if there is substantial probability" of "death or serious physical harm to employees." This new langnage seems to have confused rather than 'clarified the issue.
NFIB sees a real need to further clarify the difference or relationship between an
"imminent danger" situation and one in which "substantial probability" is present.
Perhaps the best wa y. to shed greater light on the types of situations covered
would be to give graphic examples of each on the Floor. Then, the Department of
Labor would findthe legislative history useful in issuing its guidelines.
Mr. Chairman, before concluding, there is one more point that I would like
to respectfully ask you to consider. NFIB believes that small business faith in
the proposed on-site consultation program would be boosted considerably if the

"may" in the last sentence (page 3, line 11) of Section (d)(4) was changed to
"shall". In its present form the intent of this section. could be easily negated by
the Secretary for any reason or whim that strikcshis fancy. This degree of freedom

-

25or discretion is much too wide and wo urgoeyou to restrict it by incorporating the
change we suggest.
DIFIII is convinced that an effective
consultation program is essential
to e liftable enforcement of OSIIA andon-site
will do everything we can to assist
the Subcommittee in writing and enactingwe
legislation that will set
such a prograq . Our only concern is that this legislation be effective and fait up
ta our member
firms and the entire small business community.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate this opportunity to appear here today. If you or
the members of the Subcommittee have
any questions, I will be happy to try to
answer them.
.

Mr. McKEvrrr. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,
I would like to point out several impressicfig-ef small business
across
the country. .
1
National Federlition of Independent Business represents 420,000
member firms over a wide variety spectrum of mom and pop grocery
stores to large independent businesses. We have a broad spectrum of
retailers, wholesalers, distributors, manufacturers, and construction
industry and I think we have a pretty good mood and indication by
a mandate we sent out eight times a year, by the calls we got, letters
we get, by talking for example, as f did to small businessmen and
businesswomen in Coloradd last week, and in talking to them in
Atlanta, Ga., yesterday.
I think the best impression they have is, "Let us'get on."
They are very pleased by the fact of your legislation; they want
on-site Eonsultation. They want it for assistance and not for delaying
purposes. Th44cannot- afford in most respects to pay for outside

professional help. The side benefits are obvious.
First of all, in a small business, employees are a key factor. In
the
recession recently we discovered small business is a bigger buffer than
larger business because of the fact there is more loyalty to employees
and more of a carryover.
If an employee is injured in a small business, it has a great impact
oll. this particular business. The construction industry as a small business is first to admit your highest incidence of inpiry.or death is in
the smaller construction industry and they are trying to perfect that,
In . going through a construction plant, for example, in
Cortez;
Colo., last Friday, one of the

owners proudly took me through to
point out some changes they made,
the eyewash, differelft
emergency wash and safety factors in compliance with OSHA.aspects,
Basically, we strongly support your legislation and commend you
for the action you have taken in this regard.
I feel this Ivay, before .serving in Congress, I served as a district
,attorney, and" one thing I learned in law enforcement over a 4-year
period is that law enforcement, effective law enforcement, depends
upon the attitude of the enfocoment agency.
I, for example, have found much more quality of law enforcement
in my. city of,Dinver than in some areas of the eastern part of the
United States, because the temperament and education must go
with it.
. After I left Congress, I served as Assistant Attorney General of
the United States, and ffound there, if you were to create two
agencies
or two sections here within the Department of Labor, I- think
that
much of the structure within labor itself, if you had two Deputy
Assistant Secretaries, one in Compliance and one in Consultation,
and had section chiefs in each, they would be inclined to resolve many
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of these problems as we did in Justice, where they will interrelate
and they will discuss these themselves.

I think, as a result, it is a matter of,putting it into effect, funding
it properly and getting on and letting the Department of Labor work
out many of the details.
This is one of our concerns; we hope it will be adequately funded
for, the 50 States.
Take Colorado, .for example, where they have the State legislature

there that is badly .crimped, the OSHA. State plan as a result is

really shallow. So the question, arises: What do we have? Where do
we stand?
We are in a quandry in this situation...This is why we urge strong
Federal funding as far as onsite in all 50 States and this is one of our
biggest concerns.

don't think, and I think I speak for the vest majority of small
business people across the country, they are seeking it as a delay.
The word is out, of course, on the, abatement aspects, the appeals,
"Get a lawyer,. do this and that," but most of them can't afford
lawyers' and this is why they,,ean't avail themselves of this service

under income tax.
The main thingis they -want to resolve it and more and more they
realize the benefits. I, think once and for all, we ought to get this out
of the,realm of political issues,, Small business people havehasig. prob-

.

lems, gaining capital, getting started, keeping going, tax reform, a
number of prdblems of this nature.
I don't think they want to cope with Ior make this an ongoing issue.
They are sick of it. I think we have ito settle this unrest, "horror

stories," about OSHA inspections, ands so forth.
I think the best way to do it is wi this legislation, to move the
subcommittee to set up an effective on -s' to consultation program.
Now our association has worked effe tively with the Department of

Labor in the last 6 months. We are distributing for example, the
Standard Digest, which is in a nutsh II a little summary of OSHA
regulations, on general industry and the construction industry. It
will go out to all members in the next 30, days.

-I furnished them samples last week in. Colorado, and they grabbed
them.
This is where your foreman can carry the booklet around in their.
pocket, so it is an attitude of working with the Department of Labor
and with Congress, taking this out of the realm of political issues and
going on from there.
I realize the fact some points have been covered, so I won't delay on
those points, butjust bring them up as a matter of concern.
One of the things that has been raised is the matter of concern over

imminent danger versus substantial probability of death or serious

physical harm.
Perhaps an answer to it would be that labor could bring examples of
what they see as basic, concerns and those examples could, be cited on
the floor, so far as legislative history is concerned as guidelines to

Department of Labor, otherwise, we go en and continue to be embroiled in the argument of semantics.
I Wink the best way to resolve it is by competent personnel and
legislative history.
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I think another thing that would be of benefit would be to change the

word "shall" to "may' in the provision noted in my testimony there
so that with the consent of the employer at least the consultation

report would be taken into consideration in considering the good faith
of the particular employer on the question involved or this would
give equal balance to consultationiin this regard to your giving consideration there.

I realize the arguments on the first-instance violation have been
to that is "Let's try it," the minimum thing is,, "Let's have an effective on-site consultation program," because I can tell you in most
small businesses they are equally concerned about the life and _limb
of their employees because it is a fact that it is usually their life and
pretty well resolved by the mood of the committee. I think the answer

limb as well, and it is also dealing with employees who have been with
them. a great number of years.
That Is in essence the feelings of our association, Mr. Chairman, and
I respectfully leave myself open to questions the members may have.
r. DANIELS. ,,Mr. McKevitt, what is your view with
to a
first - instance violation even after codultation advice wasrespect
sought and
such advice g.iven to the employer?
Aft..MCKEVITT. What would help settle the
is-if the employer
knew the consultation was taken into effect;water
that is consideration
was given to it.'
Mr. DANIELS. In other words, the report of the consultative officer

would be utilized by the Secretary
imposed.

mitigatit3n of any penalty

Mr. McKEvirr. Right; yes.
Mr. DANIELS. But you are not recommending a grat-instance

violation shall be 'excused?
Mr. MCKEV1TT. I don't think I would like to answer that from a
practical standpoint.
If we did excuse it, it would terribly weaken the act.
Mr. DANIELs. Would it take thnsteam out?
Mr. MCKEVITT. I can see that, and you would run into jeopardy
as to passage in the House and Senate.
The fact is, basically, the thrust of the law is good, there you have

to deal with the administration of the act, and we have to be practical minded about it, but we respectfully urge that consideration be
given to the consultative report.
I to jfied previously I think the consultant should be of eqOal caliber
and pep-as mspectorz and I think doing this and having the interchange and having joint jurisdiction under the Department of Labor,

you will solve p, lot of problems in this regard.
Mr.'DANIELS. Is it correct to say that you support, your organization supports H.R. 8618, which I introduced with. Other cosponsors?
Mr. MCKBVITT. That iis correct. As I say, the suggestions included

therein, it is not an either/or theoty provision but it is the aspect
that we respectfully urge you to consider those points, but we are
open to discussion on that.
But, ek.
Mr. P IELS. Thank you for a fine statement.
Th entleman from Pennsylvania, Mr. Gaydos.
ATDOS. I welcome my friend and former colleague here. I
You wh t in your estimation would constitute effective on-site

insPec
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How many people are necessary and how much money; have you
thought about, it?
. Yes. It would be quite a large staff.
Mr. McIin
The fact is, is like preventive maintenance on equipment and
preventive meas es for the safety of the employees, and I think it is
a mood investmen
vtr. DANIELS. Yo aro cognizant, I am' sure,. of the difficulty; we
have had in fuigling or influencing the administration to properly
utilize inspection peponnel and administrative personnel.
It goes beyond saying that as of now, we have roughly 1,000 sinspectors in the field, roughly of b. total of 1,700; but many of those are
inside doing paper and administrative work, and there are out in the
field roughly 1,000people who are trying to enforce this act.
How could we get a better track record than. that if we start talking
about, as you properly put it, effective onsito inspection?
MCKEVITT: I think it is a question of how many dollars you
want to spend on safety. I think that you may need more inspectors
and you may need more consultants.
At the same time, there are other remedies. For example, I suggest
r
in previous testimony the 800 direct-dial system as a. device, but I
thflik, first of all, you have to settle the waters and I think we would be
irresponsible if we do not try to settle the waters.
In other words, "Try it and you will like it." That haS to come
'across, first of all, and then from this aspect, and maybe I afievrong,
strictly from the fiscal aspect your insurance rates will go down if
you increase safety conditions in your operation.
This is also true, where you can call in, much of this can be resolved
by an 800 direct-dial system into a regional office. One of the Department of Labor officials pointed out they thought it was a good program,
but the Assistant Regional Director thought it was too cumbersome
and it might be cumbersome, but it would also save a lot of personal
visitations. .
Mr. DANIELS. I wanted your opinion because I realize you are
privy to a lot of information you would need in order to come up with a
considered judgment as to how much personnel.
Mr. MCKEVITT. I don't have the specific numbers, Mr.
Congressman. NUT. DANIELS. Thank you very much for your appearance.

The gentleman from California.
Mr. HAWK4NS. No questions.

Mr. DANIELS. Thank you very, very much, Mr. McDevitt. We
appreciate_your coming andVving us the benefit of your testimony.
MT. MCKEVITT. Thank. you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANIELS. Our next witness is Mr. Benjamin Rocuskie, chairman
of the National Socibty of Professional Engineers.

.Mr. Rocuskie, yoiMay proceed, sir.
[Prepared statement ofenjamin Rocuskie follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT. OP BENJAMIN ROCUSICIEJ Tut NATIONAL SOCIETY or
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS

The National Society of Professional Engineers, a nonprofit organization headquartered in Washington D.C. consisting of nearly 70,000 individual members
who are engaged in virtually every phase and aspect of engineering practice, and
structured throughout the country on a state and chapter affiliated' basis welcomes this opportunity to present views in connection with this Subcommittee's
inquiry into the functioning of the",1970 Occupational Safety and Realth Act.
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My name .% Benjamin D, Rocuskie. I am a professional engineer licensed by
the State of Pennsylvania, presently serving,,
as that State's Assistant Chief
Engineer, and as Director of Design for the Pennsylvania Department oT Transportation. I am an active member of the National Society of Professional Engineers and I chair the Society's Committee on OSHA and.Produet Safety. In addition I have previously served a three-vear term as Chairman of the Society's
Professional Engineers in Government Practice-Division.
In June of 1974, I appeared as spokesman for the National Society of Professional Engineers before a *Subcommittee of the H
opresentatives on the
issue of OSHA amendment. And exactly one y r
'today acting in similar
capacity I presented a statement to a Subcommittee of the Senate on the question
of Insuring OSHA's optimum operation. In both instances engineers recommended
revision to provide for on-sito consultation

I am most pleased to be he,re today again speaking for these engineers, to
endorse H.R. 8618.. And if you-will permit a somewhat personal comment', we
feel a sense of identifiable pride arising out of the recogaititin of one of our recomtnendations.
Engineers firmly believe that voluntary compliance can best implement the Intent of OSHA. Experience has demonstrated that skepticism
OSHA's
worth has arisen out of the enforcement activities of the Act;eoncdrning
indeed, downright
rejection has appeared in many instances. And this enforcement has even developed
fear and indignation by many businessmen toward OSHA. The massive rules,
regulations and standards have resulted in numerous cases in generating more
confusion than safety on the part of the American employer' especially the small
businessman. On-site consultation visits will provide a giant step forward toward
voluntary compliance.
It is fair, we think, to note that under present conditions employers refrain from
asking for consultations mainly because inspectors observing worksite violations
issue citations and propose penalties. Maintaining it climate which discourages
employers from asking what they should or should not do to comply with the
Law and thus implement congressional objective actually produces an effedt
opposito to that intended.
Engineers believe the Law must be revised so as to permit employers to requests
on-site consultations, and that inspectors responding to such requests be limited
to matters specified by the employer in the visitation request and be prevented
from issuing citations during the course thereof. This procedure would supply
buginess leaders with the best quality opportunity to learn the nature of any
compliance deficiency, and it would permit them to develop appropriate work-.
place changes.

,

To afford our employers this quality opportunity, however, we must have
consultants experienced in safety. They must also have a practical knowledge of
the industry, its machinery, and work habits. .A*Itetical approach to consultation
should be the hallmark.
To advise a machine shop employer that a magnetic starter is required on all
electrically-powered equipment in order to prevent inadvertent turn -on when
power failure is corrected, for example, should 'not include hand drill presses.
Such a procedure would be somewhat ludicrous. In other words, the consultant
must be able to recognize the type of equipment and its needsnot just look ate.
specific words in the safety standards. Recommending certain safety equipment
on machinery, such as forging hamniers or presses, without knowing whether the
machines can take the revisions, to cite another example, would certainly decrease
the credibility of the consultant and eventually the program of on-site
consultations.
It goes without saying that the consultant must be good to warrant the

expenditure. Congress must be cognizant of the quality needed and insure that the
administrators promulgate appropriate qualifications for consultants.
On -site consultation should encourage voluntary compliance and not comple- ment enforcement procedures. This is another concern of engineers. H.R. 8618
proposes to require the consultant to notify the appropriate OSHA area office if
an employer does not correct a condition in a reasonable time when that condition
might result in death or serious physical harm but is nevertheless not an imminent
danger as defined in the Act. This requirement is definitely in the realm of citation-

giving. It can be counted on to cause a loss of validity and rapport between
consultants and employers.
On the other hand, no one can fault a consultant who institutes procedures

under Section 13 to counteract imminent dangers. And, if an employer will not
correct them, we agree-that the employer should most certainly be cited. In the
59-838-76----8
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ease o other hazaids amounting to less than
not believe that the consultant should be anti

minent danger situations, we do

ized to "blow the whistle
One final comment deals with the appro intim to be aitthdrIzed for this
program, It is doubtful that more than two c nsultants per state will be able to
bo in operation in the first year. Even with the maximum funding of $8 million
for the third year, the Federal Government will only be able to field five or six
consultants per state. This means either that Oongress will have to appropriate
mere money for on-site consultations or declare moratorium on enfercement
and use the compliance Officers ws consultants. Perhaps, as an alternative,
Congress could see fit to allow the appropriation to be used as grants to local
chapters of safety-oriented organizations4o provide some "community :or public"
service. In this manner, Congress could get not only quantity, but also get experienced people for the money spent:
We 'would respectfully repeat engineering's offer to provide whatever assistance

the Congress might find useful in improving this most important field of law.
On our own initiative, we will, from time to time, attempt to supply engineering
thinking on various aspects of OSIIA's administration where we perceive genuine
problems to exist.
We are grateful for the opportunity to have appeared here to day, and wo
thank you for-entertaining our suggestions.
STATEMENT OF BENJAMIN ROCUSICIE, THE NATIONAL SOCIETY
OF PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS

Mr. Rocysiun. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like very much if you could enter our statementI to the
record, and 1114o for brevity this morning, I would also like to ad it
becailse it is a short statement, and I think I dim make it road fast
and save time.
Mr. DANIELS., Are you going to read the statement itself or ire
you going to summarize it?
Mr. ROCUSKIE. I will read it if you ain't mind.4
Mr. DANIELS. YOU may promo() then.

Mr..RocuSitin. The National Society of Professional Engineers,
a nonprofil, organization headquartered in Washington, D. C., consistin g. or nearly 70,000 individual members who are engaged
virtually every phase and aspect of engineering practice, and structured throughout the country on a State and chapter affiliated basis,
welcomes this opportunity to present views in connection with this
subcommittee's inquiry into the functioning of the 1970 Occupational
Safety 'and Health Act.
My name is Benjamin D.. Rocuskiq: I am a professional engineer

licensed by the State of Pennsylvania, presently serving ns; that
State's assistant cheif engineer, and as director of design -fRr the
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation. I am an active member
of the National Society of Professional Engineers, and I chair the

society's committee on OSHA and product safety. In addition, I
Nave previously served a 3-year term as chairma of the society's .
professional engineers in Government practice division.

In June 1974, I appeared as spokesman for the National Society
of Professional Engineers before a subcbitunittee of the House of
Representatives on the issue of OSHA amendment. And exactly
1 year ago today, acting in similar capacity, I presented It statement
to a subcommittee of the Senate on the question of insuring OSHA's'
optimum operation. In both instances, engineers recorr Mended .revision to provide for onsite consultation visits.

g for these
I am most pleased to be here -today, again spe
engineers, to endorse H.R. 8616. And &you will man a.somewhat
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personal comment,'we feel a sense of identifiable pride arising out of
the recognition of one of our recommendations.

.

Mr Chairman, f also realize that others havk.stified for on-site
constaationaAndlre also laying claim to this, toe.
Engineers firmly believe that voluntary compliance can best impleMont the intent of OSHA...Experience has demonstrated that skepticism concerning OSHA's worth has arisen out a the enforcement
activities of the act; indeed, downright rejection has appeared in many
instances. And this enforcement has even developed fear and
indignation by many businessmen toward OSHA. The massive rules,
regulations, and standards have resulted in numerous cases in genorating more confusioh than safety on the part of the American employer, especially the small businessman. On-site consultation visits,
will provide a giant step forward toward voluntary compliance.
It is fair, we think, to note that render present conditions employOrs
refrain from asking for citnsWtations nae6ly because inspectors.
observing worksite violations, issue citations and propose penalties.

Maintaining a climate which discourages employers from asking what
they should or should not do to comply with tlie law, and thus implement congressional objective, actually proliu. ces an effect opposite
to that intended.
Engineers believe the law must be revised so as to petmitemployers
to request on-site consultations, and that inspectors responding to such
requests be limited to mhtters specified by the employer in the visitation request and be prevented from issuing citations -during the
e- course thereof. This procedure would supply business leaders with the
best quality opportunity to learn the nature of any compliance deficiency, and it would permit them to develop appropriate workplace
changes.

To afford our employers this quality opportunity, however, we must
have consultants experienced in safety. They must also havda practical
knowledge of the industry, its machinery, and work habit-s. A practical
approach to consultation should be the hallmark.

To advise a machine shop employer that a magnetic starter is
required on all electrically powered equipment
in order to prevent
inadvertent turnon when a power failure is corrected; for example,
should not include hand drill presses. Such a procedure would be
somewhat, ludicrous. In other words, the consultant must be able to
recognize the type of equipment and its needsnot just look at
specific words in the safety standards. Recomm nding certain safety
equipment on machinery, suckas- forging hananie or presses, without
knowing whether the machines can take the revis ens, to cite another
example, would certainly decrease the credibilit of the consultant
and eventually the program of on -site consultati ns.
It goes without saying that the consultant must e goad to warrant
the expenditure. Congress must be cognizant
of t quality needed
and insure that the administrators promulgate appropriate qualifications for such consultants.
On-site consultation should encourage voluntary \compliance and
not complement enforcement procedures. This is another concern of
engineers. H.R. 8616 proposes to require the consultant to notify the
appropriate- OSHA area office if an. employer .does not \correct a eondition in a reasonable time when that condition might exult in death,
or serious physical harm but is nevertheless not an imiunent danger
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defined in the 3
tion-giving..
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This requirement is definitely in the realm of cita-

an, in previous statements to Congress and to com-

haittees, the SPE has endorsed the first-instance citation. This is not
to be co es used with our previous positions. We do believe in firstinstance oitati,ons, but by enforcementrofficers and not by consultants.

It can be counted on to cause a loss of validity and rapport between
consultants and employers,
On the other hand, no one can fault a consultapt who institutes
procedures undo section 13 to counteract imminent dangers. And,

if an employer will of correct them, we agree that the employer should
most certainly be 'ted. In the case of other hazards amounting to less

than imminent dan er situations, we do not believe that the consultant
should be authoriz ,4 to blow the whistle.
One final comm t deals with the apporpriation to be authorized
for this 'program. I is doubtful that more than two consultants per
State will be able t be operation in the first year. Even with the
$8 million for the third year, the. Federal Govmaximum funding
ernment, will only be able to field five or six consultants per State.
This means either that Congress will have to appropriate more money
for on-site consultation or declare a moratorium on enforcement and
Use the compliance officers as consultants. Perhaps, as an alternative,
Congress could see fit to allow the appropriation to be used as grants
to local chapters Qf safety-oriented organizations to provide some
community or pubhc service. In this manner, Congress could get not
only_ quantity, but also get experienced people for the money spent.
We would respectfully repeat engineering's offer to provide whatever

assistance the Congress might find useful in improving this most
important field of law. On our own initiative,- we will, from time to
time, attempt to supply engineering thinking bn various aspects of
OSHA's administration where we perceive genuine problems to exist.
We are grateful for the opportunity to have appeared liere today,
and we thank you for entertaining our suggestions.
Mr. DANIELS. Well, Mr. Rocuskie, I want to thank you fin' a very
fine statement and for your endorsement of this legislation. I would
also like to compliment you on your previous recommendations to
the Committee on legislation along this line.
I have no questions, but we might have questions from our colleagues .and I therefore recognize the gentlewoman from Nebraska,
Mrs. Smith. Do you have any questions?
Mrs. SMITH. Yes. Actually, Mr. Chairman, I have one, but first,
I would like to commend you for your entire stItkement and especially
for the section on page 2, where you speak of the administration of
OSHA and how it has aroused both fear and indignation on the part
of Many businessmen.

I know because I

see

it in my 'district, and I heard of

many complaints.
Now, may I ask you at th4 top of page 3, where you suggest that
requests be limited to matters specified by the employer and I am
thinking in the case of many small businesses the employer would
not know exactly in what area he might. be out of compliance and

could you illustrate on what you mean pn that point a little bit?
Would you say an inspector responding to such requests be limited
to the matters specified by the employer?
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Mr. Rocu4xik Yes, ma'am. I would say that in some workplaces,
and.now we are talking more of the larger businesses where there may
be many areas that an inspector could come, in or consultant could
come in and advise the employer, and because perhaps he has been
working in certain areas and he haw other facilities that have had the
benefit of either some safety program or has been reviewed by a compliance officer there would be no need to have the consultant going
through the entire plant.
Mrs. SMITH. Thank you vernmuch.
I have nothing else, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANIELS. Thank you, sir.
Mr. ROCESICIE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANIELS. Thal concludes today's hearing and the" committee
will adjourn until tomorrow_morniug m room 2261, at 9:30 o'clock.
[Whereupon, the committee recessed to reconvene on Wednesday,
July 23, 1975, m Room 2261, at 9:30 a.m.]
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ON-SITE CC_ NSULTATION BEARING , OCCUPATIONAL

SAFETY AND HEALTH ACT
TeitZbitESDAIt, 3111,7 23, 1
HOUSE OF. REPRESENTATLVEB,
SUBCOMMITTEE' ON MANPO
COMPENSATION, AND HEALTH AND SAFETY
OF, THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AlsiDul...A.BQB,

r

Was ngton, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, 'at 9:30 a.m..in room
2175, Rayburn. House Office Building, Washington, D.C., Hon.
Dominick V. Daniels (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Members present: Representatives Daniels, Hawkins, Gaydos,
Beard, Risenhoover, Esch, and Mrs, Smith.
Staff present: Daniel Srivit, counsel, Denniese Medlin, clerk,
Susie Nelson, legislative associate, and Richard Mosse, minority
'assistant counsel..

Mr. DANIELS. The subcommittee on Manpower, Compensation,
and Health and Safety will come to order.
Our first witness on this issue of on-site' consultation will 'be the
Hon. Jerry Litton, my distinguished colleague from the State Missouri.
STATEMENT OF HON. JERRY LITTON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE 'VP YlISSOITRI

Mr: LITTON. Z appreciate the opportunity to testify this morning
in support of .my bill, H.R. 609, which I believe will provide a constructive solution to the problems that small businessmen have faced,
in complyhig with the OSHA Aet 1970.4
I am well aware that ray bill is not the only approach suggested;
that bills have been introduced both by members of this subcommittee
and by others:
I liar benefited from studying these 'alternative ,approaches, abut
I would suggest to you, that, when the problem is properly analysed,
and when we take account of the ligitunate reservations that have
been expressed to the idea of giving theSecretary of Labor consultative
will`
ill find that my' ill 'deserves consideration. ".
I tit' k- we are all familiar from the mail that' we have recalved ;with

The difficulties faced by small bUsiness in complying with the .coinplex

egulatiOns that have been issued under that act. 13otlyfroin past
'hearings and from your intimate 'acquaintance with the 'operation
of the program you are fully aware of= the legitimate problems that
hate been raised 13S7-sitall businegsineft.

(go
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As it now lit ands, 6,/ iy an honest businessman who sincerely wants
to insure that he is living within the law must.either hire an expensive
consultant to advise him whether o not he is in compliance, or he
e r entative for advicerand
would have to contact his area OS
consultation. If he chooses 'the hater of t ese alternatives, under the
presentOSHA law, an OSHA inspector who visits, a wofksite for whatever reason must cite the owner of. the firm fOr any-violations of the
law (even when such a visit requested by the owner of the firm for
purposes of consultation). Thus, either way the businessman goes,
either by hiring the expensive consultant or by requesting help from
OSHA,-he is going to be penalized for his honesty. Whereas, the businessman just across the street who 'selects-not to hire the consultant,
nor run the.risk of citation by inviting An inspection of his facilities is in most cases rewarded for his lack of cooperation and, apparent
dishonesty.
The basic problem is simple to state but difficult to solve. The
problem is that occupational health and safety is a complex matter
but that the small businessman neither has; nor can afford to hire, the
technical experts necessary to deal with 'these complex matters. The.
complexity- of ,occupational health and safety is shown by the sheer
bulk of the regulations; by the fact that a list of toxic substances

runs for over 50 pages; that-many of the standards that have been
issued can be understood only by en eers or industrial hygiemsts.
exaggerationMt let us take a
i:ht think this
pe.

ou are a small businessman,pperating a warehouse
which has a loft y use for additional storage spice. Your employees
have to g into the oft fairlx 'regurarly<and you want to make sure
that your ladder ., m comphance with the safety regulations. You
- .are persistent an in due course you find out that the regulations'
governing ladders are found at 29 OF4Z 1910.25 to 1019.28. Yob .
have a friend who has access to the Code.of Federal Regulation§ and
you read the regulations in order to find out whether,your present
practices are safe, and, if not, what you have to do to come int . °ona=
pliance. You 'have been using portable(wood ladders for ac ss into
the loit and yqu discover that for a sectionalr ladder, the sect on s,
develop a stress no greater than -a specified amount pensquare ch
(varying with the type of wood used) which- shall be-computed by a
formula I would like included as part of my' testimony. It is so com*Heated I doubt very seritously I could even explain it to the panel or
subcommittee, but nonetheless, this is the kind of formula a businessman will have to understand to determine if the ladder he is using is
.
safe.
.1 don't think we expect small businessmen to understand this kind
of technical data. As a matter of fact, I took a 16ok at some of the
regulations and if we stack them one on top of the other, all of the
the
OSHA replatiions stand about 17 feet high, and I don't expect
k
small businessmen to be' able to understand that either.
I suspect what we need is to provide some manner in which the
small businessman can get advice and not' be penalized for it after
ple exa i ple.
simome

A

I am not criticizing the Labor Departt'lmnt's regulations. I think
it is important that ladders^be safe; that they not collapse ,wheWthey
are subjected to stress. I do not know of any .way that this essential
criterion for ladders can be stated in any simplier way. Safety
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important, but it is complex. The small businessman does not need an
exemption from the safely requirementsbut what ho does need and
deserves is help in finding out what they mean, and help in under&tending them.

, The complexity, of the regulations, lot me add, is not going to et
lels. Though much wdrk can be done in simplifying existing standards
and particularly in improving theindexing system, OSHA regulations ),
are going to get more complicated, not less. That is inevitable because
More and more the- regulations will deal with occupational health
questions which, are, by their very nature, more complicated than
safety questionS. Thus, I think the .problem. of complexity will not
go awaywe-must find ways to help the small businessman live with
the complexityl 'not offer lum the false hope that all that is needed is
some better editors at the Department of,J.,abor.
WA must find ways to help the small businessman live- with the
regulations because, we cannot totally exempt him from the act. I can
see no basis for suggesting that the employee in a small,,business is
less /eserying of protection than his fellOw worker in a larger enterrise. If anything, the statistics suggest that the small firm offers
'hazards than the large one to its employeell. We cannot foregomore
the
duty to protect the employee but we must help thwmployer to provide
that protection.
My bill provides that help to the small businessman without in any
way prejudicing the rights of his employees. It provides that the Ad.
mmistrator of the-Small Business Administration shall offer advice to
any small businessman who requests it on how to come into com pliance with the act and its regulations. This function is given to the
SBA rather than to the Department of Labor to insure that this

agency continues its primag-, role. of inspec. ,n and by this division
of function between the tin agencies, we H preserve the Department of Labor's,functions exactly as they are or we will merely add

. new authority to the SBA. That 'agency is already charged with
assisting small businessmen in many ways; under the bill they will be
given an explicit mandate to provide a chart through the maze of
occupational safety and health regulations. What the small business
man needs and' desehres is technical help in understanding OSHA's
complexzequirementsand that is what my bill provides.
[The formula referred to fellows:1
3 LD (P+W/16) 1.5 LD (25+W116)

S

/2B(D3-43).

B (D3 0.67)

P.25 pounds, which is the normal component on each rail of

load of 200 pounds at. the center of the ladder, equally distri1 7
uted between th rails, when the foot of the ladder is most
out of the perpendicular by one-quarter of its length.
S= Stress its extreme fiber in pounds per square inch
W=Weight of ladder in pounds
LdeMaximum working length of ladder in inches
D=--Pepth of side rail in inched
d=Diarneter of hold board for rung (c13 shall be taken as no less
than 0.67).
.
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Mr. Chairman, lot mo say my main concern is that we divide the
responsibility of 10SFIA inspectors who aro there to fine Ole small
businessman if ho finds some safety standard in violation.
And on the on -situ consultation:I don't think any small businessman

is going to contact OSHA and ask an inspector to come out if ho
feel§ that there is a violation. He will bo heavily fined.

I don't think any candidate for reelection to Congress is going to
contact an agency to find out if he is in compliance with the Federal
election laws. If they find he is not, he is then fined or sent to prison.
Ho is simply not going to risk thatqdfid of a fine.
I would like to suggest the reason that my bill uses SBA as opposed
to Department of Latter is to encourage the small businessman to
seek consultation and help.
I think they would feel more comfortable if they went to SBA, an
agency in the past that has assisted them in other matters as opposed
to Department of Labor, an agency they may not feel as comfortable
with or feel it might bo as sympathetic to its cause.
Tho main thing is to got the small businessman to have a pltice to
go, to got advice, and a place that they will feel comfortable with so
they will seek that advice.
If they don't seek that advice, then they won't have any reason to

try to bo in compliance with OSHA rules and we really will have
accomplished very little.
Mr. DANIELs. On behalf of the committee, I personally want to
compliment you on a very fine statement.
I wholehehrtaglly agree with the reasoning you expressed as to why
aid and assiltarco should be given to the small businessmen.

However, the bill I introduced on this subject varies from ybur

bill in a couple of ropsects, and I would like to have a little discussion
with you as to these differences to see if wo cannot come to some mooting of the .mind on those issues.

I realize you are in a hurry to got away; you have an important

appointment to got to, but I won't detain you very long.

Your bill limits on -situ consultation to businessman employing

25 or loss employees; whoreas, my bill is broader and more expansive.
It extends it to all businessmen.
n Co extending it to givo all businesses the
Would you have obje
opportunity for on-s- consultation and advice?
Mr. LITTON. No would have no objection to that at all.
w, also, a very important difference. between the
Mr. DANIELS.
bill I have introdue d, which again was cosponsored by others, and your

bill, is. that you would vest this authority for on-site consultation

with the Small Business Administration; whereas, my bill leaves it in
the Department of Labor which' presently has jurisclictiOn.
True, the Small Business Adtpuustration, in my opinion, under the
the law, may perform this sorkice. They have that authority at the
present time, but they have failed to use it.

I have consulted with the Department- with an o ial of that,
Depattment, and personally they have shown no int est.
Now, I hesitate to give any agency of the GOvern 'exit authority,
to do something if they are not enthused about what oy are going
to do.
Therefore if we give them this authority and they are not enthusiastic about it, even though we, as a Congress, have compelled
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them to do it, I hate to force anybody to do something they don't
want to de because you won't got, good results.
'Under those circumstances, will you still adhere to your theory of
vestifig it in the SBA?
Mr. LITTON. My main concern is the people doing tho on-sito
consultation are not the people doing the findings.
Mr. DANIELS. My bill separates themsepalates
enforcoinents
from consultative services, and separates the
appropriation for it

as well.

Mr. Lrrrot4. Who main emphasis of my bill and your bill, we agree',
there. The secondary thing is, I would like to got the
small business.
men to seek consultation, to really attempt to come into agreement
with the OSHA rules.
Mr. DArnms. That is the purpose of the legislation so wo aro .
going to accomplish that if this legislation passes till Congress,
and
is, hopefully, signed by tho President.
Mr. LrrroN. My only concern is whether or not the small
businessmen, with a normal fear of the

Department of Labor being an
enemy 'rather than fliond, tho normal inclination thatasthe
Small
Business Administtation has been, in .the past, thorn to assist them,
they would be more inclined to go to them for assistance
to the
Department of Labor; and if they don't go to someone forthan
assistance
and consultation, then we have nut accomplishod very much.
I hate to think that an agoncy of our Government would
out their legislative responsibilities if wo assigned them thisnot carry
job,. and
I would hate to think they would not do the job
wo gave thorn, so
that we have to go around finding other agencies then
that
to do the work that we as Congress think they should. are Willing

Mr. DANmLS. Jerry, in my opinion, SBA has the authority today,
but failed to exercise it. Wo tried to encourage them but they have
not accepted that responsibility.
Mr. Boon. Will you yield for a second?
Mr. DANIELS. 1 os.

Mr. Escu. I notice wo all have a time problem hero, and I assume
alternative approach I favor, is to give recognition
except in
cases of iminent danger, the first citation would not bothat
one in_ which
you would impose a fine, but that you would give
to the employer to correct the violation; and if ho dida reasonable time
correct that
violation within a reasonable timo, then you would finenot
him. I recognize
the constituency of Congress today, so obviously that
legislation
probably is not going anywbhero in the present session.
We have already supported
type of legislation in the Youth
Camp Safety bill; and, again, itthat
places emphasis upon working with
the employer to create a safe workplace, and
yet still allows the
Labor Department to come in and fine that employer
if he is found in
violation and dons not comply.
Wiyou comont on that?
Mr. Lrrrox. Well, this, again, would help us go a lot farther than
we are now.
One thing that concerns me, if 'the inspector came to
business and completed is inspection and determined your place of
were in
violations not serious, but'Fn violation, and gave you a yearyou
to comply.
Mr. Escu. No, 30 day .
wo may be dismissed for a short time, but a question I had, or anothor
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Mr. Lrrrox. Or 30 days or whateVe,r ova though ho didn't fine
you, tho fact ho spotted the violation, he would bo back in 30 days,
00 days, 1 year, 2 or 3years, might still cause a small businessman not
to seek tho consultation becauso somo businesspen in my district,
the fines aro far in excess of their not profits over a.period of 2 or 3

-'ears, and they would much rather risk never having been caught
frith a violation than to contact OSHA for an inspection.
Mr. Escu. Well, the problem is today, two-thirds of thoso viola-

tions or citations which aro coltosted aro overturned and, yot Iho

M.

small businessman today has no opportunity to seek redress other than
to allow this, becauso in general ho does not think ho can afford that
'contested process.
What wo aro trying to do, I think, is roach tho samo end; that is, to
provide or assure a safo workplaco for overy American worker and yot
not be punitivo upon especially tho small businessman who needs tho
assistaneo to creato a safo workplaco.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANIELS. May I _point out anothor differonco botween our
respectivo bills: Your bill does not requiro a consultativo (Ancor to *
give a report to the omployor as to tho conditiobs ho finds.

Either ho is in complianco or not. If ho is in complianco, ho will
ask him to makosorroctions within a cortairiperial of timo.
DO you support the idoa that submitting a roport to tho omployor
would be improving this?
LtrroN. I think it would. I agroo to that, yos.
,

DANIELS. Which tho employer may or may not use in dlio ovont

hcWsubsoquontly cited for a violation.
Mr. LrrioN. Yps.

.

Mr. DANIELS. f disagree with my distinguishod colloaguo, Mr. Emil,
on the first-instance sanction.
I think that the important part of OSHA is, it is absdiutely impossible with the present staff of inspoctors to inspoct all of the workplaces
in the United States. Thor° aro ovor 4 million of them. With its prosont
working staff it would take about 100 yoars to inspoct oach and ovory
placo, so thoro has to bo an incontivo for omployors to como wftlun
--toInplianco of the act,
4 I think tho first-instanco violation is a very broad incontivo.
I do beliove that omployors desiro to oboy tho law. Thoy want to bo
in complianco. Thoreforo: thoy do their utmost to do so evon though
an inspector may not visit thorn,Tho fact that an inspector may visit
thom may causo thom to volimtarily roquest tho consultative sorvicos
And also to look into the law to soo that thoy aro in complianco.

I havo nothing further to say, but do you want to add anything

more?

Mr. Lrrrox. My main concern is, if I wore a homeownor and

wanted to seo my home moot certain city. fire rogulations, I would,
liko to bo ablo to call an inspector to see if indood it met tho regulations; but I certainly would not do so if I thought the inspector that
caino to my homo would find it was indeed in violation, and I was
fined $3,000 for making tho call.

Now, that kind of is situation is just not equitable and certainly

does not help us reach our objoctive.
Neithor would I want, to call someone who I folt mightbe my enemy
would like to call sokrono I felt was sympathotic to me;

4
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That is why I thought the SBA. would be more sympathetic and we
would get more calls and the more people. who call and more businessmen who ask for consultation, the more corrections we make the safer
the conditions in the country
be.
Thank you very much.
Mr. DANIELS. 'Iliank you.
The next witness is the Honorable John 'Y. McCollister, distinguished Representative from the State of Nebraska.
47004;e41,
1TATEMENT OP EON. ION Y. McCOLLISTER, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS PROM THE STATE OP NEBRASKA.
Mr. MCCOLLISTER. Mr. Chairman, I would ask permission that my
statement/ be made a part of the

record and that I may be permitted to
summarize what it says in the interest of saving time.
Mr. DANIELS. You may proceed exactly as you desire.
Mr: MCCOLLISTER. Mr. Chairman, I don't pretendhe
same knowledge on this Subject that the members of this subcommitteehave,
but I would say that I was the'ranking member of
Small Business
Subcommitteo that had a considerable number ofthe
hearings on this
question in the 93d Congress and as a former small businessman
myself, I have been made acquainted with some of the
provisions of
OSHA.

Let me just say that I' think the bill sponsored by the Chair and by
Mr. Esch is a gigantic stop forward
in providing those
consultation

services.

I have just a couple of things that I would like to say about it.
First, in regard to die SBA, as a member of the Small Business

Committee, I 'am extremely reluctant to give to the SBA any responsibility for this, not for the reasons already given here, because I don't
want to dilute any further the ability of SBA to perform their primary
mission.
I even introduced a bill to take away from9SBA their
disaster relief
function that I think handicaps them greatly in doing that
which the
Congress intended' that the SBA do.
In regard' to separate consultative and inspection services, I
would
prefer, as I have remarked in earlier testimony before this subcommittee, that they be together. I see the goad sense in separating them
within the Department of Labor under the OSHA Administration if,
in these first- instance violations, the request by the businessman
a consultation service can be evidence of his good faith effort for
to
comply.

we can do that, then I think the separation of the consultation
very well.
1\, . Mairms. On that point will you yield?
Mr. McComaspurt. Yes.
Mr. DANIELS. We go a step further. An employer asks for
sultative services and the consultant finds a serious danger, notconimminent danger, but a serious danger, and the inspector grantsana
certain timetable for the elimination of that violation, say 2 weeks.
Mr. McCoLusTER. Right
Mr. DANIELS. He returns at the end of 2 weeks and the violation is
not cured; what do you thigiok should be the next step?
RUN c es and the inspection services would work

,
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Mr. MCCOLLISTER. The next stop is, and we will assume, Of course,

it can be fixed within 2 Weeks.
Mr. DANIELS. Assuming that is a reasonable time limit.
Mr. MCCOLLISTER. That ho should no longer have any protection,

he should be fined, ho should have the full force of the law on the
penalties prescribed for it.
Mr. Dittiims. In other words it is your thought that the Secretary
then would have authority to issue. citations?
Mr. MCCOLLISTER. Yes.

Mr. Maims. And so cite him for a, fine?'
Mr. MCCOLLISTER. Yes,' sir.

Mr. DANIELS. I think that is a very important issue and it has not
been too clear in some of the testimony, that ids been given. There is
some confusion on that issue.
.
I would like my lleagues to understand that particular situation,
because it is a ve important incident which I am sure will develop
.as time goes on. e should anticipate that.
Mr. IVIcComasTnu. .The big difficulty with OSHA is its complexity
and people understanding what is reguired of them.
That is what I want to fix and which I believe your bill does better
than any that.have come along, if we can provide for some evidenc"f
.a good-faith effOrt when he has requested a consultation, showing his
intentions to build a safe workplace.
.,
.

Mr. EsCn. Mr. Chairman, if you will yield for asecond

Mr. DANIELS. May I ask one further thing.
I believe that where an employer asks for consultation, is given a
report, and does what he has been instructed to do by the consultative
office, then the certificate given to him 11y the consultative officer
. should be some evidence of good faith to be taken into considerationuin

mitigation of any penalty that might be imposed by the Secretary.
That is my view.

jar. E8cis. Mr. Chairmqn, I *anted to commend you because I

think it would go a long Way in clarifying for. that businessman out
there and also would go a long way toward encouraging the small
businessman to work cooperatively with the Labor Department to
44,rec these, faults immediately; and I also want to go on record in
-agree g with 'our witness, and you, that there is no qUestion,if he is
not co rect, and ho does not show good faith and given the fact there
needs to be a reasonable time given to correct these, but if he doesn't,
full sanction of the law should be applied.

Mr. DANIELS., Ilam pleased we are all m accord here this morning,
and I think this is going to go a long way in helping-to enact this bill.
,,-.. Mr. McCoLusTnueThere are a lot of other things I could say about
the bill in complimentary anes, but our time is short.
'Mr. Escn:-If you will yield, Mr. Chairman, I want to compliment
'this gentleman on his w)nic iti the other committee and recognizing
the jurisdiction of this c mmittee. I think he has been careful, with a
membership of that other committee, in. showing leadership for the
small businessman, but at the same time working with this committee.
Mr. DANIELS. I want to congratulate him again, and he has. been
here before, and expressed views which. impressed this committee and
other members of the full committee which. caused so many of my
colleagues to cosponsor the legislation we have today.
.
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Mr. MCCOLLISTER. I am gratbful for this ili\ttery, but We are Vint
to miss that quorum tall.
Mr. Ils.mrta. The committee will recess in response to a querhto..
,gall and we will got back as promptly as possible,, possibly about 10
,

niinutes.
[Recessed at, 10:10 a.m.]
alio prepared statement of Mr. ivIcCollister foltolits:1

ritErAnED STATEMENT Or TION. /011N Y. McCorinurrca, A, ItErnESENTATIVE IN
CONCMESS Fit= VIE STA.= or MUMMA.
.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate this opportunity to appoti., again hetOie this cub,committee to urge your approval of legislation .to pro` ide free, vollinthry, On-site
,consultation services tinder thei eeupational Safety and Health Act. I urge you
to approve ILR. SOW, which I have co-sponsored, with only minor changes.
OSHA has become a Code word among businessmen for arbitrary govetoinent
harassthent. This need not be the Cabe. I am convinced that businessmen realize
their stake in job safety and healthy working conditions. What they also realize,
unfortunately, is that the OSHA regulations o so very complex and difficult to
interpret, that they stand a good chance of being found in violation of some
scure safety or health standard des
their best intentions or sizeable. outlays
to achieve the goals of the OSIIA pr gram.
Adoption of a voluntary on-site cOnsultation program would goa/ long way
towards removing' the unCertainties of the OSHA program which have frightened
many small businessmen and hampered voluntary compliance with the law.
After reviewing the many suggestions for reform, I havd co-sponsored two
bills to provide on-site consultations. Each has revisions which I feel your subcommittee should incorporate into your final bil .
It is imperative that the consultation fiery' provided be free to those using
the service. This would encourage businessmen to use the service and thus hasten
their compliance. It would also address the priecipal need for the service, since
many smaller businesses cannot afford to keep a full-time safety expert on the
pyroll or bring in outside consultants.
A constructive improvement incorporated in Chairman Daniels' bill, H.R. 80143,
is removal of the recniirement that consultations be available only to employers
of 25 or fewer persons. There is. strong ,justifleation for directing consultative
services to the small business community. That is where the need is. Any bill
should direct preference and priority for small business consultations. But many
small firms employ more than 25 persons when the office clerical star is included.
Some firms with up to 100 employees face the same under-capitalized, short staffed situations which Make OSHA
a burden on the very small businesse8.
Allowing consultants some leeway in extending consultation services to these
employeni will strengthen the program.
1 would not argue that the penalty provisions in the Act are not effeetive in
encouraging compliance among those who understand their responsibilities under
the Act. It would seem helpful, however, to allow OSIIA inspectors some leeway
in assessing sanctions against first- instance violaters to account for
any good
faith efforts which the em_ployer may have made to satisfy the regulation in question. In this regard, the Findley bill, which I am also co-snonsoring, would seem
the superior approach in that it would allow first-instance'Violators to be dealt
usinfr a flexible, discretionary approach that would eliminate a great deal of the
fear and trepidation which now accompanies an OSHA inspection.
In my earlier testimony, I suggested that there are inherent efficiencies in having
OSHA
also provide consultation services. I reasoned that this would
assure the businessMan that thd advice he was getting would be completely in
tune with the inspection requirement he would be expected to comply with. It
would also -allow the subsequent inspection to be directed towards those hazards
identified during a consultation.
Mr. Daniels' bill would have the Department of Labor prOvide separate inspection and consultation services under OSHA. I still believe my earlier argument to
be sound: Separate inspectiOn and consultation personnel might work otit,, hOWever, if combined under one policy-making coordinator within OSHA and if
"good faith" could be incorporated into the procedures for assessing penaltieS.
It is absolutely essential that businessmen be assured that the advice whiCh they
receive from OSHA consultants be identical to the standards which will be re,quired by OSIIA inspectors. It seems to me that consideration of good faith
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attempts to comply with the xectommendations of an OSHA consultant should bo
taken into consideration at tho time of a atibsequent inspection.
Finally , I would hope tho committee would act favorably on that provision in
1LU. 8618 which leaves it up to the individual buminassraan, whether to show tho
consultant'S report to tho Inspector. it would bo moro efficient to require
divulgence of this information, but in tho interests of onooliragIng businessmen to
tako advantage of the consultation program, I think tho Chairman is correct in
including this provision.
In closing, lot mo reaffirm my strong belief that enactment of a consultation
program in OSHA will speed compliance with tho Aot and hasten tho benefits
which will bo derived from safer and healthier Workingplaces for all Americans.
.
I commend this Subcommittee for its energy in developing this legislation and
hope that tho full House will soon have an opportunity to pus this badly needed
reform of the Occupational Safety and Health Aot.
Thank you.

Mr. DANIELS. Our t u
tness is Mr. Randolph M. Halo, assistant
, Industrial Relations Department of the
vice president and ma
National Association o
anufacturers.
Mr. HALE. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Hale, you may submit your statement for the
record or you may read it, if you so desire.
Mr. HALE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have a short statement.
What I would like to do is skip about half of it.

Mr. DANIELS. All right, I will make a motion for unanimous consent

'that your statement bo incorporated in the record at this point.
Are there any objections?
Hearing none, it is so ordered.
MI. HALE. Thank you.
[The prepared statement referred to follows41

PREPARED STATEMENT OF RANDOLPH M. HALE, ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT AND
MANAOKR, INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS DEPARTMENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
MANUFACTURERS

My name is Randolph M. Halo and I am Assistant Vico President and Manager
Industrial Relations, National Association of Manufacturers, Washington, D.C. '
\ This legislation is of particular interest to the National Association of Mannfacturers as 88% of our 13,000 members have fewer than 500 employees and, in
fact, 55% employ less than 100 employees. It is precisely these size companies
that have been the most adversely affected, perplexed and confused by the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1070.
We commend the distinguished Chairman and the ranking minority members of
this Subcommittee for their efforts in introducing this legislation (H.R. 8618) to
amend OSHA so that employers can obtain assistance in meeting OSHA requirements. The NAM wholeheartedly endorses this effort, and wo offer our aid and

assistance in order to achieve a successful on -site consultation program for
employers.

I world first like to offer some general observations as to how wo view the concept of on-sito consultation ? and will then specifically address tho provisions of
H.R. 8618, Chairman Daniels' on-site consultation and education amendment.
As indicated , the NAM hasgenerally supported efforts to implement on -situ
consultation. This has been tr le ever since It became obvious that employers,
particularly small employers, needed some outside assistance in meeting OSHA

standards' requirements. In testimony delivered before this Subcommittee on
Juno 25 of last year, wo listed on-site consultation as one of the major reforms

necessary in okder.4re OSHA achieve the results which Congress had envisioned.
We remain adanTant in our belief that on -situ consultation will be a successful

program if, and only ift employers are encouraged to use the program without
fear that OSHA compliance personnel can become easily involved. As long as
the fear exists among employers that on-site consultation may be nothing moro

than a disguised enforcement mechanism, the program will never operate
successfully.
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For this reason we withdrew our support from the OSHA Vrogram
published
on May 20. A careful analysis revealed
this particular OSHA program
would
have Oen:aided consultants to involvethat
OSHA enforcement personnel
at their
whim.'A letter detailing our objections to the OSIIA
is attached to this
ataternent as Appendix I as well as OSHA's reply toprogram
In. light -of the above comments, I'd like to turn Our letter (Appendix II).
now to H.R. 8618. Having
carefully examine Its provisions, the National
Association of Manufacturers
belie es It to be cohstruotive and significant contribution
to achieving safe and
healthful working conditions
supports in general H.R. 8618. if, implemented properly. Therefore the NAM
the following specific points in the bill we endorse;
(1) The program is to be placed and administered within
Labor. This feature has two obvious advantages. It puts the Department of
into the agency where the expertise already exists, and it on-site consultation.
the creation
or the expansion of another agency and all the resultantprecludes
additional costs that,'
usually attend such an action.
(2) Although the program gives priority to small budinesses
and hazardous
workplaces, it does not set an arbitrary number of employees
point the service would not_be available. Thus OSHA is cutoff limit at which
discretion to evaluate any legitimate on-site consultation allowed the necessary
request, regardless of
the employer's size.
(3) Because this program would bo set up under an amendment
to the Ad, it
would bo available In every State which is not operating under
OSHA approVed
state plan. As a matter of fact, a strong argument can be an
made
that on-site
consultation will have to be made available in ()Very State
effective as" requirements of 'section 18 of the Act. In other because of Um "as
words, state plans
not offering on-site consultation could not be "as effective as" the
federal program.
(4) The 100% federal funding for on-site consultation
assures that every
eligible state will use the service. The state economic problems
which have had
an adverse effect upon the OSHA-approved state plans will not affect
(5) The program provides that upon a subsequent enforcement the program.
inspection, the
Secretary may with the employer's consent, consider the consultant's
report for
the purpose of determining good faith in proposing
penalties.
This
mitigation
factor is important in encouraging employers to use the service.
believe it should be made exceedingly clear that
Conversely, wo
a consultant's report cannot be
used in any subsequent enforcement
proceeding
under
the
Act,
except where the
employer has consented to the consideration of the report.
We do have some reservations about the program as proposed
and I'd like to
state these for the record:
(1) The consultant's report is not binding
upon
enforcement
personnel
in the
event of a subsequent compliance
Therefore, the employer who
utilizes on-site consultation really hasinspection.
no guarantee that he has complied with
OSHA's standards' requirements. Since this
is the case, it is absolutely imperative
that the consultant's report not be used agdinst
the employer, unless for
some
reason the employer agrees to its use. Otherwise, it would
probably be better
for
the employer to take his chances on a cfaveliance inspection
rather
than'to avail
himself of on-site consuon.
(2) Compliance perscfnir
still be potentially involved upon the discovery
of a serious hazard wh re thecan
employer for some reason refuses
to cooperate in
abating *the hazard. I.
vould prefer the potential
of enforcement
personnel be limited to situations of imminent dangerinvolvement
where
the health and lives
of employees are in jeopardy and the employer refuses
to correct the situation.
As drafted, we believe that some employers will be discouraged
from using the
service because it may lead to an OSHA enforcement
inspection.
Hopefully, this
may prove to be an unwarranted fear, as a successful/on-site
consultation
develops.
program
,

Again, I'd like to commend
distinguished Chairman and the ranking
minority member for introducing the
tigs important legislation. We offer our support
and cooperation in making this pr
gram a success to aid employers in
OSHA requirements.
meeting
I thank you for this omortunity to testify on behalf of the NAM
And I would
be pleased to answer anytuestions which you may have.
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Appendix E
,

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION Or MAXIIkA:CTIIIIERS,

r June 4, 1976.

Iton. SOuN H. SUNDER,
Assistant Secretary of Labor for Occupational Safely nd Health, ELS...Department
of Labor, Washtngton, D.C.
DEMI Mn . STENnzn: As you know, the National Assotiation of Mandl:whiten:1

has actively supported the concept of on-site consultation for employers Wald'
in Meeting OSHA compliance requirements. 'When &presentative William Steiger
of Wisconsin introduced his amendment to the FY 1975 Labor-HEW apnroprlations bill last year to grant $5 million to the States to provide for ofi-site tonsultdtion, the NAM strongly supported this action.

The NAM, Continuing its support, submitted rather extensive comments on
the implementing rules when they were proposed by OSHA on January 15, 1975.
We reiterated our belief that an effective on-site consultation program could do

t

much to alleviate the atmosphere of fear and distrust which,many emplOyera
continue to hold out for OSHA, notwithstanding the fact that an employer who
utilizes the service would not be protected by the consultant's advice in the event

of a subsequent compliance inspection.
Now, however, having.carefully read and examined the final implementing rules
d in the FEDERAL REGISTER on May 20, Wove are
which were publ
wingour support for this program.
immediately wit
is withdrowarnf support are plain and simple. The final
Our reasons
Iterated One intended purpose, of the on-site consultation
regulations have

program by substantially amending' a key definitlin, by going contrary to the

program's legislative/history, and finally by ignoring an existing OSHA Program

Directive. Whereas in the proposed rules, enforcement personnel could have

become involved only in situations pertaining to imminent danger, it now appears
that "consultants" can, at their discretion, involve enforcement, personnel Anytime something less than an riNged serious violation is distovered. Based on the
wide disparity which has been shoiv in the past by OSHA compliance personnel
in citing alleged serious violations, history forces us to conclude that this on-site
consultation program will be nothing more than a masquerade for enforeeinent.
The reasons given by OSHA for amending the final rules, [§4908.5(e)(7)] to

change the words "imminent danger" to "hazards which could reasonably be
expected to cause death or serious physical harm" are-not persuasive. Imminent
danger situations, by clear definition, are based on the element of inimeditiey.

The Act itself explicitly separi_Ws "imminent danger" situating's from other types

of hazards and provides an enforcement mechanism whereby immediate relief
-through the U.S. Courts can be obtained:
Under the final published rules for on-site consultation, a consultant is to seek .
immediate elimination of a discovered hazard anytime he believes it could reasonably be expected to Cause death or serious physical harm. Failure of the employer

to cooperate in the immediate elimination of the hazard or removal of affected
employees from, the area results in an_ OSHA enforeerrient action against him.
The key element in an imminent danger situation, its "immediacy", has been
deleted from the language of the regulation.
The severe impact of this omission is illustrated by examining a serious violation a.s defined in section 17 of the Occupational Safety & Health Act. A serioua

violation is deemed to exist if there is a substantial probability that death or Serimia

physical harm could result. Thus, under the on-site program, the employer is
under a stricter duty to_eomply with OSHA requirergents, than he is under the

cserious violv.tion enforcement provisions of the Act. Furthermore, under the.Ont

site regulations, the consultant may request the immediate elimination of the
leged violation,, and where, that isn't possible, the removal of affeOted eniployees

from the area. Yet under the serious violation enforeenieht provisions Of the Ad
the etnnplinnee officer is given no such authority. In fact, the eniployer rfnitit

notified of the alleged violation in writing and be given an opportunity of 15
working days in which to contest the citation.

Our point is further illustrated by turning to thdlegislative history of the Steiger
amendment. In addressing the House on June 20, 1974, Representative Steiger
stated:
"In the event of an imminent danger situation, the consultant must, request
immediate abatement. If the employer refuses eo abate, the eonsulthnt must
,advise OSHA of the situation . . .

c

"OSFIA would carefully mai*

the program to insure' the reliability and
competence of the consultation services.
In addition, speeial attention would be
given to determine wheth-er hazards, particularly
serious hazards, discovered during
a consultation visit remained unabated despite the consultant's advice."
It is exceedingly clear -that Representative Steiger wanted to maintain
a visible
distinction between alleged serious hazards and
Imminent danger situations, such
distinction being maintained by the notification or lack of notification
by the
consultant to OSHA enforcement personnel.
Finally, and perhaps most telling, is OSHA Program Directive #74-13.
'Phis
Directive revised Program Directive #72-27, which set out guidelines
for State
18(b) eonsultation, programs. Quoting from the revised Directive:
"Employers faced with the possibility of eventual enforeenient action
may
prefer not to avail themselves of the voluntary
compliance opportunity provided
by a State's on-site consultation service. Therefore
to,
increase
the
ineentivb for
employers to request State assistance in voluntarily Complying with
standards
told to allow the various States to offer a true consultation service,
the requirement
that serious violations found during otr-site consultation be subject
to
subsequent
compliance action is hereby modified. States offering such consultation
services
may, but need not, take enforcement action when a serious violation
ieidentified
during an on-site visit."
The Directive indicates clearly that OSHA has not made the
same commitment
to success under its own consultation
program.
This brings us to the ultimate failure
of
the
on-site
consultation
regulation.
' Regrettably, somewhere along the line the needs of the small
'emplder and his
employees, the ones who should stand to benefit the most from
this
regulation,
have been overldoked. Whereas these employers could have had
an opportunity
to seek on-site consultation aid without utidue fear of recriminations,
they
are now
in reality not much better. off than they would be under
inspection. Indeed, this regulation makes it inadvisable for an OSHA compliance
many
small
employers
to seek OSHA consultation services.
We must conclude that in its present form this program for on-site
consultation
will not serve to benefit those small
employers for whom it was intended. We shall
so advise our membership.
Yours truly,
RANDOLPH M. HALE.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,

OCCIrPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION,
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY,

Washington, D.C., June 23, 1975.
Mr. RANDOLPH M. HALE,
Assistant Twice President-Manager,
National Association of Aranufacturers,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR Mn. HALE: Thank you for your letter of June 4,1975, in which
you discussthe National Association of Manufacturer's

concerning 7(c) (I) consultation. I am disappointed to hear that the viewpoint
NAM is withdrawing its support of
this program.
Certainly a major problem in designing
program Was how to handle situations involving either imminent danger orthis
discovery of serious hazards by the
consultant in the workplace. It was our final
contention' that program funds
expended under safety and health legislation should not be used
to provide
personnel who would be asked essentially to ignore a situation where,
in their
opinion, death or serious harm could reasonably
be exaected to occur.
There is no intent to instantly
personnel. The consultant
is required to point out the serious h
and request elimination. There is a
follow-up visit by a consultant, not a compliance
officer, to see if the problem
has been eliminated. It is only after these consultative
efforts that continued
inaction by the employer will result in contact
OSHA enforcement personnel.
It does not seem reasonable to us to expect with
any professional in the safety and
health field who has noticed a hazard which he believes could
be
expected-to caus6) death or serious physical harm to take no actionreasonably
if nothing is
done: to essentially wash his hands of the whole affair and move on to the next
workplace. We believe we must go'beyond philosophical discussions of the
of consultation and focus on the real world of employee danger. The meaning
probability
of death or serious physical harm to individual employees is not
a philosophical
concept. It cannot be ignored.
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We do not believe this issue will arise often during consultation. The employer
who seeks consultation has already identified himself, as someone interested in
workplace safety, and is 'not likely to ignore the advice of a professional he has
called upon when that professional warns, him of a serious hazard.
To the extent these new regulations conflict with previous directives regarding
consultation, it is our intention to modify the previous directives.
We have appreciated the assistance and contributions of the NAM in the past,
and apprebiate your comments on our consultation program even though we find
ourselves in disagreement. We will monitor the operation of this program carefully.

Should we find problems in this area of concern; we will moilify our program
appropriately.
Sincerely,

Joim H. SmzNDEu,
Assistant Secretary of Labor.

Mr. DANIELS. I would recommend that you read that part of your
statement which endorses my bill, first.
Mr. HALE. That, sir, is most of the statement.
STATEMENT OF RANDOLPH Id HALE, ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT

AND MANAGER, INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS DEPARTMENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS

Mr. HALE. We would like to commend you and other members
of the subcommittee for their efforts in introducing this legislation.
We do support it and we think it can be constructive program.
Let we give some history of why we withdrew our support from
OSHA's program and then most of our statement we mention four
or five points in your bill that we like.
I would like to concentrate on those.
The first point is the.-program has to be placed and administered

within the Department of Labor. This feature has two, obvious
advantages. It puts on-site consultation. in the agency where the

expertise already exists and precludes the creation or expansipn of
another agency and all the resultant additional costs that usually
attend such an action.
Two. Although the program gives priority to small lvsinesses and
hazardous workplaces, it does not set an arbitrary number of env
ployees cutoff limit at which point the service would not be available.
Thus OSHA is allowed the necessary discretion to evaluate any legiti
mate on-site request, regardless of 'the employer's size.
Three: Because this program would be set up under an amendment
to the act, it would be avt;ilable in every State which is not operating

under an OSHA approved State,plan. Asa matter of fact, a strong

argument.can be made that on-site consultation will have to be made.
available in every State becauge of the "as effective as" requirements

of section 18 of the act. In other words, State plans not offering

on-site consultation could not be as effective as the Federal program.

Four: The 100 percent Federal funding for on-site consultation
assures that every eligible State will use the service. The. State
economic problems which have had an adversb effect upon the

OSHA-approved State plans will not affect this program..
Five: The program provides that upon a subsequent enforcement
inspection, the Secretary may, with the employer's consent, consider
the consultant's report for the purpose of determining good faith in
proposing penalties. This mitigation factor is important in encouragingemployers to use the service. Conversely, we believe it should be
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made exceedingly clear that a consultWs report cahnot be used in
any subsequent enforceinent proceeding under the act, except where
lie employer has consented to the consideration of the report.
We do have some reservations about the program as,proposed and
I'd like to state these for the record:

003: The consultant's report is not binding upon enforcement

personnel in the event of a subsequent compliance inspection. Therefore, the employer who utilizes on-site consultation really has no guarantee that he has complied with OSHA's standards' requirements. Since
this is the case, it is absolutely imperative that the consultant's
report not be used against the employer, unless for some reason the
mployer; agrees to its use. Otherwise, it would probably be better for
the employer to take his chances' on a compliance inspection rather
than to avail himself of on-site consultation.
Two: Compliance personnel can still be potentially involved upon
the discovery of a serious, hazard where the employer for some reason
refuses to cooperate in abating the hazard. We w?uld prefer the
potential involvement of enforcement personnel be limited to situations of imminent danger where the health and lives of employees
in jeopardy and the employer refuses to correct the situation. are
As
drafted, we believe that some employers will be discouraged from using
the service because it may lead to an OSHA enforcement inspection.
Hopefully, this may prove to be an trwarranted fear as a successful
on-site consultation program develops.
Perhaps an alternative to that would be language similar to what was
in OSIIA.'s program directive 7413, which" tvncerns State en-site
consultation. Their phrase was "Requirement that serious violations
found during on-site consultation be subject to subsequent co Rance
action is hereby modified. States offering such consultation se *ces
may, but need not, take enforcement action when a serious vie ation
is identified during an on-site visit."
Again, I would like to commend the distinguished Chairman and
ranking minority Member of the committee and other members for
this legislation because we think it offers a constructive approach to
the numerous problems created by OSHA. Thank you.
Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Hale, on behalf of the committee and Myself
personally, I want to compliment you for your statement and also for
the very clear' and lucid reasons as to why you support H.R. 8618.
Now, as to the two objections you propose, possibly we can buy one
of them. I don't know whether or not we can buy the other, but if we
only meet you halfway, you can still support the bill.
Mr. HALE. I think we are in there.
Mr. DANIELs. As to your second objection, I can go long with the
first objection you raise, and your thinking there' is in l ae with mine,
but as to your second objection, counsel points out to me where there
is a serious violation and there is a report given, the employer may or
-

may not want to utilize the report or furnish it to the Secretary in
tigatiOn of the offense.

However, this law says, and I will quote, "Where the Secretary is
not satisfied, through a further consultative visit, documentary
evidence; or otherwise, that such 'limitation has taken place, the
Secretary may take any appropriate action under this act."
The important -word there is "may" and we give the Secretary
wide latitude and discretion here as to what course of action he would
take in the future.
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Mr. RALE. I would hope, I hoped that`wauld be covered in the-

.-_,
cOmmittee report.
/Mr. DANIETA. Mr. Beard, any questions of .the witness?
Mr. BEAuo. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANxEps. Again, ,tharik you ,v y much for your support.
,

That concludes today's hearings and e committee will adjourn
and reconvene tomorrow morning at 9:3 a.m irk rooni, 2175, the

0

main committee room.
,
[Whereupon, at 11:30 a.m. the subcoA
vane on Thursday, July 24, 1975.]

%

adjourned, to recant
on.,
;

4
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CONSULTATION HEARINGS, OCCUPATIONAL
SAFETY AND HEALTH. ACT
TID litgat*, jUlir 24, 1975
HOTIgE OP 4EPRESENT4TIVES.,
SITOCO1PIITTEE ON MANPOWER,
COMPENSATION, AND eig4ALTFI AND SAFETY
42IF TIM COMMITTEE ON DUO/MON AND LABOR,

Washington, D.C.

The subcomm ittee met at 0.:30 a.rnr, pursuant tq notice, in room
2175, Rayburn House Office Building; Hon. Dominick V. Paniela,
chairman, presiding.
Methbers present: Representatives Daniels, Gaydos and Sarasin.
Staff present: Daniel H. Krivit, counsel; Dimniese Medjin, clerk;
Sue Nelson, legislative associate; and Richard Mose, minority assistant
counsel.
Mr. DANI)ELS. The Subcommittee. on Manpower, Compensation,
and .Health and Safety will come to order.
Our first Witness this morning is the Honorable William A. Steiger,
Bepresentative of. the State of Wisconsin, a very -able and capable
former melnbey of the Committee ,on , Education and Labor,. who
contributed much to.the work produced by this committee.
I know be has' a deep interest in the subject matter of the legislation before Us, so I extend to you, Bill, a cordial welcome.
\STATEMENT OF HON..WILLIAN A..'STEIGER, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF WISCONSIN
',STEIGER.

.

Mr.
Thank you v ery much,. Mr. Chairman, for yoilr
welcome and your commewts aadfor the chance to testify this mormng.

I Will be very. brief. Plume a statement which I would ask to be
made a .part of the record.
Mr. DANIELS. Any objection to the incorporation of Congressman
Steiger's statement in full in the record?
Hearing none, it.will so so ordered.
[Prepared statement of Congressman Steiger:follows:1
PREPARED STATEMENT of Ho
-

Wnimmit A. STEIONR, A REPRESENTATIVE IN

CONGRESS FROM THE STATE o WISCONEIIN

Mr. Chairman, Lfindmyself In a peculiar .position this morning. Actuallytt is
a reversed position. For bight years, X sat with the distinguished members of the
Daniels' Labor Subeompaittee, now I appear as a witness. I am grateful for
this
chance to discuss the Chairman's
U.R. 8618, which 1 am pleased to have
joined as a co-sponsor. Lately, I higi
Many _mornings at eight o'clock
hettring0 which are necessitated byhave
the Spent: and
Means Committee schedule.
It Is a relief to find a Subcommittee with aWays
more reasonable, schedule.
(51j
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Tho purpost%of this hearing is to review a proposal which I have supported for
the past, several years. That Is, an on-site consultation program by the Federal
government to assist employersin complying with the Occupational Safety and
Health Aot. It would be useful to describe host( this legislation came intq being.

Tho original Occupational Sef y and Health Aot incorporated the principle
of first-instance citations as the n ens to ensure voluntary compliance with the

Act by employers. It is, in a s
a disincentive for it is one based on knowlesIge.
There is a fear of Federal insp
ns. citations and heavy fines in t present circumstance which in largo part stems from a leek of knowledge on Cho part of many
employers and employees.
This procedure has created a perceived imbalance between the dual goals of
enforcement and education. The intent was not to harass the employer and incur
his hostility. Rather, we arespoking, through education and cooperation, to improve
the health and safety conditions of the workplace.

Tho Aot did provide for off-site consultation for employers. However, such
assistance was, and remains Inadequate. especially for the small employer and
for those who have spccificquestions on the application of a complex standard in

the workplace.
This problem was thoroughly explored three years ago by the able gentleman
frofn Missouri, Mr. Bungato. Tho hearings conducted by his Small Business Subcommitteolvere followed that year with hearings by this Subcommittee. The result

of those oversight activities was legislittion to bring education about workplace
safety and health hazards in balance with enforcement activities. The means was
an on-site consultation program for employerS sponsored by Chairman Daniels
and myself.

Despite bi-partisan support and ondorAement by business and labor organi-.
zations, the legislation was not enacted in 1972. Tho Committee Report on that
legislation, which was never reported to the House of Representatives, clearly
stated the need for tile program. It stated, "the Occupational Safety and Health
Act requires much of employers that has never been required of them before * *
these requirements are essentially reasonable and will inure to the long rim, benefit
*
of emphlyers as well as employees. One aspect has caused legitimate concern *

the Act's prohibition on consultatioh visits to an employer's workplace."
Midway through the 93d Congress, we found ourselves with so needed 4nd
workable concept, but our consensus on how to operatibhalizo this concept had
evaporated. Congress has been accused of hearing lee:illation to death, and the
on-site consultation program seemed dimmed tcsuch
r
To prevent such an occurrence, I ,sought to revive the program through an
admittedly circuitous route. As with the,driginal logialation, this approach did
not receive unanimous support by the Subommittee, ncrbusiness and labor.
Everyone voices support for the concept until they see the actual
I have been fascinated, by the fluctuation iii.positions as we have sought to develop
a consultation program:

My, proposal was toarciend the Labor-HEW Appropriations bill to provide
funds to the States for a-.State consultation program under authority provided
by. Section 7(o) (1) of the Acts This ,prograIn is currentip-undefway. This year,
the Administration included funding for the consultation prdgram in its budget
x
request for the Department of Labor.
- '
There was a significant departure from the original consultation bill in that
assistance would .be available to all employes. A iriority basis for consultation
laps included in -the program, with small business receiving first consideration.
There remain problems with's. State and not a Federal consultation program.
Some have argued that the Federal government should offer consultation as
Well as inspection to complete its program. This was brought out during the
debate on the Labor-HEW Appropriations bill. Chairman Daniels indicated during

th debate that the Subcommittee would promptly review legislation to permit
Ft eral consultation.
Mr. Daniels went one step further, and introduced legislation, H.R. 8618,

which I have eo-sponsored and strongly support.
We have traveled far in the development of this legielhtion. It would be useful
to compare where wo are now with what we had back in 1972. My original bill
amended Section 28 of the Occupational Safety and Health Act. That -Section
was designed to provide economic assistance to small employers. Federal consultants would have been authorized to make worksite visits for the purpose
-advising small employers as to their obligations under the Agt Such visits were

to have been made at the request of the employer and limited to the problems

described in the request. The consultant would have been prohibited from issuing

4
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a citation or prOposipg a penalty.lIoWevero consUltration visit.would not have
precluded the itemanco of a citation daring a ej,IbsequOtt inspection. I have noted
that several witnesses have oritielZed this as cot because it would seem to diminish
the value of the consultation. I disagree with is position and would refer to the
colloquy which I had with Congressman Pindl y on this very point last year during
the LaborslIEW Appropriations debate. I tuld like to submit this discussion
for the record. 1 might also add that thoug consultants roaintatn their independence from Inspectors, both receive the damp training. We must also recognize
the foot that oven as the perception of a violation may vary between consultants
and inspectors, It may also vary between inspectors who visit thematic workplace.
One of the more controversial sections of the legislation was the procedure to
be followed in situations of "Imminent danger". I feel that the approach of the

original legislation and the current bill is the correct one. It continues to be a
matter of dispute.
On the- whole, the original legislation was intended as a compliment to the
inspection program. It completed the principle of enforcement and education.
11.1i. 8618 maintains and extends this principle. The bill amends Section 21 to
provide consultation to all employer's. This is in keeping with the legislative
developments with this program of the past year. Small employers and hazardous
industries would receive priority consideration.
Another significant departure from earlier legislation is the "imminent danger"
situation. The consultant would be required to bring the matter to the attention
of the Area Regional Director who would follow the procedures of Section 13 of
the Act. In addition, if a condition is recognized which has substantial probability
that death or serious physical harm to employees could result, the employer would

be required to abate such conditions. Legitimate questions have been raised
about the definition of "substantial probability" and
the abatement procedure.
I would hope that the Subcommittee will clarify both questions in its report on
this legislation.

I would like to return to the matter of the consultant's advice. The advice, in
the form of a report, would not be transmitted
to the enforcement branch. It
could' be used by the employer to demonstrate good faith in complying with the
,program.. While the consultant is to direct his comments to the employer's requested problems, he would point out any hazards he wotild observe. I would
suggest that the consultant be required to inform the employer that his advice
is not comprehensive nor binding on an inspector. This 1s the ..procedure now

followed under the State consultation program.
The bill also provides for a training and education program in local communities. The Subcommittee should clarify the intent of this section also. Such a
program would complete the objective of educating the employer in order that
he might voluntarily comply with the program.
.1, would also like to respond to a problem raised by Mr. Findley'. To relieve
the burden of the Act on small employers, he has proposed language in his bill
which would eliminate first-instance citations. I disagree that this is the problem
facing small employers. The average citation per inspection is $100 which does
not strike me as an onerous- burden. The actual problem is one of understanding
standards, and providing the employer with lucid explanations should be the
focus of our attention.
In closing, I wool ti like to comment on the future of the State consultation
program. Obviously, there would be a duplication of effort in those States without
state plans who have opted for a consultation program under existing lei
le i lotion.
I hope that H.R. 8618 will be enacted into law this year, I woul suggest
that provision be made to phase out the State consultation program a ter Juno
10746. A mechanism for absorbing State consultants into the Federal program
would be appropriate.
I would urge the Subcommittee to not swiftly on H.R. 8618. There are currently
18,500 annual requests for consultation in the 20 states now offering such advice. The demand exists, and we must act to provide the service.
It has been a pleasure joining you this morning. .

Mr. STEIGER. Thank
3
.0.,:orr.

Obviously, the subject

Chairman.

the Occupational Safety and Health Ac
and particularly how we deal with the question of consultation is
one that you, Mr. Chairmid, and the members of the subcommittee,,
which you have the honor to chair and on which I had the honor to
serve for 8 years, is not a new subject and one that continues to be
important.

.
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I think the chairman's bill, H.R. 8618, which I am pleased to join
U.S it,cosponsor, IS an excellent bill and deserves to be passed. I hope
it will be promptly approved by tly3 subcommittee and dealt with
by the full committee and that the full House will quickly pass it.

In the early part of my prepared statement, I talk about the

blab:11v that you are more familiar with than most, as to how this
thing 'began, where wo went, and w/hy.

I want thus. to talk directly to some of the problems. I will read
directly from the statement for the reporter's benefit at this point.
H.,11. 8618 maintains and extends the concepts of what we tried to

.
do with enforcement and education.
To amend section 21 is rational, and it is in keeping with the legislative developments of this program for the post year.
The small employers in hazardous industries would receive priority
,
consideration.
There is, however, in the bill one significant departure from the
earlier Daniels-Steiger bill regarding imminent dangers. The consultant would be required to bring the matter to the attention of the
regional director who would follow procedures of section 13 of the
act.
In addition, if a condition is recognized which has a substantial
probability of death, or if serious physical harm to employees could
result, the employer would be required to abate such a condition.
Lcgitinlatc questionshave been raised about the definition of

"substantial probability" and the abatement procedure. I hope the
subcommittee will clarify both of these questions in' the report on
the legislation.
You are familiar, Mr. Chairman, with regulations which the
Department of Labor i4sued under the $5 million consultation contract provision in the relevant appropriations legislation.
The National Association of Manufacturers, among others, has
taken issue with this concept of substantial probability, I think, in
error.

.

Because I think the Department correctly analyzed this gray area
as one in which the difference between imminent 'danger, for which
there is an immediate abatement process, and a serious danger in
which a substantial probability exists for death or physical harm,
the difference is one of timing only and to ignore the problem of a
serious violation will give us this situation.
Mr. DANIELS. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. STEIGER. Yes.

Mr. DANIEL'S. The National Association of Manufacturers had
their representative here yesterday, and testified and they modified
their position on that, point.
Mr. STEIGER. Oh, I am delighted to know that. Thank you very
much.
I will have to take a look at their statement. I am a day behind,
and I have not seen that, but I am glad they have.
But I want to make sure the members of this subcommittee recognize that I think the Department in its re lations did attempt very
well to deal with that issue, because it real is a matter of substance.
Mr. aiNints. While on that subject, I h ve a question for you:
discovers
When a consultant visits a business establishment and for
abatethe
businessman
a
reasonable
time
a serious danger, gives

J8.
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wont and then discolors after
abatement period that the situation
has not been eliminated, howthat
do you think the law should deal with
this situation?
. STUMM. Well, if, Mr. Chairman, it is situation in which,
the consultant's -Vie*, there is a substantial aprobability
death
or serious physical harm, I assume, under the way the bill is of
drafted,
the consultant would, at the time of his initial consultation
point it out, ask that it be abated, provide a specific period ofvisit,
time
for abatement, and then either personally, or by some other method,
verify whether or riot abatement had in fact taken place.
If it has not taken place, if no effort had been made by the employer
to abate that serious condition, it would seem to me
the consultant
would, in that limited circumstance, bo justified that
in calling that to
the attention of the compliance officer.
I can see another problem which arises and which I
Chamber of Commerce raised, upon what happens ifunderstand the
employer
can't make the deadline. Ho does try, however. I think the
in that situa-

tion, it seems to jne that the consultant is justified, if thou is a
strike, if there is material not available, if any one of a number of
things arises to hamper the employer who in good faith trios to deal
with the problem pointed out to him by the consultant, that the
consultant can legitimately extend the time for abatement of the
serious danger pro ]em.
Does that respond to the question you asked?

Mr. DANIELS. Yes. Thank. you.
Mr. STEIGER'. One other point that I would like to try, to make,
because John Anderson

raises it in his testimony to follow M., and I
will point to page 5 of my statement, if I may.
Obviously, there would bo a duplication of effort in those States
without State plans who have opted for a consultation program under
existing legislation.
Since I hope H.R. 8681 will be enacted into law this year, I suggest
that provision be made to phase out the present consultation
after June 1976 and to offer a mochaniAm for absorbing State program
consultants into the Federal program.
You will note that ,Jchn Anderson raises that same issue and suggests perhaps wo go to something like 80-20.
Mr. DANIELS. Maybe our minds are all working in the same
direction.

In my notes here, I proposed to ask the same question of the

Department representatives who will appear here this morning as to
what their plan is on that subject.
We have 22 States that have State plans, cne of which has
indicated, Utah, that it is not interested in on-site consultation.already
One State dons not have a plan as, indicated, but intends to institute an on-site consultation. But, we have
34 other jurisdictions without State plans.
Mr. STEIGER. Well, the point that John is making in his statement,
and I am not sure I concur completely, is that this provision
by itself
is a further reason for State plan. States to drop ont of the State plan.
I don't think it is.
But I think we have to find a. way to deal with the transition betWeen the $5 million in the appropriations bbl for consultation with
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States and with their bill for 10-0 ii-nr cent Federal funding for consult-

ants in those States.
Between what the Department can say and what' this subcommittee,
in its wisdom, can work out, I think we can find a method to handle
both those States having State plans and the States without State
plans, so that the transition is rational.
Mr. Chairman, that is till I will take of your time. You have been
exceedingly generous in giving me a chance to come back before this
subcommittee.
I am delighted you meet( at a civilized' hour, The Unemployment
Compensation Committee meets every morning at 8 o'clock, and after
a while it gots to bo-ti, bit difficult.

I thank you, and commend you, and am most especially grateful
to you, Mr. Chairman, because you have boon a man of great honor, a

man of your word, and holding this subcommittee's hearings so

promptly and tho introduction of the bill so promptly, are yet other
reasons for the Members of the Houso to continue to have confidence
in you as a chairman, and in you as a man of integrity for the work
you have done through all of this whole controversy.
Mr. DANIELS. Thank you. You are very kind in your flattering
remarks, and I appreciate it very much.
Bill, I have one other question of you: Wo have before us one bill

which would place the consultation in the Small Business Administration.
I would like to say to.vou that I have spoken to the representatives
of the Small Business Administration aso whether or not they would
be interested in handling this particular problem and they expressed
no interest and gave me no encouragement..
Under those circumstances, where would `You think the consultation
should be encouraged?
Would we still give it to the Small Business Administration or let
it be with the Department of Labor, which is in charge of enforcement?
Mr. STEIGER. Mr. Chairman, at no point can'I justify, lodging the
responsibility for consultation in the Small Business Administration.
It is not equipped for it. It is not prepared for it. It does not want it.
You are absolutely right. It yet further complicates the responsibility for administration and implementation of the Occupational
Safety and Health Act of 1970. We have always had a problem with
which I know you are aware, and the members of aid subcommittee
are aware, of the potential human factor of the consultant who says,
"This is what needs to be done," and a compffmce officer who doesn't
agree with it and says something else ought to be done.
./
As fat as I am concerned, that human problem is one we are all going
to have to recognize and-it is something that can happen.
But I believe very strongly that the responsibility for the act belongs
in the Labor Department. So long as we can insure that the consultant
and the compliance officer go through 'exactly the same kind of training, get exactly the same kind of information, deal exactly with the
same kinds of standards, we have a far greater chance of minimizinc,
.that human problem and all that would follow from it in terms of the
perception of the employer.
So I don't want it in the SBA, and I don't think it is the right place
for it. The direction your bill.takes is exactly the correct direction.
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Mr, DANIELS. May
follow up that, qUestion with this Lone: If
we lodge jurisdiction with the Department of. Labor, is it your opinion

that enforcement as well as consultation should be under one 'umbrella, so that the procedures you have outlined for uniformity in
training, lmowledge, and so forth, can be carried out to the most
effective degree?

A

Mr. STEIGER. I don't know that it is necessary to have them per
se under one head. I guess, ih a sense, if the Assistant Secretary for
QSHA is the single head, t'ke answer isyes. I do believe they ought to
be separate, that we do not want the employer to feel that because
they come from the Labor Department, there is somehow a plot under
way whereby a visit, by a compliance officer or inspector is sure to
follow,a consultation.
That is a part of your bill, it is at of what I know the Depaitment will undertake, which is sepal ion in terms of the people who
carry out the consultation function and the enforcement function.
Mr. DANIELS. ,' s , one of our colleagues,' Mr. McCollister, testified yesterday an.
disaurees vr4h that view. He is of the opinion
it would be more economical and &ore effective to have the enforcement officer also act as a consultant.
I happen to share your view.
I would appreciate it if you would speak to your colleague and see
if we can have some unanimity of opinion on this point. I personally
:,

believe, as you do, that they ought to be separate. Whatever the
consultant discovers in the nature of violation should not be held

against the employer and no punitive action should be taken against
him and there should not be comparing of notes between' the con
sultant and the onfOrcement officer.

Mr. STEIGER. Well, I can sympathize with the aim (if our colleague

,

from Nebraska. I assume that, by and largo, his view comes from this
problem of potential differences between the compliance officers and
consultants in terms of recommendations.
My judgment on that, Mr., Chairman, is that in spite of what a
single individual might be able to do, an effort to combine consultation
and compliance in the fdrm of a single poison would be self-defeating.
It would work to the disadvantage of the enforcement function of the
act and it would, I am. afraid; blur the distinct roles that are tb be
played by the consultants and compliance officers.

I don't think we are better off blurring them. I think we are far
more ahead in maintaining the separation between the consultant
and his advice and his whole function as contrasted to the function of
an enforcement officer.
I will be happy to talk to John McCollister and at least see if we
can find some way to convince him separation is the better way.
Mr. DANIELS. Oiie further question:
The Findley bill confines consultation to employers of 25 or less

employers; whereas, the bill you and I cosponsored extends it to
business generally, large and small.
Which do you support most strongly?
Mr. STEIGER. As a cosponsor, Mr. Chairman, of your bill, I believe
it ought to be superior without rectard to numbers.
As you know, the bill you and fput in was limited to 25 and under.
I think I had one in originally at 50, and then you and I cosponsored
one at 25, and we did so because we were trying at the time to pull
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together the AFL-CIO, anAMeorge Taylor and Jack Sheehan, who.
had strong views an consultation and basically didn't like it, and alsowith the 'Chamber of Commerce and National .Association of Manufacturers and the administration.

I never felt thst a number, Whether, in the Findley approach of
cutting off enforcement pr in the Findley approach on consultation,
is the right approach to achieving job safety.
The complexity of standards is just as difficult for somebody who has.

26 or 126 employees as it is for somebody who has 24 employees,
so I think the Daniels bill is the correct solutionNto that problem.
Mr. DANIELS. Thank you, Bill.

I recognize 'my colleague from Connecticut, Mr. Sarasin. Any
.

,qquestions?
Mr. tixansix. Thank you, Mr lhairrnan. I have really no questions
of Mr. Steiger, and, given bus xpertise in this area, I think I would
be restrained from asking an questions.

I did not hear his testimony, but I did have thApportunity to.

fjuickly read through it.
I would suggest, based on Mc. Steiger's immense success in the past,
in this area, we just do whatever he asks us to do and go home.
Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. STEIGER. I thank my colleague froth Connedticut.
Mr. DANIELS. That is indeed a fine conapliment.

Thank you, Bill, for your testimony.
Mr. STE
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of thee

Mr. DANIELS. Our next witness is a distinguished Member of
Congress, the Honorable John B. Anderson, a Representative from
the State of Illinois, and I welcome you back to testify on this legis-

lation.
Mr. ANDERSON. Thank you very much.
[The pfepared statement of Hon. John B. Anderson follows:]

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN B. ANDERSON, A REPRESENTATIVE. IN CONGRESS

FROM HE STATE OF ILLINOIS

Mr. Chairmen and members of the subcommittee, I am again grateful for the
opportunity to appear before this great subcommittee to testify on the Occupa
tional Safety and Health Act of 1970. I was privileged to testify before you en
this same subject in September of 1972, and I want to commend you on the careful
and ongoing oversight you have exercised ever OSHA since its inception. I think

now that we've had over four years of experience under OSHA and the benefit
of your oversight hearings, it's only reasonable and proper to proceed with what ever corrective or imprqving legislation may he necessary..

I therefore want to commend you, Mr. Chairman, and your bipartisan cosponsors,for introducing H.R. 8618 to provide for on-site consultation.in those
States which do not have approved. State plans. I think I am safe in saying that
this. has been the major' complaint about OSHA since its enactmentthe idea
that an employer cannot solicit on -site advice from OSHA without the simulta
neous.risk of being cited for a violation and being assessed a penalty. This com
plaint is certainly reflected in most of the OSHA-related mail I have received
from businessmen as well as in my personal discussions with them in my district;
Prior to my last appearance before this subcommittee I conducted an OSHA
mail survey of businessmen in my 16th Congressional District of Illinois and
again*, the lack of on-site consultation was the most frequently mentioned,complaint. As one businessman wrote:
"We can (only) call the Regional Office and talk to a technical advisor as I
have done. Results are very poor and most confusing. I itsked seven pointed questions with full exIklation of conditions. I received twostraight answers and five
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answers that 'this office believes you can do this, but an inspector may not and
still give you citations.' "
Another executive wrote: "In
cases, these standards require companies
to interpret requirements causingmany
many
unneeded,cash 'outlays because of errors
committed in good faith.' Mr. Chairman,
problem is a. particular hardship
for ,the small businessman who cannot affordthis
to have a full-time technical advisor
or safety engineer. We are all by now familiar with the mounds of regulations
which have been issued by OSHA and I think it's unreasonable to expect
anyone,
least of all a small businessman, to he fully familiar with all the regulations
which he must labor. He would have to spend his every working hour (plus under
a fpw
sleepless nights) for several months just to read all the regulations; and
even then
he'd need a special decoder device to translate many of the regulations into
understandable terms..
.i
Mr. Chairman, I recognize and appreciate the fact that,OSITA is premised
on'
the concept that the threat of first-Instance citations is the best insurance for
achieving voluntary compliance in the first place. However, I think we must also
recognize that OSHA will only be as effective as it hi understood by those
sible for implementing the standards in the workplace. If implementation is responviewed
as confusing, frustrating or impossible with no resort to competent on-site consul' tation and assistance without the risk of penalty, then the prevailing attitude in
many instances may well be, "Why even try to comply? I'll take my chances that
I'll never be visited by an inspector."
Mr. Chairman, I commend you on your initiative in trying to strike
a delicate
balance between the need for retaining first-instance citations for inspection
visits and providing for consultation visits. I think this is a long overdue
reform
in OSHA and I would submit that it will further enhance the achievement
of
voluntary complian,ke.
.
In concluding my statement, I want to raise just a few .peints and
questions
about the specific provisions of H.R. 8618 for your consideration. First, I am
wondering how this new on-site consultation program will dovetail with the program just begun this May under the Steiger amendment to the fiscal. 1975 LaborHEW Appropriations Act (for which funding has been continued in the 1976
Attet just passed by the House). As I understand
the Steiger program, the Secretary may now contract with State agencies to provide on-site consultation
those
States without approved plans, on a 50-50 matching basisthe same asinapplies
to States with approved plans. It is my understanding that some 15 non-plan
States have already signed on under this program. Would H.R. 8618, which
provides 100% Federal funding for on-site consultation through OSHA, rather than
through State agencies, supersede the Steiger program completely or run concurrently in the case of those States which have already signed on?
Secohdly, on a related matter, I would urge the subconimittee to at least con sider as an alternative to H.R. 8618 a revision
of the current Steiger plan on say
an
20 Federal-State matching program, while at the same time providing
an
ide tieal matching formula for on-site consultation programs in those States
whi have approved plans. My concern here is that in providing full Federal
funding'for these purposes in non-plan States, we arc creating one more incentive
for plan States to drop their plans in favor of Federal preemption. It's my understanding that only 22 States now have approved plans, down from a high of
26.
Of those 22, 20 have opted for on -site consultation funding.
Third, while I agree with the provision in subsection (d) (2) which requires
the Secretary to take appropriate action under section 13 (judicial relief) if an
employer does not take corrective action on an imminent danger disclosed during
a consultative visit, I question whether the consultants should also be required
to report second - degree or "substantial probability" violations which are not
corrected in -a reasonable time. I appreciate the fact that these still are very
serious violations, but I wonder if we might not be defeating the original purposes
of this bill by inhibiting employers from requesting consultation visits since the
consultants would also be viewed as informers
for the enforcement officers. It
seems to me that an alternative means of dealing with serious violations disclosed
during a consultative visit would be to mete out doubly stiff penalties on a subsequent inspection visit for any noted violation in the consultation report which
had not been corrected. If an employer knew that he would be' so dealt with if he
did not correct a violation which had been'called to his attention during a consultrttion visit, I think there would be no problem with
compliance. It seems to me
that while H.R. 8618 in subsection (d)(5) carefully prescribes
a separation of the
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consultation and inspection functions, it perhaps too closely links the two in subsection (d) (2), and this in turn may be counterproductive to a successful consultation program.
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I again ;commend you and your colleagues on

taking this important, constructive and urgently needed initiative to provide
on-site consultation on a priority basis for small.businessmen. If my rending of
my district's businessmen is at all reflective of the mood of the national business
community, and I think it is, then this is one of the Most positive reforms in
OSHA we can take in both eliminating much of the confusion and anger which

'exist and at the same time achieving More effective and comprehensive voluntary
compliance. I hope my specific questions and suggestions will be of some benefit
to you in your deliberations; but; in any event, I hope you can soon report this
-or a similar bill so that the House can take' action in this vital area. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF HON. 7011/1 B. ANDERSON, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS PROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS.

Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I
am certainly grateful for t4 opportunity you have given me to appear
again before this distingui*d committee to testify on the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, and as you just indicated, this
is not my initial appearance before the committee. We were here on
the :mine subject in September of 1972.
Let me begin by commending you, Mr. Chairman, and your sub-

committee, for the very careful and ongoing oversight you have

exercised over OSHA since its inception. I think now that we've had
over 4 years og experience under OSHA and the benefit of your oversight hearings, it is only reasonable and proper to proceed with whatever corrective or improving legislation may be necessary.

I therefore want to comfaend you, Mr. Chairman, and your bi-

partisan cosponsors, for introducing H.R. 8618 to provide for on-site
consultation in those States 'which do not have approved State plans.
I think I am safe in saying that this has been the major complaint
about OSHA since its enactmentthe idea that an employer cannot
solicit on-site advice from OSHA without the simultaneous risk of
being cited for a violation and being assessed a penalty. This complaint
has certainly, been reflected in most of the OSHA-related mail I have
received from 'businessmen as well as in my personal discussions with
them in my district. Prior to my last appearance before this subcommittee, I conducted 4n OSHA mail survey of businessmen in my
16th Congressional District of Illinois, and again, the lack of on-site
consultation was the most frequntly mentionedcomplaint. As one
businessman wrote:
We can (only) recall the regional office and talk to a technical adviser as .I have
done. Results are very poor and most confusing: I asked seven pointed questions
with full explanation of conditions. I received two straight armwers and five
answers that "thiS office believes you can do this, but an inspector may not and
still give you citations."

Another executive wrote to me, "In many cases,, these standards
require companies to interpret requirements, causing many unneeded
cash outlays because of errors committed in good faith." Mr. Chairfor the small businessman
man, this problem is a particular hard
who cannot afford to tiave a full-tim technical adviser or safety
engineer. We are all by now familiar th the mounds of regulations
asonable to
which have been issued by OSHA and I think it's
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expect

nyonei feast -of all a small businessman, be fully familiar
rith al the regulations under which he must labor.toHe
would have to
bend is every working hour (plus a-few sleepless nights)
for several
mont s just to read all the, regulations; and even then he'd
need a
speci decoder device to translatemany
of
the
regulations
into
understand ble terms.
Mr Chairman, I recognize and appreciate the fact that
OSHA is
pre is sed on the concept that the threat of first-instance citations
is the
best nsurance for achieving voluntary compliance in the first place,
but believe we must also recognize that OSHA will only be
as
effect ve as it is understood by those responsible for
implementing
the "tandards in the workplace. If implementation is viewed as
confusing; frustrating or impossible, with no resort to
competent
on-sit consultation and assistance without the risk of penalty,
the p evailing attitude in many instances may well be, "Why then
try to comply? I'll take my chances that I'll never be visited even
by an
inspec or."
So,
r. Chairman, I commend you on your initiative in trying to
strike a delicate balance between the
need for retain*Mg first-instance
citations for inspection visits and providing for consultation
visits.
I think th's is a long overdue reform m OSHA and I
would submit that
it will fu her enhance the achievement of voluntary
In cone ho og my statement, I want to raise just a fewcompliance.
points and
questions about the specific provisions of H.R. 8618
for
your consideration. F t, I am wondering how this new on-site consultation
program will dovetail -With the program just begun this May under
the Steiger amen
I

i ment to the fiscal 1975 Labor-HEW Appropriations
Act (for which fun ing has been continued in the 1976 Act
passed
by the House). As I understand the Steiger program, thejust
Secretary
may, now contract 't State agencies to provide on -site consultation
in those States with ut proved .plans, on a 50-50 matching basis

the same as applies so S ates with approved plans. It is
understanding that some 1 nonplan States have already signedmy
under
this program. Would' .R. 8618, which provides 100 percentonFeceral
fundmg for on-site consultation through OSHA, rather than
State agencies, supers de the Steiger
program completely through
or run
concurfently in the cmo of those States which have already
signed
Second, on a related atter, I would. urge the subcommittee on?
least consider as an alte o ative to H.R. 8618 a revision of the to at
current
Steiger plan, on say, an .0-20 Federal-State matching
prograna, while
at the same time provi ing an identical matching formula
for on-site
consultation programs De those States which have approved
My concern here is tha in providing full Federal funding forplans.
purposes in honplan Stites, we are creating one more incentivethese
for
plan States to drop the"' flans in favor of Federal preemption. It is
my understanding that o y 22 States now have approved plans, down,
from a high of 26. Of th i se 22, 20 have
opted for on-site consultation
funding.

Did you wish me to yi ld at this point?
Mr. DANIELS. T).ie qu istion you raised here is a question
I am
trying to submit to the ecretary's representative when they appear
later on this morning, be ause it does create, I visualize, a problem

.arising.
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Not only that, another question comes to ray mind, too, under HEW
labor appropriations that we approved not only for last year but also
for fiscal ,1976, we appropriated. $5 million. The bill under consideration only authorized. an appropriation of $2 million, so we have $5
million and $2 million, and which funds will the Department use; or
do they intend to use both funds, which I think is a good question to
put to them today, and it is something we must resolve before reporting
on the legislation.
Mr. ANDERSON. Well, it was presumptuous of me to perhaps, by
mentioning this, assume that the. chairman had not already thought of

the same qUestion,- but I am pleased to know you are going to consider,
that issue in subsequent testimony before your subcommittee.
Third, while I agree with the provision4m subsection (d) (2) which

requires the Secretary to take appropriate action under section 13
(judicial relief) if an employer does not take corrective action on an
imminent danger disclosed during a consultative visit, I question
-whether the consultants should also, be required to report second-

degree or "substantial probability" violations which are not coRected

-in a reasonable time. I appreciate the fact that these still are very
serious violations, but I wonder if we might not be defeating the
original purposes of this bill by inhibiting employers from requesting

consultation visits since the consultants would also be viewed as
informers for the enforcement officers. It seems to me That an
alternative means of dealing with serious violations disclosed during a

consultative visit would be to mete -out doubly stiff penalties on a
subsequent inspection visit for any noted violation in the consultation

report which had not been corrected. If an employer knew that he
would be so dealt with if he did not correct a violation which had
been called to his. attention during a consultation visit, I think there
would be no problem with compliance. It seems to me that while
H.R. 8618 in subsection (d) (5) carefully prescribes a separation of
the consultation and _inspection functions, it perhaps too closely
links' the two iksubsection (d) (2), and this in turn may be counterproductive to a successful consultation program.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman,. I again commend- you and your

colleagues on taking this impottant, constructive, and urgently needed,
initiative to provide on-site consultation on a priority basis for small
businessmen. If my reading of my district's businessmen is at all re-

flective of the mood of the national business communityand I

think it isthen this is one-'of the most positive reforms in OSHA we
Can take.in both eliminating much of the confusion and-anger which
exists and at the same dine 'achieving more effective and compre-

hensive voluntary compliance. I hope my specific questions and
suggestions will be of some benefit to you in your deliberations; but
in any event, I hope you can soon report this or a similar bill so that
the House can take action in this vital areaiThank you.

Mr. DANIELS. John, on behalf of the committee and myself.

personally, I want to compliment you for a very well thought out and
constructive statement.

,

I am not going to ask any questions. However, I. recognize my

distinguished colleague from Connecticut, Mr. Sarasin.
Any questions?
Mr. SARASIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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I really have no,questions
I wish to compliment the gentleman also for his ,statement except
and especially the comment you Make
concerning the possibility of' an 80-20 plan.

It is a matter of concern I think to New York
New Jersey,
or rather it was since they have either opted out ofand
the plan or are
about to.
I tallow my own State of Connecticut looked
at giving up its own,
plan because obviously, rather than get 50
percent, the Federals will
take dvdrihe whole operation.
.
I hope jt does not bappen, hecause,, as,the
gentleman points out in'
his statefnent, and, as is true, we are talking basically
about a volun-;
tares situation here. There is no way we can inspect
every plant
peration or every worksite in the country. It must
therefore, one
that the employer really has an incentive to go alongbe,
with.
I again appreciate the gentleman's comments.
Mr. ANDERSON. I thank the gentleman; and,

point he rust raised, we have had the experience inincidentally, on the
my home State of
illinpis, where they have dropped their plan.
The gentleman says they were perhaps contemplating
taking that
action in his State of Connecticut, and it already
in Illinois,
*which,lof course, is a further reason for my being happened
concerned.
Mr. DANIELS. The State of New Jersey has
New York has repealed its law on the subject dropped the plan and
as well, so you have made
a very fine recommendation there.
Mr. ANDERSON. Thank you.
Mr. DANIELS. Are the representatives of the
Department of. Labor
here, Mr. Marshall Miller
and Mr. Ben Mintz
I note there is a quorum call on the floor and?'
rather than getting
started and breaking up in a couple
minutes, I would prefer to
declare a recess to respond to the quorum
call and we will return
immedia ely. I am sorry for the inconvenience.
[Short cess]
Mr. D NIELS1 The Subcommittee will come to order.
Our next witness will be Mr. Marshall Miller,
Deputy Assistaint
for OSHA, -U.S. Department of Labor.
.
Would you introduce the gentlemen who
accompany you, Mr. Miller?
[Prepared statement of Marshall Lee Miller
follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MAR, El LL LEE MILLER, DEPUTY ASSISTANT
SECRETART
FOR ()CCU
IONAL SAFETY AND4tHEALTEI

I wish to thank you, Mr. Clfairmanj and the members
of the Committee for the
opportunity to appear today to- present the views of the
8618, a bill, to amend. the Occupational Safety and Health Department on H.R.
Act of 1970 to provide
additional consultation and education assistance to employers.
The Department of Lahor is in general agreement with
the purpose of this bill.
It is our belief that on-site consultation should not be viewed
as a substitute for
enforcement, or oven as the

most effective means for assisting employers seeking
to comply. In many instances,
the Federal assistance desired can be offered more
effectively through group seminars
education, through cooperative programs
with industry and trade associations,and
labor
and professional groups,
or by informational materials addressed to organizations,
the specific needs of individual groups
of employers. This bill, in amending section
21 of the Act' would facilitate the
conduct of a balanced program of on-site as well
as off-site education and consultation for both employers
and employees.
As you know for legal and policy reasons we have not allowed OSHA
inspectors
to visit workplaces solely to give on-site consultation,
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Section 9 of the Act has been interpreted to mandate that the authorized representative of the Secretary, after inspecting worksites and observing any violations, must issice appropriate citations. An on-site consultation program not
.established by legislation could have diverted essential enforcement resources.
Although Departmental employees have been required to cite emplo_yers for
violations observed in the workplace, this requirement has not been conalrued to
apply to State operations or State employees making consultative visits. In the

base of the 22 States or jurisdictions which have DOL approved State occupational
safety and health plans, with 50'percent Federal funding, 20 provide on-site consultation. ?is of last April, 145. State consultants were providing consultations/at
a rate of approximately 18,500 consultations per year. In addition, OSHA was
authorized by its 1975 appropriation to allocate up to $5 million to States without
plans to furnish workplace services to employers under the contracting Authority
of section 7(c) (1) of the Act. These services are also funded at the 50 percent level.
Fifteen States employing 208 consultants have signed agreements with OSHA to
provide on-site consultation services to small businesses. There remain, however,
some 20 States and jurisdictions which do not themselves offer consultation.

Any legislation to provide OSHA with the authority to perform on-site consultation should contain the following essential elements:
(1) There should be a separation between inspection personnel and consulta-

tion personnel. And it would be our intention, if this bill is enacted, that there

would be no reduction in our compliance effort.
(2) While consultation visits should not trigger enforcement actions by OSHA,
provision should be made to guarantee corrective action where the visit discloses
hazards posing an immediate danger to employees or where there is a substantial
probability of death or serious harm tb employees.

(3) The consultation program should give priority to small businessog and

relatively more hazardous workplaces.
(4) The consultation program should be only one element of a broad program
of educational assistance to employers and employees.
H.R. 8618 contains provisions which take into account all of these elements.
Shouldtthe bill be enacted, we would emphasize a balanced program of consultation

and education. It is envisioned that this program would assist employers and
employees in hazard recognition and in the understanding of OSHA standards,
rather than providing detailed, engineering and economic advice.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF MARSHALL MILLER, DEPUTY ASSISTANT'
SECRETARY FOR OSHA, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR'

Mr. MILLER. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, and members of the com-

mittee for allowing us to present the views of the Department of
Labor.
I would liketo introduce on my right, Ben Mintz Associate Solicitor of Labor for OSHA, and on my left, immediate left, is Dick Wilson,

who is Deputy Associate Assistant Secretary for State plans and
regional programs, and on the far left is Ray' Randlett, Legislative

Liaison Offiqr for OSHA.
The Department of Labor is in general agreement with the purpose
on this bill. It is our belief that on-site consultation should riot be
viewed as a substitute for enforcement, or even as the most effective
means for assisting employers seeking to comply. In many instances,
the T'ederal assistance desired can be offered more effectively through
group seminars and education, through, cooperative progr,ams with
industry and trade associations, labor organizations, and professional
groups, or by. informational materials addressed to tilt-specific needs of
individual groups of employerg. This bill, in amending section 21 of
the act, would facilitate the conduct of a well-balanced program of
on-site as well as off-site education and consultation r both employers
and employees.
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As you know, for legal and policy reasons, we have not allowed
Section 9 of the act has been interpreted to mandate that the authorized representative of the Secretary, after inspecting worksites and
observing any violations, must issue appropriate citations. An-on-site
consultation program not established. by legislation could._ have
OSHA inspectors to visit woitkplaces solely to give on-site consultation.

diverted essential. enfercemen(resourees:
.

Although de artmental employeeshavpbeen, required to 'cite ern-.

ploYeris for viol tons observed in the workplace, this requirement has
not been cons rued to a 1y to State operations or State employees
making cons
tive visits. In the case of the 22 Stares or jurisdictions
which, have DOL-approved State occupational 'safety and health
plans, with 50 percent Federal funding, 21 prOvide on-site consultation.
As of last April, 145 Steil consultants were providing ccitsultations at

a rate of approximately 11500 consultations per year. In addition,
OSHA was authorized by Its 1975 appropriation to allocate up to
$5 million to, States without plans to furnish workplace services to
employers under the contracting authority of section 7(c).(1) of the
act. Thesii services are also funded at the 50-percent level. Fifteen
States employinR.208 consultants have signed agreements with OSHA
to provide on-site consultation services to small businesses. There
lioivever, some 20 States and jurisdictions which do not themselves offer consultation.
Any legislation.. to provide OSHA with the .authority to perform
on-site consultation should contain WI) following essential elements:
(1) There should be a separation between inspection personnel and
consultation personnel. And it would be our intention, if this bill is
enacted, that there would be no reduction in our compliance effort.
(2) While consultation visits should not trigger enforcement actions
by OSHA, provision should be made to guarantee corrective action
where the visit discloses haiardsposing an immediate danger to employees or-where 'there is a substantial probability of death or segious
harm to employeka.
(3) The consultation program should give priority to small businesses and relatively more hazardous workplaces.

(4) The consultation program should be only one element of

sir

broad program of educational assistance to employers and employees.a
H.R. 8618 'contains provisions which take into account all of these
elements. Should the bill be enacted, we would emphasize a Walafieed
( program of consultation and education. It is envisioned that this program would assist employers. and employees in' hazard recognitiona'nd, in- the understanding of OSHA standards, rather than providing
detailed etiVineering and economic advice.
Thank you., Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANIELS. Thank you, Mr. Miller.
I note by the clock that we have a vote on the House floor, so this
is one of the problems in trying to conduct committee meetings at
.the same time the House is in session; so if we depart for a few
moments, I hope you understand it is not due to any action on tEe
part of this committee.
Mr. MILLER. Yes, Mr. Chairman, thank You.'
Mr. DANIELs..Howevex, we Can continue until the first bell rings,
and I have a series of,questions which I wot 4 like to put to you and`
.
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;Ascertain your views as well as the'xiews of the Department on this
sultiect matter.

Does the Department of Labor want this program and do they
endorse this. legislation?

Mr. MILLER. Yes, we do endorse this legislation. We think we
could effectively handle this program., We would defer, howeveri
to your judgment on the best way to structure it. We understand
you will consider several alternatives.
Mr. DANIELs. How would the Department of Labor view training
'of SBA personnel to administer on-site consultation?
Mr. MILLER. We would be willing to. train or help in anyway we
could on this, if, in fact, SBA or any other agency were willing and
in a position to take this program on.

\

.

Mr. ItANDithr. However, MrChairman, I think there has been
ari indication that SBA would be unwilling to accept this program.
There is also the problem which we have to point out that Mr. Steiger
raised. I am referring to the problem of separate agencies. Information that would be in our possession might not be as readily passed on
to employees of the SBA.

Mr, DANIELS. Well, 1 share Mr. Steiger's view, and I endorse

placing the responsibility in one department.
Of -course, it would be in separate agencies, though.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. Chairman, we don't feel it is our place to speak
definitively for SBA in this-matter. What we are planning, and this
may be of help to you, is an attempt to build up an integraied com-

pliance, education, consultative 'framework, so that all of these
factors can be working together. It would facilitate the development
of this strategy if all elements of the arrangement were within OSHA,
.
but we are not trying to speak, again, for SBA.
Mr. GAi'DOS. Will you yield?
Mr. DANIELS. 1 will yield.

,

Mr. GAynos. You say it.would be a factor in progressive development in combining the two.
Would you explain it a little further?
Mr. MILLER. A .compliance program can clearly be an incentive

for employers 'to -want, the "additional assistance teat education
and consultation. can provide.

All of these elements should work together and I think up until

now they have not been viewed as an unified package.
We are hoping to lie able to construct such a program.
, Mr. GATDOS. How would your unification encourage employers to
.4tilize a service or not utilize some service?
Give us some practical examples, so I can understand it with you.
Mr. MILLER. All

Basically, we have bee i talking about consultation but section 6
of the bill plso makes pr vision for education.
There are many instances, for example, where it would be more
. effective to be able to concentrAe on groups of 'employers both in a

geographical area and within a given industry for the purpose of
talking 4 to, them about hazard identification and about problems
common to all of their industry. Such, an arrangenient is bettor than
going to individual plantsites and pointing out those same problems
in every single site..
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Mr. GAYDOS: Are 'you familiar with Liberty Mutual
Ca.'s experience in providing on-site consultation to smallInsurance
business
and big 'business?
Mr. MILL n, They do about 00,000 inspections a year.
Mr. GAYDOS. Do you know about their inspectors, how
they were and whether or not people utilized their service? successful
In6A free enterprise system, the now federalism we are talking about,
which I am sure you were pledged to support, the
now federalism is,
you want to let the States do wilt they can.
.

I am asking yOu, and .we will have to leave again to
vote, and I
will come back to give you a fair chance; take a look at the
Liberty
Mutual Insurance experience; and if you have statisties, I will
as
some questions. They have been doing this since the net was passed,
providing specifically a no-charge consultative service, and I
am going
to surprise you with the results of it, but I think, Mr. Chairman,
we

want to go over to vote.

Ur. DANIELS. The committee will recess for a few minutes, and
will return immediately after the vote.
[Short recess.)
'Mr. DANIELS. Tho subcommittee will come to order.

Mr. Miller, hob many requests for consultation do you expect?
Mr. MILLER. That would be difficult to predict. Wo can begin by
basing it on State data.
Twenty of the States with approved plans had 145 consultants as
of last April. As I mentioned, there were 18,500 consultations
and
there were about 500 or 600 backlog on that.
So those figures give you a range of consultations, but
we cannot

really.know before the program is implemented what the true extent
will be.
Mr. GAYDOS. Will you yield?
Mr. DANIELS. Yes.

Mr. Gnybos. You can possibly perceive, I
after enactment
of this legislation, there might be numerouspresume,
individuals
applying for
onsite consultation.
How would'you cope with, say, a request of 5, 10, or 50 times the
present numbek? How would you cep* with ths,t?
Mr. MILLER: Since one of our criteria for consultation
be
"Lot's provide the consult ion in the areas where it is most would
needat "
we need to know, quite apart from individual demand, w
the
consultants aNmost needed.
For example, if we had Yerd and Generiefotors which
asked us
for free consultation, we might treat the request, separately
from

smaller business.

I think we would like to have a study which has a breakdown by

geographical area, industry, size of industry, where we could probably
have most impact.
Mr. GAYDOS. W112 about a small.businessman.
with a dangerous

situation and he asks you for on-site consultation, and you don't
have him in your breakdown, and

you cannot get to him, and he then,
as a matter of course, is ignored and you are monkeying around with
General Motors as you properly limit out. What about him? Is he
denied equal access to -consultation?
,o(
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Mr. Mii.LEit. The needs of the small businessman aro oxpressly
provided for in tho bill; so is tho particularly hazardous workplace.
Therefore, our study would also reflect these express priorities; yes.
Mr. GAYDOS. I will ask you a practical question: How fast do you
think, given enactment of this bill, how fast do you think you can
bone up and get properly qualified peoplo bocauso you have not at
this time fully lined your complement of inspectors for on-site inspoction, not alone consultation; so how long would it tako you to bone
up and get into business, tool up, got enough hired and trained and
all of tile other ramifications, and got on with the business of providing

consultative services in all areas you so properly eategorizott you
would have available for the service?
Mr. MILLER. I would think it would take sovertil months beeauso
of Civil Service considerations.
Mr. GAvoos. Several months.
OK, we will come back to that.
Thank yOu, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. DANitu.s. What is the future of the presw co.isultation pro-,
gram in view of the fact we have one plan under 18(b) and another
under 7(c)(1), and will these programs be meigod, and what will
happen with the State personnel?
Mr. MILLER. No; I don't think it is planned*" mergo them right
now. In fact, they presently offer ah advantage. Thoy give us soveral
different programs which we could examino for the purpose of loaming, or trying to learn, tlaN answer to tho typo of questions Congrossman Colydos is asking us right now.

We would like to watch their experience. Timo may tako its toll.
Programs will change, but right now, wo would not eontemplato
changes.
Mr. DAINIIFILS. We have 15 States that have consultation on a 50-

50 basis, which would utilize Stato personnel, and thon under 18(b),
wo have 20 !7;tates that aro operating undor that phi also on a 50-50
funding basis,Jikowise using Stato personnel.
consideiation vhieh I have introHowsever,
the bill
duced, it provides for 100- percent yederal funding for consultation.
Now,
wo havo three different plans oporatmg hero?

/

Mr. M MAIM I would expect that somo of the States could bo
attracted by the extra lovol of funding while other States might say,
"We don't care; wo still want our own program."
I think that is a decision that would best be'loft to the States, and
we would kayo that to yoii and to the States.
a

Mr. DANIELS. What do you anticipa.to will bo the results of funding

then threo separato plans with rogard to those 20 States which aro
now operating under soction 18(b)?
.Mr. MILLER. It is hard to predict. I think some of them possibly
would drop out. I will defer to Dick Wilson to answor this tochnical
question.
Mr. WILSON. I think it is difficult to predict right now, Congressman. If we consider tho States under tho Stato plans that have opted
for a total program which encompasses enforcoment as well as consultation, it isdifficult at this timo to-prodict What tho effect of this.
bill would be 'on thoso plans.

I
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I can't go beyond that at this point because we don't ktfiew. Some
might opt for lotting the Federal Government run the program in
their State.
I want to make tlip point, however, that under your bill we are
talking about a slightly different category of activity because wo are
talkint, about federally funded Federal employees,
employees but the other
considerations involve State operated programs with State personnel,
although under contractual arrangements with the Federal'
Government.
Mr. DANIELS. They will receive 50 percent of funds from the

Federal.
'.) ,
Mr. MILLER. That is right.
Mr. DANIELS, Mr. Gaydos.
Mr. GAYDOS. I will follow the chairman on the samo point.
Am I unreasonable when I conclude the chance or percentages
w uld bo 90 to 1 that all of those States would opt to discard their
50 percent participation and let the Federal Government pay for the
ta ) particularly since wo see so many States that are bankrupt or on
th verge? I cannot understand the somewhat easy approach you
ti ke to the subject, and say, "We don't knowkwhat is going to happen,"

it may happen or not, and I think it is a dangerous area, liocause,I

tl ink it is obvious, just applying fundamental principles and commonnse, that all of those States with few exceptions, most of those States
are going to say., "Look, we don't have money; we have a lot of budget
problems, the Federal Government can, take it, we are going to pull
out of this obligation with 50 percent ma let the Federal Government
do it."

I think you will Gild that occurring and I think it'is a reasonable
.

conclusion.

.

.

Mr. MILLER. You may eventually be right. But I feel that as of
now we don't know that as a certainty, because they will be giving

up a program they worked hard to develop throughout the total

OSHA program. They would be optin to drop it and..take a limited
activity. I don't know that they would be willing to d it.
Mr. GAYDOS. Assuming I am right and the, fears I lave, ass mg
they materialize, what is going to 'be your response to the si alien?
I foreseo awry complicated situation. The States pul ins oi of the
program, and our having. to loole and scramble for porno lel. There is
no guarantee we could pick up the personnel.
I am raising these points with this thought in mind. Possibly we

should look at that danger area and possibly put so' °thing into
Mr. Daniel's bill" to take care of that eventuality. Thatis all I say.
I think it is a dangerous area, and I am submitting for your consider-

ation that you are ignoring it and I think it is a complicated area,
and we ought to be practical and assume the worst will happen.

Mr, MILLER. You are right, 'Congressman. We must always take
into account the worst that might happen. Yet, our first consideration
is, "flow can a service be provided in education and consultation to
the businesses that need it so that accidents can be prevented. That
is the first consideration.
Perhaps, we should lot consideration as to who does the job or
how, be a part of the much larger issue of the needs for consultation.
Emphasizing the larger considerations will show that we are avoiding
parochial or jurisdictional squabbling.
11
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Mr. GAYDOS. My most serious response to you would be right now
we have a great system working and we have two-thirds of our States
participating, and effectiveness has been proven and the States rights
have boon adhered to and new federalism is in business, and I don't
know,:know why we are monkeying around with it trying to substitute
for it. Give me a reason.
.D.Tr. MILLER. One reason h one-third of the *.o1 king. force is not
covered by any plan.
Mr. GAYDOS. They could be covered.
Mr. MILLER. They could be covered, but they are not because the
States themselves have decided not to be covered.
Mr. GAYDOS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your allowing
me to butt in.
Mr. DANIELS. Why was the 7(0 (1) consultation funding program
funded on a 50-50 basis?
Mr. WILSON. Primarily so we would not provide a disincentive to
those States that want to operate a total program under a 18(b) plan
and, of course, simply to buy more services. With the States putting
up 50 pefcent of the funds and our Federal funds will go twice as far.
.1\4r. DANIELS. Would more States participate if it waS funded on a
91!1"- or 100-percent funding level?

Mr. WILSON. I am sure additional ones would have been interested
in pparticipating.
Mr. DANIELS. What, incentive is there for a State operating under

18(b), and there are 20 such States, to participate in the program on a
50-50 funding.basis; whereas, under the ill under consideration they
would receive 100-percent funding?
Mr. WILSON. Again, I want to stress a key point in the program.

Non-plan States cannot, under 100-percent funding by means of
7(c)(1) contracts, operate the entire range of activity and health
programs which other States can operate under an 18(b) State plan.
I think that is the main incentive, States want to undertake an
entire range of responsibilities. They want to have enforcement as
well as consultation; they want voluntary complian programs,
standards setting mechanisms and, in short, have a complcy.bb e program
at least as effective as the Federal program.
Mr. DANIELS. How much money is needed for on-site consultation?

The funds in this bill would only provide, in my judgment, about
four to six consultants per State in the third year.
Mr. MILLER. First of all, I would not anticipate putting an equal
number of consultants in each State. If the State plans continue as
you would like, then we would concentrate on those States that' do

not have provisions for carrying out on-site consultation.
One of our problems is we want to make sure that we can train and.
hire the people we want. By this, I mean training them in an orderly

reasonable fashion so as to he able ta\ afford the best consultation
services possible, rather than quickly hiring people without regard to
potential quality. It will take some time to properly assimilate the
personel we need.
Mr. DANIELS. Will Utah, in future plans, need on-site consultations
to be made at least as effective as the Federal law?
Mr. MILLER. That argument has been made end that is probably
the case; yes.

Mr. DANIELS. The appropriation bill that we passed in the month
of June provides for HEW and the Labor Department appropriation
of $5 million. The bill under consideration here authorized an appropriation of $2 million for the first year.
Do you think, or do you propose to utilize the $5 million under the
recent HEW-Labor Department appropriation as well as $2 million
provided for under this bill if this bill is enacted into law?
Mr. MILLER. We are a little uncertain on that provision on exactly
what is meant. Are we taking $2 million and adding it to $5 million,
or is it really seen as a separate program?
I am not sure I understand exactly what is intended by tee provision, of the bill.
Mr. DANIELS. Well, through your expeiience with legislation so far,
what would you consider a reasonablea 'fair amount of money to
appropriate for the first year of the life of this bill under consideration?
Mr. MILLER. For the first year the sums you have suggested seem
quite reasonable. Thk will also give us time of course to see what the

demands are as well as to conduct the study I suggestedthe one
enabling us to determine how the 'consultants can be used most

effectively.
Mr. DANIELS. If the demands for consultation are far in excess of

what you anticipate, will the Department come forward and request
the necessary funding fiir such consultations?
Mr. MILLER. Withm the parameters of OMB and the administration's position, yes, we will.
Mr. DANIELS. OMB restricts all requests for funding, we know that,

but I would like the. Department, however, to take a more vigorous
stance.
Mr. MILLER. You will be made aware of our problems, if we are
swamped, yes.

Mr. DANIELS. Does OSHA feel it necessary to keep enforcement
personnel and consultiints separate?
Mr. MILLER. Yes, we do. I believe it should be clear to businessmen
who have voiced considerable fears about this that when a consultant
' comes in, he is coming in as a consultant t help.
The exceptions to his straight consultativ role are boith reasonable
and quite limited. We would like to keep that istinction maintained.
Mr. DANIELS. I am sorry for another irate uption, but we have
another vote on the floor. We will be back in few minutes.
.4

[Recessed.]
Mr. DANIELS. The subcommittee will cefine to order.

Mr. Miller, when the employer requests an on-site consultation and
an inspection and certain violations are discovered and a report submitted to the employer, assuMing that the consultant was in error,
would the Secretary take this fast into consideration in considering
the penalty to be imposed?
Mr. MILLER. I think definitely so .B.ight now, under 'our formula
for computing compliance penalties, it about a 20-percent weighting
that is given to good faith, size of operation, number of employees
exposed and other calculation.
The formula may not be enough r this special situation. I believe
we may ne d additional regulations that would provide that most or
all of the pe alty could be avoided, if good faith were present.
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Mr. DANIELS. One of the serious complaints registered to me and
other members of the committee with regard to the enforcement of
OSHA has been the arbitrary attitude of the inspectors in issuing
citations for minor infractions.
This has brought a great deal of opposition to the concept of OSHA,

so I do trust that in the future the Secretary will have to review the

circumstances especially now that we are providing for a new program.
I can conceive whore the consultant might be in error may require

certain violations to be corrected in a period of time which the em=

.ployer may consider unreasonable. If that is the case and the employer

cannot comply within the stated period of abatement, then the

Secretary will take this into consideration.
Now, throughout our hearings this question has arisen constantly.
If an employer disagrees with the OSHA consultant in a certain situa-

tion that threatens serious harm or with the abatement date, what
appeal rights will be available to him before the consultant turns the

situation over to inspectors?

Mr. MILLER. He .always has the right, and this is true under

compliance procedures as well, to go to the area director or in extraordinary circumstances, if he feels he has a special case to go to the

regional administrator and present his views at that level. If war-

ranted something can be worked out.
Mr. DANIELS. Do you have a copy of H.R. 8618 before you?
Mr. MILLER. Yes, I do.
Mr. DANIELS. I would like to have your view on the interpretation
of section (d) (1). It says:
In order to further carry out his responsibilities tinder this section, the Secretary may visit the workplace of any employer for the purpose of affording consultation and advice to the employer. Such consultative visits may be conducted
only upon a valid request by the employer for consultation and advice at the
workplace concerning the obligation of the employer under section 5.

How do you interpret the valid request of the employer?
ago was borrowed from the comMr. MILLBR. think that la
pliance language which talks alilat a valid complaint. I am not sure
there is a need for the word "valid."

Mr. DANIELs;One witness recommended dropping the word "valid."
Mr. MILLER. We would have no objection.
Mr. DANIELS. Would you define what is meant by a serious violation and perhaps give us some examples?

Mr:MILLER. I think the statute, does a better job than I could

on that.
As you ,well know, "Serious" is a substantial probability of death
or serious injury to the person, if I paraphrase the language correctly.
To give an example, you hear all of the time about horror stones
of OSHA perhaps citing somebody for a serious violation that may
not be serious but my observations have been to the contrary.
I have never seen in any inspections I have gone on sp far, where a
hazard that is nonserious is treated as a serious violation. But here is
an example of one that I would consider serious: It was bn a construction site of a 70-story hotel and On the 70th story there was a large
crane with oil on the base around the crane, and there was no ladder,
for the workmen to climb down from the crane. So it was a precarious
descent.
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Furthermore, the way the workmen had to come down
over an
elevator shaft, which I presume went down 70 stories. If,was
by chance,
a workman with slippery shoes had fallen, then with no ladder, he
would have fallen down either the elevator shaft or impaled himself
on the reinforcement bars around the shaft.
And that is not just hypothetical. There was an accident the thy
before where a person was almost killed, but he fortunately
caught
on an obstruction part of the way down and so he was only injured
instead of killed. That was treated as nonserious.
To me, however, that is serious violation. That is just
type of
example. On the same site, to give you another example.,one
there was
an elevator that was for the use of construction workers; that is, it
was on the outside of the building. There was no door on the elevator.
So, as the workers waited for the elevator to come up, they could
inadvertently walked out onto thin air and dropped 70 stories. have
The
railings around the building were inadequate in many respects. There
were gaps in them, easily large enough for a person to fall through,
and I think if a 200-pound man had pushed against them, in many
places they would have simply given way,
Those are the sorts of conditions which are serious.
Mr. MINTZ. Mr. Chairman, the act expressly defines "Serious
violation" and our interpretation of the statutory language is
contained
in some detail in our field operations manual.
There have been a number of decisions of the Occupational Safety
and Health Review Commission which accept the DOL's definition
"serious" and apply it to a myriad of different facts and there is, of
at
least one Court of Appeals decision affirming the definition and our
interpretation of it.
Mr. DANIELS. The section you refer to states that a serious violation
is deemed to exist where there is substantial probability that death
serious physical harm would result from a condition which exists. or
Now, do you deem it necessary to further define the words "substantial probability"?
Mr. MINTZ. We do consider it necessary and
have further
defined the concept of "substantial probability" as we
best we could in
general terms.
Mr. DANIELS. Could you verse the committee, then,
what you
feel those words "substantial probability" mean, so weonmay
ipcorporate it in our report in the event this legislation is reported favorably?
Mr. MINTZ. w
when the committee
drafting the report, we
shall furnish to you our definitions bothbegins
in our field operations manual
and the pertinent decision material, and these will give you a basis
for the committee report.
Mr. DANIELS. What .percentage of OSHA inspections result in
citations with serious violations?
Mr. MILLER. I think it is approximately
have at least one serious inspection in them.3.9 percent of inspections
The total number of serious violations out of the total number of .
inspections is about 1, percent.
Mr. DANIELS. What is the total number of violations, and how many
violations would you equ to 3.9 percent to?
Mr. MILLER. Probably, well, I have the figures here and we will
furnish them to the co
'ttee.
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Mr. DANIELS. Do you have the figures with you?
Mr. MILLER. I think; I will see if I can find them.

OK, 3.9 is out of a total, this is number of inspeotionswas

based from January to May 1975; so these are halt-year figures.
Mr. DANIELS. A period of about 5 months?
Mr. MILLER. Yes.
Total number of inspections is 35,000, and I am rounding it out,
inspections with serious citations is 1,400. That is 3.9 percent.
Total number of violations, again, I am rounding it 145,000.

Total number of serious violations is 1,900, approximately 1.3

percent.

The average dollar amount for penalties 4, $32.
Mr. DANIELS. What is the average fine per serious violation?
Mr. MILLER. Around $600. For non-serious, it is running about 13;

betwteen 10 and 15.
Mr. DANIELS. Now, you say the average fine for non-serious violations is $13?
Mr. MILLER. Yes.
Mr. tNIELS. Serious violation?
Mr. ILLER. Around $610 is the latest figures we have.

Wh e a consultant has not been satisfied that an employer has

elimina ed serious hazard, the Secretary, meaning the enforcement
IIA, may take appropriate action.
Arm of
Several witnesses have endorsed the use of the word "may" as opposed to "shall." Can you tell this committee what some of the options
would be for the OSHA enforcement arm in such a case?
Mr. MILLER. Mr. Mintz, will answer this one.
Mr. MINTZ. I would like to answer the question in the context of
the bills provision. Where the consultant is not satisfied that a serious
type hazard has been abated, he would refer the particular matter to
the enforcement arm of OSHA.. At that time the enforcement arm, the

i

compliance personnel, would evaluate the matter described by the
consultant and determine whether or not an inspection should be
conducted and citation issued.
There maybe some circumstances where the consultant's report on
the serious hazard would indicate that no enforcement is necessary,
possibly there is no violation of a standard.
In that context, we understand the language connotes "may','.
However, in the case where the report indicates serious violations, wk
"would expect in normal course that an appropriate inspection activity
will take place by compliance personnel.
Mr. GAYDOS. Do you approve of the word "may" to be inserted in
the place of the word "shall" ?
Mr. MINTZ. Mr. ChairmaiOine 24, page 2, the bill says, the Secretary may take appropriate action under the Act."
So the bill does have the language "may".
Mr. DANIELS. Thank you.
I now recognize the gentleman from Celinecticut, Mr. Sarasin. Any
questions?
Mr. SARASIN. No, Mr. Chairman. I yield to Mr. Gaydos, but I may
want to follow up On some of his comments.
Mr. DANIELS. I recognize the gentleman from Pennsylvania.
"Mr. GAYDOS. I thank the chairman and my colleague, Mr. Sarasin.,
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Let me .g,s,k, ?are you familiar with the Bailey's Crossroads disaster
we had here sorne 2 years ago?"--

Mr. MILLEA.4 am only acquainted with it from the material in the
oversight hearing for 1974, and the fact that my inlaws lived in the
complex.
Mr. GAYDOS. They testified before this committee and you are not

familiar with the nature of the fine or circumstances surrounding that
catastrophe?
Mr. MILLER. By hearsay, I understand the penalty was around
$1.5D00.

,

NM GAYDOS. For your information, let us not parlay, but we have
the testimony here and it was testified that the total fines were $13,000

in that case, and we had 46 injuries and 14 deaths.
The point I am making is that it is very difficult, even presuming

that the contractor on that job, or that apartment building was

sincere and responsive in all respects, it is very difficult for an employer
himself to determine what is serious.

Now, apparently, we have, by using, not deductive, but inductive
reasoning, going backward,'we have to presume there was a serious
condition at the workplace because 14 men died and 46 were injured
and your fines indicatedand you said the average fine is $600 for a
serious violation, and this happened to accumulate up to $13,000;
so we have to say it is very serious.

v-

Are we destroying what the original intent of the Act is, that is,
that consulting services must be separate and apart because, of course,
if you start changing "may" to "must," and all of that business, you
get back into the old problem we had where the cry in unison from all
businesses'througho.ut the country and the Chambers of Commerce
was, "Give us a chance for consulting services," and you hate not
done it.

I am afraid looking at it from this aspect, you are going to be

regressive and go back and raise the same specter among the business
people of them being afraid that the consultajat's services are going tq
end up being preliminary to a citation.,.
Now, lve argued and debated thi . very thoroughly on the House
floor when we amended the appropriation language to include con sulting services under a State rule, you remember that, and we had

Lles$5 million at that time.

wit

can't understand the haste that is evidenced by you and some other
ses to do away with what we so meticulously put together at

tha time.

Let me cite to you, and then I would like your response, you may,
agree with Mr. Stender or not, but he is from your Department, and
he `testified before Mr. Dan Flood of the Appropriations Committee
and here is what he said, and I will read it to you.
In response to a question, "Mr. Stender, do you want any changes?"'
here is what he said at that time.
A parently, maybe he has changed or if he is with you?
2
. MINTZ. Changed, in what?

M DANIELS. Is'he still with the Department?

Mr, MINTz. He is on leave.
f Mr. GAYDOS. He is on leave. Be that as it may.

''

Here is what Mr. Stender said: "I do not have recommendations

for.changes in the act at this time."
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I am quoting verbatim.
"I think that act is proving itself to be a good act.' I think, by and

large, that we can proceed to develop. the full potential of the act

without amendments. The area of training and -consultation, as some
of us call it, probably needs further emphasis, stronger emphasis than

it has had. We hope to be able to bring that about, but I do not
believe we need to change the law to do it.

"So I do not, have any recommendations which I would like to
submit at this time for any change in the act.'"
That is his language.
You apparently changed positions, the Department has, and am
presuming you are the spokesman and I wonder if you 7in explain to
me why such a radical Change?.
Mr. MINTZ. It is not a radical change. We did not sponsor this hill.
Congressman Daniels and Congressman Steigerhave been interested

in introducing it and we were asked for our comments. The question
asked was, "Is this a reasonable bill?"and we said "Yes, it is."
Mr. GAYDOS. Well, let me go further then.

Also, before the same committee and in response to a question by
Congressman Conte as to whether $5 million for on-site consultative
services in States with no OSHA-approved plans was a drop in the
basket and he stated:
"Thsse dollars provide a prudent startup capability for consultation
until we learn more about the actual demand for this kind of service."
So, in my humble opinion, it appears he admitted as a matter of
record they need more time.
Again, I come back and ask you the question: Why this desire to
change something that is at least starting to work, and by admissions
your representatives before the Committee on Appropriations, one
of your representatives stated he needs more time, that it is working
and we don't need changes.
That is what bothers me. Why this change?
Mr. MINTZ. That is not really a change. It is an additive. As you
will note, the bill has several provisions and we have focused only on
the consultative portion, but the bill also has a section 6 which we
think is highly important.
If we get an on-site consultation program going and we find the

demiand for consultation is nearly- nil, well, wcan adjust to that

easily because we certainly need more general education seminars and
work with trade association groups on problems and questions in the'
field.
If we find, on the other hand, the demand for consultation is great,
we will at least have a program started on this.
Furthermore, as I said, approximatoly a third of the working force
not covered by any State plans, not by any State programs.
Mr. GAYDOS. Right.

Let me correct that because_yau said that once before.

A third of the working fore is not covered by consulting service

because everybody is covered under the act.
Mr. MINTZ. No, no; I assumed we were talking about a particular
program.
Mr. GAYDOS. Consulting service.
Mr. MINTZ. Yes; I assumed that was tuiderstood.%
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Mr. GAYDOS. Am'I illogical or is it improper for me to conclude

presume or reason, or whatever term

you want to usewhy not
let a good thing that is working,Vork for
a while? Why not comeback a year from now?
You have no experience rating. You yourself admitted to thiscommittee you have nothing whatever, to base your position
on
because you have

no experience as far as consulting
per se
and you are not familiar, and this is not critical; you-experience
are not familiar
with the insurance company as to how many people they
have, as to
what their experience is, and who is taking advantage of
consulting services free, the people they will insure where theytheir
contact
by telephone, by mail, and personal representative: "Please come and
take advantage of our consulting service."
And I have the record, and it is in the record before the committee;
they sayand I will let you have this information because you might
want to check it, they say, their conclusion was a very bad responseand, No. 1, those that should have responded did not; and those that
should not have responded did respond.
(
That is their experience today. The point I am making is, I think
you are premature, you ought to let us get a little more experience.
Mr. -Mryrz. Well, the experience of Liberty Mutual, as I recall
from the oversight hearings, shows they were doing 60,000
consultative visits a year. Somebody must be asking for those.
Mr. GAYDOS. That is a drop in the bucket according to statistics
and Ave have the statistics here.

We are not talking aboutwell, counsel advises me
are not.
talking about the ones they made themselves to protectwe
their own
backside because they are in the business and they handle around 9
percent, I believe, of the insurance services for workmen's compensation, but we are talking about the availability of consultative serviceson a voluntary basis, not their inspections, you see.
We are going to have the same thing, either we are wrong, or I am
wrong in my supposition, the position I take, that we should let this
act alone for the time being, either E am wrong or you are right. Let.r.

,eme ask you some questions:
Mr. MrNTZ. Could I respond to that?

-

Mr. GAYDOS. Sure.

Mr. Mryrz. We haVe been hearing for sevefars, in just talking
to the few of you with whom I have been able to talk on the Hill so
far about the businessmen that come in to see you and letters you
get, that the message you are setting is that there should be consultative service. There appears to be high demand for that.
I don't know, however, exactly how strong or widespread that
demand is. l or do I know precisely haw many of the people writing
in really want consulting services.
I don't know these things, nor do I know of any way we can find
out even on thrState plan aspect of the matter.
Mr. GAYDOS. Why, then, are you requesting that you take under
your Department, contrary to the argument as a matter of record in
the last appropriation bill, why are you supporting a proposition
where, you want on-site consulting services in conjunction with compliance activities?
Why are you anxious to get that jurisdiction? Isn't it working now?
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Mr. MINTZ. For example, if we set up this program and we do not
receive a good amount of requests for consultation, and therefore do
not have to assign people to conduct the consultation, we still shall

have plenty for them to do under this integrated program- we are
talking about. But we will learn a lot from the entire program, and
maybe there will not be a particular aspect of the program that needs
to be filled.
Mr, DANIELS. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. GAYnos. Yes.

Mr. DANIELS. Do you want the Chair to answer that question?

Mr. GAYDOS. Sure; the Chairs always enlightening, and I am willing

to listen to the Chair.

Mr. DANIELS. First of all, I do not think you presented a true factual
question.
If you recall the debate when the appropp:ation bill for HEWDOL
came to the floor, the manager of that bill, 8q, the floor, an esteemed

colleague of yours from the State of Pennsylvania, said that this $5
million appropriation was being made because of the need for such
consultative services.

However, he added that this was not a function of the Appropriations Committee, that the appropriate legislative committee should
take the necessary action, and that.was the reason for the introduction
of this bill.

Mr. GAYDOS. Well, Mr. Chairman, you know, I have the most
sincere respect for you, and I know you are most sincere in introducing this legislation because you do it in great conscience, and I
have no quarrel with you.
But the fact still remains that we have attached to this language in
the last appropriation bill; in fact, we are getting it reappropriated;
and I think the second $5 million is in the offing; is it, or isn't it, and
we have not used the first yet?
Mr. DANIELS. That is not true.
Mr. GAYDOS. I stand corrected, and I. would like to be informed
by \the chairman on that point.
Mr. DANIELS. That is not true.
However, you must visualize this situation: If no legislation is

enacted in this area, and the same question should arise ,next year

before the Appropriations Committee where a demand is made for an
ntmue onsite consultation, can you or any other
approp :
Memb: of the L ouse, give a guarantee that the Appropriations
4me forward with $5 million for on-site consultation
Coll
for fiscal year 1977?
Mr. GAYDOS. I may respond to my chairman that this is the very
S

point I am trying to make.
We at least will have a track record, we will have experience; we
will know how many people availed themselves of that service, and
then we will be able to argue before that Appropriations Committee
and befOre this committee and on the floor of the House, saying,
"This is what we experienced and this is the need for services and this
is the number of on-site inspectors' services we must provide, this is
the percentage of all of those that requested it, and here is how Many
requests we had."
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Now, I don't want to ,delay but I think we at.e premature in
considering this legislation and I think We have notsogiven
a fair amount of time to take a look at whet we are doing. ou} selves
Let me ask you some questions, if I may.
If Mr. Daniels' bill wore .enacted into law how would
attack
the provisions we- exe talking about, particul ly, again, you
the
on-site
consulkation services?
In particular, 10 me ask you: Doyotr thin fou would be able to
staff that part of your operation or that department
or subd9partment
.with sufficiently tra ed personnel within 1 year or 2 yearstr 3 years?
What is your op'
or feeling at this time?
Granted you, don't lyo any experience upon which tb base,
your
conclusions because you don't at this 'point, I don't think.
Mr. Mitaz. We do have s'ome experience. We know what it takes,
for example, to train aninspector. Although a consultant may have a
different personality or skills, we can gage what is needed to train
_.consultants Which we have (learned from training our inspectors;
and
we know how long it takes to train them.
Mr. GA-rnos. Any I interrupt you there?
Mr. MINTZ. Surer.
Mr. GAYbOS. You have 170 openings in your inspection
right
now, pursuant to the testimony before Mr. Flood, 170 jobsforce
not filled.
You have been in business 4 yea or 5 years?
Mr. MINTZ. Because of turn er, we are generally going to find there
will always seem to be some
ancies in these positions.
Mr. GAYDOS. That brings n some doubts.
Mr. MINTZ. I am speaking about a general 10 percent.
Mr. GAvoos. Twenty States that are working,
20 out of 22?
Whatever it is-20,w the 15 that have. applied they or
are
doing the job,
and again, you havAin your field openings in your compliance
in-spectors. And now you want additional authority, and that is, well
to set up this department and go into on-site consulting services, aild
"where will you get the people?,
' Let me ask you one practical
question: Where would
look to
hire the first 100?A7Vhere would you go which university, oryou
would you
go to the States that have theirs working? The insurance company?
Where would you get the people?.
Mr. MINTZ. Those are the general sources; that is,
young people
Fraduatinti from school," and unfortunately, the unemployment
rate'
is fairly high now, so there is no inability to find qualified people
in
ithis regard.
Our main difficulty is simply one of timing because of civil service
prode,dures and setting up a program for training.
Mr: GADY00 If I were a State's righter, and. I _believe in States
having some participation
in this Government regardless w...hather
the Government people stuck their nose, in or ngtlet's of
too a State's righter,, and won't I be o more solid ground presume
in stain
/,'Look, we are doing this and we have, for instance like New York,
where they pulled out of the program, and wisely so, and I predict it is
going to happen to all of them in it now."
Mr. Mikrz. That is why we 'need aqederai program.,,
Mr. pAYDOS. Pardon?

t

1
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Mr. MINTZ. That is why we need a Federal program, to take care
of. the contingency of States dropping their section 18 participation,
plus he States that don't have plans under section 18.
r. GAYDOS. I have no quarrel with that, tbose States that do not
program into effect, I 'think it is our obligation under existing.
'
JaW to go ahead and do it.
Jawa
But.wo aro not talking about that and that same reason- does not
1,

apply to those States who set up consulting services and-they are
,available and now you want to strip them for all practical purposes
because of the 50 -50 participation requirement, and your intrusibn
into again welding together the compliance officer responsibility along
with the an-site consultative services.
That is the problem, as rs'oo it.
41
,
Mr. MINTZ. We are not welding them togethdr. On the .contrary,
wo asked/there bo a.rigid separation between the consultative service
.,`
and the enforcement ,effort.
Mr. GAYDOS. Thely are still in the same DepartimyftDOpartment

,

of Labor; isn't that the same Department?

Mr. MINTZ. They will pass in the halls, that,,,is right.

Mr.

GAYDOS.

/

Can't they grab you out of your capacity and give

you a supervisory assignment in another subdevartment in the
Department of Labor; can't they do it tomorrow?
Mr. MINTZ. Yes.

Mr. GAYDOS. Under civil service, they can 'do it to you?
Mr. MINTZ. In fact, it might even be healthy to have some sort of
rotation of comj 'mice people and inspectors, butithat isa matter of
.
opinion.
°
.2-Mr. GAYDOS A,,lot, (Of our 'old arguments arrd debates we had in
.

keeping them sepal 6 falls by the wayside.
Mr. MINTZ. No; definitely not. They will bo perforthing quite
different functions. However, indivIdually; from ime to time it might
ehelpful for them to have spent some time du ing their career stint
inspectipn work -and sometimes in consult tion work. But wo
can leave that to a later decision. iIowever, N hile an employee is
operating in one of, the two functions there sh uld, be a rigid separation ,frorn, the other type of work.,
Mr. GAYDOS. What you just said is this: You said you are going to

A

make a compliance officer also bo an on-site consulting officer ; that is

what you say?

t

.

. Mr. MINTZ. No. No, trItrit is not what I said.
Mr. GAYDOS. I am so .
Did You say that or didn't you?
4
Mr. MINTZ. Paidn't say i .

Mr.

GAYDOS:

.....

-

- ..

Oh. All rig it, let me ask you, dim: How many con-

sultants, and you areclooking t this logislationyou jaave-to have some '-

,

thinking on it and some projectionsso how many"nsultants
/ dgyou.,
think you need?
.
, Mr. MINTZ. It is not possible to give an overall total,As we said,
r(
,it is difficult to predict the de and for it.
Mr. GAYDOS. How many would youI lmow
Mr. MINTZ. If the bill were to be enacted, oimplans initially ould
provide for approximately 40 to 60 consultants the first year.
Mr. GAYDOS. To take care of what?
,,

.843

.

-

)"
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Mr. MINTZ. Consulting rather than educating people,
the first
year.
Mr. GAYDOS. To take care of which States, for a matter of clarity?
Mr. MINTZ. I am sure emphasis would be
on States that did not
already have pkans, so it would bo principally
on the 20 States I
mentioned earlihr.
Mr. GAYDOS. Does it necessarily follow that your on-site consulting
ree9fficers would also have jurisdiction and be delegated
to provide that
service in the Statesthat already do have state consultative
services?
Mr. MINTZ. Conceivably, but it might'be a
poor
allocation
of re-:
warm. That is something Kewould have to be concerned/about.
Mr. GAYDOS. It can happen, you can do it; this bill
delineate those differences and you say you can or-cannot? does not
Mr. MINTZ. That allocation would be something better
left to
the discretion of the Department, I agree with you.
Mr. GAynos. So sanceivably, a situation can occur, if I
again try to extrapollite the situation I am trying to exemplifymay
by
example.
Let', take 1). State with an approved plan anda small manufacturing laceasks for consulting
service,
there the man comes
elfin he reaches some conclusions and also,and
you
people, Department
of Labor under the act.
r.
Mr. MINTZ. Under the bill, the employer:does have to request
.

us to come in:
If he asks for both Federal and State consultants to come in, we
will have this situation you mentioned.
Mr. GAYDOS. What if he floes not like what the first man says,
he says, "Look, rdon't believe you; I want the Federal people'?
Maybe hg knows somebody in the Federal Government
and calls
him in and an-inspector has been around the
area and calls him first,
and the Stat_e_man-says, "Waitre minute, I don't
like
than did, he is bad," of something to that effect. /what the Federal
Do you see any prob..pm?
/ '*.`
Mr. Miwrz. I really don't thinI that is a real problem.
_
Mr. GAYDOS. You conclude you see no real problem when
you
have a State on-site consultant available and
a Federal on-site consult-

.,

v

ant available?
.
Mr. MINTZ. It is difficult to argue on the one hand, that we don't
have enough resources o handle the situation if the demand
increases
greatly, and on the other, that we are going to duplicate services
with
,Federal consultanti stepping on the heels of the State man.
I don't see what you describe as a realistic problem.
Mr.,GAynos. Let me ask you a practical problem:
Isn't it
.ural thing to draw the conclusion you shouldn't have
,both? You'..cii't have that much money. We never
funded you sufficiently -all
knows I wish we funded you 10 times what you
had because we need them, but we don't have the
to do it now.
It is foolish to conclude that we should fund,money
your.
Department
for on-site consultative service in the Federal area, and also
continue
to.fund, hr-is Federal money, taxpayers' dollars, on-site consultative
services from the State level.
Isn't, that overlapping said erroneous to conclude we are not going
to have problems with it?
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MiNiNTz. One problem you pointed out would be dealt with:

You raised the spectre of more and more States dropping out of the
program. Unless we haVe had some kind of experikice with consulta-

tion, its curriculum and procedurn, we are not going to be able

to handle that situation if it arises.
Mr. (hYnos. Well, the question presents itself--.-should we encourage that typo of activity, encourage additional States to dmp
out of the program because of the 50-50 requirement as dis in wished
arid compared with a 100-percent cost burden by the Feder, Governmint if the State withdraws?
We have two in the process of withdrawing, don't we, i ow York
and the State of Illinois?
Well, New York, I know, is withdrawing. Something dictated that
action.

_

Ilere is the problem that I see.
Mr. MINTZ. I don't believe it was just the 50-50 funding. There
also were political issues, and there were general budgetary problems.
Nix. (GAYDOS. We are all .going to have budgetary problems and
_
the States, more so.
. Nfixrz. You know the AFL-CIO is very much against there
being State programs. That is important.
Could you support or would the Department support,
Mr. (L

if this is fair to ask you, and I don't want to put you on the spot

would you support an amendment to Mr. Daniels' legislation to the
effect t)iat they would continue on and encourage State participation
particularly and specifically State on-site consultative services with a
formula of something like 90-10, that is, 90 percent Federal. participation and 10 percent State?
Mr. MI.NTZ. Well, it has been suggested before.
We would like the opportunity to consider that and respond to
you, if we could, please.
Mr. GAYDOS. My mistake in my response, I meant the State at
*
90-percent fu ding participation.
Mr. MINT I understand.
Mr. GAYDOS. It was not clear.

*It
Mr-,--Mirm. I think we understood you.
Mr. Gaynos: Let' me ask you this question to-see how far off base I
am.

Wouldn't it be reasonable to dela mar see if tliase

15

applicants, I

don't know 'if they have been proc sed to date oh are going to be
funded; I don't't know, but wouldn't.i o reasonable to wait and see if
another 10 might come along and apply?

.There is a reason why the

15

applied. Wouldn't you be putting a

. .
roadblock in the way of a possible additional 10 applying?
Mr. WILSON. The 15 States that have already signed agreements
,43,
were flinded out of fiscal 1975 money.
We'are no longer authorized to obligate any additional 1975 money.
We ale in fiscal 19-75.
4We could not accept °tit& States under that amendment. We would;
have)to-have money included in the fiscal 1976.
Mr. GAYDOS. My original statement is, we do have slathi for you
another $5 million for this next fiscal year;
not passeclayet.
WILSON. The fiscal 1976 appropriations bill
-

.

'

_

has4

Mr.

rt
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Mr GAYDOS. I think we passed it. Well, for the record; it has passed

the House.
Now, it is itr the process of being approved. That ra es something
very interesting to me. Didn't you have enough time to s d the $5
million the last fiscal year?
Mr. MINTZ. Congressman Gaydos, the $5 million was appropriated
in a bill which was signed into law in
December of last
That
gives us the $5 million at that late date. Thereafter, we had year.
to promulgate regulations for implementation of the 7(c)(1) consultation agreements and the legislative history made it clear that those regulations
would be promulgated o v after a rulemalcing proceeding with opportunity for' comment den consultation with the National Advisory
Committee on Occupational Safety and Health.
Many, many comments were received and analyzed. There was a
lively discustlion in the NACOSII Committee and final regulations
were prtmulgated in May, last year.
Mr. GAYDOS. Au mean May of this year.
Mr. MINTZ. I meant May of this calendar year which was in the last
fiscal year. It was within sevoial weeks of those regulations
being promulgated in May of 1975 that the 15 States entered into the 7(1)
program.

'I hereafter, as promptly as we could, we made a response to the
applying States to use the $5 million Congress provided.
Mr. GAYDOS. I want to be candid. I know the Department of Labor
would be most active in implementing the legislation; they have always been so and maybe we differ sometimes, but we have gotten good
cooperatioft, and I accept your explanation.
The time element, your necessary compliance with a,lot of prerequisites, and that is probably why we signed the contracts a month
or so ago; I understand that all right.
I want to ask this question, and again, Igo back to one of my original

questions: Assuming, whether this legislation passes or not, but
assuming the House passed an appropriation bill which is pendin
approvalin the other body, and assuming addijibnal 'funds are av
would there be any activity on your part to make an attempt to
ancourage more States to apply because you would have funding and
wouldn't it be possible, if your encouragement proved effective, you
may end . up with almost all of the remaining States applying and
having everybody covered?
Mr. MINTZ. We would welcome such interest by the States if we
had additional funds. The existing regulations would apply to those
States and we would have an elaborate i'717-i extensive 7(c)(1) State
Consultation program if the State applied.
Mr. GAYDOS. That wouldn't be too bad of a program; would it?
Mr. MINTZ. We have indicated we would continue the 7(c)(1) State
program.
Mr. GAYDOS. All right.
"Mr. WILSO.N. We 'worked very hard in May and June of this year

to talk all of thos'e States that do not- have'consultation prograrns4nto
participating and only 15 chose to paptieipate.
Mr. GAYDOS. But we know that those 15because it is a 50-50
proposition, we know that those 15 have stretched their money
out
to make it comparable to 301 haven't thdy, which you would have to
6-
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be servicing and if they pay 50 percent of the costs your money is
going further,.isn't it? That is logic.
Mr. MINTZ. Yes: can't argue with that.
Mr. GAYDOS. Again, I. come back to my original question I raised:

Why all of the haste? Why all of the haste when you don't have a
track record yet?
Why alof this haste to dispose of all, which you practically will do,
dispose of all of the positive things that were accomplished and are

now being accomplished under a program which was very' hotly

debated in the House and which was concluded in the argumentation
and debate that the services should be separate?
That is what I can't understand.
Mr. :MINTZ. Congreg§man, I want to clarify a point. We do not
intend to dispose of the State program either unkler 18(b) or under
7(c)(1). Those programs would continuo.
Insofar as haste is concerned with respect to the Federal consulta-

tion program, the bill introduced by the chairman provides that

consultation'without sanctions may be available by Federal personnel
upon a request by the employer; that is, the activity is triggered only
if the demand exists.
If requests are not made, then there would be no need, of course;-for us to go out and make those consultations.

It seems that would answer the question about "predicting how

much demand there will be."
But whatever demand is made, we will be authorized under the bill

to respond as promptly as possible to provide the consultation

inApec tions.

In light of what is often heard on the floor of the Congress and in
the _public press, the eflect.that consultation by Federal personnel is

-notqed, then it seems we have an obligation to have the authority
that we have to make that available in order to test whether, in fact,
t

the demand exists or to what extent it casts. As a minimum, the basic
authority to respond is needed.
Mi. GAYDOS. As a practical matter, what is going to happen to
those 15 States who have applied and who have acquiesced to your
encouragement, who. have now indicated to you through an agiee-.
ment you executed with them that they want to Carry on a State con sulting service or including all soits of services, but let us say State
consulting' I think that is what they are limited to,-and so you intend
to freeze them into that poOtion and do you expect next year to continue on in a like agreement with them?
What will you do with thoSe 157.

Mr. MINTZ. Well, the agreements that were entered: into very
Iatein May .and June of this year.
Mr. GAYDOS. One-year adoements.
fo

Mr. MINTZ. For those NN(O OS using the $5 million appropriated
cal1975mbut the, agreements have been obligated through' 1976,

Mr. WILSON. Those agrts run until June 300976.

If money is made avpinle during this year, those agreements for
those 15 States could be renegotiated and extended for an additional
year.
Also, new Stages could enter. Any of those 15 States may terminate

their agreements. There are quite a range of possibilities as to what
they can do, depending on whether 'we have additional money or

.
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Whether the 15 choose to renew their agreements or whether new
States sign agreements.
Mr. GAYDOS: Assuming the Daniels bill ptisses-with all of its provisions, how does it affect the status of the 15 or additional'ones that
will follow in your estimation?
How dOesitt affect it or does it affect it?
Mr. Mirrri.- The contracts would continue and it would not affect
their status:
The funds are available and contracts are made and the .personnel
are on board and the States could and hopefully will continue their
activities.
Mr. GAYDOS. All right, now it is suggested that they may drop out
or if they don't drop out and assuming they don't drop out, do 'you
expect to keep the 15 States active along with the other 20 States

that have consulting services; do you expect them to remain active with
a 50 percent participating requirement as far as funding is concerned?
Mr. MINTZ. Well, as we pointed out, we cannot say for certain that
the 15 States with 7(c)(1) agreements will continue with those agreements. There is a distinct possibility that they will, howArver.
As you know, under section 18(b), we provide 560fcent support
for approved State plans even though the Federal Government could
perform that activity at 100 percent.
There are 20 States that want to carry on a full State program with
a 50-percent Feclersil support.
By analogy, we may expect and anticipate that some States will be
willing and anxious to carry on the consultation activity at g0 percent
even though it may otherwise be available at 1004:irtit.
Mr. GAYDOS. Do you really believe they will
it on
wheh you provide from a Federal level consulting servicesoatcarry
your own
cost?

Do you think those States will want duplicative consultants

available from the State and the Federal Government and compliance
officers flying somewhere between maybe the Federal Government.
and maybe with the states?
This is duplication.
Mr. MINTZ. I would like to clarify another point. We do not intend
to have the Federal consultants actiA in those. States that ,provide
State consultation services. We are talking about allocation of resources,
more precisely, Federal consults ion resources in those 20 States in
which no Stare activity of any kind in the consultation area is taking
place.
Mr. GAYDOS.' The roads to many places are paved with good
intentions; however, the. fact remains that just does not prove to be
the situation many times because we are in an area of skepticism at
best, because we don't know what. is going to occur; nor does the
Department know.
The point I am trying to make is
We have a track record. We
have the States that, have manifeSted their desire to carry on States

rights an
and to do their share even on -a 50-50 participating basis,
funding, that is, and we have trained personnel, we have had some
experience with it, more in the offing, and 15 have just applied and
they are going to be added to the 20; that is not too bad, 20 pluS 15,
and that adds up in my min() to 35 plus, because you have a couple
of others.
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Mr. MILLER. Under the OKI Act, we have 56 jujAdictions including
the Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico.
Mr. OAYDOS. The way I understand it, some States don't have a
need because of their activities, I don't know, _but the fact isri can't
understand the turnabout, the change by the Department supporting
this legislation wren a short few months ago before the Appropriations Chamittee everything was hunky dory.

ThertOvere no problems raged. Everything was workingA1. I
can't understand the complete turnabout.
Mr. MILLER. I am not sure the turnaround is as dramatic as you
described it. Maybe things were not working that well.
Mr. GAYDOS. yield back to Mr. Sarasin( until I come up wish a
few more questions.
Mr. SARASIN. Thank you, Mr. Gayrios.

I listened intently to the gentleman

om Pennsylvania and I

thought of a lot of reasons for arguing witl him except I am not sure
I am not coining around to his point of vie .
I am concerned about the question he raises. If we do provide for

full Federal funding, the consultation, what incentive is there for
the States to remain in a program to provide their own consultation
when they are only getting 50-percent funding?
Is there an incentive?
Mr. Mita ER. There may be an incentive. I won't try to pass on it,
but severeditimes it has been mentioned to me by State and regional
people that the States are closer to individual businesses and concerns.
Also, there is some sort of fear of Federal control. Thus, there may be

an incentive for continuing a State progam rather than bringing

in the Federal Government, even if it moans additional costs.
Mr. SARASIN. It may be an incentive from the point of view of the
employer who would like te. be able to deal with people that he may
have dealt with in the past within the State labor departments, and
so forth, but whitt incentive is there to the legislature of the State

that has t*A the money?

Mr. NI
. Simply response to pressure;1 am talking about the
pressure from business, to the effect, if theFederal OSHA comes in,
some may say, "We won't use it." Maybe this produces an incentive

which may be substantial enough to justify' retaining the State

program.

lhis is what has been told to me in several places but whether it is
the case of not, I can't tell you.
Mr. SARASIN. With that same thought, can you th.m1 of an incentive, or have you thought about incentives to keep the States involved
in the compliance aspect of OSHA?.
Mr. MILLER. This is a problem we have under study right now
and we hope to have a more definitive statement by the end of this
summer, within a month or so.

Mr. SARASIN: I have the feeling we are getting hung up in the small:

stukhere, and forgetting the goal, the goal of the act being to provide
a safe workplace for all Americans.
I think that consultation is certainly a desirable way to help with
that goal and we do realize we are talking essentially about voluntary
compliance because we are not going to look at evei worksite.
Certainly the people in my district have expressed a great desire
for consultation and to have it available. I sent out a questionnaire
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which is now dated, probably, because it was a couple of years ago,
to some 1,500 employers and ,labor unions in my district in
Connecticut.
I did not,.get the kind of response that apparengy Mr. Gaydos has
seen in the Liberty Mutual situation.
We did find that the larger employers received a great deal of
cooperation from the workmen's compensation carrier and inspections
and so forth, but the smaller employers simply paid the premium
and never heard from them.
So I would like to see some form of consultation available to them;
and I think the Daniels bill is a good way to do it.
But o find myself in agreement with Mr. Gaydds. I am concerned
the Stat will simply give up and then from a very practical
point of
view, it
a s fewer consulting people in the field, ultimately fewer
inspectors o t in the field and perhaps we are really debating the intention of the act and I wonder if you could comment on
Mr. MILLER. As I said earlier, what, concerned the Department,
first of all, is the fact of protecting, the workers. That consideration is
primary.
If consultation is a means for doing that, then we support consultation,
If there are other ways to do it through more general education,
through general compliance, we are in favor of those, too, in trying
-

.

to meet the piper mix.
The exact way to do it is not something we h'ave a lock on. If
States want their own programs, general compliance and
everything

else, the mechanism is there in the bill.
Under 7(c), if the State is still interested in having a limited program
not in a State program, but in consultation, we are providing that
too.
Where there is means of providing on-site consultation we would
like to have the authority to close the gap. It is not a decision that we
are making ,at the Labor Department. It is a decision that the States
themselves pre making and you are helping them make this decision.
But, gendally, we are trying to be goal oriented rather than
oriented. We tare hoping, in this whole question you raised process
of the
;State plansthe role, or the retention of States in
i the plan, or enouragement of other States to jointo have a better idea on that to
resent to you within a short timeframe.
Mr. GAYDOS. On the same point, will my colleague yield?
Mr. SARASIN. 'Yes.

Mr. GAYDOS. On that same point, am I too far off when I conclude

or observe that if we do this, those 15 States which have wanted to
participate at a cost of 50 percent of the funding will drop out?
Aren't we oing to set a bad precedent?
Partict ly m this act you are never going to have another State
ever w
to participate?
You are going to Ell that desire. The whole thought behind the 50
percent participation matter by the States was to enlarge the funds
or to get the States to spend some funds along these lines and to make
that $5 million turn into $10 million.
If I were one of the.15 States that have applied and awry you turn,
around and say, "I am going to supply these services,"
see it,
they must say of necessity you broke faith with them aas I No.
2,
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"We are -never going to participate with this act and you take this
ball of wax, and do it yourselves," and that is after the expense of
itoing into the programs and after going to the expense of paying 50
ercen*-und the expense of hiring and training and promulgating
their activity and engendering the good will of their business people
and employees and workers in the State by saying, "Look,'we want to
participate and we want more money plowed into OSHA and more
money plowed into the business of consulting. We have gone ahead
on our own initiative and done it. Now you go and cut the legs out
from under us and you are not going to get us ever to participate."
And then OSHA will perhaps have to buy the States' participation,
depending on hog big a carrot we hold out.
Because they will say, "Look, you broke faith and you want to go
into the business of consulting and we thought you made that determination that it should be separate, the two of them, and now you
are cutting our legs out from under us."
I think you are in a dangerous area, a self-defeating type of action,
and I have groat fear that this might disturb orderly development and
enlargement of OSHA in both areas, the consultative area and the
area of compliance, because the record is unmistakeable in showing
you have had the program for 4 to 5 years and can't even hire the
people, sufficient number of people insofar as training is concerned,

putting in an effective activity, or making the act work like we thought

it should. You haven't (lone it at the compliance end and now you
take unto yourself, when you don't have to, you are .taking unto
yourself another segment of thiS whole complicated picture; that is,
consulting where the States have, I think, excuse my language, been
damned nice in responding as they have to date.
Now, I feel that it is just counterproductive.
it myself personally. I feel very badly befeel very bad
ca se I think your
yourDepartment* going to experience some 'of these
thi gs that I am predicting are going to occur; that is, a Complete
pu out by every State. They are going to say, "Do it yourself, and
w are not ping tp participate."
And, again, I will conclude, Mr. Chairman, but you are going to
have the same situation which we again hotly debated on the floor,
compliance and consultation shouhtnot be in the same Depaptment.
Mr. SARASIN. Will you yield?
Mr. GAYDOS. I am sorry.
Mr. DANIELS. You still have time.

Mr. SARASIN. I certainly don't agree with the gentleman from
Penn,sylvania that the compliance and consultation cannot be in thesame department.
In fact, I think it is probably desirable' to have them in the same
department. People can still operate in different modes. We have to
do it every day of the week when we try to evaluate different pieces of
legislation, and I think we can be objective on that basis. So can an
inspector if it is his job or if he is acensultant any particular moment,
he can be a consultant. I don't think we should mistrust everybody,
which seems to be the vogue today:
But I anAoncerned with one point the gentleman Makes; Will the
States get, out of this business?
I would hope there would be some answers to that.
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Obviously, there is pressure today for someone to provide consultation.
Mr. GAYDOS. Mr. Sarasin, if you yield to me for a second, I think
you and I both shared at that time the tremendous pressure on all of
us, particularly from the business people who took that position,
"They didn't want consulting services, mixed up with compliance."
They were eternally fearful. Unequivocally, they stated themselves
oppoSed and the Chamber and other witnesses opposed it, and now )
all of a sudden, everything is all right to go ahead and merge them,/
and none of the problems we saw before and none of the objections
wo put on the record before are now valid.
Mr. MILLER. Maybe now we ought to change the law because we
have States now doing consultation and compliance an_d if it is not
meant they should do both, perhaps there should beifn athendment.
Mr. SARASIN. What is the record on that?
Mr. MILLER. About one-third of the States are -now doing both
consultation and compliance.
Mr. DANIELS. Will you yield?
Mr. SAJtASIN. Yes.

Mr. DANIELS. If I may respond to both of my distinguighed
colleagues sitting with me here today, I think you have apples and
oranges all mixed up here.
There are 22 States which currently have approved section 18 plans
and, of these States, 20 offer o site .consultations.
,One State, Iowa, is plannin his service and another State, Utah,
has chosen not to offer
su tation.
. I assume thatif this legislation is passed, that the Department will
require- the State of Iowa to come up with a pl
h.r.1 will provide

\

for on-site consultation.
Now, however, it has been mentioned time and ti e again, by my
distinguished colleague from Pennsylvania, Mr. Gaydos, and I want
compliment, him, he has shown he is a very, very good lawyer by
the questions he has asked here today. But in response to his concern
about these States dropping out, no one can foretell or anticipate how
many of the 20 States presently having on-site consultation will drop
out.

There is an incentive for those States to continue to operate their
own plans. Even in spite of the 50-50 funding and that is, the fact
. that they hire their qwn personnel in additibn
to the fact that some
States like to be closer to their industry.
So I don't fear that all 20 States or 22 States presently in the plan
are going to drop out
Now, getting to the other 'side Q1 the coin with respect to the 15
States who are authorized undet the recent appropriations rbill to
participate in the plan whereby
provide 50-50 funding..
They are getting that presently under-the 1975 appropriations Act.
The appropriation of $5 Million that we authorized recently applies
for fiscal year 1976 and that has not been enacted into law as yet. But.
with respect to those 'States, likewise, they hire their own personnel.
No*, the question that my distinguished co league Mr. Gaydos,
propounded, assumed' that the legislation under consideration is
enacted intollaw.
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This legislation may not be enacted into law; so I will present a
hypothetical question to you:
If this legislation is not enacted into law, and if no appropriation
next year is made by the Appropriations Committeef whether it be'
$5 million or $10 million, if such appropriation, or if no funds rather
are appropriated next yea; what will be the status of the legislation
with respect to-on-site consultation?
There will be none. It will only take place in those States that have
approved plans under section 18(b); is that not true?
Mr. GAYDOS. Are you asking me?
r,DANims. I am asking anyone in the room who cares to respond.
NI I.. WILSON. That is correct.
.

That is correct:
So, therefore, if we don't ha e this legislation and if
tho Appropriations Committee next year. fa s to come up With an
apioropriation for HEW-DQL, then there will b o on-site consultation
services provided to any State except those States that have approved
plan under 18(b), is that statement correct?
Mr. MILLER. That is correct. It Might be helpful for the committee
to know the magnitude of the problem.
For example, States not having consultation right now, if my figures
are up to date, include Pennsylvania and New Jersey, no consultation
Mr.
Mr.

GAYDOS.
DANIELS.

whatsoever. There is not the problem of the (State inspector or a

Federal inspector meshing gears but there absolutely is no one doing
consultation,at all in those two States right now.

If the 7(c)(1)-plan funding were not continued, States such as

Massachusetts and New Yorkand I have a full list if you are

interestedwould also have no consultation whatsoever.
There are 15 in that list, and think 19 or 20 in this other.
Mr. GAYDOS. If the chairman will yield, let me ask you a question:
You don't have a track record on the 15 you just signed agreement
with. You don't know, how that is going, to. work, the consultative

services alone, period. You don't know, do you?
Mr. MILLER. What we find out on the record? We know the mount
of demand and the sizes of businesses and what types of businegs were
asking for it
Mr. GAYDOS. You ,know the type of demand. What were you going
to dO with 40 or 50 on-site consultants or engineers or experW, whatever you want ,to call them, as was admitted in the testinionAbefore
Mr. Flood recently you were talking about 40 or 50 men in 50 States

and territories practically, and what will you do Tith that small

miniscule force; what' will you do with it?
Now, in one State you have more than that.
Mr. MILLER. Fiist of all, that is the first year figure; and second,
we are not going to try to put them in all of the States.

As you said; we are not going to try to intrude on the States, that
provide their own consultation.
GAYDOS. The funding has to occur.
Mr. MILLER: That is right, but we hope that funding will occur and
we roll up that many more inspectors.
Mr. GAYDOS. I heard it mentioned that thos-e States that are now
providing enforcement procedum and others, bec,aup of an approved
eoi(iVetrthings required
plan, other things under the act', arbf
4
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under the act, plus on -site consulting service, those States are doing
two things
Mr. MILLER. Many *ore t.. I two.
Mr. GAYDOS. Many mor But the two things we are talking about,
enforcement plus consulting, what do you think about them; is it
working or not working?
Mr. MILLER. In terms of State plans, that determination will be
Made this year. I don't want to prejudge that
for those 18(b) States.
That judgment is-provided for a statute.
M,r. GAYDOS. Don't you think, and again, we ar
back to
what I have beeja advocating, wait a little but to getting
d
out?
I don't
know how it will work, and I don't pretend to even be clairvoyant,
and I don't think you are either in your official capacity, nor in the
Department generally; but I have been, I think, emphasizing that

we are premature with this action, we ought to wait to see what
happens in the 15 States that are just going to provide consulting

services, a partial service, and what kind of record we will have with
the States, because they might be in trouble, too, when they make
attempts to provide consulting services along with other enforcement
aspects of the act and the other two or three thaeare flipping around
in no man's land.
Mr. MILLER. I don't know 'how essential.the track record is. Also,
this bill does two things, not one.
If you want to make distinction between co
tion on-site and
education generally, we happen to feel that, in ,neral, the education
process aimed at groups of people, groups of businessmen for example,
may be much more cost effective, but there will he need for both efforts.
As to the element of exactness, we d-on't know right now. But if
we fmd the demand is tremendous, first of all, you will hear about it;
and second of all, we will assign priorities so we can go to areas and
take care of the reds. It would be a shame to let those needs be put
off a year or two or three more.

On the other hand,if there

K

not a great de

consultation, our staff is not adequate right now to dee nd' fou.on-site
th the general
education And training in seminars, and the re o ces provided byH.R. 8618 would be used for this eff .
The time will not go to waste on way or the other. We will fi
need. The only question is, which ne d?
Mr. GAYDOS. As" pointed out, yo have that ability under tie

present het to provide educational ervices and facilities and to

educate; you have that right, right now?

Mr. MILLER. We have a small staff of people w110_,,d do
training
and some education.
Mr. GAYDOS. Well, after 4 years, you Jaave had the
it
and authority to do it, statuAr law, and you have it in right-to'do
mind to do it
nd you have not done it.
What do .you expect in:this other field if all of this time you.have

not done that, what do you expect if, we give you this obligation to
fUlfttl, you know?

I asked the question before: what we are going to -do with .40 or
50 people, but when are we going to have a full complement in your-

opinion, if you can't project, and I don't think you can probably
because we don't even know what it will be.
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Mr. MILLER. I think it is like flying saucers. I think if there will be.
more need, we can always-justify more, and more we are trying to be
responsive on this.
Mr. GAYDOS. I won't intrude, but in suggesting that opinion of

yours, I cite this one fact: We have relied upon the same type of

doubletalk before, and we are talking. about the compliance officers,
and still, 4 years later, we have 170 slots you have not filled,- and the
only excuse you advance is that: "We pan't find qualified men."
Now, 4 or 5 yeari of waiting to find qualified men, and you have not
t il e d your educational riglits under the act, you can't find qualified
4 years later, 170 openings; something is amiss.

o. 1, you don't 'have facilities to prepare the mon properly; or
No. 2, there is no desire,to put the sufficient number of compliance

officers into active service. Somebody is dragging their feet:
Mr. MILLER. It is much more simple than that. My facts might not

be accurate, but it should be in the ball park. We had approximately

800 compliance 9fficers.
Mr. DANIELS. You had 1,100, according to testimony.
Mr. MILLER. No, no. Wait a minute, please.
We had around to O. We felt this was insufficient, and we asked for

several hundred more, and we got them and there is still controversies over how much will be support amd how much other.
I am informed it is about for .590 more and this was, only recently

granted us. We are trying to staff those up now.

It does not happen instantaneously; you are right, but we feel

I

there is a need for that many.
Mr. GAY DOS. Four years, five !ears, to determine this": your findings
and your action, when they can't stand up under scrutiny as to reasonableness, there is so much delay.
There might be more reasons for it.
Mr. MILLER. When we jump from where we have 800 people in
compliance to adding 500 more 'fast December, wasn't it ?.
Mr. WILSON. We received positions authorized outvf the appropriations bill passed last December. That gaiff# us about 300 more.
We have reprogramed State grant money to add about another two.
Mr. GAYDOS. So the record is accurate, actually. It was 341 total
jobs and 300 inspectors, is that right?
Mr. 'MILLER. Yes.

'

Mr. GAYDOS. Let me conclude and I know, well, I appreciate my
chairman's *patience with me, but I must make tlisw points. I don't
take too i\qt-th time in most meetings we have, o.hearings; but if, to
date, afte 4 to 5 years of activity, we have expectation, reasonable
statistical expectation of an on-site-Inspection once every 100 years,
you .take over
depending upon the personnel,
pec
these obhglitions, as I presume is going to occur,
the States are

going to pull out; what can we expect as far as consultative services and
as to the response of your Department as to number of employees that
.will be capable of providing these services?
Mr. MILLER. I joined the agency a month ago and I ceased reacting
k a little over a week ago, so I know you are not reflecting on me.
Mr. DANIELS. Have you concluded?

Mr. GAYbos. Concluding, Mr. Chairman, I think it is 'a proper

question, you raised the specter, and I think property so, talking about
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$5, million not.being appropiiikd next year, that possibh how can
we "rely upon the money you have in the legislation; to b fipp prialed
also, both for the same purpose?
Mr. DANIELS. Well, you- failed to realize the point that I raised. The
Appropriations Committee said: It was not their ftinction to take over
legislative] duties. They expected, or ere was an excuse last year, as
counsel for the Department has pi its'.d out in the testimony hero today,' itras.because of the latenesk of the' promulgation of the regulations, not until May of this year, that there was not sufficient optmrlunitir for those 28 jurisdictions to apply for the funds, and only: 15
jurisdictions applied.
It was specifically 4tii ted on the floor by vourdistinguished colleague
from Pennsylvania who managed the bill fror tile Appropriations Committee that this was not.a duty or responsibility of the Appropriations
Committee.
It should be hamiled by the appropriate legislative committee
having jurisdiction which is this conunittee.
So, therefore, 1 point out that if this legislation is not enacted, providing for on-site consultation, and if next year, no appropriation is
nuide,,;.yoh are going to have may States %Odell will not be able to
provide this service.
That is the reason why there is a need for this legislation.
However, we could argue rills point time and time again and have
gone uphill and downhill sevefal times already today.
With respect to the 500 slots that are open for inspectors and consultants, I might say that with national unemployment hovering at
8.5 percent with approximately 8 million or more people out of work, I
don't think the Department of Labor will have any difficulty in reuesting applicants for jobs and I think there are many qualified
persons who are knowledgeable and have sufficient expertise to bo
trained for this job with very little difficulty, can f o put on board in

a short period of time..
.
I am going to ask' unanimous consent that any membet of the
committee thaf has any questions on the legislation, that. they may
Be permitted to submit those questions in writing:to tho Department and the Department respond ill writing mid that they be

r.

incorporated in the liecohl of this. proceeding immediately following
the testimony of all of the witnesses here today.
Is there objection td that unanimous consent irectuest?
Hearing none, it is so ordered.
The hearing today_ will adjourn and we will meet on Thursday,
July 31,' and the room will
announced later and I would like to
mention that at that time the witnesses will be representatives of
labor organizations who will be testifying.
Fherou'pon,.. at 12:45 p.m.; the subcommittee adjourned, to reconvene on Thursday, July 31,, 1975.1
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]
,

us, f)EPARTMF.NT OF LABOR,
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION,

Hon. Dolitmcw, V. DANIET.5

,

Washington, D.C., September II, 1975.

Subcommittee. on Manpower, Compensation, and Health and Safety, Committee on
Education and Labor, Meuse of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
DEAR CHAIRMAN DANIELS: In'answer to your letter of July 28, 1975, I am

enclOsing the responses to the questions you raised on .the issue of on-site eon-

59-338-70-7

r
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nultation for the record of the proceedings on H.R. 80I8 by the Subcommittee on
Manpower, Compensation, and Health and Safety.

In addition to your rpiestions, I would like' to expand hero on my 'remarks
made at the hearing on the issue of compliance staff recruitment. Congressman
Gaydos mixed this Issue when he'referred te'intormation on what ho considered
to be a relatively high rate of vacancies among the field compliance staff.
As you know, the Fiscal Year 1075 appropriation bill for the Occupational
Safety and Health. Adinlastratien (OSHA) contained anthoritation to hire an
additional 341 personnel (300 compliance officers). The bill was enacted on
December 7, 1974. Since that times OSHA has filled all of these newly created
positions. In a subsequent reprogramining action necessitated by the withdrawal
of State 18(b) operations in Now York, Now Jersey, and Illinois, another 300
Federal OSHA positions were authorized. OSHA immediately initiated another
recruiting drive, and as of July i31, 1075, we had hired 123 of the 300 authorized
positions bringing our field compliance staff to 1,173.
On Judo 19, 1975; the House voted to reduce OSIIA's Fiscal Year 1076 appropriation request to eliminate annualiration costs,,for the 300 new positions which
4

had been authorized in Juno 1974. The Appropriations Subcommittee report
Indicated a belief that OSHA would not be able to quickly recruit and hire the

'additional staff. This action by the House Is now being appealed. Until this matter
is resolved, however, we cannot_ act on the current vacancy situation with any

degree of certainity. This is unfttunate, since our recent recruiting drives have
been successful in attracting college graduates and experienced safety and health
professionals, unemployed as a result of the general economic situation.
Also enclosed is a corrected copy Of my testimony given before the Subcommittee on July 24, 1975. The text 'has been checked for both content and errors
and all corrections are clearly fidicated..

I wish to thank you for permitting me to appear before the Subcoinmittee to
discuss H.R. 8618 amending the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1070 to
provide on-site consultation by Federal jiersonnel. I hope the information I have
provided will be helpful to you. Should you need further Information, please
contact me.
Sincerely,

NI/111811AM. Las MILLF.R,

Deputy Assistant Secretary.

Enclosures.'
QuEivrioNs ON

-

.

R. 8018, CONSULTATION AND EDUCATION TO EMPLOYERS

Question. If an OSI1A consultant determines that an employer could be assisted
in health hazard recognition and elimination by N10811, would the OSHA consultant call in N10811? Would the consultant-discuss this with the employer prior
to contact with N Mg!?
Answer, -Yes, we would call upon NIOSII for consultative assistance in cases
where their expertise could' be useful in helping the employer eliminate or reduce
the effects of health hazards. In addition, should an employer requesting con.
saltation appear to be faced with a particularly complex variety of health hazards,

OSHA would encourage the utilization of a NIOSII survey for health hazard
recognition and elimination.
Question. Dvou anticipate coordinating your educational efforts with NI0b1I?

Will you ask . IOSII to assist in_education and training in local communities?
Can you give thheSubcommittee an example of how you might coordinate an
educational program concerning hazards in particular industries with NIOSIIT
Answer. In accordance with section 21 of the Act, both OSHA and NIOSH
are involved in training and education programs, but focus efforts in different
areas. OSHA handles in-house training of its safety and health professionals, as
well as educational programs for.employees and employers in their local communities. NIOS11, on the other hand, develops and institutes long range education
programs Tor those wishing to become safety and health career professionals,
both in government and private industry, and develops informational programs
on the proper use of adequate satity and health equipment.
This demarcation of responsibilities was spelled out in a bilateral agreement

between the two agencies signed in October of 1973 (copy enclosed).
On projects of mutual interest, the two agencies have coordinated their efforts
in the past and will continue to do so when appropriate. For example, OSHA has
provided advice to NIOSI1 in setting priorities for its Health and Safety Guides

for OSHA standards. NIOSII and OSIIA are also currently cooperating on the
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development of correspondence courses on the fundamentals of occupational
safety and health. These will bo made available to colleges and universities for
aspiring safety and health professionals.
Question. What is your view of a suggestion proposed by the National Societyof Professional Engineers that Congress allow the appropriation to be used for
grants to loon! chapters of safety-oriented organizations to provide some "community or public" service? The Engineers believe that in this manner Congress.
could obtain not only quantity but also experienced people to assist in eon4ultation.
Answer: Should the consultation amendment bo enacted, OSHA will bo looking
at a variety of individuals and groups as potential
resources to assist in the conA
sultation program. Ii the Professional Engineers lave the needed expertise available, thry will definitely bo considered in this cleft xt. However, because of the
need for uniformity of technical interpretations, tfIrsafety and health professionals
providing consultation under the Federal program will need to be closely supervised, be they Federal staff or private Individuals working under contracts.
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TIIIIASDAY, JULY 31, 1975..
tIOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON MANPOWER,
COMPENSATION, AND HEALTH AND SAFETY OF THE
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 0:35 a.m., in .room
2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C., Hon. Dominick V. Daniels (chairman of the subcorittee) presiding.
Members present: Representatives Da els, Dent, Gaydos, Lehman,
Risenhoover, Beard, and Quie.
Staff present: Sue Nelson, legislative associate; Denniese
clerk; Saralee Schwartz, research assistant, and Edith Baum, minority
labor counsel.
Mr. DANIELS. The Subcommittee on Manpower, Compensation and
Health and Safety, will come to order.
Today we continue with our fourth day of hearings on H.R. 8618
and related bills, which bills propose to anillnd 'the Occupational
Health and Safety Act to provide consultative services to em2loyers
desiring, to comply with OSPA standards.
At this time thisbill is cosponsored by 23 of my colleagues but, more
important, other legislation was, introduced earlier this year by my
colleague, Mr. Litton, which would provide the same on -situ consultation, except that jurisdiction to conduct such consultation would he
handled by the Small Business Administration. Mr. Litton's bill is
cosponsored by approximately 75 of my colleagues.
In addition, Congressman Findley introduced a bill which would
provide more or less the same services and his legislation is cosponsored by 25 to 30 colleagues.
I mention these facts to indicate the great interest in this subject
matter. I propose to conclude these hearings today.
We have hsted to testify representatives of labor and our first
witness is Mr. F. Howard McGuigan, legislative representative
of

the American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial

Organizations.

STATEMENT OF F. HOWARD MaUIGAN, LEGISLATION REPRESENTATIVE, AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF
INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS, ACCOMPANIED BY GEORGE H. R.
TAYLOR, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY OF ,THE AFL-CIO STANDING
COMMITTEE ON SAFETY AND HEALTH

Mr. DANIELS. If I may say before we proceed, in View of the fact
that we, are working under great pressure here these days, mid have
been for the past 3 weeks, I am sure everybody is aware the House
meets at 10 instead of the usual time at 12 noon. These hearings
(97)
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will be interrupted by quoruin calls as well as votes so, therefore, I
am going to impose the 5-minute rule on my colleagues. If time
Permits, we will go back and renew the questioning.
You may proceed.
Mr. McGuioA.N. Mr. Chairman,,our statement is relatively brief so
I will read it.
On behalf of the American Federation of. Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations, I appreciate this opportunity to present the
views of the AFL-CIO with respect to H.R. 8618, H.R. 8334, and H.R.
3258.

.

I am accompanied by Mr. George H. R. Taylor, executive secretary of the AFL-CIO Standing Committee on Safety and Health.
I know this bill is entitled H.R. 8618 but_ a typographical error was
made in the statement.
Mr. DANIELS. I wl l ask unanimous consent wherever H.R. 8816.
appears, it will be cerrectod to H.R. 8618.
:Hearing no objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. McGuiciAN. These bills would amend the Occupational Safety
and Health Act to make on-site consultative services 'available to
covered, employers on request for the purpose of encouraging volun-

.

tary compliance.
The AFL-CIO has not opposed the use of on-site consultative services as one means of encouraging compliance with the act. The, original
drive behind this program was, however, to substitute consultation for
first instance citations, and, at a time of budgetary stringencies, to
further weaken compliance efforts by siphoning off scarce money and
manpower into consultation.
This is the reason why we have consistently stated that there must
be a rigid separation between inspection and consultation personnel,
that funding be separate, and that in no way should consultation be
construed as a substitute for enforcement, or even 11.4 the best method
for helping employers who wish to comply with the act. We are pleased
.that Representative Daniel's bill, H.R. 8618, does fully contain these
restrictions.
While We have no quarrel with the goals of H.R. 8618, it raises a
number of questions. Some of these have already been asked by other
witnesses.
Presently, there are two on-going 'programs of on-site consultation.

The first of these has been in operation among 20 of the 22 States
with section 18 plans approved and in operation. These are funded
under section 23.(g) of the act on a 50-50 basis by the Secretary.

The second such program-was enacted by the Congress by means of

Department of
/an ainendthent by Representative Steiger to the
1975. The Steiger

Labor-HEW appropriations bill fOr, fiscal year
amendment appropriathd $5 million to provide on-site consultation
-programs by contract with preempted States entering into contracts
with the Secretary under section 7(c)(1) of the act. This program
was begun in May by the Secretary under 50-50 funding, with 15
preempted State,s presently participating with about $3 million
entailed.
The House of Representatives, in passing the Labor-HEW appropriations bill for fiscal year 1976, has continued this program at the
$5 million level.
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As we see it, H.R. 8618 would amend the act to establiSh what
would be a third program for furnishing on-site risultative services.
It atithorizes the Secretary of Labor to send
own consultative
representative to any employer requesting such se Ices. Such a visit
could be made.in a section 18 State operating its own consultative.
program, in a preempted State presently under th Steiger amendment, and in a preempted State not under the Steiger amendment.
States with section 18 plans in operation
continue to have
their on-site consultative programs financedwould
on a 50-50 basis by the
Secretary, as would preempted States under section 7(c)(1) contracts
now in force with the Secrettiry, as provided by the Steiger amendment.
On the other hand, employers in any preempted State would be
able to have consultative services furnished them by OSHA personnel
totally financed by Feder4funds.
1. Is)R. 8618 intende'U totally to supersede the Section 18 andthe Steiger amendment consultative programs?
2. If so, there appears to have been insulpfit thought given to
the problems that could arse in the section 18 tateswith the Federal
consultative personnel operating on the same side of the street as their
State counterparts; even if employer requests for federal OSHA'
consultants would be referred to the section 18 State for actions.
3. Would H,R. 8618 terminate the section 7(c)(1)' contractual
arrangement now operating in 15 preempted States and in the process
of being funded by the Congress for fiscal year 1976, or could the
Secretary continue and expand the section 7(c) (1) program if other
preempted States wish to participate?
4. Would H.R. 8618 require the Secretary to provide consultative
services to the other preempted States with OSHA personnel fully
funded by the Labor Department, while the 15 States with section
7(c)(1) contracts would receive only 50 cents on the dollar?
It is obvious that the ambiguities in this bill would result in decisions
being made by the Secretary as to the manner of implementation.
Such decisions could very well result in:
One. No change among the section 18 States with their own con1.11tative_programs presently financed on a 50-to-50 basis.
Two. Retain and renew the section 7(c)(1) contracts presently in
force among 15 preempted States, for which congressional funding
appears a matter of course for fiscal year 1976.
Three. Concentrate OSHA consultative service among the preempted States which are not interested in a section 7(c)(1) contract
for on-site consultative services.
In sum, H.R. 8618, from the standpoint of its implementation, is
legislation of limited application, only to those States which are preempted and lacking a section 7(c)(1) contract with the Secretarytto
provide personnel to conduct on-site consultation under the Federal
provisions of the act.
This brings us to the point of discussing with you what OSHA and
NIOSH are empowered .to do under the act as it exists to provide
on-site consultation and other educational and training programs to
assist employers, particularly small employers, to understand and
comply with the provisions of the act affecting their own operations.
First of all, section 7(c)(1) of the act does not place a ceiling on
Federal.funding through contractual arrangements with non-Federal
entities. It would require nothing more than an administrative decision
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to provide 100-percent. Federal funding for consultative programs
among the preempted States by contractual means:
Second, on-site consultationi is only one of a number of ways to
stimulate voluntary compliance among employers. It has long been
our opinion, which we have set before this. subcommittee as far back
as its oversight hearings of 1972, and, I might add, put forth ever
since in the Labor Department since the law was enacted, that OSHA
has consistently failed to provide the kind of simple, direct information

to employers, particularly the smaller businesses, that they need to
understand what they must do to make their piaticular operation safe,
healthy, and in compliance. Such failure has been a major cause of
the torrent of protests, valid and invalid, that have deluged the Con./
gress in the past several years and brought about such a feeling of
hostility toward OSHA._,

What we talked about was the need for OSHA to develop simple
pamphlets which tell an employer who runs a laundry, a machine
.

shop, a small construction company, a retail establishment, a service
station what. OSHA standards apply to most workplaces, including
his own, what standards apply particularly to his kind of business,
simply explained_, and how to obtain further, detailed information
and assistance. We note that.the Labor Department witness indicated
that they are now implementing these recomthendations.
Representative Steiger told thiscAort7iittee last week: "The original
Occupational Safety and Health et incorporated the principle of
first-instance citations as the means to insure voluntary compliance

with the act bremployers. It is, in a sense, a disincentive for it is

based on knowledge. There is a fear of Federal inspections, citations

and heavy fines m the present circumstances which in large part
stems from a lack of knowledge on the part of many employer. and
employees."

hi4 subcommittee has already heard from the Deputy Assistant

Secretary for OSHA in the matter of on-site consultation as being only
one of a number of ways to assist employers seeking to comply with
the act. We agree with his conclusions that "* * * on-site consultation
should not be viewed as a substitute for enforcement, or even as the
most effective means for assisting employers seeking to comply."

Organized labor remembers only too clearly that consultations
without enforcement was the principal highway, traveled by the
State occupational safety and health programs before" the 1970 act
became law. The resultant failure of that approach is the principal
reason we have OSHA today.
OSHA can and should use the means it has at hand to provide the,

informational, educational, and other kinds of programs needed ta

allay the fear that Representative Steiger mentionedthe fear of

ignorance which can and already has been turned into hostility.
Third, the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
has a program of hazards 'evaluation available to any employer who
desires its. NIOSH has full authority to visit any workplace at the
request of an employer for this kind of assistance, a service, we regret
to say, that has been little used.
Fourth, under section 18, on -site consultative programs should and
can continue.
Fifth, the program begun by the COngress for thepreempted States.
by means of section 7(c) (1) contracts can be continued and expanded
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with 100 percent funding, if desirable, being, requested each fiscal
year in the OSHA budget.
On the basis of the foregoing, we have concluded that H.R. 8618
nd the other bills introduced are not necessary to carry out their
sirable purposes. Both OSHA. and NIOSH have the means at hand
N hick have been the subject of our discussion, to accomplish the purp se of H.R. 8618if they do so aggressively and intelligently. It
a ould be a major oversight purpose of your subcomMittee
to see
teat it is done.
hank you, Mr. Chairman.

r

;----&
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DANIELS. Thank you, Mr. McGuigan.
I wi 1 forgo questioning at ahe present time. I recognize the gentleman f om Florida.
Mr LEHMAN. Noluestions, Mr. Chairman. I just wish to thank the
gentle e an., for his testimony.
. DAN LS. I Text recognize the gentleman from Pennsylvania,
Mr. ,Gaydo '
A.
Mr.. GA DOS. I thank the chairman. I have no specific 'questions of
our longs anding friend. He has given excellent testimony as usual.
have not yet had time to comprehend and digest some of your
meaningful dialog.
I do want to ask you for a reemphasis as to your conclusion. Do I
understand you to suggest that we have meaningful oversight hearings
rather than make an attempt'lat,this time to pass successfully the
suggested amendatory, legislation?
Mr. MCGUIGAN. That is com letely correct. We were impressed by
the testimony of, the Deputy
istant Secretary of Labor. We are
encouraged that we think then will be new emphasis in the Labor
Department, that hiis\been sadly lacking for the nearly 5 years since
this law has been on the books, to bring about an educational program
for the benefit of many employers and employees as well.
We don't think any new legislation is necessary to accomplish that.
Mr. GAYD09. Do you feet that, if we pass H.R. 8618 some provision
in existing law might be overlooked and might become inoperative,
whereas if we didn't ass the pending legislation, those sections -not'
now being enforced s iecifically may end up being enforced.

In other words, i you don't use something, it is understood it

becomes inbperati
it is Used, asi undo

and the legislation under existing provisions, if
arttliyour statement, would accomplish what the
sli _ogested legislation attempting to cure, is that correct?

Mr. MCGUIGAN.
think that is entirely oprrect, Mr. Gaydos.
We take note in our e,stimony, as you Dave obsarved, that it wasn't
until May of this yea that the regulations were promulgated by the
Labor Department fo the use of the money made available-through
the Labor-HEW appr riations. Fifteen jurisdictions moved quickly
to use that money. It akes time to get new regulations into place.
This really hasn't ha an opportunity to work yet and we think it
should have an oppor unity to work and we believe it will work. We
believe this is an appropriate role for the States.

Mr. GAYDOS. There is some feeling of .1..lele-Rrior witnesses that if
this legislation is passed, this amendatorylegishition, that possibly the
sums which might have been more effectively used under existing law
might be diverted and instead of this new legislation being helpful,
it might be detrimental. Is that what you are saying?
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Mr. McGuioAN. I think that is the probable outcome. There would
be competition or enforcement lands and consultative funds in future
budgets.

Mr. GAYDOS. If I may be the devil's advocatoI have deep admiration and respect for my chairmanin the tong run if this legis-

lation is pOssed, would it have good results and would wehe in- a better

position rather than not having considered it?
Mr. McGuioAN. We have said that we don't think the legislation
is necessary. We appreciate the concern of Chairman Daniels and
other members of the committee and of the Congress. We know that
Congressman Daniels doesn't come newly to this. He has been an
advocate of this legislation as long as we have worked together

I

Mr. DANIELS. I am the original sponsor.
Mr. MeGumAN [continuing]. The original sponsor of the legislation.

So we don't suggest any bad motives either on the part of anyone. I
think we share a mutual desire although our approaches to accomplish ing certain objectives might differ, but we all want the same end result.

e believe we should give the bill an opportunity to work before

considering new legislation.
Mr. GAYDOS. In conclusion, I think I read you right when I say we

both agree on this legislation at another time, maybe another place.
Mr. McGuion.N. Yes; certainly not now
Mr. DANIELS. I recognize the gentleman from Rhode Island, Mr.
Beard.
Mr. BEARD. Mr. Chairman, I have a few questions I would like to
direct to the. Chair.
Mr. DANIELS. You may proceed.

Mr. BEARD. First, this legislation is designed to help the small
businessman have the regulatory agents and guide him through

some problems he may have. But does this legislation waiver any of
the first instance violations?
Mr. DANIELS.*.; we do not waive a first instance violation.
Mr. BEARD. So, more or less, it is an agency set up to give some
advice for some of the problems.
Mr. DANIELS. In the first instance the violation and issuance of a
citation primarily serve the purpose of inducing voluntary compliance
on the part of employers and it haS worked very, very effectively, I
think, up to the presekt time. But employers have expressed concern
about the operation of this act and particularly small employers.v

This legislation I have introduced is designed to help them, by

giving them a preference on consultation.
Should a consultant be at the employer's place of business ptu.sua*
to the employer's request for counsel and advice and an enforcement
officer walks in, there is no waiver of any violation and the employer
may be cited for any violations the enforcement officer may determme
Mr. BEARD. Why would labor be against this act it is not going
to waiver the first violation? There will be no change om that point
of view.

Mr. TAYLOR. I think our testimony sets forth the reasons for it. It
is_basically that the law and the programs that have been funded by
the Congress for"fi, cal 1975 and fiscal r976 for providing consultative
services on-site for preempted States tInder section 7(c)(1). This, plushas in existing legislation, provides programs,
the resources NIO

if fully implemented, under the ace, without the need for further
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legislation. When you say that Mr. Daniels' billwhich it does-d
provides a bar against the softening of first instance penalties under

certain circumstances, and 7a separation between the consultative and
. enforcement branches of area offices, this is.very true. So does the rule7
which OSHA promulgated under .the 7_(c)(1) programs. We have that

already and this is why we don't think it is necessary to have further
legislation at this, time which accomplishes only what is already
available.
Mr. DANIELS. What do you mean by the words "at this time?"
How, long a period of time do you have in mind?
Mr. TAYLOR. I don't think this program has been tested, it only
went into effect in May.

Mr. DANIELS. I will ha-A3 an opportunity to question you so I will

not interrupt any further.

Mr. BEARD. One last question. You know as a former workingman,
I still consider myself a workingmanhow will this affect the workingman? How isit detrimental to the workingman?
Mr. TAYLOR. I don't think we made that statement that it would
be detrimental to the workingman.
Mr. BEARD. I am asking you, will it be detrimental to the working-

man?
Mr. TAYLOR. I think the basic thing which might be in the long run

detrimental to the workingman would be an overemphasis on consultation rather than enforcement.

'rake the resources put into the consultative program: Alrvdy,
according to data received- from the Department-of Labor, the 15
States that have come into the 7(c)(1) program are now spending at
the rate of $2.9 million in matching funds, it was appropriated at $5
million but, because of the lateness of ,the program going into effect,.
only 15 States have participated, but the States with plans, 18(b)
States, are already participating at abo4,_$5.8 million per year, so
there is about $20.8 million already being spent by the States from
their own and Federal funds on consultative services. 'If you relate
that to the amount of, money in the development of standards you
will find almost twice as much money being put into consultation as
being put into health standards.
What we are interested in is health standards and enforcement of
those health standards. There are 100,000 workers dying every year
in the plants of this country. This is where the emphasis should be.
If OSHA does this with a will, there are consultative services which
small businessesjieed and have a right to expect.

Mr. BEARD. Thank you, Mr. ChAirman.
Mr. DANIELS. Mk. McGuigan, on page 2 of your statement you
raise a couple of questions: Is H.R. 8618 intended to supersede the
section 18 and the St9iger amendment consultative programs? Also,
you ask, would H.R. 8618 terminate section 7(c)(1) contractual arrangements now operating in 15 preempted States, and in the process
of. being funded by Congress?
A

I might say to you that the legislation I have introduced, that is
H.R. 8618, is not conceived as a replacement for the existing consultative programs, it only provides an 'additional tool in order tot
make sure all employers have the opportunity to receive this service.
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Additionally, it will give the"Deparement of Labor an opportunity to
evaluate the merits of the different services while H.R. 8618 Federal
Consultants cooperate in all jurisdictions.

that Marshall Miller, the
It is 'my understanding, and I bet
.Deputy Assistant Secretary*, also understands this, these Federal
consultants would be used in the State; that need it that is, States
that do not have 18(b) perhaps or consultants°. That is the answer to
your question on pace 2.
Mr. MCGUIGAN.. Does the bill say that?
Mr. DANIELS. The report language will.

Now let's go to page 3 of your statement.
Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman., I just wanted to check that with you
once more because, if I understand the bill correctlyand I did check
that out with the people over in.OSHA who were responsible for its

draftingthat any employer in any State regardless of whether it is
a preempted State under the 7(c)(1) contract or without section (b)
may request such services as provided in your bill:
.

Mr. Miller may have told you that we would interpret this in a

different "way, but I would say that if it is going to be interpreted in
the way that he said, the bill in itself rather than the le,,aislative history,

or the committee report, should, make this plain because another

secretary might interpret it another way. It is conceivable an employer
in California who might be discontented with the kind of consultative
'service under Cal-OSHA might ask for direct on-site services from the
Federal Government.

Mr. DANIELS. You may suggest and I will, see that the report

spells it out very distinctly so there will be no misinterpretation.
Mr. TAYLOR. Let me illustrate an instance of something happening
along the line I suggested: This request would be handled in one of

two ways. Either the area Office of. OSHA wouldrefer this to the
California program which would either take it up Or not take it up or
would send in consultative personnel. hat if. an imminent danger
and referred to the
was found by the Federal consultative
CAL-OSHA Program and it might find this as .not being a danger
involving a standard under that State's trogram, which is not the
same as the Federal system.
Mr. DANIELS. You have been involved in the 'drafting f this
legislation over the yeas and you underitand-this legislatfOn very
well. You know, so far as State plans are concerned, they must be
equally as effective as the Federal legislation. So, if my. State plan
doesn't measure up to the...minimum requirements of 440. Federal
law, the Secretary of Labor will quickly make them come into compliance or not approve their plan. Is that not correct?
Mr. TAYLOR. That is a correct statement on paper but in practice
we have found most State .plans are hot as effective in most ways.
That is our opinion. That includes CAL-OSHA, vhich, is-one of the
better plans.
The 6-month report of OSHA on theSe plans has certainly revealed
astounding weaknesses in them which under any other type of admin,

istration I think would result-in a question of.wheth.er those plans
should continue or not.
Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Taylor, in respo-nse to the statement you just
made, that many States clans are not as strong as. the Federal requirements and the plans are not b6ng enfOrced, if you will inform
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this committee what States arii not doing:their job, not carrying out
terms and provisions of their plans, I assure you this, committe,ctake immetliate action,
Mr. TAYLOR. We will be very happy to resortd to that.
[Information referred to follows:]'
AMERICAN FonprtA.Tion OP LABOR
AND CONGRESS OP INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS,

Washington, D. C", August 28, 1976.
U.S. House of Representatives Chairman, Subcommittee on 114a np"ower,- Componsadon, Health and Safety, Washington, D.C.
DEAR DOININICK: During the course of the appe'arance of the AFL-CIO 'on
July 31st befo'e your subcommittee to present our views on H.R. 8618, you-asked
Hon. DOMINICK V. DANIELS,

us to furnish you material dealing with adequacies of Section -18, state plans
approved by the Assistant Secretary for OSHA.
The material you requested is enclosed.
Sincerely,

Enclosure.

4,*

GEORGE H. h. TAY.LQR,

Executive Shcretary,
AFL -CIO Standing Committee
on Occupational Safely and Health.
41

SUMMARY OP THE REVIEW OP FIRST OSHA SEMIANNUAL REPORTS ON APPROVED
STATE PLANS

This report demonstrates the many areas of unevenness and inadequacy of

pelformance-among s tes with operating OSHA plans under Sec. 18 of the Act.
A mistaken policy pr aces programs to match. The net result is that employees
in states with OSHA pl s are being provided with second-best protections to
their lives and health on the job.
The AFL-CIO summary is not our findings, but rather a compilation those by
OSILA itself in its semiannual reports evaluating the performance of he
State
Progfams.
Even weighed against the over-lenient OSHA guidelines, it can be concluded,
however, that the Nixon-Ford Administrations OSHA state participation effort
has produced only two results.:
1. A waste of money and manpower, which would have yielded far better
results if spent in greater measure to meet Federal responsibilities.
2. Deprivations of millions of workers of Protections under the Act as
effective as those afforded by the
oral programs.
The AFL-CIO will communicate
Assistant Secretary on particular
states, which show substaneffl and unto
failure to carry out their plans in
accordance with the conditions of approval.
INTRODUCTION

The Occupational' Safety and Health Act of 1970, Section 18(f) states in part,
e Secretary shall, on the basis of reports submitted by the. State
and
h own inspections,. make, a continuing evaluation of the manner in agency
which each
State having a plan approved under this section is currying out such plan,"
comply with this statutory requirement, %the Occupational Safety and Healtb
Administration (OSHA) of the U.S: Department of Labor, issued in November1973, OSHA Program Direction #73-10 and the State Program Performance

Monitoring Guide. These documents lay out the procedures and methods by
which OSHA evaluates the performance of States with approved State Plans.
,:Among the evaluation methods used by OSHA is the Semi-Annual Report which
is dditigned to "provide a total picture of the State's performance in carrying out
its program."
The evaluation criteria used by OSHA in theSemi-Annual Reports are the
same as those used in the evaluation of State Plans: 29 CFR 1902.3 anfl 1902.4.

(The complete text of these criteria is included as AppendiZ A). To determine how
well the states are meeting the evaluation ,criteria the OSHA monitors are required
to conduct cam file reviews on a sample estate inspection files. conduct on:the-job ,

evaluations of `state complianbe personnel, and conduct spot- cheek] inspections
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when I2ecessary. On-the-job evaluations, however, were not conducted In five
states (Kentue y, Tennessee, N.. Carolina, S. Garoliniand Vermont) during the
period covered by the first Reports.
This summary it( Rased upon a review of the Semi-Annual Reports for 18 of
the 26 states which currently have approved state plans. Of the 18 RopOrts
reviewed her; All are first Reports except Washington's (the Second RePort is
used because the first Report was unavailable). The 8 states omitted from this
summary 'include those for which no Reports are as yet, available (Indianh,
Michigmb Wisconsin, Wyoming and Arizona);; and those Reports which lack '
sufficient data for evaluation of state performance (Connecticut, Utah and the
Virgin Islands). The 18 states included in this summary Uit:
Nevada (1/74-7/74)
Alaska (19/73-3/74)1/
California (1/74-6/74)
Colorado (9/7373/74)
Hatvaii (3/7379/74)
Illinois (1(74-2/74)
ONN411 (1/74-2/74),,

New Jersey (11173-5/74)
New York (8/73-4/74) 3
North Carolina (1/74-2/74)
Oregon (8/73-N74)
Solith Crirolitia (9/73)
Tennessee (7/73-12/73)
Vermont (4/74)
Washington (12/73-5/74)

,

tacky (8/734/74)

Maryland (7/73-2/74)
Minnesota (7/73-1/74)
In the first part of this summary, the focus will be on trends in activity .among

the states by specific criteria (See Appendix A). The second part will 'point out
important findings for indiViden1 states not reflected in the general findings stated
in. Part 1. The final section consists of a summarPtabulation of problem areas for
each state.
It should be noted Aipkthe outset that this review is of the OSH Semi-Annual

Rdports not of State Plan activity directly, and to that, extent this review is
linnted in what it can say or infer about the ac iml performance of states under
their respective plans.' Morepver, the Reports often lack comments on specific
criteria. Thus, it should not be assumed, that the absence of criticism of a state
on a specific criterion means the state is performing adequately or inadequately
in that.area. Finally , it is the intent of the following summary to concentrate on
the inadequacies and problems in State Plan performance.
PART I

Personnel (1902:3)

The personnel criterion consisttrof two major elements, the nymbers and

qualifications of versonnel.

'

With regard to number of compliance personnel all the states reviewed here
were found to be inadequately staffed with perhaps the exceptions of Oregon (71

safety, 8 health), Vermont (9 safety, 5 health), and Washington (66'safety, 16
healt-h). Three states had no industrial hygienists (Alaska, Hawaii and Nevada),
*but, Hawaii and Nevada were developmental in their health programs. The
difficulty in recruiting industrial hygienists vas noted by a number of states in
response to their respective Report'. Cited their Reports for having too few
,health compliance personnel were the folio ng states: Iowa, Kentucky (27; 6)3,
JvLasyland ,(73);(3), Minnesot (31;4), N. Car ina (34;4), New Jersey (80;7), New

.4) and Tenne e.
While the personnel qua cations requirement can be met under. the law by
the merit system as provided in 45 CFR Part 70, the merit system peelf is based
on at lease three factors which were addressed in the Reports: training, education,
and experience.
Only one state (Illinois) was found not to be using or even attempting to use
" the merit-system. In addition, Illinois inspectors were either unable or unwilling
tto perform their inspection responsibilities in a number of areas (e.g. employee
interviews, hazard identification, etc.) The lack of basic training showed up in

....411Wrk (355;9)`, S. Carolina

Hawaii and Nevada wherp 34% and 85% respectively of the enforcement personnel
4iad not, attended the basic OSHA training course or its equivalent.
OSHA recommended that Maryland, Tennessee and California implement cross-

training programs between the health and safety functions. Kentucky health
inspectors were found to have inadequate training; and Hawaii and Nevada

1 The dates in parenthesis indicate either the 6-month period covered by the reports of
the period of on-site visits.
/I Both New York and New Jersey are without enabling legislation.
"3 Numbers in parentheses represent safety and health compliancco personnel.
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saioty inspectors needed health

hazard recognition training. Iowa, Nevada,
Vermont and Maryland were also cited
for various other training deficienoles. .
Finally, Hawatt and Vermont leaked g or part of their safety and
health' oeition
descriptions; Alaska has changed itentry safety inspectdr qualifications
by
eliminating any experience requirement; and California ,oreated
Industrial hygienist positions with less stringent requirements. a now class of
Resources (1902.3 s)

Expenditures in 0 states were below tho amounts originally approprintod.
reasons for tho lower than expected expenditures varied among tho states,Tito
(I)
manpower shortages (Iowa, Minnesota, and
(2) slow development
and Implementation of various aspects of plansTennessee),
(Illinois and Nevada), (3) lack of
enabling legislation (California, but tho state has sinco passed such
legislation),
and (4) inability of tho state to match federal funds (Hawaii). For Ataryfand
and
S. Carolina, tho Reports did not specify why tho states underspent.
Although expendituro levels aro not in themselves a good measure of tho
effectiveness of State Plans, it is clear from the reasons cited in the Reports
failure to make use of available funds reflected basio problems with State that
Plan
implementation.
Public Employees (1902.8(Th

.
Coverago of public) employees varied among
the states. For the most part
employee programs wero being developed or implemented (Colorado,
Illinois,

North Carolina, New York, South Carolina and Tennessee). The California,
Minnesota, Nevada and Washington programs appear operational. ThoHawaii,
reports
offered few speciflo indicators of plan nativity
or effectiveness in this

area (except
for California, Hawaii and Nevada).
Coverage of California, Hawaii and Nevfula publio employees seemed to bo
close to fully operational with inspections being carried out and
citations being
issued. Hawaii conducted complaint
but had yet to institute a general
schedule of inspections. The publio inspections
and private employee programs in Nevada
wero identical except no penalties wero assessed against publio
employers. How-

ever, Nevada has included voluntary compliance
its public, sector program
and OSHA has cautioned the state to guaranteewithin
that the program would not bo
weakened by this added procedure.
Tho Maryland program exemplified poor public employee coverage,
relied on voluntary compliance and had no provision for enforcement as its plan
or punitive
action.
Inspections (1902.4(c)(z)(0)
This criterion involves a number of measures of plan effectiveness;

the ratio of safety inspeotions to health inspections, inspeotion for example,
tribution of inspections by typo of inspection and typo of indtistry,priorities, disadherence to
prescribed inspection procedures, incidence of follow-up inspeotions,
tho states considered hero (except New Jersey and New York which hadoto.4 All
no inspection program due to tho lack

of enabling legislation) exhibited sh rtoomings
in one or more of these measures. But
each Report did not comment
ca h of the
measures, thus we cannot bo sure how offeotivc state activity has on
in et been.
Moreover, a number of the Reports oted that record keeping require
.procedures of tho states made det rmination of tho effeetiveness oftents and
program
-' qierformanco impossible.
,,,k+,-, fipeciflo examples by state:
-i.,-,-rnikaOpening and closing conferences: 29 of 42 cases files revioWed did
not
contain information on who participated, what was disoussed, or if ono was
held. On-the-job evaluation inspections disclosed, that inspectors
the
compliance manual, however, federal inspectoth found 14 morefollowed
non-serious
violations than state inspectors. Average elapsed tiipo between
a complaint and
an inspection was 5 days. Lack of abatement evidence was, uncovered
in 31
.
files with citations. While follow-up

inspections aro manddtory for all but'
non-serious violations tho quarterly report
fdr 12/31/73 to 3/31/74 showed
only 3 follow-up inspections and

for serious violations.
CaliforniaFew health inspectionsnone
were held. When Industrial Hygienists

inspected they failed to follow prescribed

inspection procedures.
ColoradoThe -Operations Manual was incomplete.
Average production per
compliance officer (safety dr health) was lower than desired by OSHA.
HawaiiFor 4th quarter 1974 and 1st quarter 1975, 77% of all inspections
wero
in construction and only one serious violation cited, 9 which
were cited as
4 Additional specific data are available from the quarterly reports for each
State.
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non-serious could have been cited as serious. Problems existed In 20% of tho
closing conferences examined in the CIL90 filo reviews.

IllinoisState capabilities and pritotees prevented It from conforming to Its

Inspection priorities. A Target Industries Plan had not been developed. Complaint responses wero minimal. Inspection assignments inadequately monitoted
to insure that inspections wero made and within a reasonable time. Inspectors
were inaccurate In describing the types of inspoetioterwhich they conducted.
Of 393 cases filet reviewed only 14 were accident Inspections, 27 complaint Inspections, the remaining 352 inspections were general schedule. No follow-up
Inspection and no Target Industries or Health Hazard Program inspections
were conducted. Deficiencies in opening and closing conferc ces were noted
In nearly all the case files reviewed. In the 57 health files roc lowed the vast
majority of Inspection items noted by the inspector had to doo Ith safety ttnd
not health.
Iowa The inspection scheduling process wati poor, On- the -Job. evaluations disclosed some problems with opening and closing conferences and with hazard
identification. Time spent on inspections was too long. A complaint priorities
system was lacking. Inspectors were inconsistent or inaccurate in violation
gravity classifications and supplied inadequate information to verity violations.
Kentucky Distribution of inspections by industry differed substantially from
federal OSHA by over-emphasizing manufacturing and underemphasizing
construction. Complaint response period was 0.5 days for safety and 15.2 days for

health. Verification of violations was inadequate. Violation gravity classifications were inconsistent.
MarylandDeficiencies in opening and closing conferences existed. Inspection
assignments of non-construction inspections (35% Of all inspections) were not
related to "worst-first principle". Only .7% of all inspections were complaint
Investigations.

MinnesotaThere was no evidence of f low-up inspections in 39 cases. Report
said very little else about inspection p

ormanco.

NevadaDistribution of inspections by ypo for the 3rd & 4th quarters FY 74

were: .3% fatalities, 4.5% complaint,. 91.4% general schedule and 3.9% foliqw_up. Although follow-up inspections were required for all serious violations tM,

were not being conducted. Of 141 case files reviewed, 24% failed to Indicate
whether opening conferences were held.

North CarolinaAll health inspections vero referrals; the majority wero for

noise. All citations were for noise and no penalties. State Labor Commissioner

ruled the state will not investigate complaints submitted by an authorzed
representative of a union, who is not an svmployec.
OregonStato lacked Operations Manual. Of 100 ease files reviewed &Hacked
information on who participated in opening and closing conferences. State inspectors failed to cite 69 of 311 safety hazards and 5 of 10 health hazards. The
state had no policy of mandatory follow-up inspections or serious violations

South CarolinaA major quantity of inspections were in retail trade (29%)
which suggests a misdirection of inspection priorities. Evidence of follow-up
Inspections was lacking in 85 eases.

Tennessee--Inconsistent gravity classifications existed in about 1/5 of eases
reviewed.by OSHA..
ti ermontlhised on the case filo review the state had failed to conduct follow-up.
Inspections as required. Complaint Response: from 1 to 14 days. Of 41 case,
files reviewed 20% lacked adequate evidence to verify violations; 17% were

deficient in violation gravity classifications and 16% of the citations were

inaccurate.
Walkaround (1902.4(e)(2)(ii))

A ihajor problem noted in several Reports (Alaska, California, Hawaii, Ken-

tucky, Iftnneseta, North Carolina, Nevada, South Carolina, Tennessee, Vermont) was

the lack of evidence in files of employee participation in the walkaround or ,pf
sufficient employee interviews. Since this is a crucial right of employees under
OSHA it should be a strict requirement of the states that they clearly document
whether this criterion is being met.
In four states (Alaska, Illinois, Iowa, and Washington) the on-the-job °value9 tions disclosed that employees were not being apprised of their rights to participate
in the inspection, did not participate and/or were not adequately interviewed. The
OSHA report recommended that Oregon 1.fprovide written assurance that the
Oregon Administrative Rules, to be adopted July 1, 1974, contain a requirement
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for mandatory consultation with employees wt n no employee representative
participates in the walkaround portion of an ins ection," Since the Oregon Safe
Employment Act' provides only for discretionary consultation. The Rport did not
give employee participation data under the current. Oregon law.
The Reports on the remaining 4 states, Colorhdo, Mayland, New Jersey and
Now Yorkk contained no coinments on employee participation
In the
cases of N
N'ew Jersey and New York this was due tdhe
t lack ofinanImpeetions.
iforceent program
gram thy result of no enabling legislation.
.,
Employes Notification of Complaint Denial (1902.4(6)(2)(111))
While the problems in this fired- were not fibertid Iiy, its many of the states, where

problems did exist they suggested a serious thr silo the rights of complainants.
the most common shortcoming noted in the RepotO (Illinois; Minnesota, Oregon,

South Carolina and Vermont) was the lack of doetim ntation in state tilos of nodal:in-'

IS

Lion of complainants of action taken (or not take ' California was found to have
long delays in responding to health complaints'du .in part to the system of referring such complaints to the Health Departtnent for action. The OSIIA Report for
Iferada noted that'the state's occupational safety and health law lucked any provision' for complainant notification, and the Retort for Oregon recommended tho
development of a method to inform complaipaYtts of notion taken. In Tennessee
complainants were not told of their right to apptini action taken or not taken.
o,
TABLE I

Average elapsed lime from Atin.g of complait to complaint response
Stato
Alaska
California

Average number days elapsed
h.

3 (this is the requirement under the California/OSHA and
,appears to he adhered to).
44.
9.! (safety); 15.2 (health).
.

Iowa
Kentucky
Minnesota
Oregon
Vermont

4 (safety) ; 14 (health).
7.

14.

No data was available on the remaining States.
Prompt Notice of Alleged Violation (abatement, posting, penalty, notification) (1902.4:(o).(2)(x))
--

This criterion also contains n number of measures of effectiveness. The Reports
Indicated the following:

(I) Average Elapsed TiZFrom Inspection to the Issuance of a Citation:
TABLE U.AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS ELAPSED
Stato

Safety

Alaska
California
H
Hawaii

Illinois

.

Iowa

aryland

80 40 by May 10. 1974)
39 State response: 14)

II.

da

'

Mort Carolina...._.
Wego
South Carolina

Termini)
varrnciaWashingt1

54

26.

M nesota
Ne

13 safety and health
15 ((safely and health
16.5 (safety and heal h)

.

k

.

10.75

9.64 (safety and health)

II

12 (safety and health)
23.6 (State response: 7 for 2d 6 mos)

1

15

14 (safety and health)

..

Health

18.6
44.8

40.0
(a)

22. 0

36.0
22.0

Where only I number for average elapsed time was given in a report it was assumed that it represented the average
for both safety and health activity.
No health compliance program.
Note: Federal OSHA considered in the neighborhood of 15 days or less acceptable. No data were available tor Colorado,
New Jersey, and New York.
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For the following measures of effectiveness (2), (3), dz (4) a state was considered
to have a problem when 10% or more of the ease files reviewed contained deficion,s.
,
cies noted by OSHA.
aii, Illinois, Imea Kentucky, Nevaek, South
(2) Nine. states ( California,
Carolina, Vermont, and Washingto &) had inadequate or inaccurate Violation
'
descriptions.
(3) Eight states (California) Hawaii, Iowa Kentucky, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Vermont, and Washengton) misolassified violations. Minueseta lacked
documentation of how gravity classification was deter ined.
(4) Nino states (Alaska, California, Hawaii, Iowa, ,Minnesota, Nevada, North
Carolina, Tennessee, and Washington) were found to as. ign excessive of inappropriate abatement periods.

n

Penalties (1002.4 (o) (2) (xi))

The average amount of a penalty assessed by the states, especially for serious
violations, was less than that assessed by OSHA. The differences can be accounted

for in part by the different time periods being used, the fact that the Federal
OSHA program has been in operation substantially longer than the state programs,
and the staffing levels differ between (and among) the states and Federal OSIIIA.
Beyond these methodological considerations, however, part of the differenbes between state and Federal average penalties can be explained by a variety of shorts
comings in state programs as noted in the Reports.
TABLE III.-AVERAGE PROPOSED PENALTIES
Federal OSHA

Serious

Nonserious

State

Nonserious

Serious

=

Alaska_

California
Colorado
Hawaii
Kentucky
Maryland
Minnesota

,

Silt

12.24
NA
NA
11.27

2

$14.01
NA
(14. 01)

$450.00
374.00

a 516.67
455.00

NA
15. 57
15. 571

10. 27

2.90
41.97
0

Nevada

North Carolina
Oregon
South Carolina
Tennessee

8.45
NA
1.83
NA
13. 52

Vermont'
Washington

NA

229. 12
NA
588.00
551.79

240.00
253.00
500.19
712.50
94.72

,

(593. 27)
a 639.46
593.27
NA
(615. 00)
615.00

15.57
19.00

(615.11)
(802.00)

15. 57

615.11
NA

NA

19.00

(15.57)
14.01

(14.01)

802. 00

615.11

(593.27)
(593.27)

The Federal OSHA, figures ars for periods comparable to those covered by the State data.
2 Includes willful, repeated and Imminent violations penalties.
a Whits sews penalty amounts are comparable between Colorado and OSHA, Colorado assessed significantly fewer
er inspection and notices. than OSHA.
penSamaltiee ps
as

OSHA .

Note: Data for Illinois and Iowa not available. Now Jersey and New Ygrk had no enforcement program.

Two states had significant additional problems. In Illinois the penalty payment
rather than proof of abatement signaled closing of the ease. Obviously this procedure does not serve to protect the health and safety of workers because penalties
tend to be minimal. California/OSHA penalty provision were more stringent than
Federal OSHA since they allowed for chninal as well as civil sanctions. But no
criminal sanctions had yet been assessed and the Bureau of Investigation which
was to handle such cases was not formed. Moreover, California/OSHA had a
general duty clause simildf to OSHA'but inspectors used a "Special Order" when
citing. hazards not covered-by standard and the "Special Orders" did not allow
for assessment of civil penalties.
In the Illinois, South Carolina, and Vermont Reports OSHA noted inconsistencies
in the assessment of penalties. Misclassifications of violations leading ta-inappropriate penalties were found in the eases of Marylapd and North Carolina. Several
states (Alaska, Iowa, Maryland, Nevada, Tennessee, and Washington) issued very
few penalties for first instance nonserious violations. Hawaii assessed no penalties
for failure to abate, and willful or repented violations, and, Net,,ada had no uniform
written policy regarding these types of violations.

i3
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Review Procedures (1002.4 (a) (2) (xli))

For several states the rules, regulations and procedures covering informal conferences and review of eases either do not exist (Alaska, Nevada) or had not become
.

fully operational (Maryland, and Norm Carolina), and in one state (Tennessee)
there'wes no review commission yet established. A number of problems were
noted In Illinois, including irregular preliedring settlement procedures, inadequate
hearing precedures, ineffective,hearing examiners, and inspectors ill prepared to
present legally sufficient testimony.
Various states had peculiar and serious problems: Minnesota's informal conferences do not provide for employee participation. The stite
argues that employee
participation is not required by law and that separate informal conferences for
employees are available.

Under New York OSHA employers have 30 days to contest citations while
OSHA allows only 15 working days, and in California the 15 workday contest
period has loopholes. In Iowa OSHA could find no indication that employees are
aware of their rights under the appeals system. The inadequate documentation
of facts in Washington's case files served as grounds to Vacate or modify citations
in .12q, cf the cases reviewed. Finally, Hawaii OSHA plovidad only the employer
and not the state department of Safety and Health access to judicial remedy.
Vehinfari/ Compliance (1902 .4(c) (2) (xiii))
Alaska state legislation does not specifically provide for on-site consulteti
OSHA recommended the state develop regulations and procedures to covn.r
on -site consultation and include a provision granting consultants the authority
to set abatement periods for serious violation found
consultation and
follow-up visits. However, it is unclear whether OSHAduring
was reeommending that
such violations would then become subject to enforcement procedures. The
situation ip Oregon sheds some more light ori this problem. On-site consultation
regulations and procedures were not to be promulgated until 7/1/74. OSH
noted 2 specific problems with the Oregon programs: 1) consultants addresse
themselves only to thspecific problems far which their services were requeste
Thus, serious hazards may have gone undetected. 2) District supqrvisors were.
notified of consultative visits and delayed
enforcement inspections
for "a reasonable period of time." This mayscheduled
have delayed' discos ery of serious
hazards. If consultants found serious violations they would set abatement periods
and would conduct a follow-up inspection at the end of the period. Only then
would enforcement staff be called, if needed. This procedure could have allowed
serious hazards to be prolonged .end caused problems
in scheduling compliance
inspections. The state's response to the OSHA criticisre was that the policy of
delaying scheduled inspections by 30 days after consultative visits was necessary
to foster confidence in the consultation program.

The Nevada voluntary compliance program was being conducted by enforcement
staff in direct violation of 'OSHA as intetpreted in OSHA directive 72-27 which
requires consultation Aid enforcement programs and staff to be totally independent

and operate.

I

';,

Prt%lems with in-house training were noted in several states. In both New
Jersey and New I ork, OSHA recommended that the ;stares train their staffs In
OSHA-type standards even though the states lacked enabling legislation. Both
states agreed to this approach but came forward with
program to implement
t ie tecomrne*detion. Moreover) New Arsey training no
courses concentrated on
'runlet sefaW and were conducted by outside instructors, who were often vendors
In general, instructors had insufficient familiarity with OSHA-type standard§
Washington instructors were found to be lacking in broad knowledge and
Siluth Carolina staff were found to need more and better
training in the health

area. Finally, although Iowa bed an adequatq'training

program, not all of its
staff were adequately trained.
Two states had not disseminated sufficient or accurate information as part of
their voluntary com liaptee programs. The proposed New Jersey occupational
. safety and health in
thin brochure did not include the required information
on the ri hts of emp oye , qgnployees andthe'gublic under CASPA (Complaints
'? Againstrt?ate Plan Administration) and OSHA recommended this information
be inco rated into the state poster. Similarly, Hawaii failed
to adequately
inform business or labor of the voluntary compliance program or the
state OSHA
program, especially the CASPA provision. In addition, Hawaii was found to be
devoting a disproportionate amount of employee/employer training and consultation to the public sector.
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Finally, in Colmtdo, OSHA recommended and the state agreecDthat all new
staff be enforceinent until the ratio of technical assistants to compliance personnel
dropped to one in four (25%).
PAIIT II

AlaskaThere were 3 cases of employers refusing inspectors entry to their

...

establishments '(1902.3(e)). In one case the state gained entry after 12 hours;
but the other two cases involved complaint inspations of private contractors
on a federal establishment and these were turned over to OSHA for a jurisdictional ruling.
CaliforniaOf 716 case files reviewed, 379 (54%) failed to document whether
inspectors checked for posting or recordkecping violations (1902.4(c) (2) (iv)).
Employees were not exercising their right to observe the monitoring or measurement of toxic substances (1902.4 (c) (2) (vi)).

ColoradoProcedures for adopting temporary emergency standahis had not

been adopted, 'however, 'the state responded that it would do so when necessary
(1902.4(6) (2) (v)) .

HawaiiThe question cf jurisdiction over private employers on federal establi hments arose' here (as in Alaska) and a ruling was pending (1902.3(e)). WI 'lc
employee protection from discrimination is provided by the Mate law th e
was no means of enforcement since access to the courts with not provided y
law. Moreover, such orders appeared to be appealhble to the Appeals Board,
only, and not the courts (1902.4(e) (z)(v)).
IllinoisThe OSHA report; noted that the state occupational safety and health
program is administered by the Illinois Industrial Commission but thaf it
commands a relatively sinall amount of the Commission's attention (1902.3(b)).
While no cases of advance notice of inspection occurred, infotmation regarding
the attivities of one inspector in ,one specific area was leaked *to employers
(1902.3(0). Submission of data fcr Quarterly Reports was. running behind
schedule (1902.3(1)1). OSHA Maritime standards were adopted but like someOate safety and health laws theYlwere not being enforced (1902.4(a) (1) or (2)).
Some confusion exists among employers and employees as to the nature, function and availability of variances (1902.4(b) (z) (iv)). The state had not validly
adopted temporary emergency standards for vinyl chloride, and ,turned over
to OSHA a request for actemporary emergency standard due' to an inability
to handle it (1902.4(b)(z)(v)). The OSHA report mentioned in paising tluitproblems may exist in theptate's promulgating standards incorporating information to employees about hazards (1902.4(b)(z)(vi)). Thirteen of twentytwo employee representatives interviewd by state inspectors had not received
the required information on toxic su,bstanees to which they were exposed.
None of the case files reviewed diselosedevidence of inspectors reviewing required monitoring activity (1901.1(c) (z) OW). Thc case file review uncovered no
imminent danger citations, yet the on-the-job 'rnonittring revealed 2 eases
where state inspectors failed' to recognize imminent danger conditions (1902.4
(c)(z)(vii)). ,.
.
i
IowaSampling techniques were not adeqtilitel defined to support.
KentuckyThe ease file review revealed a minimal use of electrical standards
(1902.4(a) (1) or (2)). The state had set no time limit for the acceptance or

i

1

1.

rejection of a proposed standard or rule while OSHA hos a 270 day limit (1902.4

(b)(z) (ii)). Rules ',covering participation of'- interested parties in standards
development do not provide for-review proceedings at specific locations as
provided in OSHA (1902.4(b),(z) (ii0).

_

,

MarylandThe federal recordkeepinerequirements (1901.3(1)), and the rules,
regulations, and prodedures covering variance activity (1902.4(b) (z) (iv)) and
promulgation or temporary emergency standards (1902.4(b) (2) (v)) were not
met by the developmental deadline.
NevadaThe state nos preempted in the areas of health standards enforcement

and investigation of dischmination complaints! (1902.3,(g)). In 24% of the easefiles reviewed by OSHA there was no indication of enforement .view of the

posting requirement and 28% of the ease files failed to in

tc whether

employer records were reviewed (1902.4(c) (2) iv)). The Nevada Occupational

Safety andHealbli law does not provide fo, employee information on toxicsubstances (1902.4(c) (2) (v))
New JerseyOSHA recommended that New Aersey arrange far promulgation.
of OSHA-type standards that meet federal criteria under the existing Worker
Health and Shfety Act as the state hag been_ Unable to pass enabling legislation

(1902.4(b) (2) (i)). ,As noted previously (under the Voluntary Compliance
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Section) the proposed state OSHA Information Brochure
the required information on CASPA rights Of employees, does not include
employers and the
public. OSHA further recommended that New Jersey
an OSH poster
rneorporating notice of the CASPA program (1902.4(c) prepare
New YorkThe Board of Standards and Appeals has (2) (iv)).
issued large numbers of
variances per year. A review of variances ranted is underway
and the state
assured'OSHA that all variances would be eliminated
or set up for review by the
end of the third year of the developmental period (1902.4(b)
(2) (iv)). State law
inclyded a general duty clause Which allowed for administratively
temporary emergency standards. The state had yet to promulgate establishing
carcinogen or vinyl chloride standard. The state 4-esponded that anALAEA
of a temporary emergency standard did not exist under
the concept
the current state law
and that such standards
would
have
to
be
promulgated
through existing
procedures for permanent standards.
OregonThe state had not yet adopted standards ALAEA
OSHA and it was
not clear whether Oregon will
all required standards adopted
and in effect
by the end of the third year of have
the developmental period (1902.4(b)
(2) (i)). The
state also 'lacked procedures for incorporating changes
in federal standards
into state standards (1902.4(b) (2) (iii)). Formal regulations
and procedures
had not been adopted eovering4he grairting of variances,
and Oregon/OSHA
lacks a requirement as contained
in- OSIIA relating to employee
notification
of variance application (1902.4(b) (2) (iv)).
South CarolinaThe state provided for only a-brief
description of a proposed
rule or regulation, to be published in a newspaper, but
OSHA requires publication of a notice specifying the standard which is subject
vtate maintained that its procedure was accepted practice in to a hearing. The
the state (1902.4 (b)(2) (iii)). State legislation lacked a provision (similar
to OSHA, Section 11(e)(3))" requiring the secretary to notify the complainant
of his determination
in discrimination cases within 90 days. The issue is
with the state
arguing that explicit time limits hinder investigations. timeliness,
But
the rights of employees to a fair and speedy disposition of their case is crucial
(1902.4(c) (2) (v)) -.
'Tennessee--While no cases of
advance notice of inspection were found by OSHA,
monitors, the state law did Jillow for broader exceptions than
OSHA (1902.3(f)).
The state had no regulations or directives prescribing the format
for standards
initiated by the stIttee'(1902.4(b)
(2) (ii)).

VermontThe state had not adopted procedures to provide
employees with
information on their exposure tri toxic substances. Case file

review did not Uri
evidence that compliance personnel had inspected for
exposures to which employees are entitled information (1902.4(6) (2) (vi)).
WashingtonIt was found to be a state policy not to cite
violations of ;"entila-:
Cion standards until TLVs
exceeded or until hazardous conditions developed. The state was also notwere
enforcing
the
National
Electrical
Code (1902.4) (b)
(2)(i)). The required description of how employees were informed
applications was missing from all but 5 of 47 case files reviewed of variance
with granted
variances. Only 10 of the granted variance fileS contained
a description of conditions, practices, etc., that were used
that differed from the standard inquestion
(1902.4(b)'(2)(iv)). Laboratory
were inadequate; however, the state
indicated planafor upgrading the'facilities
facilities were being'cleveloped (1902.4(d)).

Mr. DANIELS. This Onmittee plans later
this yeat to conduct
oversight hearings, probably resuming thoseon
hearings in the month
of 'September.
Mr. BEARD. Mr. Chairman?
'
Mr. DANIELS. yield.
Mr. BEARD. A I' understand what :you have said,
you have raised
the. question 'there is a-conflict in possible interpretation
between the
Federal inspector and State
and what do you do in that case.
That is what I understand inspector,
position to be. In that case, I would
like to direct a question toyour
the Chairman. The Chairman put this
together through the years, and you properly stated. that.

Mr. Chairman; I think the question is, what.
if a State
inspector and a Federal inspector simultaneously occurs
at a 'different
time have a conflict as to what their conclusion is onorm.
aim' g a judg,
went as to' a particular violation, be it hazardous, imminent
danger,
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where do you go?, Who is the ultimate. judge? That is the Way I
understand the qi_iestion. Am correct?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes
Mr. DANIELS. You don't mean the State inspector, you mean the
State consultant?

Mr. BEARD. Yes. It is confutg to me., I would like to understand it
}letter. Am I off base, or have zeroed hi. to what you have said?
Mr. TAYLOR. The question we are iaing is what would happenefn

such a situation from a practical stan pomt. As say, one or two
things could be done by OSHA if a consultant was sent in to a State
on request froin an employer where there is a section 18 plan. He
could either refer the matter to the State program and sort of back
out of it or, if he felt that a Federal standard was involved here, an

imminent danger or serious hazard, which is contained in Mr. Daniels'
bill as beinc, one requiring further action, then he would have to refer
it to the enforcement branch of the State program. it the same way
Now the enforcement branch would either interpret
and take .appropriate action or interpret it another way, depending on
how the State operated. You wopldn't \know what response you would
get because each State plan is illterpreted a different way. -Tr have

their own standards and they might get into a conflict of ow the
standard or enforcement situation is interpreted in terms of the
compliance manual. These are questions we don't think have been
given adequate discussion in the hearings up to now and we wanted
to bring them up for further consideration of this committee so it
could put its mind to it.
situation and Imight

Mr. DANIELS. I have a clear picture of the
say we have 22 States under 18(b) that have State plans, two of which
do not have consultative services programs. Now of the other 34
jurisdictions, we have 15 who have requested .,(7c) (1) consultative
services with 50-50 funding from the Federal Government. That leaves
19.

The report will clearly spell out as to those 19 jurisdictions that

they will, be given priority consideration, so I see no conflict.
Mr. QUIE. ,Will the gentleman yield?
Mr: DANIELS.-I will be 'happy to yield.
Mr. QUIE. I canTundersto.nd why it is so important that the State
and Federal consultants might come to different conclusions. I imagine
one Federal consultant plight come to a different conclusion than

another Federal consultant. The same happens in interpretation of
the standards because the are not exact. There is a human error that
exists in inssppection as well. And if the State consultant didn't provide
the right information as to Federal standards, it's sort of tough. The
to
employer then is judged by the Federal inspector, and is not able all
say, "A consultant told me that wasn't necessary." That happens
the time in inspection, doesn't it?
Mr. TAYLOR. I recognize since you have several hundred human
beings, all of different types of intelligence and training,working in
Itny kind of program you will have same different human interpretation of workplace situations or other things.
The point I was trying to set before you gentlemen, and ladies , is
.

that'll-Ken though this does exist in. the best Ordered household, when ,
you getNone jurisdiction handling part of a problem and refer it to

f-
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another jurisdiction, you aro going to run into problems inevitably41/.
unless the matter is straightened out.:
Mr. Qtrin. I recognize that the more jurisdictions you have, the
more often the problem arises: The question is, If employers are going
to get. the consultation they need, since the Federal Government has
placed this duty on the employers, isn'tit the Federal. Government's
raponsibility and not that of the States to aid the employers who
want to comply? It seems to nice the purpOse of consultation is aiding
em a
ers who wank to comply.
Mr.
cGrricaw. We agree that
. the Federal Government has a
responsi ility in this field, Mr. Quie,
but we think that that responsibility is being fulfilled by the actions that the Congress has already

taken to make conspltative money available through the Steiger

amendment in the Labor-HEW appropriation last yearwith which
I am sure you are familiarand through the other
moneys that are
available to OSHA for training programs, and so fortili, which are now
being put on in Many communities to help both onsite and offsite so
they have a number of facilities available to them now and we just
don't believe this new legislation is necessary in order to enable the
Federal GOvernment\to carry out'its commitment to make the services

'Mr. Qum. It seems \to me that you are opposing passage because
the legislation is undesirable, not because it islet necessary or because
you feel it would be dup icative.
Mr. McGtrioArT. We b lieve that it true. OSHA just began in May
to use the thon ys that y made available to them by appropriation
last December.1-Iow long t oes it take to get a new program in place?
Are we gomg to have two r three programs operating in the same
field of furnishing copsultatiOn? We don't belie ve,. it is necessary nor
that it is the most effective way of providing seAdces to employers
and employees.
Mr. Quin. 'I just like what the gentleman from New Jersey's bill
really entails. I find businessmen\ so aggravated because they look at
OSHA as their adversary, and it seems tome Ithis is a, good ste.p to
help them look at it as something that is no an, olierous task on them.
Many of them I ha talked to said, if we had only found out about
it beforehand. There s the fear of an inspector coining in without
an
employer knowing wh .t to do.- It seems what all of us want are safer
working conditions for he working people of this country and, if this
legislation can help us et safer working conditions, that is what it
sirrns tQ me is the m st important thing)ve are looking for.
Mr. McGurgA.N.
Quie, We, know, and in one or two cases, we
have run down, the CO' iplaints coming to members of the Congress.
In one State every 'complaint was checked out to determine the

\

relationship of the mail Members of Congress were getting to what
was actually happening in the program of OSHA. Quite frankly, we
felt much more hysteria was generated by certain groups of people,
either political or semipolitical organization, than we did by the actual
OSHA actions.
George, would you like to elaborate on that situation?
Mr.. TAYLOR. We did make a check in one State,,, Mr. Quie, in
Montana. There were some 500 letters Of complaint-from employees

that were filed with Members of Congress from that Stateout.
OSHA, about the actions of the inspectors, the heavy fine , the

1. 1 8
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'forcing of some employers out of business because of the excessive cost

of abatement and all the rest. Our State president went to the OSH
area office in Billings, Mont., and got the data on the number o
inspections made in Montana. As compared to 500 letters, all of w

complained about an action by OSHA, there were 91 inspections made,

the average penalty was about $61, so there was a lot of smoke and
very little fire in that State.
Mr. Qum. Where you haVe inspections, you get action as well. Take
the Fair Labor Standards Act, for example. There is no possible way
you.could check on everybody to see whether they paid the minimum
wage or not. But the fact that one person gets caught not paying and,
thereiora, gets hit by a fine, forces everybody else out of fear to stay
within the Fair/Labor Standards. The same is true with OSHA, but
it is easier to understand what wage you s' , uld pay than the kind of
standards you should have for your wor : Ct. conditions because there
is human error involved in there. I recognize same people generate
mail far beyond the anxiety that actually exists. However, my reaction
comes from ggoing around my district nd talking to people who brilfg
it up to me. I never was able to expl in to them why it wasn't possible'
to provide that consultation. I h ve had experience as a farmer
producing grade A milk and having to meet the city sanitary standards.

If you can have somebody come in and tell you Which things you must
do to comply, that consultation gives dairy farmers peace of mind and .
better facilities in which to produce their milk. I think the same could
apply to industry and at the same time assure conditions where their
employees can be more safe.
Mr. TAYLOR. In Minnesota the State operates the OSHA program.
It is not a Federal program and that State has consultative service
which is being previd d on a regular basis.

Mr. Quin. They did 't always have that service.

...,

Mr. TAYLOR. The pro lem is the same whether the State administers
the safety program or ,w ether the Federal Government does insofar
as making businesses acqu ted with what they have to do in away
that is readily understandab . This is why in our testinwAy we say
that one of the great lapses w 'eh we have brought bef6re this corninittee and its previous oversight hearings is the fact a, man operating
a service station or dairy, or a small machine shop cannot have in'his
hand a small booklet applying to how he should bring 'himself into

compliance in that particular type of work he is doing. So if he wants to

get the standards, he doesn't have' to get,18 inches of agate type, he
can get the standards that affect his operation. It is explamed in
simple terms.
This is what we have been asking OSHA to do for 4 years. It has
.
not yet, been_ done. -NI
floor,
we
just
have
Mr. DANIELS. There is a quorum call on the
time to get over there and reoprt so I declar a short recess and we
will be back immediately after the quorum.
[Recess for quorum call.]
Mt DANIELS. The subcommitttee will come I order.
Gentlemen, the Chair would like to ask a'cou le of questions...
For the' record I would like to state that I' wa the original Sponsor
-4

of the OSHA le "slation. Mr. Taylor, Jack heehan, and many
represent tives of labor met with me, consulted with me, and gave us
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invaluable counsel and advice in the drafting of this bill. I was the
prime supporter and manager of this bill on the House floor.
It is not my intent by the present legislation to weaken OSHA.
What I want to do is try to strengthen it and make this law more
acceptable and palatable to, the public and to employers, covered by
this act, of which there are over 4 million in the United States.
I would welcome the help and the advice of the gentlemen who are
here today and I see no reason' why we should disagree on trying to
get a piece of legislation which will make this a stronger and more
effective law. It is not my intent that first-instance violations should
be exempted or waived. That will be clearly spelled out.
Now, I would like to point out that with regard to the 15 preempted

States who recently signified their intention to conduct on -site consultation with funding under the appropriation of $5 million, is there any
assurance that the other 19 jurisdictions who have not signified any

intention so far, will come under the act?"
Mr. TAYLOR. I think it is a little early to say, Mr. Chairman, on
4,- .,--tha,t. I think some of the problems

...4

Mr. DANIELS. What do we do if 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 decide not to come
in of the. remaining 19 States?
Mr. TAYLOR. There is a basic problem in some or'the States who
would like to come in, that is the problem of funding. Your State of
New Jersey is very much interested in the 7(c)(1) program but,
because of the financi41 situation
,
Mr, DANIELS. $400 million deficit.
Mr. TAYLOR [continuing]. They don't have the money for the 50-50

grant. We tried to point out section 7(c) (1) does not preclude 90-10,
or 100-0 Federal funding.
_
Mr. DANIELS. It might be more attractive if we made it 100 or
90-10, that is true, but under present circumstances, when we have

15 States that have already signified their desire to participate in

this program but with 19 not having given any signal of what direction
they are going in, can we have States sitting side by side with one side
providing on-site consultation and the other side not providing it?
Wha kind of kettle of fish would we have?

G ting to your statement on page 3, Mr. McGuigan, you men-

.
4-:

tione preempted States, 15 States, having congressional funding
which appears as a matter of course in fiscal year 1976. That statement

is true. Last month we had the supplemental appropriations bill
. which affected ,HEW and tile Department of Labor and we appropriated an additional $5 million for fiscal 1976.
If I recall correctly, you were sitting in the gallery, and you heard
the debate that day. Do you recall, the remarks of the floor manager
of that appropriations bill, CongresSman Flood of Pennsylvania? The
..

questions raised about on-site consultation and the need to appropriate
an additional $5 million for 1976? Did he not say this is not a matter
that comes under the jurisdiction of the Appropriations Committee,
this is a matter that should be taken care of by the appropriate legislatve committee, meaning this particular committee ?.
at assurances
have you after this year that you are going to continue to get funding
from the Appropriations Committee for 1976i- 1977,,and the years
thereafter when,you Take into consideration the remarks of Congressman. Flood?
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Mr. MCGUIGAN. First, I would like to say that I read all of the
debate and listened to some of it, and I wouldn't attempt to recall

precisely the words of the floor manager on the appropriation measure.
It is my recollection that Congressman.Flood was saying that this

was not the place to talk about amending the OSHA Act. that this
was a place to talk arout the appropriations, and some of the suggestions that were being made in the debate indicated more a desire *,o
amend the basic legislation appropriations.
Mr. DANIELS. Excuse my-interruption, but let me remind you what

Congressman Flood said that day. I have it verbatim right in front
of, me. I am going to give yo,ti Mr. Flood's quote:
Why in the world is this amendment here? It does not belting here. This is
the appropriations committee. We cannot write a law here. This is a behind the
scenes act masked under some technicalities,of the rule to writer law. The rules

committee heard Mr. Daniels say a hearing iT now going on. For heaven's sake gq,
before the proper legislative committee and say what one has to say. If this laN0(
is to be changed, go ahead and change it but the members wrote this law and, so

long as they wrote it, it must be in force. If they want to change it that is all
right, go ahead. The members have a right to do it but do it in the proper way. This

is through the back door, this is the family entrance again so donot do this
here. It does not belong here, this is an appropriation bill.

Do you remember Mr. Flood passing those comments?
Mr. McGuioAN. I read Mr. Flood's remarks, -and they were not
directed toward the matter we are discussing here today, they were
directld toward the Findley amendment which wibuld have prevented
enforcement of the act in any establishment employing 25 or fewei
employees. They were not directed to this appropriation being madk
her the purpose of consultative services. This was the issue before

the Housethe Findley amendment, not this amendment.

Mr. DANIELS. I beg to correct you. There was a discussion on the
floor about on-site consultation at that time as well, acid I was pinned
down to make a statement on the floor that I would conduct hearings
on this bill, and I am keeping my word to my colleagues in the House
of Representatives, 434 other Members whom I admire and respect,

and I desire the same mutuarrespect from them.
Mr. MCGUIGAN. Mr. Chairman, may I respond to that?
Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Risenhoover.
Mr. RISENHooVEit. I understand your concern about what is going
on here.

Mr. McGinoAN. Would you mind if I spoke to the question of

appropriation for a minute?
Mr. RISENHOOVER. No; go ahead.

Mr. MCGUIGAN. We have come to whether it is necessary to have

an act of the legislative committee to continue the appropriation.
Now, I don't think I am sure there isnq a member of this committee
now here that didn't participate this year in putting together a jobs
bill that picked up $5 billion of previously authorized money and voted
to appropriate it, the President vetoe4 it. That much money was just
lying around, probably billions more lying around that had been
authorized but never appropriated
So I think the anAwer simply is that there is ho assurance regardless

of what the authorizing committee does, that money is going to be
appropriated for whatever the purpose.
Mr. RISENHOOVER. Of course, that is something that will have to

be decided when it gets to the 'floor. But I think in this particular
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'case, and yoU know as well as

hat the general feeling of the ppublic

and these small busine e
specially in regarding OSHA and
understanding whatever reva This is an attempt by the subcommittee to relieve some of those fears-and get better health and safety
standards on the job.
Now, I don't have any doubt in my mittd at all that the money will.
i ' '.
be appropriated for these consultative"servkes °Ihere is that much
feeling about OSHA and that much ccincgfn by the Members ato
satisfy their constituents.
.
I will give you an example of Something4tliarVhappened. During,my
'campaign for election, we had a U.S. Senate race goingiiin, at the same
time, and DOL sent a special team of inspectors into our
nd raised hell. That Senate campaigner and I were `the only ones
ainingc and we practicing had to disavow OSHA to have people
w o were not antifabor elected.. OSHA in no small measure contributed
to that.
..
You don't have better fri6nds in the world than Chairman DainieN ---1
orChairmon Dent or the.members of this subcommittee in this\ com-r.
mittee on Education, and Labor, hilt if we don't satisfy some of these '
.

complaints and relieve some of these fears, then you are going to have
some Members up here who won't be .a hit fiiendly to labor.
This is what 'We are trying to do, we have to represent everyone,
ancl,,we are going to get better health, and safety standards on these
jobs if we pass this legislation. There will bq more, people out there I
think all the small businessmen want to comply with this,Act. Most
of the tiir they 'are afraid not to.
There s a lot, of resentment but if we can
More
or e people
looking at hese jobs for health and safety standards, Whether consultants or not, whether inspectors; we will get more compliance.
Any time Federal law and State law conflict, ',Federal flaw prevails
--1 when they have Federal standards to meet. There is not gokng to be any
' conflict. The inspector, the Federal OSHA inspector, is going to be the
one who prevails.
I

BAt we need to give these small 'businessmen andilie othe9s. an.

avenue to voluntarily comply and have accurate advice when they are
trying to comply. I think we will relieve a lot of the fears and concerns
about OSHA and I think get a lot better compliance in this country
and the jobs will be a lot safer for people. I6believe that will occur if we

^

t

enact this.

Mr. GAYDOS. Will you yield?

a

I would like to direct this question to my colleague and perhaps the
gentleman testifying will add to it.
.
1-I checked the Senate testimony and a Roger Wingate, senior' vice
president of the, Liberty Mutual Insurance Co, -testified before the
benate, that to 4the extent that his company, which represents in the
neighborhood of 9 percent of fhe privately insvred workmen's cornpensatidn business in the country, his company iterates a .professional
staff of 1!i40 'people available for consultation by small business: The
statement has been made by my colleague that small business is cryr,ng,
just Waiting to utilize this consulting service.
,
.
His experience has bpenthis, he stated it in the record,. his experience
.

is that, the first letters, were Britten to the comvames, then they
phoned, "Here is the service availableibto you."
..
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Th found outithat those businesses wilich requested such services
needed it the least. On the contrary they ft und out that the ones that
needed it the most didn't respond, so their track record in the record
of his testimony is that, regardless of what they offered as far as consulting services to small business, that the desire of small business to
utilize these services,just is not there.
So I can't understand why everybody makes the statementMr.
Quie leftI thank my colleague for yieldingMr. Quie said the same
thing, .all these small businesses are waiting; crying they are in need of
consulting seryices. That is not true.
I suggest w16 should allow the $5 million,to be utilized under the appropriation and get a track record and then take a second look. If it
doesn't work, we can do something differently. Up until now we have
nothing on which to base a decision and chart the further course. Wic".4
don't have it. We haven't given enough rime .for this thing to work.
I would be willing to support, ailything which :would ultimately
help the act to work to make surchhere are sufficient inspectors, consulting services and so on, but we have nothing Lp base a decision on.
Mr. RIBEIHOONTER. If there are the State government offering copany o gang consultative services, I
co
sultative services and a g1
an insurance company asking
know where I would go. wouldn't
for consultation with respect to complying with a State law, when the

State had an approved plan approved by DOG, standards have been
set.
I know in,my distric4, lot more small businessmen will call in State
consultants before calli4 iti an insurance company because they don't
trust the insurance company either.

(

Here is the Teal point of this thing. Owe we enact' this legidlationsand
they don't take advantage of it, ttiey have no complaint when the gitY,
'comes in and cites.,them on the first violation. I won't tell them that
where an insurance company is involved.
Mr. McGuivAN. The point is this service is now available in your
a preempted State ancj consultative services areState, yours
av
Mr. RISENHOOVER. We..are doing it because of the situation that
happened in my 'campaign. Oklahoma is one of those that applied for
'the consultative service money.
Mr. TAYLOR. You have consultants in your State now.
<
Mr. McC 'MOAN. It comps as no great surprise to any of the witnesses
here that the OSHA act has been used for political purposed when the
assistant, secretary for OSHA suggested in a memorandum that came
to light)in the Watergate hearings-that this was a good may .tocraise
money, to go soft on enforcement. It comes as no great suprise they
would use it the other way around to try to elect members of theirpaqy to Congress.
What I am pointing out now is that you have in your State precisely,
I suppose precisely, what you would be getting if this amendment was
enacted.
Mr. RIBENHOOVER. I agree, but I am talking of the other States who
don't have it. If we provide a vehicle with enough Money in it where
they can participate m the prpgram and we put it out there where we

say, OK, her* is, you betterparticipate, then if they don't there is
wait just a. minuteI don't want'to be sitting up here with 300
Republicans and that is just exactly what could happen.
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In Oklahoma it is working fine, we did it, because of what they did
during the summer and fall of last year. If these other-States comply,
we'won't have this problem,
.
Mr. DENT. Will you yield?
Mr. RISENII0OVEIL I yield to At Dent.
J
Mr. DANIELS. The gentleman's time is up; I recognize Mr. Dent..
Mr. DENT. Problems ariseithen Ityndmark legislation is enacted
which ik tempts to do something that hasn't been done before, either
on the ,.. tate or Federal level. Often self-serving organizations lead
small bu inessrnen to believe they are going to repeal th6 act; or will
got an e.xemption from The regulations.

.

.

Business and industry must realize that the House isn't going to
repeal the features of this act. If they over learn that, they will sit
down and start to try to comply with the act. Many don't oven make
an attempt to comply with the ace.
When they realize that wo want them to cooperate because wo are
not going to eliminate inspections in this country, I think maybe you

will get some results.
That is what we had to do in the coal mines. They had all the small
mines out for,30 years, they were not covered by the mine safety law.
Finally they agreed it was there to stay and wo have no trouble with
the inspectors going into mines.
.
I think this is your biggest problem, trying to got these people to
understand that this is Elie law and it is going to bo enforced, then we

can work out the changes that might make it work baton
Once they are convinced they won't be loft out from under the act,
I think-they will start consulting with us. Don't you think so?
Mi. McGumAN. I think you are right, I think the efforts of the
various front groups tkLtstarted this whole letter campaign was for
the purpose of using it as a lever to defeat the act completely or make
it meaningless. This was the purpose behind the alleged consultative
services and the 25 or .fewer exemptions in first instance citations or
inspections.
We have had 75,1ears of consultative services in the States and as

7

we said in our testimony, that is the reason why we ha4 OSHA,

because it didn't work.
i know that everyone of you lurGe to be sensitive to the real problems and the needs of the busines§ community as well as the working
people in your,State and I recognize your concern when you got one
,

letter after another saying all hell is breaking loose in the working
place because the inspector is in there and they are closing it down,
We checked with the Small Business Administration to see how
many applications are being made by small businesses to provide the

necessary loans, so if QSHA is coming in there and threatening

to charge them too muckfor an abatement or in other-ways raise the
cast of doing business, you would expect to see a tremendous increase
in small business loan applications. There have been about 150 so far.
Mr. GAYDOS. Would you yield?

Mr. DENT. Yes; of course,

.

.

Mr. GAYDOS. I think thii is one point, Congressman Rent is the
father of the Mine Safety Act. In that act I participated to a limited
degree in the drafting of that act.

1 don't thinkI might be wrongthat we have any like or comintrable provision in, that act which would provide consultative

1
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services per se, what we are talking about, yet the /Mine Safety Act
coveys Active mines where three or four people will participate, strip
mines, what have you. We don't have that much difficulty in enforcing

that act.
I would like Mr. Dent's observation in drawing a parallel between
the two acts.
Mr. DENT. They had some background to build on and, in fact,
mining States had some sort of consultative services under theirinspection system.

The most traportaipt of all of, the provisions we 'put in to the act
was that covering siiiall mines. In the &ntire country at that time
there were. about 13,000 operating coal` mines, not counting the
'strippers. Of the operating coal mines there were only about 2,300
that wore covered by the act in what they call title I.
The most numerous accidents occurred m the small mines which had

no State or Federal inspection. We had to make a concession that
there was no fine attached to first viohilion, they were given time to
correct it.
For instance, if they found loose bolts on a cutting machine, they
j
would .be given 4 hours to got that machine off the job
and correct
the problem. If it wasn't inspected and 'back on the job in working

order in safe condition, there was a fine right away. They couldn't
got away from it. If there were any unsafe roof conditions, they would
correct them.
In the mine safety law, the fine isn't important; the important thing
is to make that roof safe and make that rail safe and make their lives
safe? so that is what we should be thinking about here.

Fines have caused most of the trouble. An inspector who can't
use a little judgment will give us more trouble than all the laws you
might write.
I had one case where a fellow demanded I come down and let him
show me a leak in a, little open-faced piping; it was in the part of the
garage where they wash cars. The leak was in the corner on a joint
and it was -coming down the wall and across the flobr. The inspector
went in and saw this water and slapped a fine on the follow. Tho
fellow asked him to wait a minute, and he wont out and got a pipe
wrench and tightened it up. There was no more leak, but he had to pay

the 'fine. This is what causes trouble, and gives the opposition a

megaphone. This is what we have to avoid.
Mr. GAYDOS. The fact still remains there was no great demand for
consultative services as we are experiencing now in this legislation.
Mr. DENT. But the States have dual inspection and we can't get
rid of it .
Mr. RIBENHOOVER. Another consideration here, you said the Mine!
Safety' Act Covered 2,300 big mines. This covers 4 million :people.
There' is a hell of a, lot more flak going on than over the mines.
Mr. DANIELS. This act covers approximately 5 million working
places and apprcodmately 65 million working men and women in this
country.
As Mr. Dent just pointed out under the Mine Safety Act there is a
waiver of the first violation.
Mr. DENT. Except where there is imminent dangerwe don't let
him burn the mine down.'
Mr. DANIELS. I am sorry, 'we are all through with the witnesses.

'i2 5e..
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Mr. GAYDOS: We cataatity with two witnesses all day lon . Vireo
4ave to get on with this hearing.
I instituted the minute rule this
morning and I wont against my own judgment by 5permitting you to
go beyond the 5-minute rule.
Mr. DENT. I ask unanimous consent that the gentleman from
Pennsylvania be allowed one more question.
Mr. DANIELS. A short question?
Mr. GAYD0S. A short question.
Mr. DANIELS. All right, you may proceed.

Mr. GAYDOS. I will. rield to the Chair and ask another witness.
Mr. DANIELS. Thank you, gentlemen.
2

Our next witness is Mr. Jacob Clayman, Secretary- Treasurer of
the.Industrial Union Department,. AFL-CIO.
- I might say Mr. Clayman was of invaluable help and assistance .to
this committee when we had under consideration the drafting
of the
bill which became the OSHA law of 1970 and I am pleased to see
he
is hero today to add his comments on this legislation that we are
considering at the present time.
STATEMENT OF JACOB CLAYMAN,

SECRETARY-TREASURER, INDUS-

TRIAL UNION DEPARTMENT, Anofo, ACCOMPANIED
BY
.SHELDON W. SAMUELS, DIRECTOR, HEALTH, SAFETY* AND
PNVIRONMENT,_AND HOWARD HAGUE, pt., ASSOCIATE LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE

Mr. CLAYMAN. Mr. Chairman, members of the committed, I have
with9ne Sheldon Samuels, who is the director of our Health, Safety
and Environment Department and Howard Hague, Jr., who is
i in our
legislative department.
N.
As you know, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
we
sneak for the industrial union department
of the AFL-CIO and I
feel very sensitive this morning that you have a time problem and
behind me waiting, probably. patiently, is Jack Sheehan of the steel
workers, so with your permission, I will state briefly the
essence of
our argument with the hope and expectation that the committee
will
read our statement carefully.
Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Clayman, I read your statement between 7 and
8 this morning so I am familiar with it. I will recommend my colleagues
rend your statement and will ask unanimous consent your statement
will be pliteed in the record at this point.
[The statement of Jacob Clayman follows:1
PREPARED STATEMENT OF J.A.een CLAYMAN,

SECRETARY-TREASURER, INDUSTRIAL

UNION DEPARTMENT, AFL-CIO

Mr. Chairman, I am accompanied

morning by Mr. Samuels and Mr.
Hague of our staff. They have completedthis
a study of consultative services on which
we have based our testimony.
The issue before us is special
for small business and family farmers,
an issue particularly troublesometreatment
to
resolve,
since those who claim to represent
the "little guys" have only represented the organizational
interests of the John
Birch Society, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce,
the National Federation of
Independent Businessmen, and
organizations.
Not so strangely, only the labor
has pressed for funds and programs
to assist the small operator who hasmovement
neither the technical tbmpetency nor financial
ability to resolve the incredibly complex probleths of the work envrronment,
w
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1972 for funds for
The Industrial Union Department went to the Congress inthe
implementation
program. We supported
an OSHA small business education
the design
of powers that NIOSH has for on-81,U) consultation. We participated inpart
of the
of such services at the state level in Ohio and made that experience
York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania.
demands of the industrial unions in New
efforts to
We supported university, community college and professional society
.
'
(no 0 services for small business.
bCcause most workers are employed in small Shops
We made this a major effort
probably exceed in horror conditions
d because conditions in these workplaces
Chairman, you are responsible for diselos ng a
found in most large industries. Mr. Oregon
and Washington that found ono four
University of Washington study in farms surveyed
to have an obvious oe ational
workers in the small businesses and
were not studied.. More, the researchers
disease. Subtle diseases such as cancer attitudes
among these same employers.
found a high incidence of uncooperative universal
and need national attention.
These findings, in our expeyience, are
problems have. been made impossible..
But efforts for an effective attackannual
on these
NIX ON OSHA Festival.
by Washington's spring rite: the
in the Congressional Record,
Myths .and fictions. about OSHA perpetuated
the Honse into proposing to
accoeipanied by an orchestrated mail deluge,orpanics
provides "a free bite" instead of
exempt from coverage small
entrepreneurs
instead of an honest program of techfirst instance sanctions or "consultation"
educators
nological and financial extension to those that need, help from expert
and engineers, not from policemen.Chairmanthe Congress has stopped or ameUsuallywith your help, Mr.
amendments to appropriations bills
liorated these crude actions, accomplished as for
the little fellow we pretend to
thatironically=could fund real assistance
fondle so carefully.
drains the energy and ability of the labor
While the NIX ON OSHA coalition
unorganized workers--:and employersconditions

movement to protect largely

l

worsen.

School of Medicine
A recent pilot study of auto mechanics by the Mount Sinai asbestos) workers
maintaining
brakes
(which
contain
found that in the process of
times the legal (inadequate) exposure to asbestos
were exposed to as ranch tl: I 35lung
abnormalities of tip to 38 percent were found.
fibers. The consequence is that
associated,
They reported four deaths from mcsot elioma, a cancer almost always
reports an addiNew
Yor
liState
Health
Department
with asbestos exposure. The Manedsd f the University of Pittsburgh reports a
tional ease and Dr. Thomas
also contain
ease of mesothelioma who was a clutch repairman (friction clutches
asbestos).
of an organized search. No one is
as the result
. These cases were not reported
mechanics
from
the corner garage, or even of gas
counting the bodies of exposed
hydrocarbon like
to
ethylene
dibromide,
an halogenated Institute
pump attendants exposed
has defame,
which
the
National
Cancer
vinyl chloride of liver cancer dibromide is a common gas and oil additive.
clared a carcinogen. Ethylene
cleaner: Weldor°.
Another chemical in this family affects the neighborhood dry
chemical as a carcinoNCI
also
have
established
this
ethylene. Hecent studies by
population includes your friendly rug merchant,
gen. Used widely, the exposed
repairman,
and about 300,000 others.
dentist, business machine
offspring:
employers,
andtragicallytheir
All of these hazards affect workers,represent the little
guy not only ignorolthis
The organizations that claim to
health reoppose funds for environmental
reality, butworse--they actively
legislations
and
engineering
studies.
They
oppose
search, education, enforcement
would provide for. screening chemicals
such as the Toxic Substances Actwhich
a process toioh
the
workplace
and the market,
prior to their introduction intodon't have hundreds
invested in the use
of
millions
would protect everyone: They trichloroethylenelike the little guywhich may
of unsereened chemicals such as
they do represent the major producers and sup-.
have to be restricted in usebut
Dowt
Ethyl, Occidental and PPO reaching maturity
pliers: Diamond Shamroek,
is
As we approach the pifth anniversary of the Act, OSHA
its earlier years. Letters
and becomes less like the political tool that characterized and farmers that "the
from OSHA"
volume. This is not
from small businessmt% that "theofman
OSHA cowboy" will pd# them out business are dropping in
tidfreal
problems.
the time to obscure fen have something legitimate to complain about. The
Small businessmen
business were developed
standard that are ems,. ing the greatest problems f or smallwho dominate the private
t4chnicians
of
the
major
industries
in the language of the
consensus standard-setting organizations.
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-, Recently we learned that nearly every hard hat and about
a third of the stafoty
shoes required by OSHA do not meet
OSHA standards because
OSHA Used
private consensus standards that cannot be implemented
by the manufacturers.
.Legally hundreds of thousands of employers
in violation of the Act. But
are not at fault. OSHA should be using the are
services of NIOSH to develop they
procedures that work'. It isn't practical to refer
test
to
standards
do not exist.
(ANSI standard for hard
refers to an ASTM flammabilitywhich
standard, that does
not exist.) No amount ofhat8
"consultation" will solve that kind of problem,
To change the Act so that
compliance officers
and social Workers would create a conflict of interest.must also be school teacheris
It would result in an impractical dilution of a meager enforcement effort. It asks
for a double set of skills
among mere humans wholike. most of ushave difficulty
set of skills.
mastering just, one
Perhaps the most important effect of mixing enforcement
in the same agency is the climate it creates in the
and consultation
a well documented example.
enforcement agency. We have
.
The hysteria about this issue does not go unnoticed-in
the field. In April, 1974,
the OSHA area director for
Columbus,
Ohio,
issuedan order setting negative
inspection quotas. Compliance officers were finding
workpracesb Therefore, establishments with 10 too many violations in certain
or fewer employees could not
have citations issued with more than five violations.
employees could have citations with 10 violationsup Establishments with 20
to a maximum of 40-00
violations for a large plant.

,

This was a well-publicized
Mr. John Cope,
in charge of the 7(c)(1)
and other OSH A programs in ease.
Ohio, testified on thisformerly
example before this committee.
An investigator from the Assistant Secretary's
office confirmed these findings.
and more. .

The investigationstill

not made public revealed' that what
blatantly in Columbus was being
was 'ping done
done more subtly
the Chicago region.
Consultation, or technical assistance, has a role throughout
to
ment process. Unless we are to repeat the discreditedplay. But not in the enforcethe States prior to passage of the Act, technical
"voluntarism" exercised by
must be kept separate
from the enforcement process itself. Not even assistance
the
National Safety Councila
recognized advocate of voluntary
compliancerecommends
a return to the prior
system in which consultation is the first step in
enforcement.
Yet, we are for consultation. The questionlis what
Last year, to satisfy our ownPneed to know,- kind and how to provide it.
we conducted a study whose
summary and recommendations I wouldliike to capsulize
here, although Mr.
Samuels and Mr. Hague are available to amplify
of
the
I 'will make.
Our study covered on-site and off -site services any
provitd bypoints
trade associations,
professional and lay organizations, thO Federal Govern
ent,
State
government
and university extension services and educational
programs.
studies in
Wisconsin and Colorado and a case study of resources
in OhioIn-depth
were made.
Trade associations are providing uneven
coverage,
but
in
great
variety
often with detpiled on-site
and
Given the nature of these groups, we believe
that they are responding toassistance.
constituent
demand
for
service.
No attempt was made to examine the quality of
service: In terms of quantity,
however, most of those surveyed were doing something
substantial. If many were
not providing direct or indirect on-site service, this
of demand.
ie probably bemuse of a lack
Professional and lay organizations are responding to the Impact
similar fashion. Activeand subsidized
OSIIA in
promotion pro'duces large of
attendees at OSHA-funded National Safety
numbers of
Council seminars.
Without promotion, the American Occupational
Medical Association needs to
provide very little. The hygienists
and safety specialists, through their organizations, 'have organized referral services
that literally "blanket" the Nation.
actively, promote'these services.
'FheY
Each of these groups is free-standing and uncoordinated,
Even
the
OSHAfunded programs are not related. Thus the seminars
conducted by the American
Industrial Hygiene Association are net related to the
National Safety Council
effort.
None of these programs as a group are at all related
government consultative services. The AMA services utilizeto Federal and State
university resources.
However, the utilization is not systematized
on any kind of State or regional
basis.
The OSHA-funded community college experimental
program was not studied,
but we are unaware of any conscious
relationship established
between this program
and any other.

50-338-70-9
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The NIOSH activity has great promise. The difficulty is that hero again the

effort is free-standing, bashfully offered and painfully inadequate.
A Ion tradition (80 years), a corporal's guard of technicians'and a handful of
pamphlets and filmstrips do not make a serious effort.
The state governments in 1Viseonsin and Colorado may be able to develop
effective on ,site services. ,At the time of the study they were just becoming disentangled from the traditional programs and were adjusting to new enforcement
roles.11oweve_ jr one thing is clear: any employer wanting consultative assistance.
could have it. The existing resources were under-utilized.
The pattern established in.Ohio offered us a Clear model for state-federal-private
sector efforts. It was a clear break from the traditional, compromitied state program
in whichtnforcement and service are combined.
It is unfortunate that purely political circumstances have truncated most of
am. But the lesson was learned and it is worthwhile to reconstruct its
hat- p
elen en _here.
the effort. A strong state

A "ttaic force" had been established to coordinate
government agencyfreed of any enforcement responsibilityprovided broad
skills, facilities and funds for an aggressively promoted, wide array of field services
closely coordinated with the federal government, the universities and other com-

munity resources.
The demise of the program (the "task force" no longer exists) teaches Us that
political continuity is a critical factor in terms of long-term viability.
Based on this study, we recommend the following:
To provide for political continuity -and national coordination, a more positive
federal role may be effective. Within the current law, OSIIA has a mandate for
systematic education. It is in the best position to pull together a national plan.
When and where a federal on-site presence is needed, this can be ac'eomplished by
NIOSII. In any ease, NIOSII can assist OSIIA in the creation and implementation
of a national pattern.
eqnal partner

Full state and privittusector participationeach element as an

is essential if this plan is to be effective.
The federal government does not have to invent a new way extending technology

National Academy
to solve the health and safety problems of small business. The
of Sciencesin their recent report on toxic substanceshas recommended to the
Environmental Protection Agency the creation of a specialized service analogous
to the agricultural extension program.
We make the same recommendatten for consultative services under OSHA.
It is gratifying to note that all of this can be accomplished without altering a

single word of the Act you co-authored. All that is needed is the will and the
leadership. In fact, it can be accomplished under other legislation, such as under
the Small Business Administration. The attitude of that agency proves our point.
They have decided not to provide OSHA service regardless of a clear provision
of their enabling Act mandating a role. They choose to -remain in their primary

role: economics and business promotion. They may be wise. Policemen make poor
educators and promoters cannot police. The _primary mission of an agency cannot be comprcimised with "sidelines" that dilute and alter. their effectiveness.

We suggest, Mr. Chairman,. that combining a consultative role with a police
function means destroying the very Act yeur leaclehhip made possible. It means
reversing the beginning to an end to what you haVe so aptly described us a horror
story.
AVAILABLE
A PROFILE OF OSHA CONSULTATIVE SERVICES
TO .SMALL BUSINESS
I. INTRODUCTION AND kAONNoWLEDGMENTs

I niroduction*

Criticism as been leveled in the Congress, in the press and in business and
trade meetings at the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, at the
standards it has promulgated and even at the basic enabling legislation. It has
been said that the special educational problems of small business have been
ignored, that opportunities for learning about how small businesses can comply
with OSHA are inadequate, and that small businesses are unfairly treated if
first instance sanctions are applied to them, instead of warnings and on -site
consultation. The plea has been made for exceptions from coverage. In effect,
additional education is being suggested in place of the present enforcement

program, which already incorporates education and off-site consultation provided
by OSHA, and on-site consultation provided by the Division of Technical Services
of the National Institute for 'Occupational Safety and Health.
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Organized labor has a specific.self-interest in the ability of small business
to
understand and comply with OSHA regulation.
Job safety and health hazards,
particularly the latter, certainly occur no less frequently
in
"small
business'
establishments. Some evidence indicates a higher true rate of disease and injury.
Consequently, our concern for the welfare of workers employed in such
ments is justifiably greater than it is in larger establishments where theestablishpresence
of some kind of professionally organized and staffed -safety and
health program
may provide a greater level of protection.
From the effective date pf tfie Act, thisAiirThTiTent has suggested special
programs for small business and requested funds for this-purpose
from the Congress.
By contrast, representatives of small business are not known to
have made cornpariible requests, although they have been vociferous in demanding
protection
from compliance for their onstituents.
Relief for employed of small establishments through assistance to small
businessmen with a sincere desire to define and *solve their problems
must be
sought among the responsible organizations
in the private and public sectors.
Effective pyovision of assistance necessitates,'however,
the
separation
of
myth
from realitY In regard to what is already available and in regard to the
demand for
additional services
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II. ItECONIMpiDATIONS

To provide for political continuity and national coordination,
a more positive
federal role than has been exhibited to date may be effective. Within
law, OSHA has a mandate for systematic education. It is in the best the current
position to
pull together a national plan. When and where federal on-site
this can be accomplished by NIOSII. In any case, NIOSH presence is needed,
can assist OSHA in
the creation Ni implementation of a national pattern.
Full state
private sector participationeach element as an equal partner
is essential if this plan is to be effective.
The federal government does not have

a new way ofextending technology
to solve the health and safety problems toofinvent
business. The National Academy
of Sciencesin their recent report on toxicsmall
substanceshas recommended
to the
Environmental Protection Agency the
to the agricultural extension program. creation of a specialized service analogous
We make the same recommendation for eonhultative services under OSHA.
It is gratifying to note that-all of this can be accomplighed without
single word of the Act. All that is needed is the will and the leadership.altering a
It can be accomplished under other legislation, such as under the Sinai' In fact,
Administration. But that agency has decided not to provide OSHABusiness
regardless of a clear provision
of their enabling Act mandating a role.service
They
choose to remain in their primary role:- economics
and business promotion. They
may he wise. Policemen make poor educators and promoters cannot,
police. The
primary mission of an agency should not be compromised with "sidelines"
that
dilute and alter their effectiveness.
Combining a consultative role with a police function means destroying the
Occupational Safety and Health Act. Nor is there a great and real demand for
consultative services. Yet they should he provided.
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in. SCOPE AND litEMOD OF INCATMY

,Prior Studies
Studies of the ha Ards in small business are few in number. No studies have
been published which address themselves to the roblern.of remedy.
An occupational health survey of the Chica o metropolitan area completed
by the predecessor agency to the National Institute for Occupational Safety and

'Health in 1970 demonstrated what can be found in small plants: the highest
concentration of health hazards, the fewest safeguards and the least awareness
on the part of management.
NIOSIi recently completed a pilot study in Washington and Oregon which
is noteworthy despite its preliminary nature. The University of Washington
In three industrial areas:
' 'conducted the sur.ley July 1972 through August 1974
Tacoma and Seattle, Washington, and Portland, Oregon; and an agricultural
area: Yakima County, Washington. A board-qualified:industrial physician participated in each of the cities.
(small businesses).
. Workplabes covered had from 8 to 150 workers
A walk-through survey by an industrial hygienist was conducted in 130 establishments. Questionnaires were given to the participating employees to determine their demographic, ocenpational.and medical history. A medical exam.
illation was also given to 908 employees.

Compensation claims and employer injury and discale logs were reviewed
for the period of the survey as well as one to or and a half years prior to the
. .
'
survey.
The workers studies were
not subjected to extensive medical exams but rather
w
to a limited physical examination and lab work. Cancer and neurological diseases,
for example, were not thoroughly investigated. The survey, then understates (as
through a
the study notes) the actual conditions that would be determined
.
.
co ,pi rehensive investigation of worker health:
6oine of the major findings:
Incidence of occupational disease is high: fully 28.4 workers with probable

occupatidnal disease per 100 workersor 1 out of 4.
were found
89 per cent of these workers with probable occupational disease
They were not on
only through the University of Washington's limited study,
worker's compensation claims and were not reported on logs employers are required to keep under OSHA.
EmployersAirovide few health services and little environmental or biological
,monitoring. Many were uncooperative in the study.
42 per cent of the job-related injuries were found only through the medical
questionnaires. This indicates tremendous, under-report:mg of injuries as well
as disease.
The employer's log was not available at more than one-third of the estab-.
lishments medically surveyed, supposedly because there was nothing to report.
But compensation claims were found for about half of these.
The problem of remedy is much more difficult to define and plumb, especially

by investigators outside of management circles.

' Current Studies
A questionnaire was designed to provide an objective tool for assessing services
provided by trade associations and to suggest questions for public sector agencies.
that action was taking place
In either case, it was apparent from the beginning
both Within the states and nationally. In administering the questionnaire and in

personal contacts, the interviewers attempted to separate out major elements at
hOth levels while maintaining recognition of the inextricable overlays that actually

,

exist.
The result is a profile on what consultative services are available to business and

expertise and inndustry to facilitate their compliance with the OSHAct Is
industry
are the questions we
formation available? What are some of the sources? These
.
c
.
will answer..
The scope of the study involved fifty trade assoetetions, three states, various
and nationally), the
land grant colleges, the National Safety Council (lucidly
American Occupational Medical Association, the American Society of Safety
v
Engineers and the American Industrial Hygiene Association.
Because Ohio was the first, state to develop an intense and broad program of
enforcement,
that
state was studied
consultative services entirely divorced from
.
most intensely.
Deciding witat not to study was not difficult.
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Some professional societies have hesitated to become involvcdin service activities.

Others have lent their expertise in support/ of cons 'team as a complement to.,
Federal efforts, especially the American Society of Sa y Engineers, the American
Industrial Hygiene Association, and the American ccupational Medical Asso,
eiation. QM.-ef the largest societies, the American public aenith Association has
exhibited a high level of concern over workers' health, but has not actively supporta direct involvement of its state affiliates or organized its capacity in the
national office. The newly-formed ,Society for Occupational and Environmental
Health p omises to be a valuable group in this area, but is not a significant source
of assist nee to-small business at this time.
The di emination of information about workplace hazards is the first step
logioally-,--in improving tip work entironm6t in email shops. This includes information on how hazards can be recognized, monitored, and controlled and how the
Act can be used to alleviate occupational health and safety problems.
Educational and information services have increased since the passage of the
Act. Manarment groups trade associations and insurance carriers
have been the
main provi ers of information
tion and education for employers on their responsibilities
under the Ag.WOrganizations suet, as the Conference Board and the Industrial
Health FOutndation, however, diOrninate the results of their research findings,
among their membership, comprified primarily of large companies. In 1971, the
National. Association of Mantfactur'ers sponsored a nationwide closed-eircuit
teleconference on the. Act's require .wts that reaehedoinore than 10,000 executives of large and medium sized firm*
In a cation to information and edubational services,
is in need of
techni al and medical services and assistance.
A meent report to the Ford Foundation by Dr. Nicholas Ashford noted that,
"Ern loyers presently receive technical consultative services on occupational
healt and safety problems from three groups: private consulting firms, trade
assoc ations, and insurance carriers. In general these services are designed to
mini *ze the financial burden on employers in their efforts to comply with the
OSHA t. Large corporations are often able to obtain suffibient technical services
from in-house safety, industrial hygiene, and medical capability. Law firms are
also a potential source of both legal and technical advice, but their services are
usually sought after an OSHA inspection has occurred. The smallest firmg, howevq, do not have adequate access to either in-house or consultant expertise."
The larger insurance carriers generally provide the larger employers with
assistance in the recognition and evaluation of risks and in loss control. Ashford
notes that, "Because insurance services and policies 'are most responsive to the
level of Worlmuin's Compensation claims, where emphasis is on injury rather than
disease; extensive occupational health services are generally not provided by
carriers. In fact, the insurance industry is opposed to changes in Workman's
Compensation laws that would extend coverage to occupational disease."
.

But for the small employer, carriers- provide little service that can be objectively

examined in a limited study of this kind. Therefore they were not included.
Also eliminated were the plethora of commercial services that became active
with the passage of the Act, many of whom went out of business for lack of clients.

It was felt that the most reputable would beas they areprovided by the referral,
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services of the professional societies.
The trade associations studied were selected on the following bases:
Geographic location. Those with main offices in the District of Columbia were
preferred to assist contact.
were selected 4om other cities.)
A membership 'national in scope.

Representative of manufacturers (as opposed to construction or service contractors).
Included associations with both hirge and small numbers of affiliates.

For the purpose of a profile, this study selected three states: Colorado, Wisconsin

and Ohio. They were selected on the basis of gedgraellic, demographic and in
dustrial differences. They are not typical states. But they also provide a spectrum.
In each, the interviews 400ked at obvious and definable services regardless of
source: state, federal or private sector.
IV. NATIONAL OVERLAY

A. Trade Associations
.

Fifty trade associations were surveyed (39 by phone and 11 by mail). Replies
were received from 39. Of those respondin'g, all 'but 7 were doing something sub.;
stantial along the lines of occupational safety and Vgaith. This would indicate
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that 82 per cent of those responding were In some way involved in the field. All
of the associations surveyed wore involved in some form of manufacturing.
,

Membership Employment Range

.

Memberkhip employment figures were not available from 16 respondents. Of
those where figures (or estimates) were available (28 associations), 24 showed
membership employing less than 25 workers. Only 4 associations reported that i
their membership were only large employers (over 500 employees).
Listed below are some interesting examples of employment range of various
association members.
1. American Apparel Manufacturers Association? membership 750. About 50
per cent or 375 members employ less than 20 employees.

2. American .Fotindrymen's Society, membership 2,000. "Chrrently, there

are approximately 4,5Q0 foundries in the United States; 75 percent of the foundries

employ fewer than 75, people. Almost all of the large foundries (that is to
over 500) are captive,' according to William B. Huelsen, Director Environm
Affairs.

tal.

-riPaint

3. National
and Coatings Association, membership 1,000. Only 20
employ over 500the majority fall in the 50 employees and below category.
4. Printing Industries of America, membership 7,500. Eighty percent of membership employ fewer than-50 employees.
5. Marble Institute of America, membership 100. Employment size ranges
'
from 3,500 employees to 5 employees.
From the above mentioned examples it is easy to see that mthiy small employers
belong to associations and thus have aedess to information regarding OSHA.
Educational Services

.,

Educational services provided by the various associations include safety manuals, bulletins and newletteR. Of those responding, 22 associations use bulletins or
newsletters to alert their members of the legal aspects of the act, 24 for educational
informs ion regarding engineerihg and 20 with mention of medical problems.
Teaching materials were available from 16 responding associations concerning
the legal aspects of OSIIA; 19 made teaching material available on engineering and
15 on medical implications.
Semin rs and Conferences

Sine the passage of the OSHAct by Congress, 20 of the responding trade assoeia ions have condo tcd seminars and/or conferences solely on OSHA. 19 respo eats have condu tcd seminars and/or conferences on OSHA in-conjunction
witl other subjects. Th se meetings have been held on both the local/regional and
nat onal basis. Thirteeh respondents stated that theirs were on a local/regionaltasis
an 27 associations conducted theirs on a national level. ,
Technical Assistants

A. Engineering.Of the associations surveyed and responding, 10 gave on-site

assistance; 15 helped by phone; 23 associations offered assistance through the mail;
and 22 used the group or committee form in lending engineering assistance on-a
tcchn'enl bas.
Be dical.Medical assistance on a detailed basis was available to members

on an o -site basis from 6 associations. 11 associations lent aid by phone; 19 associatio 8 used the mail; and 16 used groups or committees in lending detailed
medical assistance.

C. Legal. Technical assistance available on the legal aspects of the OSHAct

from the various associations are as follows: on site, 8 associations; telephone, 17
associations; mail, 23 associations,. group or committee, 17 associations.
It is important to comment on the reasons given why 7 associations were doing
nothing substantial for their membership regarding OSIIA.

1. National Forest Products Association. Mr. Hitehings stated that this is a
Federation of Associations and that they rely on their member associations to

perform this service.
2. National Coal Association. M?. Foster indicated that their primary concern
was with the Mine Safety Act. Only clerical and sales personnel were covered by
OSHA.

3. American Dye Manufacturers Instituteoily legal counsel.

4. American Petroleum .Refiners Associationonly legal counsel.
5. Independent Refiners Association of Americaonly legal counsel.

6. American Gear Manufacturers Association. Mr. Engram stated that the

association and members rely on their insurance companies to deal with occupa-
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tional safety and health problems. This is doa0 by calling Iro the insurance company.
on the plant level for whatever assistance is needed.
7. Aerospace Industries Association of America, membership50. The membership of this association is very large employers who do not rely on the Association
for OSHA information.
Other sources and methods orOSHA assistance utilized by Trade. Associations
1. Society of the Plastics Industry, membership 1200. According to Mr. J. P.
Carroll, shouldat problem arise that cannot be answered by the Society, the name
of 4 consultant will be supplied. The Society has a safety pommittee, a safety
handbook and an OSHA kit.

2. Marble Institute of America, membership 100. The Marble Institute has

established a committee to draw up a safety manual along the lines of the National
Traza and Mosaic Institute manual.
3. Refractories Institute, membership 86. They condUct A"faotory operators
meetings" for the purpose of sharing information among the various members.
4. Rubber Manufacturers Association, membership 170. They are in the process
of compiling a manual. Technical assistance is on a committee basis.
5. Printing IndUstries of America, membership 7,500. This association has a
man on the road constantly, making informal inspectionsand lending assistance.
They also have a safety manual.

6. National Petroleum Refiners Association, membership 107. The NPRA
conducts a continuous program of plant visitations to bring their membership
up to date on regulations.
7. National Paint and Coatings Association, membership 1000. In Jantiary,
1974 they conducted a program in Chicago on "How,to build a paint plant."
8. National Machine Tool Builders A.seciation, membership 300. In January
they began a safety and health news letto.
9. National Canners Association, merabershin 500., Mr. Labred .paid he feels
that thera.is plenty of expertise in the field citing the NSC and OSHA training
programs.
10. National Association of Food and Dairy Equipment Manufacturers, metbership 400. This association employs a service organization
which sends data
on safety and health imprinted on-their letterhead.
11. Industrial Heating Equipment Association, membership 50. Are in the
process of compiling a manual with.a section on OSHA.
12. Industrial Fasteners Institute, members gp 55. The Industrial Fasteners
Institute utilizes the "pooling of information" method from various members.
13. Hardwood Plywood Manufacturers Association, membership 100. They
have "Department of Labor personnel visit their plants on a courtesy inspection
basis." (We assume they refer to state, not federal personnel.)
14. Farm and Industrial Equipment Institute, membership 390. FIEI has
developed a "complete safety system" through the National. Safety Council.
15. .Electronics Industries Association, membership 25Q. Occupational safety
and health problems.are discussed among their various members and the Chamber
of Conimerce.
16. Material Handling Institute, membership 14. Printed material on safety
is distributed to its members at their annual national show.
17. Composite Can and ,Tube Institute, membership 55. Uses. National Safety

.tr

Council materials..
18. American Road Builders Association, membership 5,000. They interpret
the law for their members.
19. American Petroleum Institute, membership 8,000. Dr. Weaver described
the institute as a "clearing house of information".

20. American Hot Dip Galvanizers Association, membership 75. Mr. Lloyd
stated that the association mailed the finding4 of other groups to the member-ship. They had discussed the production of a safety manual with aresearch firm
but decided it would be too expensive..
21. American Coke and Coal Chemical Institute, membership 35. The institute
does not publish, but works through committees on an information pooling basis.

22. American Apparel 'Manufacturers Association, membership 750. Tne

association'provides detailed medical assistance to its members through affiliation
with an advisory group-the Health Environment Group.
23. American Foundrymen's Society, membership 2000 corporations. "The
American Foundrymen's Society has been .active in promoting occupational
safety and 1 alth since 1914, and we have had full-time staff working in this field

t
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since 1935. A great deal of the technical information available for contr011ing

foundry environmental problems has been developed by our technical committees.
All of this material has been published and is available through AFS . . ." William
B. Huelsen, Director Environmental Affairs.

24. Steel Plate Fabricators Association, Membership .66. "Our safety and)
health committee meets approximately four times a year to discuss all aspects
of safety . . .". Earl A. Bratton, Executive Director.

From the above 24 examples one can see the many and varied methods with
) which the. Manufacturing Associations offer assist ance to their members so that
they may eomply,with the OSHAct. Obviously, the associations on a whole are
,/ performing in the field.
A great dcal of information and expertise is available throlfgh these associations.
The potential for service is dictated by demand of members.
,

FIELD SERVICE AND EDUCATIONAL SURVEI'

(Questionnaire)

Name of organization:
Description of primary activity:
GeOgraphic distribution:
Number of companies serviced monthly:
Size of company (range, size specific):
Over 500
Less than 500
Less than 100
Less than 501
Less than 25 2
[Refused, or did not know: 16; No replies: 6.]

Educational:
Bulletins:
Legal
Engineering
Medical
Teaching materials:
Legal
Engineering
Medical

-

J

K

24

OSHA services

,

22
24

q.

20
16

19
15

Seminars and gonf erences:
Solely on OSHA __A

-u,.

In conjunction with other subjects'
Locally and regionally or nationally or both:
Local/regional

20
19
13

a

National___,

27

..

Technical:
Engineering:

vo

,

On site
Telephone
Mall
Group
Medical:
On site
Telephone

4

\

s
L

10
15
23
22

6
11

y Mail
Group

.- ,

Legal:

19
16

On site

'8

Group

17
23
17

Telephone.. ,
Mail
-,1 -c
...,,

a Printing Industries Assodlation, 80 percent under 50 emptoyees.
*American Apparel Manufacturing Association, 875 of 750 under 20 employees.
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Business. Service and Eclueationsd Survey, OSHA

By phone:
c
Aerospace Industries Assobiatio of America.

American Apparel IVIanufactu§giplation.

/

P.

American Coke and Coal Ckemical Institute.
American Die Casting Institute..
American Dye Manufacturers Institute.
American Gear Manufacturers Association.
',American Ha Dip Galvanizers Association.
American Iron and Steel Institute.
,American Petroleum Institute.
Miericari Petroleum Refiners Assoiation.
i American Road Builders AssociatIbn.
r Can Manufacturers Institute.
"
'Composi e can and Tube Institute.
Materi
andling Institute.
Drug, Chemical and Allied. Trades Association.
Electronics Industries Association.
Farm and Industrial Equipment Institute.
Foundry Supply Manufacturers Group.
Hardwood Plywood Mantifacturers'Associatioh.
Independent Refiners Association ofAmerica.
Industrial Fasteners Institute.
Industrial Heating Equipnient Association.
Lead Industries Association.
Manufacturing Chemists Association.
Marble Institute of America.
National Association of Foodand Dairy Equipmept;Manufacturers.
N. ". al Canners AssociatiOfit
ation 'Coal Association.
o
ationa °rest Products Association.
ational achine Tool .Builders' Association!)
National P 'Tit and Coating Association.
National troleum Refiners Assodiation.
Printing dustries of America. '
Rubber Manufacturers Association.
`
Refractories Institute.
.
Society of the Plastics Industry.
Shipbuilders Council of America.
Specialty Wire Association. .
Wire. Reinforcement Institute:
By mail:t
Reply received
1,
American Foundry:lien's Society
'
Yes.
American Meat Institute
Yes. -4'
,--American Mining Congress__..
Engine Manufacturers Assochittori
a,
Fibr Box Association
.
Forging Industry Alsociation
.
Yes.
.

..0

,
(

_

)

'

Institute of Scrap Iron and Steel.

National Corrugated Steel Pipe'Associtition
Pharmaceutical Mariufacturers Association
Steel Plate Fabricators Association
tion
Welded Steel Tube Institute

Yes.

..

r

.

'

....

Yes.

it-

B. Profesional gnd Loll Organizations
American occupational Medical Association

The Industrial Medical Association provides consultative services through a
special committee. If they receive, a written request
for information which could,
,be answerecisimply, they will do so. If it is an involved problem and on-site
visitation is deemed necessary, members of the
in all probability may
II be able to recommend someone. They did'not committee
at the time of the study have a
formalized list of consultants.
The AOMA does not certify individuals. However, they do -have it fellows
program. To be a fellow requires continuing study.
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The Association is comprised of 20 "components" covering the entire United
States with the exception of parts of Arkansas and Oklahoma. Their office in

Chicago is administrativeany question or request for assistance would bq

passed to their Industrial Medical Priteyces Committee.

The National Safety Council
On contract from OSHA, the National Safety Council eonductedlithe federal
government's largest educational effort: a $3 million program aimed at assisting

small business at the local level through seminars conducted by their affiliates.
An unsuccessful attempt has been made to also involve ,the labor community In
the same program of line- to four-daY seminars.
The goal of the two-year program, now ended, was 100,000 attendees. A final
report has'not been received at this writing, but preliminary indications are that
ties with manufacturers associations and local chambers of commerce have placed
a significant barrier In the way of anticipated success. Highly dependent on the
meager and often unskilled local resources of 39 local NSC affiliates, there may bo
little to show for the effort. There is not a well organized referral service.
American Industrial Hygiene Association
This organization has a contract for conducting intensive seminars at selected
universities in problems of industrial hygiene. Aside from this effort, they main-

s)

thin a list of about 100 consultants available for on-site consul tion, most of
whom have been certified by the Ainerican Board of Indtrstrial lygiene. Assistance may also be sought through 30 chapters covering all of t to United States.
American Society for Safety Engineers

This or anization also provides a nationwide referral syste through. its Consultants Division.' A directory with approxiilibtely 150 onsuitants listed is
available with detailed description pfqualifications. mat have Certified Safety
Profession or Certified Industrial Hygienist or Professional Engineer or equivalent
Status. Their 94 chapters blanket the country. Effort made to maintain standards
of ethical and professional conduct.

C. OSHA and NIOSH

Occupational Safety and Health Administratn maintains leleplcone,

mail and office- eonsultiation through its regional and area offices to every rant°.
It provides training- fipilitieslfor state eMpiraltation programs as well as federal
funds both for states with enfdrepittent programs and states without enforcement
programs. Speakers, pamphietiVa Vonthly, magazine and visual aids are also
A available as well as a loose -lettf service detailing standards, procedures and metlfods
of compliance.
NIOSH and its predecessOr organizations have been In the consultation business

for about 60 years. The legislative history and the Act itself are oriented to reinforce a scheme in which OSHA "enforces" and NIOSH dens researchlind consultation.
In the training area, OSHA provides non-reimbursable compliance-type training and NIOSH (by OMB 'directive) provides reimbursable technical trainint.
Because of costs, the small businesses which need NIOSII training, a form of
consultation, can't afford it. The mix of persons trained has changed from small
birsiness personnel to larger business personnel.
Despite limited resources NIOSH has been producing health and safety guides,
good practice mantibis and film strips.
In 1974 about 150 on-site consultations were perforrhed by rho engineers and
hygienists in the Small Business Cosultation Section of the Division of Technical
Services. No requrts were turned dbwn, but there has been virtually no promotion
of this service, w ich is obtainable through ten regional offices.
-NIOSII anticipates an expansion of thisTservice, in part through traditional
ties with State Health Departments. ,
NIOSH HEALTH AND SAFETY GUIDES

Already published, and distributed:-Bulk Petroleum Plants, Grocery Stores,
Retail Bakeries, Auto Body and Repair' Shops, Service Stations; Grain Mills,
Sporting Goods Stores, Lumber and Building Materials."
At printers land-should be distributed Awing fiscal year 1926: Electro-plating
Shops, Plastic Fabricators, Fluid Milk Proce4sors, Laundries and Dry Cleaners,
Printing Industry, Bottled and Canned Soft Drinks, Food Processors, Wooden
Furniture Manufacturers, Metal Stampings, Paint.'a,nd Allied Products Manufacturers, Concrete Products, paperboard Containers and Boxes.

(
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N10811 PLANLIAL3 OF 009D 'PRACTICE FOR AVOIUCERIS (TIDEFRIe tTO ILVALT4 13170110114

None as yet published and' distriblited; hoivever three (3) are being printed tit
the present time.
Row to Got Meng with Solvents.

CautionInorganio Metal Cleaners Gan Bo Dangerous.
Working Safely with Pesticides.
The following-are being written and edited:
Battery WorkersPrescription for Safety.
Good Industrial hygiene Practices for Printing Industry.
Efolth and Safety Guide for Spray Painting.
Welding.
Fibrous Glass. I,ayups.

Insulation Installation.
Mechanical Finishing..
Rendering.
Boozy Resin Processing.
Tanning.
Auto Body Repair.
Textile Dying.
i Bulk Pesticide Application.
Polyrethano Foaming.
Eleetroplating
Soldering and Brazing.

x
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.

NIOSH TECHNICAL CONSULTATION ANTICIPATED IN FISCAL YEAR 11176'

Man years
Direct consultation services (includes 10 man-years of regional activity)
Indirect consultation (includes technical Information, laboratory services, safety, etc.5
Health hat
evaIuatiOns

Total funds
(thousand4)

30
31

'Tote

.34

1,543
1,014

15

3,1140

I This represonts,about 10 psrcent of the NIOSH anticipated budget.

V. ASTATE OVERLAY

le

A. Traditional State Programs
The states bore the bulk of responsibility, in occupatkinal safety and health
prior to the passage orthe Act.
, The earliest and best-known battles for
protection were fought over
the removal of children from factories and workplace
the protection of 'women in the plant

The priority was i

dial then as it is today: witness the

use of women and
children in Agri°
e. But often overlooked is the broader struggle that result
even in the 18
in court decisions that gained recognition of a worker's right to
a safe work cc, safe tools, safe rules of condu t and warnin:4: cif special
dangers.

These were 'ghts contested in the slow process of attaining the passage of state
factory laws. In Massachusetts a report on occupational hazards was written in
1837. But passage of a safety law did not take place until 1877. Even today no
state covers all workplace hazards.
WithOut question the early state programs, given the circumstances of the day,
resulted in great strides forward. The
virtual elimination of the factory as a breeding ground for contagious diseases such as tuberculosis
a great achievement in the practice of public health. Progress wasrepresented
made in the provision of
mechanical safety devices on machines and assembly lines.

With the passage of workmen's compensation laws and a series of court decisions
broadening the scope of an employer's responsibilities for maintaining a hazard-free
workplace, -management began intense programs to, reduce acciderit rates and
insurance premiums. These programs concentrate on a limited number of hazards
that manifest themselves over a. short period of time, 'ignoring the prevention of
diseases that develop over long time spans. State pregrams reflected management
priorities. They were often divulecliio that the agency with primary responsibility
handled management's top prie4ty: "safety." Health problems were often bandle,d
separately byStatejlealth Departments, who were assisted by the United States
Public Health Service.

-
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The consequence has been the Inauguration of "safety" programs that largely
ignore the health effects tat exposure to toxic aubstances, harmful physical agents
and unsanitary eutipg and clean-up facilities. This is particularly true of effects
difficult to relate in a court of law to a specifilir c) work faun.
This resulted in "education" campaigns which, though pu rllo and ineffective
as methods of reducing accidents, were far from harmless.
At the same time that these "safety" programs reached their height, in the 20
years following World War II, Many states began to experience a reduced rate of
Industrial expansion. The few effective state programs increasingly were perverted

from enforcement to technical and "educational" servicesoften on-sitewhose
primary mission was to aid the commercial development of the state. They often
attempted to mimic) extension services in other sectors. The successful services
had no ties with enforhement--as in agriculture.
Even in .k he face of vast technological changes in the workplace, state laws and
regulations remained largely unchanged. While now industries introduced unmonitored substances and agents into the workplace every 20 minutes, standards
.

were developed to control only a few hundred of the roughly 12 000 chemical and
physical hazards to which the worker is known to be exposed. Citations and court'
action were replaced by "conference, conciliation and pkrsuasion." Meager gains
made at the turn of the century Were lost. Profession created to protect. the
workplace dropped to the lowest levels of prestige and remuneration. Competent

men and women became demoralized and left the field. While most arms of
government, grew tremendously in the states during this period of Urn°, often
faster than In federal or local government, most occupational safety and hoalth
programs atrophied. In 1008 the states employed fewer than 1,000 "inspectors"
to cover all workplaces.
These inspectors failed to provide either good enforcement or good education
and technical services.
Thus, historically, the barrier to action by government has been formidable.

.

The long, unsatisfactory experience of depending on the states to protect the
workplace did not lead to a total rejection by organized labor of tho state role.
B. Colorado

44.

Jerome J. Williams, Area Director OSHA, was interviewed. OSHA became a
state program on March 1, 1074 and is commonly referred to as 00SH. Prior to

the state take-over, Mr. Williams' area of responsibility was Colorado and

Wyoming. His staff consists of ono (1) Industrial Hy ienist and five (5) Complis
once Officers. It was estimated that each of these six (6). individuals could inspect
sixteen (16) business establishments per month. This figure indicates 96 establishments per month and 1,152 per year. By actual count 916 business establishments

were inspected in 1973; for January .1974, 80 establishments were inspected.
Standard Department of Labor publ cations and information available, but this
resource was being phased out.
Greg Rogers, Director, Colorado Occupational Safety and Health Administra-

tion, was Interviewed. At the time of interview, the program had been in existence
only four (4) days. GOSH intends to hire 24 qualified inspectors in 1074 and an
additional '24 in 1975. They are projecting 50=-100 inspections" per week. The
state program provides a "technical assistance" staff of twelve (12) Six (6) make

courtesy inspections and the remaining six (6) conduct educational seminars.

Supposedly the technical assistance staff- and the compliance officers will not have

access to each other's information. 00811 has a library and films are available
upon request. Educational seminars are planned. Standard U.S. Department of
Labor publications and information available.'
Richard Ayers, Director of the Colorado Safety Asiociation (a part of the

Denver Chamber of Commerce) was interviewed. Membership 340. The Colorado
Safety Council has full library services from the National Safety Council. Under
the grant from the Department of Labor nine orientation Bourses have been con-

ducted with a total enrollment of 804. Of this total 10 percent Were employee
representatives and 90 percent .employer representatives. In May 1974, the
Colorado Safety Council plans to conduct an all-employee orientation program.
This Safety Council has two industrial, safety enginehrs on its staff. A publicity
campaign has been conducted and pinpoint mailing program to employers js irt.
Operation to heighten the awareness of OSHA. Mr. Ayers stated that the G6ticil
. has a good working relationship with ASSE and that adequate information is
M million):
available. Plans for se of Department of Labor grant (860
20one-day rientation course (nine completed). e
4one-day enching and excavation course,
4one-day health and safety course.
../
,
4four-day voluntary compliance course.
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Curtis Foster, Regional Director, OSHN sias Interviewed. During the course

of the Interview we were Joined by Mr. Strusloy J. Reno, Regional Program Director of NIOSII and his assistant. Since OSHA has been taken aver by the state, the

federal OSHA people are acting in an overseer capacity. They hope to see the
state inspect "Target Industries" annually (meat packing; lumber and wood;
trenching, etc.) and all other industry at least once eVery five years. Both Mr.
Foster and Mr. Reno felt that there was ample information available for employers to comply. It was stated that the following associations are actively involved in assistance to members and in thelmblication of data (Assoc fed General
Contractors Western Wood Products,. Timber Products Manure tures.% and
Mountain States. Employers ,Council).
The unanimous consensus among all interviewed is that the information is there
for anyone willing to take some initiative. There is assistance available from
the State Health Department, the Colorado Safety Council, various business and
manufacturing Emaciation% and NIOSIL There may be an estimated 400 to 500

"consultants" in the State of Colorado In the field. Data as to their adequacy
S'144 not available. This does not countilresources that may be available in the
state's colleges (not included in the survey).
C. Wisconsin
William Redmond, Executive Director of the Wisconsin Council.of Safety, was
interviewed. Membership: approximately 500. It ?mates under the umbrella of
the Wisconsin , Manufacturing Association, composed of 1,350 members. Mr.

Redmond stated that the WCS has in operation an "OSHA Hot Line" on

to

calls from anyone concerning all aspects of the Act. If they don't have the answer,
they will make the effort to find it. One source they use in getting information is the

State Health -Department. The WCS has foil library services of the National
Safety COuncil. The Wisconsin Council is conducting a campaign by mail to
alert those covered by the Act of its existence. The yellow pages of the phono
book, is their mailing iist.
It was stated that the goal of the Council, with regard to lie Department of
Labor grant, w as to reach
tit employer (under 500 em doyees). To date
024 percent of the businessmen tending the orientation etitstrav have fallen

into this range.
Beginning September 24, 1073, to date, the WCS has conducted 31 orientation
courses and has plans for at least 15 r sore. The number of _people trained in the
orientation course to date is 2,402, averaging 80 per course. Other planned courses
under the DOL grant:
30 trenching and excavation (ono day).
30 safety and health (one day).
7 voluntary compliance (four day).
The Wisconsin Council of Safety feels that there is adequate information and
assistance available.

John Zinos, Commissioner, Industrial Safety

and Buildings; Lawless L.
Mollere, Chief, Bureau of Inspectors; Edward Otterson,
'Chief, Section of Occupational Health; and Dr. George Handy, State Medical Director were interviewed.
The State of Wisconsin has approximately 80,000 businesses covered by OSHA,
employing two million workers. There are 116 inspectors in the state With a legal
support staff numbering 21. It is estimated by Mr. Moller° that each inspector
should Inspect a minimum of two businesses per day. This would
indicate that
approiimately 4,640 businesses would bo inspected each month. According to4A
this estimate each business establishment should be inspected once every two,
years. Courtesy inspections and technical assistance are available from the state
if this assistance cannot be obtained elsewhere. There are staff and laboratory
facilities available for medical and scientific evaluation of particular problems
in industry.
The Wisconsin Department of Health and Social Services has written a manual
on the Control of Hazardous Industrial Noise Ezposuro
as well as an Occupaliooa1
Health Guide for Medical and Nursing Personnel. Mr. Ottcrson stated that the
Employers Mutual of Wausaw and the Century Insurance Company' are doing'a
great deal of work in occupational safety and health. The state people do not feel
that there is adequate information and assistance available. However, this statement was always accompanied by plea for more money.
They feel the problem Is
the lack of a decision as to whether OSHA will remain federal or go state. There
are the usual Department of Labor materials and information available.
Charles Dorgan, Professor, Department of Engineering, University of, Wisconsin, Extension; vas interviewed. The Department
of Engineering conducts
two-day courses relating directly and indirectly to occupational safety and health.
1'
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One course directly related covers the background history and current status of,
the OSHAct. Specific topics covered are: (1) Management for OSHA, (2) Tempera-

. tune Stress, (3) Ventilation, (4) Industrial Hygiene, (5) Noise, (0) Other hazard/
Safety topics as time allows.
Other courses offered relating to safety and health are:
1. Blasting Considerations and Techniques for Construction.
2. Sewage Pumping Station Design.
3. Industrial Electrical Design.
4. Industrial Electrical Safety.
0
3. Crane Failures.
0. Occupational Safety and Health for Industry.
7. Construction Safety.
8. Noise-Control in Industry (A Practical Approach)..
9. Safety in the Chemical Process Industries.
10. Health and Safety,in the Industrial Plants.
11. Automation of Manual Manufacturing Operations.
12. Recent Advances in Workplace Design.
13. Meeting Product Noise LimitsA Design Approach.
14. Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
Ci
15. Solving Problems Related to Occupational Safety and Health.
10. Fast Breeder Reactor Safety.
Mr. Dorgan stated, that the students attending the Safety and Health courses
.

are safety men from I

e corporations. Ho or someone on the staff may from time

to time visit a plant to elp in solving a particular problem; however they receive
criticism from other professionals as unfair competition when fees are not charged.
They can recommend qualified help when needed.
An interview was not conducted in the Federal OSHA office.
D. Ohio
State Government

The State of Ohio was looked at in the greatest depth. Its government provided
the most extensieh services and personnel to industry in the field of occupational
safety and healthijt provided the only planned and successfully integrated consultative progranNz the United States. As Mr. Bryner, former Superintendent,
Industrial Commission of Ohio, stated, "The commission in essence provides a
'safety man free of cost.' " The material that follows was prepared for this study by
.
state personnel and verified by IUD staff.
In essence the Ohio data shows that ,even When actively promoted and offered
free, few employers and very few tutudi employers avail themselves of these
.

servlees.

Division of Safety and. Hygiene's legal mandate as contained in Article 11,
Section 35 Constitute of Ohio 'for thninvestigation and prevention of industrial
accidents and diseases". This legal mandate is carried out through the following
means:
(1) Industrial Field Service Department
A. I Manes, Supervisor, plus nineteen (19) field men. Three (3) District Supervisors tnd sixteen (10) Safety Advisors This department_conducts safety inspech fpllow-up recheck visits. DeViations from 10-5 code are written up on
tions
survey form and ,given to employers at violations of State safety requirements. In
addition they make accident investigations of fatal and severe amputation injuries.
(2) Construction Field Service Department
Zane Mickey Supervisor, plus nineteen (19) field mon. Sixteen (10) mon plus

three (3) District Supervisors. This department inspects construction job sites
throughout Ohio using the Construction Code IC-3 as their criterion. They also
conduct accident investigations of fatal and severe injuries.

.

($) Business and Public Agencies Department
William Brumback, Supervisor, plus Sixteen (16) field personnel. Two (2) District Supervisors plus fourteen (14) Safety Advisors. This department inspects to
Ohio employers other than manufacturing and construction contractors. They also
make accident investigations for the purpose of finding the causes so a recurrence
of a similar accident type may be prevented.
(4) Engineering andndustrial Hygiene Department.

DeWitt Huffman, P.E., plus four (4) professional engineers staff this' department. Functions;

(

-
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(a) Engineering.-7-They assist In complex problems of machine guarding and

other engineering areas like structural, chemical and civil engineering situations.

(b) Industrial Hygiene Engineering:This department makes surveys of
plants and other work places to determine a there is a health hazard; taking
and testing samples when necessary. After recognizing and evaluating the
health hazards, they send control solutions to the applicant employer.
(5)' Statistical Department

Frank Spanable, Chief Statistician, heads up this department of sixteen (10)

employees. -They collect and compile data from Workmen's Compensation claims
and man -hour report from employers: This information is used to figure frequency
and severity rates so comparisons may be Made of other times and places to show

growth trends. Statistical and Cost Analysis reports for separate industries and
individual employers. This gathered inforniatioreglyes to those concerned the dimensions of their injury problems, i.e. What it is, Where it is, When for the latest

five (5) year period, how it happened, by accident types'and the economic losses by
way of increased premiums which is a mirror image of accident losses sustained.
(0) Safety Training Department and Film Library
A. W. Meanor is Supervisor with two (2) employees. Supervisors Safety Training
Course (12 session-14 subject course) is. given to applietdit employers and also
a 'Train the Trainer' week-long course .given in Columbus, Ohio three '(3) times
a year. Training Department handles all, training resources except the manpower
resource. Instructors are competent field personnel from the Industrial and BPA

Departments. ifs
(7) Sal* Director Program Department
Charles Campbell heads up this department in a staff function with man' ower
resources provided by Industrial and BPA departments. Small employers under
500 employees) with heavy. injury losses can enlist the services of the afety
Director Department. It is an optional service with mandatory elements. A.
competent Safety Advisor is assigned to a company with Top Management,
Supervision and employees organized in a joint venture to materially reduce the
.

human and economic losses.
Fs-e
(8) Safety Campaigns-Awards and Ohio 45afety Conga so
Robert Riley is Supervisor a staff function. See
e Challenge" for particular
details.

(9) Publications Department
William Coulter is Director of Publieations'and he has nineteen (19) employees.
See 'Challenge" for &Wes as Shipping Department, Art Department, Photogra-

pher Department, Printing Department. In addition, this department creates,
develops, produces and distributes specific accident prevention programs for
Ohio Employers. They are "Patteula for. Progress for Manufacturing", "Cisco for
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Construction Industry", "Road Map for Safety for Motor Carriers", "Tree of
ifo forlIqrtichltdrar-IhduAtrY", Programs for the Foundry, Restaurant and
chool shim safety industries.

The Supervisors of Departments listed above compose the executive Staff

along with Gary B. Bryner, Superintendent and William Murphy; Asst.
Superintendent.

INTER-OFFICE COMMUNICATION

To: Howard R. Hague, Jr.
From: .Gary B. Bryner.
Subject: Number of ecifhpanies servibed monthly.
Industrial field services department.
Construction field rvices department
Business and public agencies department
Engineering and in ustrial hygiene
artment
Publication department (See attache . (#1)).
Training department (See attached. #2)).
Size of companies in the State of

MARCII 7, 1974.

.
.

1, 500
1, 702
1, 078
30

Over 500
730
Less than 500
181, 845
Less than 100
178, 010
Less' than 50
113, 081
Less than 20
159, 205
The above information is the estimate from the Bureau of Employment Services
for 1973.
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Putillealions4 number distribuirr
per yea
Monitor
Pattern for Progress (For Manufacture typo businesses):
a) Safety talk guides
b) Supervisors check lists

c) Posters (monthly)

d) Streamers (monthly)
e) Supervisors wall calendars
f) Employees reminder calendars
g) Supervisors booklets (average)

2, 400, 0001

100, ado.
100, 000
060, 000.
660, 000

,

4

no, 000

,

6, 600, 000
100, 000.

CISCO:
For construction industry, on specific order:
18 different craft safety rule books (average of each)
General managemelit books
'6
Construction waUalendars for supervisors
Employee reminder calendars
Hard hat _decals

15, 000"
7, 000
30, 000

350,000
_

Crane signal card and/or posters
18 posters (adhesive) all different

Warning stickers (4 different) that is, guard rails, ladders,
lookout, welding tank stickers (each)
4 streamers all different 30 inches by 10 inches

Roadmap for motor carrier safety (truckers and dock workers):
Safety talk guide
..,

100, 000.
10, 000
20, 000.
25, 000,
10, 000

8, 000'
12 posters
"
060, 000
Employee reminders
1, 800, 000
Supervisors wall calendars
10, 000
Stickers, dash. board
720, 000
Special warning stickers (average)
20, 000
Safety spots for broadcasters (radio an'd TV) (for all employees):
Safety rule books
2, 500
Warning stickers
25, 000
Posters
24, 000
Studio capacity
400,
TV BOOM
3, 000
TV boom
3, 000
Cable tents
10, 000
Serving safety for restaurants (on specific order):
Safety talk guides
20, 000
Posters
100, 000'
1 1"

Tree of life safety program for arboriculture! busineSSes (on

§e,

specific order):
Safety talk guides (covers 5 manual numbers)
2, 500
Posters (adhesive)
50, 000
Warning stickers (adhesive)
25, 000
School shop safety manuals-educational booklets 6tverag6_
4, 000
Industrial good housekeeping
5, 000.
Foresight for Eyesight
5, 000.
-},Fire Safety in the Small Industrial Plant
A 5, 000'
Hand Tools
5, 000.
How To Work Safely With Air-Powered
5, 000
Welding With Safety
5, 000.
Guide to Safe Operation of Woodworking Machinery
5, 000
Safety in the Manual Handling of Materials
5, 000
Safety in the Operation of Powered Industrial Trucks
5, 000
Specialty printed materials such as
Einergency telephone 'stickers, artificial respiration, crane
Signals, Warning stickers, and so forth (average total)._ _
200, 000,
A new specific Foundry Safety Program is being developed and will be ready

about April or May.
None of the above includes administrative forms, either internal or external,.
nor any display work, fair trailer or Congress decorations, etc., which
Respectfully submitted,

WILLIAM S. COM.

do.
n,

Supervisor of Pu icattons.

x'43
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1971

Number of training courses given
Number of separate classes in the courses given
Number of Individual employers served ,
Number. of Ohio supervisors who received the 124assion supervisors safety
training course.,

91
100
104

Number of men from private Industry trained In our weeklong "trairahe
trainer" instructors training conference
.
Number of employers assisted in training their torklift operators
Number of forklift operators trained (total)

,

,

1972

1971

113

.

90

III

107

132

2,659

2,693

90

90
195

117

2,735

.

40,
335.
7,944.

APRIL 4, 1974.
Recapitulation of 273 questionnaires, directed to health laboratories
throughout
the State of Ohio, to determine laboratory
capabilities related to Occupational
Health.

r'

\

-

Totals listed under each item number indicates total number of participating
laboratories performing that particular service.
4. Do you employ the following analytical equipment?
1. Gas chromatography
39.
2. Atomic Absorption.
46
3. X-ray diffraction
7
4. Auto analyzer
112
5. Mass spectrometer
13
6. Electron Microscope
15
7. Other
89
5. From whom do you' receive samples and specimens?
.j.liety Personnel
21
ustrial 'Hygiene Personnel
26
,
3. Physicians;
226
4. Other Labbratories
81
5. Industry (control of industrial processes)
34
6. Other
87
6. To the best of your knowledge, what Is the major
samples are sent to
you for analysis?
1. Process (Production) evaluation and control
252. Environmental air or water pollution evaluation or control
28
3. Workplace (industrial hygiene) evaluation or control
19

4. Medical
.1
5. Other (specify)
7. Do you perform analyses of:
1. Biolordeal specimens

239'
19

211
51

2. Watersamples
3. Mr Samples

19
4. Other (specify)
8. Do yisu perform the following clinical hematology or chemistry analyses? 50

Bioodiserum:
01. Hemoglobin
02. HemetocrIL

03. White blood cell count...
04. Differential
05. Sugar
06. BUN
07. SCOT

08. SGPT...
09. LOH
10. CPK

Urine:

IL

itiire--

12. Acetone

13. Protein
14. Microscopic.

(

Routinely

Occasionally

235

5

234
234
234
233
223

4

,.200
181
191

164

235
226
234
235

69--338--76--10
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Never

5
4
7

18
I.8
18
19
18

12
19
29
18
23

22
28
32
34
44

6

18
20
,, 18
18

10

6
4

Planner

for future.

1
1
1

I
1
1
1
1
1

4
1

I
1

2'
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9. to you perform the following analyses which 'may be used as biological`

Screening tests for hazardous exposures in the workplace?

Planned. for'

Routinely . Occasionally

NeYer.

'future

13
11

30
31
12

7

12
17
40
14

166
164
176
184
180
.152

20
21

9

01. Blood lead
02. Urine lead

03. Utine.ALA....f
04. Birtod mercury
05. Urine mercury
06. Blood carboxyhomOilobln
07. Blood arsenic.
03, Urine arsenic
09. Urine thallium
10. Urine phenol

8

H.
7

9
2

4
4

II. Urine fluoride

7

12. Red all cholinesterase
13. Plasma cholinesterase...:
oN 14. Other (specify)

15
1

17
14
15
14

15

182:,

15//'

.179
.193
194

18
4

3
4
17
24
4

9

9
10
18
22
3

ISO

175
163

.

93

10. The following questions relate to analysis of industrial hygiene samples:
No

Yes

Do you collect air (atmospheric) samples, or make field measurements?
Do you,provide clients with sir sampling Instruments?

(1)-

(2)

16
8

219
227

11. Do you specifically analyze or evaluate:
Planned

Filter samples for:
01. Total dust.
02. Silica dust.,
03. Asbestos fibers
04. Cotton dust
05. lead
06. Other heavy metals
07. Beryllium
08. Oil mists
09. Fluorides
10, Coal tar pitch volatiles.

..
1:.

/

12. Olisocyanates (1131, 2101 end others)

13. Acid mists
14. Aldehydes.
15. Dust counts
16, Mercury
17. Other samples not listed ebove,(specify)

Occasionally

Never

for future

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

8

6
7

200
200

2

6
5
3

6
5

5
4

7

12
13
7

201
202
194
190
196

5

200

4
5
5
4

9

196

4

4
6

199

7

' 199

5

201
199

5

7
5
4
5

3

11. Charcoal tubes for Organic solvent vapors:;

Impinge'. samples for:

Routinely

,

3

4
6
3
3
5

a

2

4
3
4

6

2

a.

4
4

202
202
,

5

4

192
178

3

12. Do you provide preweighted casettes and analyze for:
No

Yes

(1)
Total dust..
Percent free Silica,

'`

(2)
213
213

13: Do you take samples for evaluation. of air pollutants? 1. Yesi, 15.2. No,
194.

.
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14. Po You, analyze en,vironmerital air sarnples for the
Routinely

Occasionally

(1)

(2)

9
10

7

204

7

,, 6

7

'204

8
9
7

204
205
246

t Carbon monoxide

2. Partkuiates.. '

...

3. Hydrocarbons

4. NO,

5.50.

a.

,

pollutants'?

i

$
6
5

Callotochendcal oxidant'.

Planned,

Never

(3)

206,

for future

"L.

(4)

'

Yes

No

(1)
15. Do you perform workplace hobs level monitoring?
16. Do you perform environmental poise evaluation?
17. Do you have equipment which can measure onsits noise level (deA) over in 6.hr

10

9

'227

226,

pue l ed?

18. Pleas

indicate if you would like a copy of this compilation

Adams, 1.

Ashland, 1.
Ashtabula, 3.
Athens, 3.
Auglaize, 1.
Belmont, 3. _
Brown, 3.

-Butler, 5.

Carroll, 0.
Champaign, 1.
Clark, 1.
Clermont, 0.

Columbiana, 5.
Coshocton, 3.
Crawford, 2.
Cuyahoga, 50.
Darke, 0..
Defiance, 2.
Delaware, 2.
Erie, 1.
Fairfield, 2.

Fayette, 1;
Franklin, 35.
Fulton, I.
Gallia, 1. ,

Geauga, 0.
Greene, 2.
Guernsey, 0.
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TOTAL 'PABTIOITATING LABORATORIES (273) BY CQIINTY

Allen; 4.

Clinton, 01.

'1731-)

'

Hamilton, 20.
Hancock, 2.

Muskingum, 1.
Noble, 0.
Ottawa, 0.
Paulding, 0.
Perry, 0.
Pickaway, 0.

Hardin,, 1.
Harrison, 1.

Henry, 1.
Highland, 1.
Hocking, 2.

Pike, 0.
Portage, 1.
Preble, 1.
Putnam, 0.
Richland, 4.

Holmes, 1.

Huron, 1.
Jackson, 0.

Jefferson, 3.

linox, 2.

Lake, 5.
Lawrence, 1.
Licking, 3.
. Logan, 1.
Lorain, 6.
Lucas, 16.
Madison, 2.
Mehoning, 6.

.:00

Marion,, 3.

Medina, 3.
Meigs, 2.
Mercer, 2.
Miami, 1.
Monroe, 0.
Montgomery, 12.
Morgan, 0. si,
Morrow, 0.

Ross, 1.
Sandusky, 0.
Scidto, 0.
Seneca, 0.
Shelby, 1.
Stark, 7.
Summit, 10.
Trumbull, 3.
Tuscarawas, 0..,
Union, 1.
Van Wert, 1.
Vinton, 0.
Warren, 0.
Washing-ton,'3.
Wayne, 2.
Williams, 1.
Wood, 5.
Wyandot, 0.

The Universities

In June, 1974, the Labor Education 'find Research. Service of The Ohio State
University contracted with the U.S. Department of b r to "Demonstrate the
feasibility of encouraging voluntary compliance by mg.a statewide university
extension program to develop, conduct, and evalu to j b safety, and health,
tpining for about 4,000 employees and employee repr ent tives." This contract
further provided that state employees would be utilized y he Labor Education
and Research Service as instructors in the program, whit w o originally designed
to be offered only to persons in the State of Ohio.

' ..
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Because of thequccess of this program and its 'potential application to small
business, it is described here,
A series of unanticipated events centering around a change in state administra-

tion culminated in an alteration of the close wbrking relationship between The
Labor Education and Research Service and the Ohio Industrial Commission's
Division of Safety and Hygiene and the Ohio Department of Industrial Relations.
The heart of the program is a "hazard recognition" course utilizing audio-visual,
educational television and programmed learning material. Tests of the first materials included a small number of small businessmen. ,Flexible and able to be

tailored to4sOcial needsone hour to four weeks of in4truction is possibleit

or the utilization of established extension services.
provides an excellent pattern for'
Still another effort was the now defunct Ad Hoc Occupational Safety and Health
Task Force. This coordinating body, located at Case-Western Reserve School of
Medicine and funded by the State Health Department, coordinated efforts kly state
agencies, the federal government, Cincinnati, Case-Western Reserve, and Ohio
State Universities, management and labor. A key report, written by the staff of
the LERS at Ohio State University follows.
The federal input was from NIOSH, since the members wanted to distinguish
this effort from OSHA enforcement.
The Ad Hoc Occupational Safety and Health Task Force
REPORT ON AREA OF RESPONSIBILITY NO. 3

Area of Responsibility Task No. 3 was to survey:
(a) Educational Services for activities of county agents.
(b) Educational courses and programs including those of education and agri,
culture and state universities.
There are 114 colleges and universities in Ohio. Of these, 76 are four-year institutions, and 38 are two-year colleges. Of the four-year institutions, we surveyed
the 10 with Schools of Engineering, the 15 members of the Ohio Council on HigherContinuing Education, the one Agriculture Extension Service, and the one Labor
Education and Research Service. We surveyed all 38 of the two-year colleges.
Four-Year Colleges and Universities
Four-year colleges were surveyed by telephone. Responses are given in Appendix.

I.
Credit ProgramaEngineering
Surveyed were the 10 institutions with Schools of Engineering. None questioned
had a major in occupational safety and/or healthut 6 of the schools do offer
Dayton, Ohio - University, and
courses on a regular basis: Akron, Ohio State, D
Miami University. The total number of students taking these courses last year
was 300. In addition., Cincinnati offers courses sporadically, and intends to.
institute a regular program for engineering majors in the near future.
TABLE I.CouAes in schools of engineering
Professor offering course

School

Paul Dunham, Milton Wales.

University of Akron
Case Western Reserve
University of Cincinnati
Cleveland State University
University of Dayton
Miami University
Ohio Northern University
The Ohio State University
Ohio University
University of Toledo

Max Brown, George Mueller..

Philip Patrick,
Ronald Treiiek.
Thomas. Rockwell..

Albert Squibb.

E.D. Florence.
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'Credit ProgramaOther
Next fall, the Fire lands Branch of Bowling Green State University ii3instittiting
a major in environmental technology. Faculty is still being sought.
-Continuing Education
(Continuing. Education data were obtlained from The Ohio Council on Higher

Continuing Education.) Four institutions Akron, Dayton,' Ohio State, -and
Tolcdo,.offer occupational safety and health instruction on a regular basis in their
continuing education program. Three others, Cleveland State, Cincinnati, and
Bowling Green, have at one time or another co-sponsored programs with local

safety councils.

TABLE ILPROGRAMS IN CONTINUING EDUCATION
Program

Instructor

Akron

Participants

Bill Miller, Harry Mclnery
Philip Patrick
Staff
,

Dayton
Ohio State (LERS)
Toledo

E. D. Florence

65

92
100

I No data.

Continuing EducationAgriculture
In 1971, after the passage of the law, the OSU Agricultural Extension Service
offered approximately 30 programa designed to acquaint agricultural employers
with the provisions of the law and their responsibilities under it. They also presented some radio announcements, dealing mostly with recordkeeping requirements
under the law.
Currently, the Extension ServIce is not involved in programming. Current
information on changes, standards, etc. is provided to the County Extension
Agents, as is information on record-keeping requirements and procedures.
Director of the College of Agriculture's health and safety activities is Professor
Wilbur Stucky. Ile is responsible for keeping the county agents
informed, and
has more detailed information on the kinds of programs they have run.
TWO-YEAR COLLEGES

Thirty-eight two-year colleges were surveyed by mail. Respopses were received
from Z8. A complete list of Ohio's two-year colleges is given in Appendix II.
The responses to our survey and the list of respondents is given in Appendix III.
Credit Programa

C.

Eleven two-year colleges offer credit instruction in various aspects of occupational safety and/or health. Enrollment last year was approximately 300.
No schools offer a major.
TABLE M.-2.YR COLLEGES CREDIT PROGRAMS

School

Muskingum Area. Tech
Cincinnati Tech
Ohio College of Applied Science
Cuyahoga Community CollegeWestern
Terra Tech
Belmont Tech
Stark Tech

Ohio UniversityLancaster
Lakeland Community College

MiamiMiddletown
Jefferson City Tech. Institute

Faculty

R.L. Gilbert, Daniel Behr
Wm. G. Rhein
George Mueller
Galo Blanks, John J. McBurney
James R. DeVolder_.

John M. Bayer
Wm. Hammen
ISE Athens staff
Edwin Kumier
David Trelick
Robert Smith, Joseph Osvart

2 No response.
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Participants

(last year)
21

4

30-40

13
35
41

,14:6

Contihuing Education

In. addition, 13 schools offer instruction in occupational safety and/ipr health
II their continuing education protrams. Enrollment last year was iapproxiinately
700.

' ,

TABLE IV. -2 -(R COLLEGES CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAMS

ParticiPants.

(last yeti)

Faculty'

School

James R. Welder"

Terra Tech..
Beimor1t Tech
Columbus Tech

Ohio UniversityChillicothe
Ohio UniversityLancaster
Miami DniversityMiddletown
Jefferson City Tech institute
Muskingum Tech
Cincinnati Tech
Ohio College of Applied Science

Cuyahoga Community allegeMetre
Cuyahoga Community CotligeWestern
Youngstown State

52

.

100

Columbus Safety Council
Russ Putney, Peter Schmidt
1 Charles Overly
ISE Athens Welty__
David Trelick
Joseph Osvart ,
R. L. Wiled, Dankil Hehr, Russell L.
Compton.
'Faculty from apprentice committees
George Mueller
Not fisted
do

do
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13

IS.
35
17

.60

200
30-40
SO

.
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9 colleges stated that they offered no courses and had no plans to do ,:r.

CONCLUDING MORNS

In general, oth survey of occupational safety and health education revealed
mixed progress apd mixed prospects.,ghere is a growing awareness of the occupational safety 'ibd health field amoNg educators and students. A significant
though by no means satisfactorynumber of tours s and programs are being
offered, over 75% of those taking courses were employ es in programs co-sponsored
with the Ohio labor movement and LERS, an oro schools plan either new or
expanded programs in the immediate future. Tab e V shows the summary results
of our survey.
TABLE V.OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY ANO HEALTH EDUCATION Si

- Credit programs:
4-yr college*
2-yr colleges

Total

Continuing *duration gregrams:
4-yr college
2-yr college

Total

Major problem areas are apparent, however. Although the
effort is by far the largest component of occupational

OHIO)
institutions

Students

7
11

300
300

118

600

4
13

5, 071
700

17

5,771

uing education
alth education

in Ohio, total numbers are still minuscule compar w th the otal size of the
Ohio workforce. The reliance, in smaller programs, on ommunity and business
personnel as faculty raises doubts as to the quality of i truction. This points in
the direction of an additional problem area: the absence f any program designed
to train qualified instructors in the field, and the absence of any concerted effort
to develop instructional materials.
Projections for the future do include some steps designed to improve both the
quantity and the quality of occupational safety and health instruction. In the
area of credit instruction, two schools not now offering courses plan to do so next

year; and two schoolsColumbus Tech and Bowli9g Green-Firelandsplan
to have associate degree programs operative by 1975.4'
In the continuing education area, the L'abor Education and Research Service

at The Ohio State University hopes to initiate by summer a major program in
public education through WOSTJTV, a major program in hazard recognition and
the training of hazard recognition instructors. These programs will involve the
cooperation of the major state agencies having occupational safety and health

ry
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'iesponSibilities. Another proposal designed With the cooperation'Of:the-Divieloin
of Safety and Hygiene has been submitted to thirOhio Board of .Regents. This
proposal covers safetyl.and health education' programs throughout the state for
small bushiess employers (less than 500 employees) in inanufactming and cell,
struction.
=

N,SC and 0811A
,
Joseph Wolfe, Ohio Safety Council, was interviewed. Theihave a manufacturing membership. Of, 450 with jurisdiction
in Central, )hio's eight counties. In this
.area, there are approximately 25,000 business
establishments covered= bylOSHA,
most of which are employers of less than

500. Under the DePartment,etLabor
grant there are to be 67 courses offered-840

students have been trained' to date
with a goal of 4,000.
. - ,
The Ohio Safety: Council has access to the National Safety Coincillibrary
facilities. Mr. Wolfe felt that there was adequate information available. and
Peter Schrtlidt, former U.S. Department of Labor OSHA Area Threetor in.
Columbus, was interviewed. Area of authority:
Southeast Ohio consisting of 37
counties. Stated'an estimate of companies inspected each month at three
per man 1
week with a staff of 18. This would indicate 234 inspections per month and
2,808
per year. Littlt-consultation or information of
.

office.

.

any sort is available from this

-

vr, coNcLIISIONs

4

-

,

,

s Our study covered on-site and off-site
by, trad associations,
professional and lay organizations, the .serviceur.evided
federal government, stag
stet government,
and university extension services and educational
programs. In-d
studies in
Wisconsin and Colorado and a case study of resources m Ohio were made.
Trade associations are providing uneven coverage, but in great variety and
often with detailed on-site assistance. Given the hature of these groups,
we believe
that they are responding to constituent demand for service.
No systematic examination of materials, for example, was made. But in the'
course of doing the study, the investigators were exposed to much material of
a
very high caliber.
No attempt was made to examine the quality of service. In terms of quantity,
however, everyone of those surveyed
doing something; most were doing
something substantial. If many were were
not providing direct or indirect on-site
service, this is probably because of a lack
of demand...
Professional and lay dfganizations are responding to the impact of OSBA in
similar fashion: anticipating constituent
or market demands... Aetbieand subsidized
promotion produces large numbers
sidizedpromotion
of attendees at IA OSH4- funded
National Safety Council seminars. The initiative
o dees
but from OSHA. and professionals in the Council. came not from the
Without promotion, the American Occupational Medical Association needs' to
provide very little. Consequently, they do very little. The hygienists and safety
specialigts, through their organintions,- have organized referral services
literally 'blanket" the nation. They actively promote these services, hi that
because of the need to promote the commercial services of some members. part,
Each. of these groups is free-standing
uncoordinated. Eden the OSHA-,
funded programs are not related. Thus theand
seminars conducted
the American
Industrial Hygiene Association-are not related to the National Safety
Council
effort.
.

None of these programs as a group are at all related to federal and state

government consultative services. The AMA. services utilize university resources:.
However, the utilization is not systematized
on any kind of state'or regional basis.
The OSHA-funded community college experimental prograni was not studied;
but we are unaware of any conscious relationship
established between this program
and any other.

OSHA materials are available but in very limited quantity. osgA
consultation isapparentlynot in great demand. Essentially, the skillsoff-site
that

can be offered by OSHA are in the area of what is required and not how temeet
these requirements.
The NIOSH activity has greAlromise. This organization (ran provide informationon-siteon how to mderthese'requirements.
It dim supply technical
services on-site. The difficulty is that here again the effort
is free-standingobashfully offered, and painfully inadequate.
A long tradition (fifty years), a corporal's guard of technicians and
a handful of
pamphlets and film strips do not make a serious effort. It is essential to
point out,

i

.

po
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however, that a cursory examinfition of elr materials shows that they fit the
needs of retailers and others usually eg ected.
The state governments in Wisconsin and Colorado may be able to develop
effective on-site services.'At the time of the study they were just becoming disfrom the traditional programs and were adjusting
aduating to now enfoteement
e
roles. However, one thing is clear: any employer waning consultative assistance
could have it. The existing resourcesparticularly the University of Wisconsin's
engineering extension servicewere wider:utilized.
The historic experience of the statesdemonstrating the inability of an agency
to maintain both enforcement and consultative servicesis an important lesson.

.

The pattern established in Ohio offered us a clear model for state-federal-private

sector efforts. It was a clear break from, the traditional, compromised state
program in which enforcement and service aro cowbined.
It is unfortunate that purely politioal circumst nees have truncated most of
that program. But %he lesson was learned and it is worthwhile to resonstruot its
elements here.
A "task force" (funded by the State Health Department) had been established
to coofdinato the effort. A strong state. government agency (Ohio Industrial

Commission) freed of any enforcement responsibilityprovided hroacil,skilis,
facilities and funds for an aggressively promoted, wide array of fleksertices
for every possible kind of business closely coordinated with the federal government,

the universities (particularly Ohio State University) and other community

resources. The Department of Industrial Relations provided close support from
the Governor's Office, other state agencies and good liaison with federal agencies, '
labor and managemerft.
The demise of the program (the "task force" no longer exists) teaches us that
political 'continuity is a critical factor in terms of the long-term viability of any
pattern of consultative services that may be created.

Mr. CLAYMAN. I feel I am in a very strange role this morning,
Mr. Chairman. I am in opposition to your point of view, and that is
extraordinary for both of us. .I have recognized Or at, from the beginning

and I still recognize in spite of your sponsorshi ". f this bill, which I
oppose; that you indeed were the original sponsor of the original bill
in the House, and that we shall never forget, because we have attached
that much significance and tgat much priority to occupational safety
and health.
When you know that, as"you do! Congressman, suspect you may

understand our sensitivity in this field. It, is almost sacrosanct.
"Please don't la3r any hands upon it." That is pretty much our

attitude. It has become almost an emotional reaction, and yet there
is ra,tionality behind it, though

deeply respect your point of view.

Now, we are not opposed to the bill because we are opposed to
consultative services. As a matter of fact, and oddly enough, not the

representatives of small business, the many institutions, which represent them, not they, they didn't come forward and ask for more
money for educational services to small businesS, The industrial
union- department did. As far back as 1972, over and over again
since we have appeared before the Appropriations Committee and
this, committee, we were for , education and consultative services.
And in the main, we didn't entirely succeed.
Now, why are we distressed that now you are suggesting in your
bill consultative services? We are distressed because we think You
are putting it in the wrong place. The tool, a sound tool, is being put in the wrong hands. The cop, the police department is not really the- .

plaCe--nop.nallywhere you can anticipate sound education and
sound consultative services. It is not part of the psychology of the

,f

policeman on the bent. It is not part of the psychology of those who
enforce the law, and your bill puts it there, and it disturbs us.
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Now* when we originally, together, over groat opposition, built the
bill that became the, law of the land, we did think about consultative
service, IVIr. Congressman, and you were a good part,of that, and we
del' orately and w h malice aforethought, as it were, we debberAtely
putt, in N OSH e deliberately wanted to stren then and etnphasize
and particular'
he enforcement end in Q' 4 and we set up
NIOSH as the e. erunental basis, the reseal.° basis,
the medical
research basis, plus specific techniCal services.
As a matter of fact, in fiscal year 1970, NIOSII will spend roughly
about $3,800,000 for one or another form of consultative services. We

did thati weset that up in that 'fashion soyour argument has been
and I think it makes sensethat the original act, and you as sponsor

made sense, tile original act carefully, in general terms, defined the
jurisdiction of each olio of ,these agencies. Now .we are saying, no, let's
change it -around. Let's make the policeman an education. Our f r
is that this wma't work. In addition,
and unfortunately, if I uif
stand at all political psychology, wliat will happen ultimately, not
immediately, what will 'happen 'ultimately is that OSHA, if we do
what is being suggested in the bill, OSHA will become more .consulta- '
tive than it will become, enforcement, because that is the easy way
to eo.
d we all, I think, understand that. If there is a choice, in political
terms, if there is a choice, an official will go to consultation. Consultationjs not the road. As was said by the previous testimony, we have
bad 75 ears of consultation, almost exclusively so. That is
what
happe
in the States; almost no enforcement, almost all consultation
in prat cal terms.
I

DANIELS. Jake,, will you yield?

Let me clarify the contents of my proposed legislation. My bill
specifically provides for

a separation of compliance and consultative
personnel. There is no mix between the two. Now, if you feel that my
interpretation is wrong and that your interpretation, is correct,
would welcome any amendment'that you propose to submit to me to
'ake sure there is no mix.
Mr. CLAYMAN. Congressninn, I am suggesting that as night fellows
the day, speaking strictly in political terms, give them
a few .years,
experience will dictate that the principal emphasis and the principal

money, which is important

Mr. DANIELS. Would you be surprised to learn that originally I
drafted this bill with a very important, well-known member 'of the

labor movement for whom all you gentlemen representing labor today
have the highest respect?
Mr. CLAYMAN. All I can

tell yous

Mr. DANIELS, There is a separation of enforcement from consulta-

tion in this bill pursuant to his suggestion and advice to me. Fearing
there would be too much emphasis on consultation, he suggested
it
should be a separate appropriation for bcpth.
Mr. CLAYAIAN. I want to

say, and I d'on't want to pursue

Mr. DANIELS. I don't want
-bring this to your attention. to. embarass anybody, but I want to
I'vh. CLAYMAN [continuing]. I don't want to pursue the matter for

the reasons you stated.

-Mr. DANIELS. You gentleman, whom I respect and with whom I
have gotten along so well in the past, L don't know why you can't
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sit"down and work with tIS on a bill here. My office. is open to you as

it has been in'the past.

Mr. CLAYMAN. There die three labor spokesmen who have and.vill

appear hero this morning and they all have the same point of /view.

,

Mr. DANIELS. May I put one question to you.now? Mr. Clayman, in
1975 the Appropriations Committee authorized an appropriation oU5
Million for consultative services for the States and, as has-been brought
.out, hero this morning, 15 States have taken advantage of that provision whereby the Federal Government will _provide the funds on p
50-50 basis. Last month the Appropriations Committee appropriated
$5 million for fiscal 1976. There:aro 19 States not in the program at the
present time. But let's. assume that the other 19 States decide to tako
advantage of this law in 1976, is there any guarantee the Approprio- .
tions ComMittee will make a further appropriation in 1977 in view of
the remarks of Congmssman Flood of the Appropriations Committee
for 1977 and future years?
Supposing the Appropriations Committee does not come forward
with any appropriation, what will happen to those 34 jurisdictions,
they will be withOut consultative services, won't they?

Mr. CLAYMAN. Even if one accepts that analysisand it could

become a factit does not change the baSie assumption that We make
and it seems to me that you might very well make. Wo are not saying
let's not have consultative service. We are saying where shall it'be? It

is now in NIOSH. It does not have to be in OSHA: What magic

dictates, from your point of view, from the committee's point of view,
what magic dictates, what wisdom from on high dictates that it be in
OSHA, why not NIOSH? There you have tiro mood, there you have
the kind of climate which leans in the direction of consultative service.
They have highly technical people. They need More money, that is the
problem. Chet' need money and, if you Rye the money, whatever you
planned in your bill to.give to OSHA, well give it to NIOSH and we
will not complain.
.
4
.

Mr. DENT. May I ask a question at that point. or make an

observation?

-

I think in the'face of What I have already heard that we have a
.' great opportunity to get this thing settled,rinthe House. The latest
remarks of Mr. Clayman slimy they arq not closing the door on Federal

participhtion but they are closing the door on minglingand it will
mingle if it\ is put in under OSHA in any fashion. A

usually dilutes the efforts of till) inspection service to the
the build up of

the consultations because that is the way employers will apply it.
What I think we ought to try to do is offer a suggestion and see
whether or not these witnesses. here today, who represent a great
segment of the country, might not be satisfied with it.
I think you have to have the threat of Federal participation and
consultation held over the headS of the States by going in and usurping the field if they don't present some kind of State program. The

greatest fear any of them m have is that OSHA is going to take over the
consultation servic ecause thpt will be a pipeline to-the inspectors.
They will say, e this option laver hero has 17 violations.
I think wetan work it out so we haVe that threat over their shoulders
that we will heavily finance the service and have consultative services

that have no authority over OSHA's features.
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Mr. GAYDOS. I would like to make a point hero, if the Chairman
would permit.
Mr. Dent has suggested historically when you gmpliasize, one, that
is consulting services, you take away from the inspection and enforce-

1

ment aspect. Now, you mentioned that the crux of the problem is
where are you going to put these consulting services. I think in addition of that, M-r. Clayntfin, if you will hear mo out, I think the other
point is important also as to where and how you are going to finance it
because everybody seems to forgot, and the Chairman has repeatedly
referred to the appropriation langua 'e by Mr. Flood at the time the
consulting services were provided fo on the floor of the( House in
conjunction with the appropriatio me uro. Let me make it a matter
of record, at the time there were two other actions on the floor, No. 1,
a Steiger amendment and a Michel amen ont. Steiger's amendment
to the appropriation bill provided $5 million n additionI emphasize
in addition--to the money available for inspe ion services.
Then came along Mr. Nfichol and he said, witi minute, my amendment is going to take $5 million out of existing fund for the inspections
anyt provide iit for the consulting services. So wha do wo have
as a
matter of fact? We had, as a matter of fact, in the is.. of the floor
of the House a maneuver which resulted in stealing f om le inspection
and enforcement area $5 million. There is the proble ye ave.
Mr. DANiEls. I recognize you for 5 minutes.
Mr. GAYDa. That is 2 of my minutes.
Mr. DANIELS. I will give you 5 additional/minutes.
Mr. GAYD08. I believethen that we do have some substancand
we do have some recorded action and we do have proof that a good
lawyer or good legislator would look at, a track record of what
occurred. That is what occurred. I think it gives credence and sub-

stance to the feiir you expressed here today that we have to be
careful on this legislation because again we will just enlarge upon that
chicanery which occurred, where we will reduce funds for inspection
and enforcement, so I think the fears you express aren't empty fears
as far as the appropriation aspect of the thing is concerned, that is
where are you going to get the money. I don't think
it is in the field'
of conjecture any more, I think you have something to look at and say;
yes, this is going to happen because such and such happened. Let's
get intothe aspect, if I may, as to where these consulting services are

properly to be placed. I think you are making the point that defmitel3r,
they should not be in the area as suggested by the legislation. That is
just my little speech.
Letme ask it question; if I may.
I am of the opinion I -want
ant your candid response
ns to my statement
I am of the opinion that my Chairman, who I dearly love
and respect
has over-reacted on the:floor to Mr. Findley. He told Mr. Findley at
the time when we had the confrontation and argument on the floor, he
said, "Mr. Findley, I give you my'Word as Chairman of this subcommittee we will, as soon as possible, go into hearings and wo will bring
legislation on the point we are discussing." That is what the Chairman

said.

Now, I think the problem is, Is the Chairman overreacting in this
legislation? Is he fulfilling his obligation on the floor to Mr. Findley
arthis time? I think his position islover-compliance. It is very generous
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to Mr.Tindloy. The legislatiot s eksW would be as ch a rospmsiliility for him to maintain his wO of honor on the floor s his present
leg ution. I think his present lephgron is too generous to, r. Findley

and I thi k the points you raise, the critical points are

ore than

justified.

So that rin me to my qiiestion. My question is, Und what
conditions c ul you support the Milkman, as you always have in
the past, wh t amendment would you suggest and still have the

Chairman's su n'ested legislation Or collective legislation become a
reality with, as always in the pastr,the full sup ort of labor becau e
it seems to me t y have been ivedded together far many, many

years. You just sta d that as a witness and I think it is imperative
for you and the labo movement generally to become a part of this
lenslation.
ere do you think a d what type of suggested amendment would
you have? Where do you think it should fit in here? I think it can be
done, so if you could address yourself to that, I would appreciate it.
Mr. CLAYMAN. I simply would rephrase what I think I have already

said. Mainly, there is an existing agency that already has been empowered to perform consultative service. That is NIOSH. Already
it is on the books.
Now, it is conceivableI would *ant to go back and look more
carefully, I don't want to be too cursory or casual in my response
at this pointit is conceivable there may be need for some clarifying'
amendment. I say this without careful thought and we need to look
at it. But having said that, if Congress does not put the money in
and so far it has not been as responsive as we believe it should have
beenunless money is put in sufficient sum to make the agency work
in this direction, it will be a relatively pious expression of good will.

-

And so, Mr. Gaydos, I don't want tobecause I can't at this

specific momentspell out the details of the kind of legislation or
amendment we would approve. But I have indicated in a general way,
in my judgment, the kind of appfoach we would consider, at least tire
IUD would consider as worthy.
Mr. GAynos. If I may conclude with an observation, I believe by

your response you indicate to me that you share my very uneasy

feeling of the somewhat unorthodox position you are in, of not giving
full support to the legislation and how you are thrust into the position

of questioning the legislation where you should Fiore lightly be in
support of the leoislation.
Mr. CLAYMAN. °I am uncomfortable only to the extent I arn not prepared to give you specific language and you seem to be asking for a
specific amendment.
Mr. DANIELS.

have a copy hereyou had specific reference to

section 21. Would yob care to read it?
Mr. CLAYMAN. Yes; certainly, air.

Mr. DANIELS. Does this reinforce the statement you previously
made that NIOSH have jurisdiction?
Mr. CLAYMAN. I think what the language says in that sectionand
'section 20among other things, is that NIOSH shall have the authority to inform or determine, that is, to consult with and advise employers and employees and organizations representing employers and employees as to the effective means of prgeventing occupational injuries
and illnesses. There it is. And my intapretation of this language is
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there would be no veer amendments. There would be need to :plow

money in, more money into' NIOSH because obviously NIOSH could
not perform this service as extensively as apparently some of you feel
it needS to be done without additional money.
rit Mr. aANIELS. I respect your opinion. I want to ask you this question. Doesn't NIOSH have any responsibility today in the highly
technical\ field in areas relating to health hazards; health hazards in
education', and haven't they done a great,deal of technical and extensive scientific research in this department? If my recollection serves me
correctly, they have submitted about 14 different reports dealing with

chemicals, with regard particularly in the area of cancer research,
vinylchloritte, asbestos.

.

Mr. CLAYMAN. Congressman? I would answer you
Mr. DANIELS,. Do you think if we gave this on-site consultation for

.

.

businessmen upon request that we would not dilute the effective work
they are doing at the present time?
Mr. CLAYMAN. I would rephrase the same question to the committee
in relation to OSHA. Haven't we given OSHA enough responsibility in
the terms of enforcement, with 5 million establishments with a relative
handful of peoplPto enforce the law? Haven't we given thein enough?
Mr. DANIELS. Then you don't feel it would dilute NIOSH?
Mr. CLAYMAN. I think the dangers, if there are any in ,NIOSH, are
Obviously less apparent if it wont to NIOSH than if it wont to OSHA:
Mr. DANIELS. Would you support the bill if we put it in NIOSH?
Mr. CLAYMAN. Thatiss very difficult for me to answer.
Mr. DANIELS. But you are making a recommendation.
Mr. CLAYMAN. I don% know what you might have in mind. I am

laying that we don't needas I read this language---

Mr. DANIELS. Just make it clearer, spell it out in black and. white
and as different as day and night.
Mr. CLAYMAN. That it should be in NIOSH?
Mr. DANIELS. No; make the law a little clearer. We have done tigetq

we have been repetitious in our language.
Mr. CLAYMAN. I would want to see what it is before I made a com-

ment. If this is not clear enough, the spelling out of consultative
service, then it can be made clearer, but I think it is clear.
l

Mr. DANIELS. To re-emphasize, on-site consultation, Mr. Clayman.
Mr. CLAYMAN. I am speaking now obviously off the top of my

noggin, such as it is. I see no problem with NIOSH doing this job.
The problem I see and the problem t t all of you will have in getting
the legislation spelled out more cle
, if that is necessary, will be
the matter of providing money for it an Congress has not been diligent
in this area. If you provide money for it and think it is necessary to

spell it out in more detailalthough I don't know how much more
clearly it can be done in the English language than appears here now,
I at least have no objection.
Mr. GAYDOS. I think you stole my time. I yielded to the Chairman.

Do you feel NIOSH is more in the highly technical area, the

exploratory area? They are doing the scientific research, that is where
NIOSH is. They are doing things that can't be done by other people.
Everything connected with it, the highly complicated pyrotechnical

industry, areas where we make anhydrous ammonia, that is where
NIOSH should be doing research and putting together requirements.
Isn't that where they .are?
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Mr. CLAY AN. Lot me refer quickly to a voluminous study that
my two assn tes with me have prepared. This was done sometime
ago. I am ref° 'mg to page 14.

NIOSH has published the following. safety and health guides

available to all f industry and just so there will be no mistake, I am
going to read t s list.
Bulk petroleum plants, publications indicating safety guidelines,.
health guidelines, grogery stores, retail bakeries, autobody and repair
shops, service stations) grain mill, sporting goods stores, lumber and
building materials industry. In the printing materials, electroplating
shops, plastofabricators, fluid milk processors well, a,ilnauseam.
There you have several dozen publications and they are now in the
process of- publishin and will soon distribute some more.
I will road what those are: how to got along.
Appearing on page
with solvents, inorganic metal cleaners can be dangerous, working

safely with pesticides, battery workers,., health guides for spray
paints, walking,, fibrous gla layouts, installation, textile dying,.

soldering, braising, and many ore.
And here is an agency that as already spent or will spend in this.
fiscal year roughly $3,840,000 in this total area. So NIOSH now has
more than the function of being the researcher for standards. That is
terribly important to understand.
Mr. GAICDOS. What kind of response have we gotten to date from
these different publications? Have there been demands or requests
made? Are they circulated generally?
Mi. CLAYMAN% The sad part is, as this study will indicateif you,

get the chana and have the -patience to read it-this study will
indicate to you that there are all kinds of axailable consultatiye
services, both government and privatk but little demand. .

You talked about Liberty Mutual, the gentlemen from Liberty

Mutual who indiCated bow httle they were asked for their services.
In the earlier yeah of my trade union experience, I came in contact.

with insurance companies considerably in the areas of workmen's.

compensation and one of their sales talks wasand incidentally
Liberty Mutual is probably the best of any lot, in my judgment,,
unless history has changed since I looked at it lasttheir sales talk

cove_ r you with your workmen's compensation,.
f
.-.
we dive you consultative services.

was not only do we

ore is an ad that appeared in the Wall Street Journal, April 18,.

1974. They indicate that "OSHA reaches into the life of your business.
How far into your business will this far-reaching law reach?"

They are referring to OSHA. "OSHA is probably the single most

important piece of safety and health legislation ever passed by
Congress."

'

Again, you can_be proud of your role in that arrangement and in
that development, 'Mr. Chairman.
And then they go on to ask questions, "You have to guard dangerous equipment and prevent falls. You may need to set hpan in-.
plant health facility, you may have to lower vapor dust and noise.
levels. How do you set up an in-plant health facility, how do your
measure vapor levels?"

They go on to say, "Look, if you buy insurance from us"they
cover I guess a healthy share of industry, small and large"we will

give you consultative services," and they give it freely..
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Well, I &tither, was not hero, I gather the gentlemen from.Liberty
Mutual said there is littFo request by those that really need it and
those that .really need it are the small businesses.
Mr. GAYDOS. On that point, you say it so much more adequately
than I when you brought up Liberty Mutual. Let me conclude my
5 minutes by Asking if you share one of my fears; that is, I feel sin.
cerely.if we do not proceed with this legislation that ultimately we
are going to exrerience a situation whore wo,would have doubled our
money available for consultative services by the 50 percent State
participation.
Now, I fear that, as usual on this legislation and in other area
that wo .experience problems within this Congress, there is never
enough money to properly finance its enforcement. We are
,t1ways short: So her e have a situation where
we haVe 15 Stated
that have applied fo 50-percent participating funds and that would
double our money i the area of consulting in response to those who say
it is so importantwhich I disagree with but they say it. Here, if we proceeil, we will do away with the 50-percent participation because
it would be logical far:States to throw it all on the Federalpeople
"We have internal problems, you take up the consulting services"
but we destroy the original demand we bad that they be in separate
jurisdictions, that you not intertwine, that you not put in one jurisdictiairthe enforcement and the consulting service. That is the danger
I see and I wondered, in conclusion, as to whether you share those
fee
havd.

Mr. LAYMAN. I think that is a very perceptive observation that
you have Ii3ade. For example, if I were a legislator and I 4re asked
where this $10, $15, or $20 millionwhere would it do the best job
in,
the area of occupational safety and health? I would say not in consultative services. 1 would say it would 'be a better job either in NIOSH
in the business of trying to set up new standards, important standards,
'or in OSHA in terms of inspection.
But I understand thkpolitical problems and I understand what some

of you are saying, that there are political pressures. The fact
and I understand this and I suspect if I were in public life I would
not ignore them eitherbut the issue is not really as intense as it

appears on the surface, Mr. Chairman.
For example, NIOSH does this job consultation that I have told
you about. In the last 16 months I of
am told they had roughly 150
requests for consultation, 150. In Ohio: my home State, where they
have set up a pretty good consultation apparatusit may have
changed in, the past few months, I am not certain, I have not been
back therebut they have set up a pretty good consultation service.
In the course of a year they would have relatively few requests, which
means that even when you have an apparatus in place with a staff set
up in place, there are very few requests for attention and service.
Despite that reality, I have been somewhat compromising in my
testimony because I am aware of some of your problems.
Mr. GAYDOS. Let me compliment you forEour candid responses.
I thank the. Chairman for allowing me more than 5 minutes, He has
always been imminently fair and I appreciate it.
Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Risenhoover.
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Mr. RISENHOOVAIL I want to urge you to get with the Chairman and

work out something labor could support. I know in Oklahoma our
State inspectors went to Dallas and went through the same school,

the same training; I guess as the OSHA inspectors do and they are not
waiting for people to call and ask them to consult. In my district, that
inspector is going on the site whether he i3 requested to or not and he
is going through those businesse3 and small industries and pointing
out things that have to be corrected. He is telling them if they don't
correct it, they will-get an inspector on the site and be subject to fine,
and the problems are being corrected.
If we don't do something this yearmaybe you have what you feel
is a pretty good political *reading across this country. I know what' the

situation is in my district and my district is pretty typical of most
districts. Organized labor is not strong. enough to carry it by themselves, it takes other people involved also to' elect a Congressman and

in my district with the President gaining in popularity as he isand

don't ever kid yourself he isn'tthat plus OSHA, if we don't do

something about it without weakening the act, but provide for more
voluntary compliance, this time in 1977 yowl .re not going to be here
trying to moderate or to negotiate and find something reasonable, you
are going tio be hero trying to save these acts. They will be subject to
repeal and there will be enough people in this Congress to repeal them
if we don't do something about them. That is the situation we face.

Mr. DANIELS. On behalf of the committee, I wish to thank you

gentlemen for your testimony here today.
Mr. CLAYMAN. Thank you.

Mr. DANIELS. Our next witness is Mr. John J. Sheehan, legislative
director of the United Steelworkers of America.
[Prepared statement of John J. Sheehan follows :J
PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN J. SHEEHAII( LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR, UNITED
STEELWORKERS OF AMERICA

I appreciate this opportunity to appear again before the Subcommittee regarding OSIIA consultative services. Earlier this year, I addressed the same subject
during the Subcommittee's oversight hearings. The Committee now has specific
consultative services legislatioii before It, but the central point of our testimony is
much the same: there are already workable, state-run consultation programs in
place, and we would oppose any new federal program as being unnecessary,
duplicative and harmful.
Mr. Chairman, our Union appears before this Subcommittee to expressZopposition to HR-8334, and HR-8618, bills which propose to mandate federal OSHA to
provide on-site consultative services. The current law prohib4 fecloyal OSHA

inspectors from entering upon a woiksite without the responsibility to cite a
violation if found. Off-site consultation is, of course, permitted and, iqeedi. the
federal agency has engaged in extensive activities to provide such adv ce. It ts,

however, the act's major departure from previous state safety laws by est blishing
the operating or enforcement principle of first instance citation that has sti ulated
continuous efforts in the Congress to amend OSHA. It was the enactment f that
principle and its defense to which the labor movement continues to be committed.
I say "continuous" because since the first introduction,ef-k federal on-site consultation bill; we have viewed its implementation as an erosion of the first
instance citation responsibility. The mere fact that the 'act needs to be amended
in order to allow this type of service is indicative of our contention that it countervenes the enforcement principle.
However, it is now possible for all states to engage in on-site consultation through
one of two means. States which have regained OSHA enforcement authority by
putting into operation an appz;oved Section 18(b) plan, can include on-site consultation as part of their program and receive 50 per cent federal funding. For the
other states without 18(b), plan, 50 per cent federal money is available through
e

k
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Section 7(c)(1) for on-site consultation programs. The addition of n feder
gram would add a third layer under Seation 21, the relationship of which
existing programs is unclear.
We ha.va always opposed any on-site
program which wou
placed in thn federal enforcement ngenqy,consultation
in 1IR-8334 and HR-8618, be
of the conflicting and debilitating effects itaswould
have on the enforcement
But perhaps more importantly at this point, we oppose any new.fe al pro
regardless of what agency it is placed in, because it would ttie stet
approach to consultation. which is finally developing.
STATE INVOLVEMENT

It has always been our position £hat enforcement is best left as a federal
respons
bility, while the states should be encouraged to remain active in the complomentar
areas which are not preempted b, _v the federal enforcementareas such as edUcaLion, training and consultation. New that the federal government is
extending
such encouragement through the appropriations route, and now that the
states
ore responding, it would be highly inappropriate and unfair to the states
suddenly reverse the course by placing the emphasis on federal consultation. to
Until the 7(c)(1) consultation procedure was put into action, those states which
relinquished workplac e,. inspection to the federal OSHA were denied the
opportunity to obtain federakfunds for any nonenforcethent, OSHA-related activities.
While we opposed defederalization of enforcement, we did not feel that the
state's
safety and health capacities should be defunctionalized. But the administration
took none of the steps that could have been taken under the-act to keep the
activities in the nonpreantted area alive. By its action in amending the state
appropriations bill last year, the Congr14s only

the administration to apply its
existing authority in Section 7(c) (I) to the told
preempted
states. It is important to
note that there is nothing in the act which prohibits the
use of OSHA funds to
finance consultative services by the states.
'S,

DEMAND FOR CONSULTATION

Federal legislation is 1-4?, needed; then, in the sense that consultation is already
available through the slates. We question
its need in another
as well,
however. We xhave never been convinced that the real demand forsense
on-site consultation is as strung among the business community asis the political demand
in
the Congress.

Private section on-site consultation has long been available to businesses
of
all sizes from a variety of sources. Perhaps
the primary source has been
carriers of worker compensation insurance, wiiikh have a natural interestthe
in
improving workplace safety and health and, thus, reducing claim's. The experience
these carriers have had with their consultation efforts provides valuable insight
for determining the need for a governmental program.
On-site consultation has been promoted on the basis that many small businesses
seek information that is not now available
to them, and that if the information
were furnished there would be greater efforts
voluntary Compliance.
Si) ne of the largest insurers involved with on-sitetowards
consultation, Liberty Mutual,
7 o w e v er , has found that the Aervice is not used by
those who really need it,
even when there is a concertdd\ effort to promote it among small employers.
Testifying before the Senate Labor Committee on July 22, 1774, Roger Wingate
of Liberty Mutual stated:

.

"We have experimented offering our services to small businesses. Now, we do
service all business. But we service business on what we think is 'seed basis.
We
don't say we are going to spend so much of the premium, it's wh e we think the
need is. We have experimented writing letters signed by our n anagers of
our
offices, saying to the employer you must be conscious of the Occupational Safety
and liohlth Act and its importance

11.

to your business, anthat we will be glad to
come to your premises with a professional
to evaluate the conditions of your
plant. These letters involved small employers. We had a very small response.
We had a little better response by calling them on the phone. I suspect a lot of this
is influenced by the many pressures that the small businessman is under today
in terms of his whole business.
"But I think you will find that when an offer to consult is made the people that
will ask for consulting service, if it is provided, are the people that need it least.
The people that need it most won't come for help. We have to find a better'
way to do something for the people that need it most."
5it -ass- 70-7--41
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The scope of services available through the private insurance carriers is great.
The American Mutual Insurance Alliance testified before this Subcommittee on
July 25, 1974, that "well over 3,500 full-time technical personnel are estimated
now to be employed by insurance Companies to provide Occupational safety and

health services." We seriously doubt that adding. relatively small number of
Federal consultants to this effortan effort for which there is a very small
response among those who need it the mostwill be of any real help to the small
businessmen.
.

RELATIONSHIP TO ENFOI.IIIOEMENT

I think it is evident that ranch ,of the momentum behind the effort to place
consultative services in the Federal OSHA comps from those who are not seeking
a legitimate educational goal, but rathet' are seeking an avenue through which to
weaken OSHA's crucial procedure of enforcement throtigh first instance citations.
That is the root of our steadfast opposition to consultation by OSHA personnel.

The mere fact that the act needs, to be amended order to allow this type of
service is indicative of the fact that It conntervenes the enforcement principle.
It was interesting to observe the discussion between the Subcommittee members
and the representative of the National Chamber of Commerce during last week's
hearing because it illustrated precisely the problems we' have always foreseen In
an OSHA on-site consultation program. The Chamber put forth some very logical
questions concerning where the line is drawn between consultation and mandatory compliance. If one accepts the notion that consultation should be provided
by the enforcement agency, very compelling arguments Can be made that the
consultant should be on equal standing with the compliance officer. Once that
link is made, the compelling logic is to expand the consultation role, which can
be done only with a simultaneous contraction of the enforcement role. The pres-

sures for this expansion will not be contained by a provision such as Section (d) (5)
of H.R. 8618, which provides for a separation of functions between'consultants
and compliance officers. The problem is not only one of a co-mingling of personnel
but also a restriction in the size and future expansion of the consultation functiona restriction .which is difficult to maintain once the dual consultation/
enforcement role is accepted. In short, the establishment of on-site consultation

responsibilities within the federal OSHA constitutes an erosion of enforcement
authorities which undercuts the concept of first instance citations.
Placement of consultation in the nonenforcement states provides the necessary
autonemy from federal enforcement so that conflict between the two roles is
avoided. That brings me again to the point that legislation is not needed since the
programs already exist for staff consultation services.

.

RELATIONSHIP To STATE COVSULTATION

I draw your attention once more to the testimony presented last year before
this Subcommittee by the American Mutual Insurance Alliance. The Alliance did
endorse a federal on-site consultation program. They did so, however, with an
important caveat. Their testimony pointed out that most of the Section 18(b)
states already provide consultation, and the statement went on to say: "Additionally, Congressman Steiger's recent amendment to the Labor-HEW,
appropriations bill provides a procedure and funding for consultation in states
without approved plans. Thus, if both programs [Section 18(b) consultation and
Section 7(c) (1) consultation] materialized and become fully implemented, it would
seem that the need for amending the Act to provide federal on-site consultation
would be substantially diminished."

The Section 18(b) consultation is nearly fully implemented. Out of 22 states
witlx approved 18(b) plans, 20 have consultation programs and we understand
that the 21st is soon to be put into place. These states are now employing 145
consultants, with. 50 per cent federal financing through Section 23(g). The Section
7(e)(1) consultation program for the nonenforcement states is not as close to'full

implementation, but considering the short time-frame under which it has operated,
it has been very well received among the states. The appropriations bill was not
enacted until December, and the 'administrative regulations were not promulgated
until late May. Before the expiration of the fiscal year on June 30 however, 15
states made applications for the program and they will employ 208 consultants.
There is nothing to prevent additional states from applying for the 7(c) (1) programs this year or in the future,
Since the proposed bills before the Subcommittee are silent on the existing
18(b1 and 7(c) (1) programs, their relationship to these programs is not fully clear.
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If a new program is legislated, there is the question of separate
for each of the three programsat best a dubious procedure. budget request
Will the Section
7(o) (1) programs. eventually-terminate?
These are the prog.rams run by the states.
But then there is the more serious, question
as to whether the provisions of the new
legislation (HR-8618), requiring OSHA consultants to notify OSHA inspectors
under certain circumstances, should prevail-in
the Section 18(b) states. Do employers in these states have the, right to call in federal
consultants? If
the consultants find imminent danger or death and serious harm they do and
they request the assistance of federal OSHA inspectors, as requiredsituations, do
by the act,
or state OSHA inspectors?
While this may not be a serious problem at this time since there are only two
states involved, What would be the circumstances' ikmore states dropp
consultative work since the federal government w' provide the servi d their
per cent financing? The legislation does not address tself to the question of at 100
federal
reentry into areas from which federal OSHA has b n preempted.
The regulations governing the consultative programs in the Section
18(b) states
are vague in that they need comply only with the 'at least as effective"
criteria
controlling all state plans. However, the

governing the Section 7(c) (1)
and Section' 2,1 programs are much moreregulations
the differences in the programs offered? detailed. will employers complain about
During the course of these hearings it has_ been indicated that the
intent of a
new federal on-site, consultation program
would be to provide coverage
for those
states which have neither an 18(b) nor 7(c)
(1)
Program.
However,
there is a
much easier way of filling this- gap in consultation coverage. Rather
than creating
a federal OSHA consultative programwhich raises the conflict of interest
problems
within the enforcement*

agency and stymies any further development of the
new and important state role
as a complement to federal enforcementinstead,
the federal: funding under the 7(c)(1) arrangement could be increased"froin
the
current 50 per cent level. Under previous use of Section 7(c) (1)
for different
purposes, 'OSHA has used a 90-10 Matching formula. This would provide
a more
meaningful inceptive for state involvement.
The 50-50 forinula for Section 7(c) (1) was adopted dining the period of active
encouragement of state take-over of OSHA enforcement activity wherein
the
government could finance those plans according to Section 23(g) on a 50-50
basis. But since the state plan drive has stabilized itself, there is
no
need
for
OSHA
officials to fear that state plans would be rejected because
a 90-10 or some other
match may be available to the preempted states under Section
7(c)
these states should not be penalized by having to decide either (1). Actually,
to hive a complete state enforgemeht and consultative program on a 50-50 .basis
or a complete
federal -1:1 nforcement and consultative program with no state funds.
middle ground for state involvement through the programs now There is a
for
consultative services under Section 7(c) (1) on a better matching basis.
This can be done even without legislation. There is no statutory requirement
that federal funding under 7(c)(1) be limited to 50 per cent;
percentage'
was set administratively and can be changed administratively.that
gressional effort could then be concentrated on securing adequateThe main conappropriation
of funds into the 7(c)(1) program. It might be most effective if the
could originate a sense of Congress resolution directing OSHA to provide committee
a different
matching arrangement: With regard to the appropriation process, there
are two
aspects of this bill upon which I should like to elaborate:
1. Reference has been rflade that since the Appropriations Committee
provided
the funds that this was not a proper legislative route to finance consultative
services, The Chairman of that Committee, Congressman Flood, has continuously
resisted efforts to amend OSHA by exempting small business firms
spection. He qujte properly declared that the exemption was the from injuiisdiction
of the legislative committee.
the funding of a consultative service,
through Section 7(c) (1), like anyHowever,
other fundidg request by OSHA, need not receive
specific line-by-line statutory recognition, provided it is within the
general
purview of the act. Therefore, there can be no contention that the Appropriations
Committee was acting under duress. Actually, there was no floor opposition to
the $5 million Appropriation this year. Critical floor comments last
year on the
Steiger bill were limited to questioning whether the states nonpreempted
should be more expensive than just a consultative one. However, HR-8618 roles
does
not grant any role to the states even in this limited area.
2. There also has been some mention that a federal consultation bill
is needed
to assure that appropriations for consultation will be maintained. We
point out, though, that the enactment of new authorizing legislation would
provides
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The absence of appro.
no guarantee that the authorization will be appropriated.
priations has'spelled the fate of other programs, and, there is no reason to believe
reasons would
that an OSHA consultation bill would be insulated. Whatever
prevail to%influence the appropriations committee one way or another regarding
enactment of new
funds for Section 7(c)(1) on-site consultation (i.e., without
legislation) would still prevail relative :to funds for Section 21 (Le,, with the
enactment of new legislation). Both programs will develop their own constituencies
Congress for full funding.
which will press both the administration and the.
Conversely, any force which would act to reduce the funding for a 7(0(1) con-

3

sultation program will have the same effect upon a legislated federal consultation
program.
As a matter of fact, the supporters of. the legislation should realize that enactment may not bring about all the consultation they envision. On-site consultation
is just one very limited type of assistance out of a whole range of programs that
are necessary, and an OSHA spokesman stated before this committee that the
agency has doubts about the cost-effectiveness of on-site consultation. Theitgency
views Section (d) (6) of HR-8618 as an opportnnity for obtaining additional funds
authorized by this bill to use for general educational and training programs. The
OSHA testimony emphasized this point by stating at the outset:
"On-site consultation should not be viewed . . . as the most effective means for
assisting employers seeking to comply. In many instances, the Federal assistance
desired can be offered more effectively through group seminars and education,
through cooperative programs with industry and trade associations, labor organizations, and professional groups, or by informational materials addressed to the
specific needs of -individual groups of employers."

that "the
and at the conclusion of their statement, the Agency again pointed outof
educaconsultation program should be only one element of a broad
tional assistance to employers and employees : . : Should the bi4l be enacted, we
would emphasize a balanced program of consultation and education."
In other words, there can be, and should be, no guarantee that all the funds
authorized under HR -8618 would be used for on-site consultation. Furthermore,
the other educational programs for which the funds could he used under Section
(d) (6) of HR-8618 arc already authorized under Section 21 as it now exists. ,
LEGISLATIVE DI VERSION

Aside from expressing our opposition to the substantive (and, I must say,
narrow) issue of federal on -site consultation, the controversy on this matter has
diverted Congressional attention and effort from the real evaluation of the need
to strengthen OSHA. There has been extensive oversight hearings on and a
comprehensive GAO critique of the OSHA operations. Yet, I am not aware of
any legislation being sponsored which would increase the Congreslional concern
over safety in the workplace. I will mention only a few of those coikerns so as to
explain our frustration over a need to defend rather than to enhance OSHA.
1. While much discussion has been put into an on-the-site consultation service
to plant managers, there is a glaring gap in the consultation program .urrently
in place. After a citation is issued, OSHA inspectors are able to cons t with
to
industry in order to determine the comprehensiveness of the allatement rder
correct the violation. The worker represe?Itative cannot he a party to those iscussions. He can contest on,, the duration of the corrective order not the co tent of
the order even though industry, after consultation, may contest both the c nterit
and the duration. We are concerned that this shut-off of participatio may
impair the effectiveness of the abatement order since the OSHA inspect° may
be Influenced by the private consultative session with the company.
There is a great deal of public awareness and concern over occupa ional
to OL's
disease. Yet, despite the fact that NIOSHthe HEW counterpart
OSHAcan transmit to OSHA recommendations of health standards (t e sowalled criteria documents) there is no obligation upon OSHA to react to th m. As
between 1972 an. 1974,
.a matter of fact, NIOSH referred more than 20-documents
and OSHA failed to react to any of them during that time. Certainly there hould
.be a mandatory obligation to react to such criteria within a specific time frame.
3. The OSHA occupational health standards now being promulgated, equire
)
medical examinations and removal from exposure of workers who have ecome
diseasedand indeed removal is necessary to preserve his life. Yet, the st ndards
the work r from
since they do not require kb transfer and rate retention, inhibit. job.
Th OSHA
tasking the medical examinatioti because of either loss of rate or
.standard-makdrs claim they do not have a legal right to requiie rate ret ntion if
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a transfer to another job is necessary. I would hope that the Conimitice could give
serious attention to this- shortcoming of the act, if, indeed,
it is a statutory. shortcoming: It may actually be an administrative shortcoming:

There are other concerns which are failing to get proper attention un
consultative issue is put behind us. Perhaps It is well that the bill has been

dueed so that the legislative committee can put it in proper perspectiv
hopefully dispose of the issue.

STATEMENT OF JOHN S. SHEEHAN, LECIISLATIVE DIRECTOR,
UNITED STEELWORKERS OF AMERICA

Mr. DANIELS. You .may proceed, Mr. Sheehan. I note you have a
lengthy statement and the Chair would like to ask if you desire to
read the statement in full or do you care to submit it for the record

and summarize your views.
Mr. SHEEHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DANIELS. 'you have the privilege of proceeding in any manner

you. desire.
Mr. SHEEHAN. I realize I am on the short end of the time and maybe

on the short end, of the stick, but I would Ile to proceed anyhow
with at this time reading the statement. The last two times I ap-,

peered before the committee in a similar position I summarized.my
remarks. I feel that at least the text flaws in some kiRd Of a consistency and I would like to try and proceed in that way.
'Mr. DANIELS. The only reason I made the suggestion is that the
committee may not sit during general debate in the afternoon without,
the express permission of, the House. If any one member should
object, that terminates the hearing and I desire to give the members
of the committee an opportunity of questioning you. I read your
statement earlier this morning and I know what you have said there
and I think my colleagues could do likewise.
Mr. SHEEHAN. Let me attempt to do that.'I hope nobody objects
over in the House, but let me start off with this comment: That we
appear before you again today as we have done on former occasions,
and we have objected in the past to the consultative service legislation.
I might indicate here that we are also appearing before your committee to express our opposition to 86.18, a bill which proposes to
mandate Federal OSHA to provide on-site consultative services.
Now, the current law prohibits Federal OSHA inspectors from
entering upon a work site without the responsibility to cite if they
frdd a violation. Off-site consultationmid I would like to emphasize
that, because if there is a genuine demand for some kind of information
\platiVre to whether there are standards applying in a particular work
placeis of course permitted under the act and, indeed the Federal
agency and many other private organizations have engaged in extensive activity to provide such advice.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, I sit en the National Advisory
N Committee to the Secretary of Labor on this and we have had a

number of people come before us telling us what they have been doing
in terms of advising small-business people with Federal funds, mind.
you, a $3-million contra et,provided to the National Safety Council

to do precisely this, so there are extensive activities to advise the
small business people. It is, however, the Acto.ajor departure from
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'previous State safety 1/Aws by establishing the operatingor the enforcewent principle of first Thstance citation that has stimulated t ontiauous
efforts in the Congress to amend OSHA.

It was the enactment of that principle and its defense to which the
labor movement continues to be committed. I say continuos because
since the first introduction of a Federal on -site consultation bill, wo
have viewed its implementation as an erosion of the first instanee
citation .sponsibility. The mere fact that the act needs to be amended
today, a the bill would require in order to allow this typo of service, is

indicat e of our contention that it countervenes the enforcement
principl

It is now possible for all States to engage in on-site consultation
19 through two meaw:-States which have regained OSIIA enforcement

authority by purng into operation an approved section 18(b) plan

can include on-site ceptisultation as part of their program and receive 50

percent Federal funding for States without 18(b) plans, 50 percent
Federld money is available through section 7(c)(1) for on-site consultation programs, TA addition of a Federal program would add a
third layer under section 21, the relationship of which to the existing
programs is unclear.

While you were all discussing earlier oday the relationship of this
program under 11.R. 8618, I took a look at the list of the qponsors of
that legislation, Mr. Chairman, and I find that' Out of 23 cosponSors of
your legislation, either those States already havoexisting consultative
services programs in t heir particular States under their existing 18(b)
plans or have applied for section 7(c) (1) money to put that service into
the States.
I ask you, how is it, then, that these States that have consultative
services are not so far-able to assuage the opposition to OSHA since the
program is already in effect in these States?
The list of Congressmen that are cosponsors already are benefiting,
if you wish, from consultative surveys that are provided under, the
current law.
.N1r. DANIELS. Will the gentleman yidld for a question?
Mrl- SHEEHAN. Certainly.

Mr. DANIELS. I am the prime, sponsor of this.

Mr. SHEEHAN. It is not on here. I have Missouri, Montana

Mr. DANIELS. I am from the State df New Jersey.
Mr. SHEEHAN. You jtroono of the six. Now Jersey has to make the
decision whether they want on-site consultation.
Perhaps I should break from my text tb, indicate that there is some
inference that the passage of 8618 will insure that there 'will be con-

sultative services and the Chairman has made I think, \tory valid

reference. to the fact there are two States which have 18(b) plans that
don't hay° consultative services and thorn are now approximately 18:

States
Mr. DANIELS. Out of 56.

v

Mr SHEEHAN [continuing]. ntit of 56 that 'have not applied for
7(c)(1) money to set tip consultative service in their-State. The
inference is that H.R. 8618 will mandato consultative services either

in tho two States that leave jurisdiction under this act or in the 18
States that havE trot applied for section 7(c) (1) money 1,11,11 yet, Mr.
I

Chairman., /the Labor Department came before this committee and
testified last week that where there is b 'demand' for 'Consultative
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services in the preempted States, the Labor Department doe not
intend to use the money authorized under this bill to set up useless

and undomandod and unrequested consultative services.
As a matter of fact, they Pave made very clear in the testimony
before this committee that they like the additional money that will bo
authorized under this bill because section 6D(f)-of this act allows them
to use the money for other than consultative services and, I" think,
°they- made very clear they would use the money for other than on-site
consultative services if there is no demand for the services.
The point I am trying to make hero, Mr. Chairman, is whether
there shall bo on-site consultative services, The root of it is, is there a
-demand for it? We respectfully submit to you,. Mr. Chairman, that
our reading is that the demand for it is mostly political and not
substantive and that the business community that has politically
demanded this legislative change has done so for the primary purpose
of making erosions into the first instance sanctions.
The Clukinber of Commerce commissioner testified before you a
couple of weeks ago. His support of this bill, at most, was lukewarm.
He said it was a beginning. What they want is to insulate employers
against that _first instance sanctions. The labor movement has continuously appeared before. this committee and indicated. that even if this
foot gets into the door' -and I think the Chamber of Commerce's
position vas very logical, their position w
ce you establish an
on-site consultative services, you ought o prove som r asonable
protection to the businessman that roqu sts that sei vices, that ho will
either not be inspected or that he bo
en a period of freedom from
ins pec ti on.

Your bill, certainly, says there is no such insulation,
Mr. DANIELS. And I would bo absolutely opposed to it.
Mr. SHEET . We would have to count on your opposition for us to
survive and h er is no doubt about that. There is no doubt about the
fact that the role of the chair in this controversial legislation is very

impoftant to us in the labor movement. There is no doubt about that
at all.
s

What we are ,saying is that you are setting up a situation that
logically would be hard to withdraw from an the Chamber has
forcefull y. said that iire should not have both consiaation and enforcement, give the small employer the opportunity to be informed and,
give us protectiop ftom the citation.
As a matter of fact, on the floor when this debate went on last week
with the appro$riation bill, Mr. Findley, who alib has a delimitation

- service bill, made constant and repeated references to the first instance
citations, and Congressican Flood, who has consistently opposed any
legislation of OSHA on the flooras a matter of fact; you made refer-

ence to his remarks earlieropposed a Findley amendment thta

would delete small business people from coverage under the act, and
yet, Congressman Findley has'constantly been making references that
we have to change the firsl-icristance citations. That is really the (Nedtive of this political drive in Congress.
Mr. DANIELS. I have since spoken to-Congressman Findley. I think
I have talked him out of his idea in that respect.
Mr. SHEEHAN. You hafe spoken to him?

Mr. DA/stints. I have told hiin how wrong he was. He is coming
around to our way of thinking.
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Mr. SHEEHAN. I am very pleased that he is. I thought Congressman
Steiger made an exceptional defense of the first instance sanction. But
we all recognize you gentlemen aro not only responsive to ona another,

but yeti are also responsive to a constituency out there, and this

legislation will exercise that constituency more that] it is now being
exercised, that once having gained this, they should' go the next step
'down the way.
Congressman Oaydos ingcle reference to the fact that the Liberty
Mutual Insurance Co. has testified there is no demand for this service
out in' the field. I happen to sit on that same committee that Roger
Wingate serves on; namely, the National Advisory Committee to the
,,Secretary of Labor. I thought his testimony before the committee was

clevastatiiik..They wen out of their way to telephone people that
they want to come in and help themout, and they still got turned
out.
As a mitt ter of fact, there was other testimony by a representative
of the American Mutual Insurance Alliance. I would like to read that,
if I may.

The Stdger bill that is made reference to hero is the one that the

Appropriations Committee funds for the first time consultative services

and without amending OSHA. The 'representative of the American
Mutual,Insuranco-"Alliance said this:

Coniressman Steig6r's recent amendment to the Labor-TIEW
appropriations bill provides a procedure and funding for consultation in States
without approved plans. Thus, if both programs (sea. 18(b) consultation and
sec. 7(c)(1) consultation),materialize and become fully implemented, it would
seem that the need for amending the act to provide Federal on-site consultation
would be substantially diminished.

There you have it. The business" community, at least one of the
representatives of the business community, is saying there is no need
for Federal legislation in this area.

This is what we are trying to say here today. Of ,course, I have

jumped all over this text in terms of comments.
I want to make two comments about the argumentsregarding the
appropriation.
Mr. RISENHOOVER. Would,you yield and lot me ask a question?'

Do you trust the business community to look out for the best

interest of labor? y.trti are referring to the business testimony there
abOut there being no need for this. Do you trust the business NINHEEHAN. 'trust the business conurninty to look out for the
best interest of themselves. And if this a dgmlind fcir.e.onsultative
service* to look ounor themselves, Were is a 'basintissman saying he
does not need it.
.

.

Mr. Rispruio0VER. He is interested in seeing this legislation ropealed.

Mr. SHEEHAN. I would not say, for instance, that Roger Wingate
ord the represOtative of thd insurance industry would come before
this committet and advocate repeal of .OSHA. As a matter of fact,

I would think

Mr. RISENHOOVER. I would not take his word for the fact there is
no demand for the services.
SHEEHAN. As I said, this iS his comment. As a matter of fact,
I don't know, outside the two trade associations, any business people
that have appeared before this committee.
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Two comments I would like to make about the appropriations

procedure,
procedure, if I may. Reference has been made that since the Appro.

priations Comitittee provided the funds,' thiiwas not a proper lopslativo route 'to finance consultative servictqi., Tim chairman of that
committee, 'Congressman 'Flood, as I indicated previously, has
continuously resisted Worts to amend OSHA by exempting dmall
business firms from inspection. Ile quite properly declared many
times thrit exemption was the jurisdiction of the legislative committee.

However, the funding of a consultative .service, through section
7(c)(1), or if you wish through section (g), where you have the State

plans, like any other funding request of OSHA need not receive specific

line-by-line statutory recognition provided it is within the general

purview of the act.
Therefore, there can be no contention that thAppropriations Committee was acting under duress. ,actually, therc4vas no floor _opposition
this time in any form whatsoever to the $5 million apropriated this
year. Critical floor comments last year on the Steiger bill were limited

to questioning whether the States' nonpreompted roles should be
more expansive than just merely being one limited to consultative

services. And there is sonic serious contention, Mr. Chairman, whether

consultative .services is being overemphasized to the 'detriment of
other kinds of education. and training.

As a matter of 'fact, the spokesmen for the Labor Department's
OSHA has said there might be an overdramatization on this Issue.
Those urere"the comments that took place last year.

However:8618 does not grant any role to the Stateeven in this
limited area, and I think that is a point wo want to emphasize, Unit
I.I.R. 8618, one, does 110
1p the States out in this area, and two,
indirectly it may begin th demise of the section 7(c)(1) programs
that are already m place i at least 15 of the States, and these 15
States' responded within 1 month after the promulgation of the
regulations by the Labor Department..
.
The other comment I wanted to make about the appropriation

process was this, that the enactment, of the now authorizing legislation .
provides no guarantee that the authorization will be . appropriated.
The absence of appropriations has spelled the fate of other programs,

and there is no reason to believe that an OSHA consultation bill

would be insulated. Whatever reasons would prevail to influience the
Appropriations Committees one way or another regarding finals for

section 7(c)(1) on-site consultation. (that is, without enactment of
new legislation) would still prevail relative to funds for section 21

(that is, with the enactmenf of new legislation).
Both programs will 'develop their own constituencies which will

press both the administration and the,,Congress for full funding.
Conversely, any force which would act to reduce the funding. for a

7(t)(1) consultation program will have the same effect upon a legislated
Federal consultation program.
As a matter of fact, the supporters of the legislation should realize

that enactment may not bring about all the consultation they en-

vision. On-site consultation is just one very limited type of assistance
out of a whole range of programs that are necessary, and an OSHA
spokesman stated before this committee that the agency has doubts
about the cost-effectiveness of en -site consultation. The agency views
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section (d)(6) of H.R. 8618 as an opportunity for obtaining.additional

funds authorized by this bill to use for general educational and
training programs.

Yet the currait OSHA legislation provides. that opportunity

'

without the need for any amendment.

So, Mr. Chairman, perhaps I ought to end here at the end of a
very long morning, by indicating that either, No. 1, there is a concern
that States are not coming forth requesting the consultative programs

or that, No. 2, OSHA in offering these under 7(c)(1) authority is
doing so at a low level of matching on the 50-50 basis. Then I might
suggest, Mr. Chairman, thitt perhaps a joint resolution of this Congress
could mandate or sinwst to OSHA that they change the matching.
basis for the 50-50 funds, so you would at least get a congressional
vote. that would show congressional intent is here so that the funds
on a better matching basis would be available under 7(c)(1) and the
proFram remains in the hands of the States.
'1 halite:Sion.

Mr. DANIELS. I recognize the gentleman from Oklahoma, Mr.

R iseaboover.

\1r. ItisENlioovEn. On that final point, you must be aware of what
joint resolution recommendations to Federal agencies, what effect it
has had, and how they conduct their business..
Mr. SHEEHAN. Mr. Risenhoover, I would not disallow the impttri,
of a resolution of that type because, let me indicate, under the OSHA'
Act, section 7(c)(1), funds were ali'eady available on a 90-10 basis.
OSHA.changed that formula primarily during the days, n, couple of
. years ago, when there wag an intense drive to defederalize OSHA.
And when the States' come in and take over jurisdiction they can
only get funds under what is known as section 23(g) of the act on a
50-50 basis. Then the OSHA administrators were concerned that if
they gave 90-10 money direMy to the States without State plans,

there would be an incentive for them to stay outside and let the

Federal Government run it.

Now, that drive is over with. The State plan situatio has now
stabilized itself and .there is absolutely no reason for 7 (1) money
to remain at the 50-50 level. Here what wo would be talk'ng about is a
congressional intent that it would not be.
Mr. RISENHOOVER. Then I would urge you to do the same, thing
that I urged Mr. Clayman, to get with the chairman of the subcommittee and propose something that is acceptable because it is very
obvious wO have only 18 States using the 7(c)(1) money. There must
be a reason why.
Mr. SHEEHAN. Because it was a short period for them to apply. I
don't think we should overspeak ourselves on that matter. Thongulations wore printed on May 20 and the 1975 appropriation was
Juno 30. So those States didn't got in. Now we have 1976 appropriations, they are up now. We don't know whether those States will come
in or not.. I think we ought-to give them a chance. Your State is in.
,

Mr..RISENHOOVER. My State happens to be in a heck of a lot better
financial position becadse bf the tax on oil than the Chairman's State.
Mr. SHEEHAN. It will bo the same on all States. We have been getting underfunding of OSHA ever since we have been here, underfunding of OSHA in all areas; let alone consultative service.
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Mr. RISENHOOVER. It is my understanding there is money available
for some 300 more inspectors than have boon hired.
Mr. SHEEHAN. The problem is that when they get the money and by

the time they get around to hiringby the time the Congress acts in

the appropriations system and the money is in the hands of the adinin
istrators, we have a very short period of time for them to go out and
hire.

Incidentally, We are not at all reluctant to criticize OSHA either,
because they have not gone the full length. The important thing I

think hero is providing enough funds to fund these operations. That is
the problem.
Mr. RisENnoovEa. Lot me ask you one question so we can clear it
up for the record.
There may be some misinterpretation of your testimony, there has
been at times on my part.
.

As a matter of priorities, do youlet me state it this waydo you

want health and safety for your workers?
Mr. SHEEHAN. Yes.

Mr RISENHOOVER. Or do you want to punish business and industry?
Mr. SIIEEHAN. NO; we do not.

Mr. RISENHOOVER. This is what I am looking toward, too, I am not
interested in punishing a small businessman by having a find slapped
on him, but we have had a business shutdown in
i my area because of
Mr. SHEEHAN. You are ringing up something else
to whether the.
choice is of jobs or death. I c on't think you will get any labor official to
stand before this committee nd say we would rather have the job and.
let the guy get his hand chopped off.
t.
I don't know any place OSHA has shut a business down, you can
ask the OSHA official. There is not any plant OSHA has shut down.
Mr. RISENHOOVER..They didn't shut it down but people were off
4 or 5 hours, or a, couple of days while the company took action on
the problem. If we had had consultative servic4, which we are going_

to continue to have, they go in and toll the smN1 businessman what
has to be done and he gets it done and he is not exempt from inspection which would cite him in the first place. Iwould not go for that
either. I think we have to keep the law the way it is. I am more interested in those people having a safe place to work and in their being
able to continue to work.
Mr. SHEEHAN. I hate to talk generalities but it is the experience
you are relating to, the fact your State has this program-I.-Mr. RISENHOOVER. I would like to see these other States do the
same. I think we should force them to.
Mr. SHEEHAN. That is the ,point I wanted to.mention before, 8618
does not force any State to ha\e the program.
Mr. RISENHOOVER. Maybe we should amend it.

Mr. SHEEHAN. Where there is no demand, the Federal OSHA
administrators will not use the money appropriated for on-site consultations.

Mr. DANIELS. It is true we don't force a State. This is a Federal

program.
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Mr. SHEEHAN. I went the second step by saying the Federal OSHA
-administrators have testified before you that if they don't get demand

for service, they want

Mr. DANIELS. Consultation and advice must be requested under

my- bill.

Mr. SHEEHAN. There are two parts. In order, for a consultant to
walk into a work place,iyou have to get the request from the businessman. This is to make sure the businessman does not unilaterally get
the benefits of Government when he- does not want them. More than

that, if there are not many requests made in a region, OSHA adniinistrators will not have: a guy sitting by idly waiting for those
requests to come in. They will transfer him to other activities and
btin°.

when they come before Mr. Plood's committee, they will not be asking
for .appropriation of funds.

We had a bad experience under the Metal and Nonmetallic Mine
Safety Act with the guy sitting over there listening to Beethoven'

They will use tale money for other purposes if there is not a request for
consul teflon services.
Mr. DANIELS. SHOT as training, education, putting booklets out
into the field?
Mr. SHEEHAN. It is already provided for under section 21(f) of the
act. It is already provided and the funds are there if requested. To put
it the other way around, the request is valid to make before the Appropriations Committee.
.
Mr. RISENHOOVER. If you hair() suggestions as to how this bill can
be made more binding and more effective, let's have them.
Mr. SHEEHAN. I frankly think we would want to stay away from

any legislative action on the floor. There is a lot of danger and it is
not responding to the people pushing for this.
Mr. RISE 'HOOVER. I will say the same .thing to you I said to Mr.
Clayman, if 'ellon't take some action, in 1977 you are going to be
up here trying to keep the act from being repealed.

Mr. SHEEHAN. That is one thing we should not overlook.
Mr. RISENHOOVER. The Chairman may not be the Chairman either
because the majority party will name he Chairman. a
Mr. SHEEHAN. This Chairman has d to a great deal to weed out the
fact from the fiction, and/to a large exten the opposition to OSHA has
waned, for the first time. The House of presentatives has protected
OSHA on the floor. That has never h pened since the t passed.
This is the first time it has happened think employe the workers
and the administrators now are be inning to work wit the act.
The experience out there is that employer are n
ting up tight
about this act any more They realize these pe
don't come in with
.

.4D

moans, and that the standards that have been promulgated up to a

couple of months ago have been basically standards recommended by
employer groups in the first place,
Mr. RISENHOOVER. Mr. Sheehan, the only reason that in my district
we arenot having the trouble we were having is because on-site consultative services areebeing.provided whether they ask for them or not.

And don't think- the busmess people in my area are .10-Ur this
legislation. They would jump for anybody that came up here and

sugge ted repealing. it.
Air. SHEEHAN. Why don't we leave the system in place.
_ That is all
.

we ar asking.

-
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. Mr. RISENHOOVER. How about the other States who are not
providing any on-site consultative services? Like I said before,
don't want to be up here with NO Republicans. You may have aI
friend from me, you may haveniew, but we won't be able to do what
we want for the working people in this country. I don't see Chairman
Daniels' proposal as weakening this legislation.
Mr. SHEEHAN. The need for legislation in your mind comes from
the fact youhave a program. It is operating under a system
we have
been supporting; namely, 7(c)(1). You. look out and see some
other
States that don't have it and you have expreSsed legitimate concern
for this. So have we. However, I think you ought to look at the reason
why those States don't have the program. It's not based upon the fact
that maybe( they don't want it but rather they had too short a time
to respond/ to the recent authorization of $5 million. The regulations
were printed May 20.
Mr. RISENHOQVER. I have been listening to testimony since
January 15 and I find the mayors, Governors,
don't have enough
money to keep their firemen and policemen on the job and won't
put money into OSHA unless we do it.
Mr. SHEEHAN. The Federal Government won't put it in either. You
have no reason to feel the Appropriations Committees of this Congress
will fund any regulatory program or any kind of program. Howard
McGuigan, my conferee, said we were providing money to put people
back to work and it was turned down, the appropriations were not
applied for.
So there is no reason to think the Daniels' bill will be appropriated
to the maximum degree by the Appropriations Committee any more
than you quite rightly have recognized, even the States can't do'this
thing.
Mr. RisErmoovEn. I think individual Members of Congress will
do anything to say we have made this a better act to give you help. I
think there is that much feeling on the floor of the Congress. I believe
the money will be appropti#tedil-weliroiide the authorization.
Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Gaydos.

Mr. Gavnos. I would like to respond my colleague, the track
record as of now does not support your to
observation. I am talking
about whether or not Congress as a body is ready to appropriate
sufficient funds. I see not a scintilla of evidence to indicate what
,say is true. To the contrary, there is more than just a smidgenyou
of
evidence that they will not do it.
Mr. RisENnoova. If we have provided the vehicle, then we have
done our part.
Mr. GAYDOS..I wish to Commend Mr. Sheehan.
Mr. DANIELS. That is the second bell. We have just enough time to
get over there and vote. We will be back. I want to afford the witness

an opportunity to testify.
[The committee recessed to vote.]

Mr. DANIELS. The ,subcommittee will come to 'order.

Mr. Gaydos, do you desire to continue?
Mr. GAYDOS. I want to commend most sincerely Mr. Sheehan. He
has been before this committee many, many times. We have always
found his statements well worth reading and studying late: on after
the questions have occurred.
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In conjunction with this legislation, I give him assurance I will
again be repeating those acts and going into his statement in detail.
They are detailed, right on point, and there is not a lot of surplusage
in it.
I want to make one comment maybe in conjunction with what you
Uwe stated. You did make reference to the fact that the Liberty
Mutual Insurance Co. is properly considered as a test run as to whether
or not consultative services would or would not be utilized if they are
made available to everybody in all States. I want to respond to my
good friend, Mr. Risenhoover, that that is a good example as far as I

am concerned for two reasons. First, Liberty Mutual Insurance
Co. represents roughly 9 percent of the available workmen's compensation insurance requests throughout the country, so that gives it

opportunity as a big company in a lot of different areas.
Second, I think that their motive is very important, meaning they
do make these consulting services available for their own self-serving
interest because they will save money, they will be able to offer their
services as far as insurance is concerned for less premium cost if they
can influence better compliance along the lines of safety. This is part

and parcel of it.
So it serves their- mutual self-interest if. they do have the full
utilization of these services. So these two factors to me indicate that

it is a good area in which to investigate and which to compare if you
are looking for a track record to determine just what we could expect
to make these services available.
So I agree with you it is a good area to look at because it does give
us a definitive track record and, if my colleague has an.y other area
other than that area to look for as far as experience, indicia as to
what we can look for, I would appreciate it.
Mr. RISENHOOVER. I would not trust them because they are
interested in selling insurance and, second, they can provide consultative services whether we have OSHA or not and, third, they
would do .anything to have OSHA repealed. They would rather see
the status quo maintained, see the opposition to it and see it thrown
out.
Mr. GAYDOS. I respond I don't share all your feelings in all three
areas. I think you make some valid points but there is no other area
we can look at.as far as an experience rating and we lust accept that
area. It is better than nothing.
Mr. RISENHOOVER. You can look at Oklahoma where we have
consultative services as to the experience derived and we are getting
better compliance with less friction.
Mr. GAYDOS. As I understand it, you have six people. What re

they doing that is so great that it would be in your opinion a god
area to use as an indication to how it works?
Mr.. RISENHOOVER. I have six people in my district. The inspector

is going as fast as he can from one area to another as long as businesses
are open, going in and telling them what is wrong, telling them, if you
don't get this corrected there will be an inspector to slap a fine on you.

Mr. GAYDO . I have-suspicions as to those that support the provision of pro ding consultative services. I suspect their motive as
being one tha is not in accordance with what I feel is the purpose
of the act. T at is my feeling. I would like to see more advocating
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this"on-site inspection business. There have always been those, if you
trace the lineage down properly, you will find those that have always
been antagonistic to the whole program.
I want to make this point, if Oklahoma has six inspectors, I don't
think that Would qualify in the degree that I would consider or respond to Liberty Mutual Insurance Co.'s track record which involves
Something like 600 people and, particularly, since they have a vested
monetary interest- in providing these services. The premium will be
involved as well as the expense to the company.
Mr. SHEEHAN. Could I bring up one point here? I think Mr. Risenhoover's comments about 'the bud et points are well taken.
One of the points he 'was maki g was the budgetary
ry problems we
are having, and I think we all hay to recognize that. That may. be a
reason for not overlegislating in areas from whence we don't have too
much proper information. I want to emphasize this point with regard
to his comment. Under the 18(b) plan States, these are the ones with
their own jurisdiction, there are 425 consultants out, there now.i.gnder
the 7(c) (1) States that have jusiretiMe in-that 1- month period, there
are 208 consultants. That is approximately 353 consultants operating
at the State/level.
I know of no study that has be .ri done by OSHA with regard to
the existing 145 consultants, thanks to-whether factually the consultant

activity did mitigate on the sev city of the accidentsz or on the
frequency of accidents. If you get into the hazardous industry, to
what degree is the track record th ,re better, let's say, than the track
record of States operating under the Federal Government, which
would be the comparison. I know f none so far. That does not mean
it may not be a good one. But we have here, with the introduction of
the 7(c) (1) program, many more nspectors or consultants going out
there and, although I have indic ited before that it seems to me all
the States could get in here an this number will go up, it would
behoove this committee at this p int to say let's take a look at this.

One thing I probably would al, o recognize is that one of the measurements you might want to mak is not only the impact on the safety
in the workplace, which we are r ally talking about, at least the labor
movement is talking about, but you might be concerned about the
impact in the political arena and I5 as this mitigated political opposition
to us. That is a different dime 'on, I think, but I would like to see
the studies that shopld be dema ded by this committee. I think Mr.
Gay dos has been talking abou where is the experience. We have
,

talked about some experiences here, the IUD study talks about
experience. There is a lot out t ere. What is its impact on safety in
the workplace? Why don't we fi d out, before we rush into anything?
Mr. GAYDOS. Let me ask two ort,,concise questions. No. 1, are you
advocating that it would be wisi for the committee to exercise limited
oversight to find out what these .tates think and what their experience
is with *hat they are doing?

Mr. SHEEHAN. I certainly wo Id.
Mr. GAYDOS. My. second que don is, Mr. Sheehan, given the legislation before us, following a d eussion with other witnesses we have
lad and also your own, if so e changes were made possible, would

you be in a position to support the legislation?
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Do you see any area.where we could effect some compromise Whore

the results would be that you would be supporting this legislation
on all fours?

Mr. SHEEHAN. NO.

Mr. GAYDOS. I have no further questions. I yield to Mr. Risenhoover.

Mr. RISENHOOVER. The appropriation we are operating under,
it is my understanding the matching money available to these States
is the result of the $5 million. We have
Mr. DANIELS. That is correct.
Mr. RISENHOOVER. We have no authorizing legislation for that and

there is no reason to believe it won't be continued beyond the 94th
Congress.

Mr. SHEEHAN. That is not true, really. The authorizing legislation
it is operating under is under OSHA.
Mr. RISENHOOVER. But it is taken from other OSHA programs.
The $5 million has been taken from other areas.
Mr. SHEEHAN. We are not going to sayyou see, H.R. 8618, what
does that do?
Mr. RISENHOOVER. We authorized the appropriation for it.
Mr. ,SHEEHAN. It sets up'what is known as the section 721 program.

When OSHA comes in, it is. authorized up to p million. Now, there
is nothing in this Congress that is going to .prevent the experience that

Mr. Gaydos quite rightly pulled out of history, that if OSHA came

in, let's say, with $80 millionI forget what the budgets are now
$80 million for all other aspects of the act and then came in, let's say,
with full funding for Mr. Daniels' bill at $2 million or eventually $7

million, either the Appropriations Committee could say we think
consultative service is doing .a better job than enforcement activity,
we ought to give it a shot, give it a better chance, let's cut down on
the $80 million they are asking for and give them $78 million and give

them $2 million. So we give them a total of $80 million. We have
already had that happen.
Mr. RISENHOOVER. You are always faced with that.

M. SHEEHAN. Right. There is nothing in this act, because this act
amends OSHA by opening up a section 721 program. We already have
a section 7(c)(1) program. What you are 'ending up with is a section
23(g) program, a section 721 program and a section 7(c)(1) program.
Mr. RISENHOOVER. I think the Appropriations would look at the
program and divide the money. I don't think they will take away from
enforcement.
Mr. SHEEHAN. We have had such experience. Mr. Gaydos pulled

that out of the history.
Mr. RISENHOOVJER. I won't take away from enforcement. I am
trying to add on for consultative services.
Mr. SHEEHAN. Yes; but in the Appropriations Oommittee it is a
little different.

Mr. RISENHOOVER. Where you are talking abdilt the political end,
does not make any difference what you want to see accomplished, if

ou are not here, you are not going to see it done.

Mr. SHEEHAN. We can't contest your evaluation.
Mr. DANIELS. Can the Chair-get a word in edgewise? I would like
to ask a couple of questions. I fear-we are going to get called for another,

vote. I would like to ask a couple of pertinent questions. As long as
time permits you call ask all the questions you desire.
O
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You have indicated in your direct testimony that you felt that
Congress ought to adopt a jointresolutidn on 7(c)(1) programs with
either 100-percent funding or.-90-10 funding. Now, if a 100 percent
7(c)(1) program or 90-10 program was established, we have no way
of knowing whether' all preempted States would wish to participate in
the program. OSHA.,at the present time extends to 56 jurisdictions.
We have 22 jurisdictions under.18(b) plans, that leaves 34 and of the.
34 we have 15 under 7(c).(1) with 50-'50 funding. Both programs are
funded 50-50. Tl t leaves 19 jurisdictions. We have no way of knowing
if those 19 juri dictions will desire to come in on on-site consultation.
Now, if a ate does not desire to participate, employers in that
jurisdiction ould still be without on-site 9bnsultation. Would
you
agree with y statement.?
Mr. SH HAN. They would be without on-site 'consultation in the
preempte States?
.

Mr. DANIELS. Right.,
Mr. HEEHAN. That is not completely correct. Mr. Clayman

indica d there is a NIOSH program in place and the NIOSH uncle?
sectio a 21(f) of the act provides hazardous
M . DANIELS. I am going into that situation in a moment.
r. SHEEHAN. They have that.
r. DANIELS. I would like a direct response to the question I pre-

se ted. Of those remaining 19 States that were not preempted
r. SHEEHAN. There are no consultative services in the sense we
a e talking about.
ti
Mr. DANIELS. Then they would be without consultative services?,

Mr. SHEEHAN. I can't make the statement that they would be
/without it. They are now without it but we have no way of knowing
that they would remain without it.
Mr. DANIELS. Even if we funded it on a 90-10 or a 100-percent
basis, there is no way of knowing?

Mr. SHEEHAN. Since we are all speculating, I would hazard the

speculation that the 19 would run in here.
Mr. DANIELS. You are speculating they would.

Are you sure one or more of the remaining 19who have not
indicated they have no intention to participateif they didn't participate, then no on-site consultation<rvice would be available to
employers in that State?

Mr. SHEEHAN. Any more than they would not be available under
KR, 8618. H.R. 8618 does not make mandatory on-site consultative

/

services.

Mr. DANIELS. I have another question. In section 5, we impose a
general duty on Covered employers to furnish employees employment
and a place of employment_ free from recognized hazards. We also

impose a duty on employers to comply with standards. Don't we
therefore havd",an obligation under OSHA to those same employers to
provide co,psultativesapvices, and don't we have that obligation to
employers in every jarisdiction covered by OSHA?
Mr. SHEEHAN. I tl nk the question is, does the Federal Government

have a responsibil y to provide information to employers in all

jurisdictions?

Mr. DANIELS. CO ect..
59-338-70----12
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Mr. SHEEHAN. I think the issue, however, Mr. Chairman, is a', very

narrow one, not the broadone that question would indicate. Yes; the
Federal Government has bite responsibility to provide information to
employers. Does the Federal Government provide this? I think we
have been trying to indicate before the committee that off-site consultative service is provided in droves. Even the testimony of OSHA,
as they testified before you, was that there wasit better cost effective-

ness in that type ot program. So the advice is being extended to
employers.
Mr. DANIELS. Where; on-site?
Mr. SHEEHAN. No, off.
Mr. DANiEr.s. At the DOL or their regional office?

Mr. SHEEHAN. In the programs in which the Federal Government

has preempted the State, these are all off-site consultative service
programs. I wanted to just move. a little more into that answer on
this thing. The question really is, does the Federal Government have
the responsibility to send out on-site consultative consultants? There
is nothing in the act that says that it does. I think there-are a lot of
employers that think they will end up getting free scientific and
engineering and health service for their plant. They won't get it. The'
money piovided here will not give us that caliber consultant. He
will be a guy that will go but with,a book and look around and say,
"I, think you are in violation."

If you look at some of the 'employer problems, many don't Isnow how
to correct their situation, and the OSHA consiiii,ant won't be a walking
encyclopedia as to how you debate some of these sanctions. They will
have to employ the private consultants to help them come to compliance, I submit,"withicnown standards. They know what the standards
are; it isn't that they don't know whit they are, They may not know
how to comply with them. The point I am making is that the Federal
Governmenti is providing a great deal of information to these
employers.
Mr. DANIELS. This committee' in its oversight has received many

complaints that the OSHA; while i°t has the authority to provide

consultative serviceshave been advised that such consultative- advice
will be given if they, go to the Department of'14,bor or to their regional
office.

Now, it is'hard for me to fathom- and to understand how a representative, a consultant hi the DOL -riegional office, can visualize
that particular employer's workplace and tell him what he should' or
should not do- to correct violations. How does heknow what the violations are without visiting the worksite?
Mr. SHEEHAN. ,I think the issufz0s not to find out. whether there
is violation but whether the employer is using proper operating
and work practices, and is he familiar with what the standards are.
The OSHA inspector, or consultant even, it isn't his job merely to

find ollDwhether there is a violatiOn. It is the employees responsibility=

to find out what the standards are. If there is some problemand I
submit the evidence so far doesn't indicate there is a great one here
that the employers don't know 'what the standards aiT, then they
can find out what those standards are off:site. The question isn't
so much whether I am in violation of the, standards ,that I know
ebout. I submit that I may be in violation because I don't knoW what
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the standards are. You don't need on-site consul ative services to tell
an,employer there is a standards on this or on tl at. I am sure that is
what is at stake.
In answer to your question, if you wish, clas type contact can be
made with the employer so he knows what` t e standards are, His_
problem is that he does not know vihat theN =dards are, not that
he does not know he is in violation.
Mr. DANIELS. Assume he kn ws the stand d, it would not necessarily follow that he is aware of e fact that be is in violation.
Mr. SHEEHAN. I think it would follcni more than it does not follow.

Mr. DANIELS. You stated earlier in your testimony that, if this
legislation was passed, there is no assurance that the auth,orizatioti
provided for under this bill would be tipproved by the Appropriations
Committee or that the Appropriations Committee would make the
,
proper appropriation -as requeaed.
.
.
isn't it likewise true with reference to the action of th Appropriafions Committee that was taken last month under the supplemental
appropriation when it approved $5 million for the 7(c)(1 program?
Mr. SHEEHAN. Yes. That is the point we are Making.
Mr.. DANIELS. We have no guaranteetherefore, wq have no
'g,uarantee beyond fiscal year 1976 that there is going to be an appropriation for $5 million or less for this particular program?
.

Mr. SHEEHAN. Any more than whether you pass this bill or whether
1you don't.
Mr. DANIELS. Therefdre, why is it necesAafy fovlhave legislation,

authorizing legislation

. ,

Mr. SHEEHAN. I think the point has been madeftbat you need the
legislation to guarantee the appiopriation. Our point is that you

don't need the legislation to guarantee the appropriation because
with the legislation you have no more gdarantee than without it
since OSHA itself, the act that has passed,-does give you the 'authorization to fund these programs.
Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Sheehan, isn't it really true that the reason you

and the other witnesses who appear here this morning testified in
opposition to H.R. 8618 is that you feel that there will' be a dilution
of funds for enforcement and that is the basis for your complaint?
Mr. SHEEHAN. That is one of them. There aie three of them, if I

may say.
Mr. DANIELS. Let me hear the other two reasons.
Mr. SHEEHAN. The experience we have had on the floor with the
Michel amendment, that is history. We have suffered inroads. .
No. 2, and even more seriously, is the fact that we view placing
the consultative service inside an enforcement agency will gradually
begin to erode the first instance citation enforcement actionf of thisagency. Your bill is absolutely clear on this area. There is absolutely
no doubt about that, Mr. Chairman, and we do not contend that fact.

We are talking about the legislative process that goes on in this

Congress and we know full well that the real guns are leveled at the
first instance citations.
The Chamber of Commerce has come before you already and said
this. And I think there may be. some legitimacy- to the argument. If

you accept the assumptions of tile Chamber 9f Commerce that if

consultative services are provided this amounts to safety in the work
placewhich we contest, by the way. We don't agree with that, We
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havelivedunder that for years and we don't buy that But thir) basis of
this bill is that it does. I think it is most logical then, Mr. Chairman,
that members of this committiv and /the future committee would have
th start looking al -the fact as to whether an employer who honestly
requests consultative services is going to got such-services because of

the sparsity of the staff and' money 'available under this bill; $78

mill41 total and $10 million at the incest
st for consultation; and how is
it going to serve 100 million people of the United States? That is, a

very small amount of money. Will not that em,ptoyer have some
justification to say that pending the visit of the consultants you should
not come in here With your inspection force? Would not the people
.
down in Oklahoma say

'
Mr: RisEximovEnNo.
Mr. Snaumst. I have heard them say .that. That i4 tjin- second..
reason. I pave forgotten the third one.
Mr. Risimioovii. 'this law)does net dilute that at all: This law'

.

does not dilute that first. instance citation, it (foes not dilute it.°

Mr. SHEEHAN. As we indicitted, t ho,Chairman'S' billand I un
:he was verVttmeh concerned by- t ha way, because we did have discussions with the Chairman, he huts been very open'ivith us, he ,knows
that. We know he does\-not mind the dialog that is going on right.
now. He has been very open with us in the discussion of this bill and
he was most insistent, that that proten. be in the bill t but he
. presented. As a matter of fact, he developed it More the representatives I mentioned were he .e. What. we are indicating is that it sots
up that process, -that that dress will n'in, stiop merely because you
tint this in the bill. The 'xperience-Mr. Qaydos
cl
mentioned.his already
taken place on t he floor

,

Mr, RtitEximoveu/N nyhe you don't. see this as I do, but I see
this as it way of tuNading those gunspointed at this act.

''P

Mr. SHEEHAN. As I indicated to you before, the political opposition
in the house has not been as intensive- as it hies
before without
.tlu; consulting.
The other filing, that is the third rAson, we haVe the pre gram
place. What mcfe do you want? Why do yott.hatre to have duplicativl,
-legislative procemies taking place? We have the program,
Mr.'"RusExubOvEit. I -flunk the bill spells it out more clearly 'so
there, is no question- in anyone's mind.:
,.
Mr. *EEHAN. There is no doubt in the mind of.. Oklaliontii,
-.,
...
have a prokram.
.
.
,
Mr. itisimioovEn. Well,. t1 t it continue.

0

Mr. SHEEHAN. I must fitlY if there is arty business-Organization that
Widati to testify tokether wi li the AFL-C10-14111)), I might throw in
the steelworkbrs,,we will testify before 'any apOopriattions committee
in a joint appearance with them to continue funds going to the States
in this plogram. Lot thorn comerforth:And we wjll join with-110En;
ffitr- Mr. 1),ANtims. One further question/and I wiWthen yield. ;
.
Mr. (layman, the previous witness-, put.:great,emphasis,on"NIOII ' '

as the agency today according to his interpretation of OSHA flint'

was passed in j070, -has the juriNliction to do so under ,epetion 20 and 1
section 21,'Which is QaptiLonefl,.'"I'raining afuFEmploYee.Edtteation."
I have read section 21 ovlr quite-carefully since he testified and my:

interpretation is _that N JOSH 'may ;have, that Authority, laut that
authority s also specified in the,.S Greta y, of abor. Iflou read
.

S
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subparagraph 3 of that section it says, "The Secretary in consultation

with the Secretary of HEW shall"then it goes on to say, two;
"consult with and advise employers

t

A

and employees."
III other words, the authority is with the .Secretary of Labor.
The trouble is, Mr. Sheehan, the trouble herb is that the Socretanr
of, Labor up to this date has not seen fit to provide this service.
Since
ho has not seen fit to dO so up to this day, I think we have to implement this act and spell it out loud and clear that...he will.
I can tell you that this committee is going to Carry on further on,-sit43
consultations, The Secretary of Labor, Mr. Dynlop, has sent in. a request to -this committee that ho desires to appear and -testify in these
oversight hearings. He>perlitips will further enlighten us on this sub-ject,
.
r. SHEEHAN. Could I comment on'that? I think you brilig up a .
very valid point: The section there says. the Secretary in consultation,
with'HEW shall consult with and advise employers and employees.
That gets back to an original uestion you asked, as to whether the
Federal Government has this s a3nsibilityato -advise employers and
consult with employers and indicajbed to you that: yes; they did.
The newsy question is wl other. the Secretary Shall advise and consult with the employer on t o site and
this.section of the bill, section.
21(c) of sub two, has to be rot with section 8 of the at which has to
do with the enforcement activities of the Secretary-when he walks
into
a worksite.
It has been the interpretation of the Secretary of Labor, and
in
which the laboor movement concurs, that since he walks into the one
woi
ksite, he has a resp,onsibility to take care of the violations that
are
in
there fort them, but that he can exacts° his responsibilities here by
off-site consultative services. By the same token, HEW does notjiave
any enforcement activities, honer they
not 'bound by any other
section of the act which inhibits what theyare
might do either on or off the
worksite and Mr. Clayman made reference to that in the role
of HEW.
HEW is well described or identified in their hazard evaluation.
I must
sa§ wo in Labor are very much disturbed by the fact there is
a growing
awareness of occupational diseases in the workplaces due to hazards
that I would say legitimately a lot of employers know nothing about.
Certainly labor movements are growing in their_periception of this
field. Yet whertyou take a look
at the requests to NIOSH under this
section for on-site hazard evaluation without any fear of citations, the
requests have been minimal. Another indication oflhow,mucliclemand
there is, I just mention that.
^, MI% DANIELS. Your answer to thejast question. indicates to
that
it is necessary, thereforeto amend the net to set up separate me
Federal
consultation personnel and inspectors.
.

.1

0

Mr. SREEdIAN. The fact that cthe Secretary of ,Labor jts included in
one very small area to advise 'and consent
employers_, a very
small one, namely, on-site consultation. In that the
small area, file gap is
provided for under section 7(c)(1) of, this act.
Incideii tally, the Federal Government,that is 'something that was
in my mind beforeit financing,
the Federal Government is exercising
its responsibility and obligation in this area by providlkig the money
to these States to fill that very small, narrow gap.

"
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Mr. GAYDOS: On that, Mr. Chairman
Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Gaydos.
osition, would you
Mr. GAynos. On that point you would be in
ttee ifit provided
not, to unqualifiedly support legislation of thisc
an increase of that 50 percent for the States tt, 80 or a hundred percent
to increase that fund for inspection?
Mr. SHEEHAN. If you changed the legiArtion to some kind of sense of
Congres.s, some kind of joint resolution, it would.
Mr. GAYDOS. You are not taking a position you would not support
some amendatory lang,page with those conditions?
Mr. SHEEHAN. I think t' amendment route is not one/that we sup-

port. I think what you are saying is important. We do support every
effort to get the States that are preeinpted into thissaotivity and get
OSHA to provide funds through 7(c)(1) and-we will do what we can to
go before the Appropriations Committee and would supportanything

short of an amen neat to OSHA because it is not needed to get.Congress demonstrating to OSHA they want to fund it this way. I think
Secretary Dunlop would respond.
Ir. aAYDOS. [asked many of the witnesses, both business and labor,

,

particularly business and national and local chambers of commerce
the question, "Do you know of your own knoWledge of any business
that is out of business because of any OSHA' enforcement?" All of
them responded to me that they didn't know of any, it was all rumor.
That brings me to this obqprvation, and I wonder how you felt about
it. To me when an inspection is made by an inspector and an employer
is cited, everybody in that business, in that -locality, county, munici-

Jilitv, township, or Ivhat-have-you, knows about that violation and
the fine,, if there was any: That in itself acts as a deterrent and unquestionably.

However, twisting it around, diverting funds from inspection and
putting them into on-site consultation, when a consultant is called
on the premises end he consults, nobody knows about it because that
is purely between him and eluie business, therefore, I think it is logical

r as a practical matter to conlUde that motley and services in that area
S tlie inspection..
does-not begin to have the deterrent efficacy 'is
Mr. SHEEHAN. That is a very excellent point to bring up. Earlier

today when Mr. Beard was asking will this bill have an adverse
impact upon workers, what came to my. mind at that time was the

fact that workers'who had experience under the State programs where
inspectors would show up unbeknownst to workers in that plant, cast
a great deal of credibility or lack of credibility on the State operations.

They put in the walkaround provision so the workers inside the

pi

well as the employer outside knewrwhen the*OSHA inspector
ecause ho had an obligation.to meet and walk around with
th-eitirtiou institute a consultative service program where'we get back
.

to the 'old days of secret meetings, privileged meetings with ernployers, then I am afraid you will begin to institute again the Credibility gap between workers and those supposed to be regulating in
their behalf.
Mr. GAYDOS. I have most sincere reservations about the ultimate
purpose of this legislation. The reason for it is that more and more I
think there is an imminent danger, an obviously imminent danger

that we are creating a misconception that people, business; what -haveyou, directly or indirectly are associating on-site inspection with the
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protective cloak that we are talking about. Once you
availed
yourself of that.cervice, everything is
i hunkydory.
Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Claydos., we have a vote on the floor, the second
boll has-rung:
The Chair is going to conclude this hearing and I want to express
my thanks. to Mr. Sheehan on behalf of the committee and personal'
to you and all the other witnesse. that appeared hero this morning.
think we had a worthwhile and formative hearing this morning.
[Whereupon, at 1:15 p.m., the omntiyee adjourned, subject
the call of the Chair.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows :J
n REPARE'D STATESIENT OP JOSEPH MCEIVEN,

PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION'
OY WHOLESALER DISTRIBUTORS, WASHINGTON, D.C.

My name is Joseph McEwen. I make these remarks in my capacity as President
of the National Association of Wholesaler-Distributors
(NAW). You should also
know that I am President of Modern Handling Equipment
Company of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, a firm which distributes innterialhandling
equipment and
' supplir.s. I am also a Past-President
of
the
Material
Handling
Equipmen't Dis=
tributors Association.
The .National Association of Wholesaler-Distributors is
a federation of 94
national commodity-line associations which in turn are composed
of
0 merchant wholesaler establishments located throughout the 50 states.some 30,000
According to Small Business Administration statistics, over 90% of the merchant
wholesalers in the United -States are classified as small business. The industry
consists of approximately 440,000 establishments throughout the United States,
employing over 3.4 million Americans.
NAM,- welcomes the opportunity to express our industry's views
with reSpect
to on-site consultative services for small employers under the Occupational
Safety and Health Act of 1970. We believe the concept embodiesd in H.R.
8(118
is a sound one, and we urge its enactment.
We have long supported the objectives underlying the Occupational Safety
and
HraIth Act. The Act was
with the explicit purpose of assuring "so far as
possible every working manpassed
and
woman
in
the
Nation
safe
and
healthful
working
conditions * * *." Ours is a relatively labor-intensive industry,- making
.our,,,
eMplOyeeS one of the major assets. Thus, from a pragmatic as well
rethumanistie
viewpoint, we place a high vslue on providing our employeesaswith
safe
and
healthful working conditions. IA! have long been of the opinion, howev tr, that the
Act and its administration have placed undue hardships on small bus
nets.
Virtually everyonsatho has
an Interest in the OccupationaLlafety and
Health Act since its=nctment;voiced
has recognized that small business is, at t distinct
disadvantage when attempting to
understand whift is expected of them in order
to comply with its provisions.
On
March
11,
1974,
Senator
Clark,
introduelh S. 3147 n bill to amen the
4
Occupational Safety and Health Act, stated: ". *, 44 four
\ years ago, Congress
enacted the Williams-S iger Occupational
Safety and Health Act. Since then, it,
has sparked consideral a controversy, particularly
in determining the law's appli,*
cation to small busines men. Perhaps the greatest problem
been the dilemnia
of many small busines men whO want to comply with thehas
net, but who find it
difficult to pierce the voluminous regulations and complex provisions
to determpie
/Th exactly what is expected of them."
At this time last year a spokesman for the AFDL-Ct stated in testimony
before
the Senate Labor and Public Welfare Cominjyttee, "F'r'om the outset,
has
failed to do some rudimentary things to provide small employers withOSHA
simple and brief guides they should have so that they Will quickly bethe clear,
able to
Understand how to comply with the Act!!
For the sake of brevity, I have cited only two examples of statements
which
recognize the 'disadvantages of the Act to smaller btfsinesses. If further evidence
is needed to prove this point,, I refer this Subcommittee to the
printed hearings
before the Subcommittee on LabOr'on the subject of OSHA during
the 93rd Cop:,
greys. Therein, a large majority of the Witnesses referred to:the
encoum
tered by small business when attempting to comprehend and /orproblems
comply'writh the.!
Occupational Safety and .Health Act.
,
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The difficulty of.interproting the volumes and volumes of regulations, standards,

and rules have resulted in frustration and confusion on the part of the small
businessman. We commend the Chairman for his leadership and commitment to

provide 'consultative services to employers desiring to comply with OSHA
standards.
Our primary concern is that the Consultative services provided In the legislation being discussed by this Subcommittee be structured in a way that will

encourage maximum efTectiveness. NAW believes tlsat the enforcement mechanism
and the consultation process must be clearly separated, to ensure that an employer

"74

requesting advice and counsel receives exactly that, and not punitive fines and
citations. We submit that clarification of the terms "substantial probability" and
"inttninentldanger" contained in Section 2(A) and 2(B) is necessary. Broad inter pretation of these terms by a consultant could trigger the enforcement procedure
and result in sanctions not intended by the Congress.
In addition, we are concerned with the non-binding nature of the consultant's
advice in any subsequent OSHA inspection. Advice given in the course of a
constiltative visit, and taken on good faith by the employer, could still result in
monetary penalties to the employer viiiited by a compliance officer. This does not
itl.em to provide much incentive to the small businessman to comply with the law.
'.1\11V believes that an effective on-site, non-punitive constanition program
would contribute much assistance to the small businessman attempting to understand the law and bring his.,operation into compliance. We will actively urge its
rtinctment, and commend the Committee for its recognition of the problems small
business encounters under the law.
AUTOMOTIVE SFAIVICE INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION,
Chicago, Ill., August 0, 197.5.

Hon. Domixtric V: DANIELS,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Manpower, Conlpensafion,"anci Health and Safely of
Cjmonittee on Education and Labor, Rayburn House Office Building, WaShipgton, D.C.

Ma. CHAIRMAN: The following remarks are made in my capacity as
President of the Automotive Service Industry Atiociation. Yip should also know
that I am Vice President of Fochtman Motor Catnonny, Ine.;-whol(saler-distrirr---titors of automotive parts and equipAnt with our main store and ten branches
operating in northern Michigan..
The Automotive Service Industry Association. is the tatornoti e world's largest
and most comprehensive organization, with its membership' en otnpassing more
than 7,000 independent automotive wholesalers, warchousy dist ibutors, heavyduty parts and equipment distributors, automotive electric service distributors,
manufacturers and remanufacturers of replacement parts, tools, equipment,
chemicals, paint, refinishing materials, supplies, and accessories.ASIA enjoys affiliation with the Automotive Booster Clubs International, and
maintains close and constant liaison with the Automotive Service Council; NaMount Congreg of Petroleum Retailers; Equipment Se Tool Institute; Automotive
WholeAaler Association Executives; Production Engine Remanufacturers Association and the Automotive Industries Association of Canada, giving ASIA repre-

sentation at every point of the automotive service marketra4he manufacturer
to the ultimate consumer.
ASIA itishes to express its support for the concept of H.R. 8618 and urge with

minor modification the bill'reloption. We for years have supported moves in Congress to allow consultative investigations to occur in our small businesses, without
the fear of punitive,action
en who cannot afford the services
otil members are all basically small bun
o sure that we have complied with all
of the expensive, consultants necessary
the often confusing and contradictory SIIA regulations. As we area labor-inters,
sive industry, we wholeheartedly support occupational safety and health for the
benefit of our employees. We believe that the employee safety will be greatly. enhanced by giving employers the opportunity to avail themselves of abconsultative
Investigation by OSHA to help them'bring their places of businesd into strict corn
pliance with the law.
In the past, our members have, as have all small businessMen, be=en afraid to
discuss:any safety problems wite0SHA because of the .inhere* fears of the mandatory investigation" and citation provisions contained in the- original law. The
size of our member firms places them at' the virtual mercy of the Occupational
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Safety and Health Administration because ivoirick the sophisticated manpower to
interpret the Agency's regulations and.have nowhere to turn for effective help.
We need clear, simple, understandable guides developed for.industries such as
ours along with the availability of consultative investigations to increase our industry's compliance with the law. Please understand there is absolutely no reluctance on the part of our membership to comply with tho law, but utmost frustra-.
Lion in attempting to understand the many complicated and technical provisions
of OSHA regulations.

/6

We would urge your Committee to structure H.R. 8618 in a way which will
protect and assure small businessmen that the enforcement mechanism and consultation mechanism of the Agency will be distinct and separate. There-should be
no question regarding the separability of these two functions, If there is any question, not only our members but other small businessmen, will remain reluctant to
discuss safoty matters with the Agency for fear of inadvertently being the subject
of a citation and fine.
We also believe that if given a cleanReport by the OSHA consultant, no subsequent investigation shotild result in a citation and fine. This protection should be
contained in any consultative investigatipn legislation. Our members should be
able to rely on the advice given and the ti ions taken in gimp/ faith as a result of
the consultative visit to insure their Compliance with the Itriv and alleviate any
possibility of later citation and fine resulting from a differing intc retation by an

OSHA compliance officer.

We appreciate the opportunity to express our comments on H. . 8618 and

would appreciate this letter being made a part of the hearing record.
Sincerely,

VINCENT A. FOCIITMAN.
CAN MANUFACTURERS. INSTITUTE,

r

Washington, D.C., August 7, 1975.
..
lion. DomiNint V. IJANTELS,
Chairman Subcommittee on Manpower, Compensation, and Health and Safety, Raybur-n Hese Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MA. CHAIRM AN: The Can Manufacturers Institute has been privileged
,,. ,.,

to appear before your Subcommittee in the past, and, although we were not
scheduled to appear during your hearings in Into July, 1975, we wish to thank
you for is opportunity to reenforce our support of the OSHA On-Site Consultation
islation (H.R. 8618) for the record.
Since our last statement before We Subcommittee in September, 1974, the
Can Manufacturers kestitute has grown from 39 producer:I. of metal cans to 50.
Even though this testimony is presented in support of the interests of our small
business members, we are encouraged by the general support of the entire industry
for this type of legislation.
NIT-t believe that business, particularly small business, is very responsive to the.
needs of its employees. We want to emphasize that the volume and the 'complexity of the regulations promulgated by OSHA designed to assist in providing
such protection result In an inordinate burden upon small manufacturers who
simply cannot employ the expert staff to ensure full compliance, at all times.
Hence, we wholeheartedly support the basic intent of H.R. 8618 which you
introduced on July 14t 1975.
We detect in the bill, and in the recently promulgated OSHA. regulation 29

CFR 1908 dated May 20, 1975, a basic distrust of the willingness of employers to live

up to the requirements. The legislators and regulatois apparently simply are not
wiiling.to believe that sound, constructive advice to industry will provide more
employee protection (because of wholehearted voluntary acceptance and use of
the program by industry)- than the threat of regulatory compliance action, which
may result in little use of the provision by industry for fear that regulators will
be camped on their doorstep.
By, including section (d) (2) (B) in your bill, we believe you would significantly
reduce 'enthusiastic participation in the program. We urge you to delete that
section (lines 16-25 on rage a of H.R. 8618), because we are convinced that
enthusiastic utilization,of The provisions of the bill without it will provichrgreater
employee salty than wolild be the case by retaining the implied threat of unknown
e
.
magnitude. f
.
It might be noted that See. 2 of the bill, he appropriation authorization, does
not speak directly to the method of fundin implementation. The Subcommittee,
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may want to clarify this section to the end that support for carrying out the first
section Is to be provided by the Federal Government, but the operation normally
will be by the States.
Sincerely,

111...

M. W. JENSEN,
-President.

STATEMENT or NATIONAL S1LALL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: We first wish to congratulate

Chathnan Daniels and other Members of the Subcommittee for their quick and
decisive introduction of H.R. 8618, an amendment to the OSHA On-Site Conultation and Education bill in order to clarify and rectify the Labor Department's
interprotatiOn of the on-site consultation amendment.
This statement is presented on behalf of the membenP of the National Small
Business Association. The.Asiociation represents firms ,dtring business in more
than 500 industry categories.
In the past few months the National Small Business Association has met with
Department of Labor administrators relating to the interpretation of the on-site
consultation amendments to the Occupational Safety and Health Act. We were
impressed by the degree of eo-operation- and time given us by the OSHA staff.
However, once the regulations were announced, NSB could no longer support the
Department pf Labor rules, especially those that would circumvent the intent
of Congress which was to encourage voluntary request for inspection by the business community. .Instead, we found that inspectors could notify enforcement
authorities if a violation were found.
Our main problem with H.R. 8618 IA in how a "reasonable opportunity to
eliminate the hazard" is to be defined.

Our concern is `kith the small employer who, in all good faith, desires to comply
with the recommendations given in writing by the inspector, The employer wants
.te correct problems resulting from the voluntary inspection but runs into problems
over which he has no control. To be specific: If. the employer needs any protective
device or equipment and finds parts are bank- ordered for six months, can he be

lubject to a citation? If the employer orders the equipment, is he in good faith
compliance with the written analysis given by the state inspector? We feel some
degree of protection must be given the employer who can show he has attempted
to comply with Federal and State regulations.
In a time of short money supply, a small employer may not be able to directly

'finance equipment necessary. to come into compliance. Does the written evaluation

by the state inspector, resulting from the voluntary on-site consultation, qualify
the employer for the SBA loan program?
We feel a voluntary compliance program will only work if the samll business
community is given Jair chance to eliminate potential hazards, and not be afraid
of being cited for violations and sulieested to fines. A businessman cannot know
all the regulations in a highly-technical field. With a little patience the Congress
will learn that a positive and constructive approach, as embodied in H.R. 8618,
will work for the benefit of both employees and employers.
STATEMENT OF GILLESPIE V. MONTGOMERY

Since its inception in 1970, the Occupational Safety and Health. Act has generated a-considerable amount of controversy. Reaction from constituents and other

interested citizens evidences the fact that OSHA is considered by many to be
extremely harsh and punitive, rather than productive.
The attitudes of employers, as revealed in their letters and comments; point out
that they are concerned with the health dnd safety of their employees. In fact,
the general ideiark which the Occupationil Safety and Health Actls based is a
concept which we must espousethat increased efforts toward safe and healthy
surroundings will result in4 a higher quality of working conditions. The objective
is sound.
Hdwever, in the ease of OSHA, as in other federal bodies, the stringent rules
and regulations adopted have only served to weaken its purpose 'by burdening
the businessman and mysti ing him. Little thought seems to have been given
. tto the effect of th% law of ,tlT small business, the backbone of our nation.

165
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We must address ourselves to the somewhat dutjjous proposition that punishment is the key to compliance. In this ease,'the emphasis is misplaced. Enforcement in tho form of penalties hits been the basis for achieving the goals set out in
the original legislation; compliance is the key, but voluntary acceptance should be
the desired result. I very strongly doubt the validity

of the idea 'that fear of

v
11.

A

penalty or fine will actually encourage employers to meet the provisions of the law,
and if at all, only to a minimal degree. Strict enfordement and threats will never
itroduce the kind of encouragement which will lead skek.,
o fulfand complete acceptance
of the law or the stimulus to achieve full compliant ith it.
Several suggestions come to mind, and they inelu e proposals some of which
have come before the house in the form of legislation. OSHA must work to
establish itself as a body eager, or at least willing, to aid businesses in complying
with the provisions of the law. Perhaps several businessmen could meet together
with a representative of OSHA to determinb ways in which the purpose of the law
could be achieved and whether their present fa ilities do comply with the minimum
-tand:trds. On-site consultations would assist
disseminating information about

hazardous practices or unhealthy condition . In addition, these visits, without
fearor line, would stimulate a co-operativ relationship between inspector 'and
employer.
Today sinallbusinesses especially are fat d with's host of rules and regulations
which hamper their growth and make their survival uncertain at a time when we
have record high unemployment. We must realize the necessity of keeping these
businesses alive and at least recognize the problems which are peculiar to them as
we draft future legislation and implement existing law. A more reasonable and
just application of the Occupational Safety, and Health Act would be a step in
the right direction.
.
,

STATEMENT BY HON. RICHARD C. WHITE, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS

4

Mr. Chairman and distinguished Members of the Subcommittee: It has'been
four years shier, the Occupational Safety and Health Act was implemented, and
through testimony you have been receiving during your oversight hearings of the
previous session and this Congress, at least one point has been emphasized. While
the facts may show the very real need for a uniform code of employment safety
practices, experience with the program indicates an equally compelling need to
make adjustments in the present law.
Perhaps the most talked-about amendment advocated is one which would statutorily provide' for on-site, nonenforcement consultations
to employers, particularly small businessmen. Consultative services has been an issue in almost
every Labor-HEW Appropriations bill we have considered since OSHA's enactment. There seems to be universal agreement as to the need and desirability of
on -site consultative visits, yet we have continued to only provide these services
through individual fiscal year appropriations. Obviously, an amendment to the
law itself is long overdue. During the debate on the FY 76 Labor-HEW Appropriations hilt, a differentiation was made concerning consultatNe officers and enforcement officers. It is my sincere belief that, unless eminent danger exists,

first instance sanctions should not be issued whether the visit is conducted by a
consultative or an enforcement officer. A-warning should, precede any sanction,,
as k the case in many administrative penalty procedures.
During the previous session, I testified before this subcommittee on several
aspects of the law and the administration of the OSHA law. ft is good to note
that the Labor Department has begun providing advisory centers in the field
offices, publishing "plain langtlage" bulletins, and will he increasing an educational
program to sectors of the small business communities. If OSHA is to work in the
was iry. which Congress intended, we must direct its implementation toward
effective assistance to the employer in obtaining compliance.
Hopefully, expedient action can be taken on the bill I have cosponsored with
the distinguished Chairman of this subcommittee. The- bill would provide a
program of consultation and education by the Labor Department for employers
and employees, and I feel it will go a long way toward lessening the problem still
to he experienced. I urge your favorable action on this legislation to statutorily
provide for such a program of education and assistance
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NATIONAL SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS,

Washington, D.C., September 18, 1975.
Hon. DoMINICK DANIELS,

Chairman, U.S. mouse of Representatives, Subcommittee on 'Manpower Compensatioib.and Health and Safely, Rayburn House Qffi No Building, Washington,
D.C.

DEAR CliAIRMAN4 As chairman of the Occupational Safety and Health Consumer Product Safety Committee of the National Society of Professional Engi-

neers, I appreciate the opportunity to expand upon NSPE's formal testimony
of July 22, 1975 on advisory ctonsultative services to be provided under the

Occupational Safety and Health Act. As you requested in our informal discussion
following the testimony, I am writing to offer further views on the consultant's
role.

To be thuly effective tho,consultant as. envisioned in H.R. 8618 must serve as
an adviser and counselor, not as an advocate or enforcer. His role is in large part
an educational one and much of the success of the consultative program depends
on the employer accepting the consultant in this light rather than as an adversary.
For that reason, the National Society of Professional Engineers recommends
that H.R. 8618 be amended to specify that the consultant's task include apprising
the employer anti his employees of the hazards existing on the jobsite and of the
best engineering, administrative, work practices and other methods of controlling
those hazards. At the same time, when there is imminent danger of serious injury
or death, inimediate.steps must be taken to eliminate the hazardous situation.
The employer should have the opportunity to correct the hazard identified by the
consultant without fear of punitive action. However, if an employer is unwilling
to take the necessary steps to-eliminate theimminent danger,. the Secretary should
be notified and the regular enforcement procedure should begin.
NSPE1 believes paragraph (d) 2 of IL. R. 8618 should be revised to.,read as
f °flows:

"(2) No consultative visit1 authorized i)3r this subsectipn shall be regarded as
an inspection or investigation under Section 8 of the Act and no citations shall
be issued nor shall any civil penalty be imposed by the Secretary upon such
Visit: however, if an imminent danger is disclosed during a,consultative visit and
the employer fails to take immediate action to eliminate the danger, the visit
shall be terminated and the Secretary advised by the consultant. All consultative
visits shall end with a close-uut conference with the employer and his employees'
representative to discuss the conditions of the workplace and how to correct the
hazards."
This procedure is not without, successful precedent. In the. Pennsylv-ania
Department of Transportation, for example, an Operation's Review Groupa
team of highly qualified engineersvisits various Districts and Bureaus, reviewing operations to determine whether the Department is following its own written
policies and Procedures. Following such a review, the Group will hold a close-out
e.pnference with the particular unit engaged in that activity, pointing out any
operational deficiencies. Subsequent to the close-out conference, a written report
is given to the Secretary of Transportation, who then requests a follow-up report
from the affected unit.
Again, NSP appreciates the opportunity to discuss this issue. If we can be of
further service, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Very truly yours,
BENJANIN D. ROCUSKIE, Chairman,
Occupational Safely and Health Consumer Product Safety Committee.
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